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INTRODUCTION. 

HAT the history of ancient culture effectively ends with 

the second century of the Christian era is an impression 

not infrequently derived from histories of literature and even 

of philosophy. The period that still remains of antiquity is 

obviously on its practical side a period of dissolution, in which 

every effort is required to maintain the fabric of the Roman 

State against its external enemies. And, spiritually, a new 

religious current is evidently beginning to gain the mastery ; 

so that, with the knowledge we have of what followed, we can 

already see in the third century the break-up of the older form 

of inner as well as of outer life. In the second century too 

appeared the last writers who are usually thought of as classical. 

The end of the Stoical philosophy as a living system coincides 

with the death of Marcus Aurelius. And with Stoicism, it 

is often thought, philosophy ceased to have an independent 

life. It definitely entered the service of polytheism. In its 

struggle with Christianity it appropriated Oriental superstitions. 

It lost its scientific character in devotion to the practice of 

magic. It became a mystical theology instead of a pursuit 

of reasoned truth. The structure of ancient culture, like the 

fabric of the Empire, was in process of decay at once in form 

and content. In its permeation by foreign elements, it already 

manifests a transition to the new type that was to supersede it. 

An argument for this view might be found in a certain 

“modernness ” which has often been noted in the later classical 

literature. Since the ancient type was dissolved in the end 
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to make way for the modern, we might attribute the early 

appearance of modern characteristics to the new growth 

accompanying incipient dissolution. The general falling-off in 

literary quality during the late period we should ascribe to 

decay ; the wider and more consciously critical outlook on life, 

which we call modern, to the movement of the world into its 

changed path. Thus there would be a perfectly continuous 

process from the old civilisation to the new. On the other 

hand, we may hold that the “modernness” of the late classical 

period does not indicate the beginning of the intermediate 

phase of culture, but is a direct approximation to the modern 

type, due to the existence of a long intellectual tradition of a 

similar kind. If the latter view be taken, then we must regard 

the dissolution of the ancient world as proceeding, not by a 

penetration of new elements into the older form of culture so 

as to change the type, but indirectly through the conquest 

of the practical world by a new power; so that, while ancient 

culture was organically continuous as long as it lasted, it finally 

came to an end as an organism. The new way into which the 

world had passed was directed by a new religion, and this 

appropriated in its own manner the old form of culture, bringing 

it under the law of its peculiar type. Thus one form was 

substituted for another, but the first did not spontaneously 

pass into the second. There was no absolute break in history ; 

for the ancient system of education remained, though in a 

reduced form, and passed by continuous transition into another ; 

but the directing power was changed. The kind of “modern” 

character the ancient culture assumed in the end was thus an 

anticipation of a much later period, not a genuine phase of 

transition. In confirmation of the latter view, it might be 

pointed out that the culture of the intermediate period, when 

it assumed at length its appropriate form, had decidedly less 

of the specifically modern character than even that of early . 

antiquity with all its remoteness. 

Be this as it may in pure literature, it is certain that 
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the latest phase of ancient philosophy had all the marks of an 

intrinsic development. All its characteristic positions can be 

traced to their origin in earlier Greek systems. Affinities can 

undoubtedly be found in it with Oriental thought, more parti- 

cularly with that of India; but with this no direct contact can be 

shown. In its distinctive modes of thought, it was wholly 

Hellenic. So far as it was “syncretistic,’ it was as philosophy 

of religion, not as pure philosophy. On this side, it was an 

attempt to bring the various national cults of the Roman 

Empire into union under the hegemony of a_ philosophical 

conception. As philosophy, it was indeed “eclectic,” but the 

eclecticism was under the direction of an original effort of specu- 

lative thought, and was exercised entirely within the Hellenic 

tradition. And, in distinction from pure literature, philosophy 

made its decisive advance after practical dissolution had set in. 

It was not until the middle of the third century that the 

metaphysical genius of Plotinus brought to a common point 

the Platonising movement of revival which was already going 

on before the Christian era. The system founded by Plotinus, 

and known distinctively as “ Neo-Platonism,” was that which 

alone gave unity to all that remained of Greek culture during 

the period of its survival as such. Neo-Platonism became, for 

three centuries, the one philosophy of the Graeco-Roman world. 

It preserved the ancient type of thought from admixture with 

alien elements; and, though defeated in the struggle to give 

direction to the next great period of human history, it had a 

powerful influence on the antagonist system, which, growing 

up in an intellectual atmosphere pervaded by its modes of 

thought, incorporated much of its distinctive teaching. 

The persistence of philosophy as the last living force of the 

ancient world might have been predicted. Philosophie thought 

in antiquity was the vital centre of liberal education as it has 

never been for the modern world. There were of course those 

who disparaged it in contrast with empirical practice or with 

rhetorical ability, but, for all that, it had the direction of 
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practical thought so far as there was general direction at all. 

The dissolution by which the ancient type was broken down 

did not begin at the centre but at the extremities. The free 

development of the civic life both of Greece and of Rome had 

been checked by the pressure of a mass of alien elements 

imperfectly assimilated. These first imposed a political prin- 

ciple belonging to a different phase of culture. To the new 

movement thus necessitated, the culture of the ancient world, 

whatever superficial changes it might undergo, did not inwardly 

respond. Literature still looked to the past for its models. 

Philosophy least of all cared to adapt itself. It became instead 

the centre of resistance to the predominant movement,—to 

overweening despotism under the earlier Caesars, to the 

oncoming theocracy when the republican tradition was com- 

pletely in the past. The latest philosophers of antiquity were 

pre-eminently 
“The kings of thought 

Who waged contention with their time’s decay.” 

And their resistance was not the result of pessimism, of a 

disposition to see nothing but evil in the actual movement of 

things. The Neo-Platonists in particular were the most 

convinced of optimists, at the very time when, as they well 

knew, the whole movement of the world was against them. 

They held it for their task to maintain as far as might be the 

type of life which they had themselves chosen as the best ; 

knowing that there was an indefinite future, and that the 

alternating rhythms in which, with Heraclitus and the Stoics, 

they saw the cosmic harmony! and the expression of providential 

reason, would not cease with one period. If they did not 

actually predict the revival of their thought after a thousand 

years, they would not have been in the least surprised to see it. 

More than once has that thought been revived, and with 

various aims; nor is its interest even yet exhausted. The first 

revival the philosophers themselves would have cared for was 

1 radivrovos apuovin Kdcmou 6kworep NUpyns Kai TOEov.—Heraclitus. 
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that of the fifteenth century, when, along with their master 

Plato, they became the inspirers of revolt against the system of 

mediaeval theology that had established itself long after their 

defeat. Another movement quite in their spirit, but this time 

not an insurgent movement, was that of the Cambridge 

Platonists in the seventeenth century, which went back to 

Neo-Platonism for the principles of its resistance to the 

exclusive dominance of the new “mechanical philosophy.” As 

the humanist academies of Italy had appealed against Scholastic 

dogmatism to the latest representatives in antiquity of free 

philosophic inquiry, so the opponents in England of “ Hobbism” 

went for support to those who in their own day had intellectually 

refuted the materialism of the Stoics and Epicureans. Since 

then, many schools and thinkers have shown affinity with 

Neo-Platonic thought; and, apart from direct historic attach- 

ment or spontaneous return to similar metaphysical ideas, 

there has been a deeper continuous influence of which something 

will have to be said. 

Within the last fifty years or thereabouts, the Neo-Platonists, 

though somewhat neglected in comparison with the other 

schools of antiquity, have been made the subject of important 

historical work. To French philosophers who began as disciples 

of Cousin, a philosophy that could be described as at once 

“eclectic” and “spiritualist” naturally became an object of 

interest. The result of that interest was seen in the brilliant 

works of Vacherot and Jules Simon. For definite and positive 

information on the doctrines of the school, the portion of Zeller’s 

Philosophie der Griechen that deals with the period is of the 

highest value. In English, Mr Benn’s chapter on “The 

Spiritualism of Plotinus,” in his Greek Philosophers, brings out 

well the advance in subjective thought made by the latest on 

the earlier philosophies of Greece. Of special importance in 

relation to this point are the chapters on Plotinus and his 

successors in Siebeck’s Geschichte der Psychologie. An extensive 

work on the psychology of the school has appeared since in the 
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last two volumes of M. Chaignet’s Psychologie des Grecs. 

Recent English contributions to the general exposition of the 

Neo-Platonist philosophy are Dr GC. Bigg’s volume in the 

“Chief Ancient Philosophies” Series (S.P.C.K.), and Mr F. W. 

Bussell’s stimulating book on The School of Plato, which, 

however, deals more with preliminaries than with the school 

itself. 
In the later historical treatment of Neo-Platonism a marked 

tendency is visible to make less of the supposed “Oriental” 

character of the school and more of its real dependence on the 

preceding philosophies of Greece. This may be seen in Zeller 

as compared with Vacherot, and in Mr Benn as compared with 

Zeller. Of the most recent writers, M. Chaignet and Dr Bigg, 

approaching the subject from different sides, conclude in almost 

the same terms that the system of Plotinus was through and 

through Hellenic. And, as M. Chaignet points out, Plotinus, 

in all essentials, fixed the doctrine of the school. Whatever 

attractions the thought of the East as vaguely surmised may 

have had for its adherents, their actual contact with it was 

slight. When the school took up a relation to the practical 

world, it was as the champion of “ Hellenism” (‘EAAnvicpos) 

against the “barbarian audacity” of its foes. On the whole, 

however, it did not seek to interfere directly with practice, but 

recognised the impossibility of modifying the course which the 

world at large was taking, and devoted itself to the task of 

carrying forward thought and preserving culture. Hence a 

history of Neo-Platonism must be in the main a history of 

doctrines internally developed, not of polemic with extraneous 

systems of belief. At the same time the causes must be 

indicated of its failure, and of the failure of philosophy, to hold 

for the next age the intellectual direction of the world—a 

failure not unqualified. To bring those causes into view, it will 

be necessary to give a brief sketch of the political, as well as 

of the philosophical and religious movement to the time of 

Plotinus. For the ultimate causes of the triumph of another 
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system were social more than they were intellectual, and go far 

back into the past. Of the preceding philosophical development, 

no detailed history can be attempted. As in the case of the 

political and religious history, all that can be done is to put the 

course of events in a light by which its general bearing may be 

made clear. In relation to the inner movement, the aim will be 

to show precisely at what point the way was open for an advance 

on previous philosophies,—an advance which, it may be said 

by anticipation, Neo-Platonism did really succeed in making 

secure even for the time when the fortunes of independent 

philosophy were at their lowest. Then, when the history of 

the school itself has been set forth in some detail, a sketch, 

again reduced to as brief compass as possible, must be given 

of the return of the modern world to the exact point where the 

thought of the ancient world had ceased, and of the continued 

influence of the Neo-Platonic conceptions on modern thought. 

Lastly, an attempt will be made to state the law of the 

development; and, in relation to this, something will be said 

of the possibilities that still remain open for the type of thought 

which has never been systematised with more perfection than 

in the school of Plotinus. 



‘On pourrait dire, sans trop d’exagération, que Phistoire 

morale des premiers siécles de notre ére est dans lhistoire 

du platonisme.” 

Matter, Histoire Critique du Gnosticisme, 

livre vill. ch. 28. 
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CHAPTER I. 

GRAECO-ROMAN CIVILISATION IN ITS POLITICAL 

DEVELOPMENT. - 

BroaDLy, the political history of classical antiquity almost 
from the opening of the historic period may be described as 
a slow passage from the condition of self-governing common- 
wealths with a subordinate priesthood to the condition of a 

theocratic despotism. This was a reduction of the West to the 
polity of the civilised East. In the old Oriental monarchies 
known to the classical world, the type was that of a consecrated 
despot ruling with the support and under the direction of a 
priesthood socially supreme. Immemorial forms of it were to 

be seen in Egypt and in the Assyrio-Babylonian civilisation on 
which the conquering Persian monarchy was superimposed. 
In Persia had appeared the earliest type of a revealed as 
distinguished from an organised natural religion. And here 
were the beginnings of the systematic intolerance at first so 

puzzling to the Greeks’, Intolerance, however, did not till 

1 Herodotus, though he knew and sympathised with the refusal of the 

Persian religion to ascribe visible form to the divinity, saw in the persecution 

of the Egyptian cult by Cambyses and in the burning of Greek temples by order 

of Xerxes, nothing but acts of wanton impiety. They had come to be better 

understood in the time of Cicero, who definitely ascribes the latter to the motive 

of pious intolerance. See De Rep. iii. 9,14. After a reference to the animal 

deities of Egypt as illustrating the variety of religious customs among civilised 

men, the exposition proceeds: ‘‘Deinde Graeciae sicut apud nos, delubra 

magnifica humanis consecrata simulacris, quae Persae nefaria putaverunt, 

eamque unam ob causam Xerxes inflammari Atheniensium fana iussisse dicitur, 

quod deos, quorum domus esset omnis hic mundus, inclusos parietibus contineri 

nefas esse duceret.” 

Ww. 1 
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later and from a new starting-point assume a permanently 
aggressive form. With the Persians, conquest over alien 

nationalities led to some degree of tolerance for their inherited 

religions. 
The origin of the monarchies of Egypt and of Western Asia 

is a matter of conjecture. To the classical world they appeared 
as a finished type. The ancient European type of polity was 
new and independent. It did not spring out of the Oriental 
type by way of variation. In investigating its accessible 
beginnings we probably get nearer to political origins than 
we can in the East. We have there before our eyes the plastic 

stage which in the East can only be conjectured. The Greek 
tragic poets quite clearly distinguished their own early con- 

stitutional monarchies with incompletely developed germs of 
aristocracy and democracy from Oriental despotism. While 
these monarchies lasted, they were probably not very sharply 

marked off, in the general consciousness, from other monarchical 

institutions. The advance to formal republicanism revealed at 
once a new type of polity and the preparation for it at an 
earlier stage. That this was to be the conquering type might 

very well be imagined. Aeschylus puts into the mouth of the 

Persian elders a lamentation over the approaching downfall of 
kingship in Asia itself. Yet this prophecy, as we know, is 
further from being realised now than it may have appeared 
then. And, though organised despotism on the great scale 
was thrown back into Asia by the Persian wars, the later 

history of Europe for a long period is the history of its return. 

The republican type of culture was fixed for all time’, first 

in life and then in literature, by the brief pre-eminence of 
Athens. The Greek type of free State, however, from its 

restriction to a city, and the absence of a representative system, 

1 obd’ és yav mporitvortes 

dpiovrar* Bacdeia 

yap dddwrev loxus. 

od? re yA@ooa Bporotow 

év gudakais* éAuTAL yap 

ads EXevMepa Bagerv, 

ws €duOn Svydv aNkGs. Pers. 590—6. 

2 és Tov amavta avOpwrwy Blor. Herod. vi. 109. 
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with other causes, could not maintain itself against the inroads 
of the monarchical principle, which at that time had the power 

of conferring unity on a larger aggregate. The Macedonian 

monarchy, originally of the constitutional type, became, through 
its conquests at once over Greece and Asia, essentially an 
Oriental monarchy—afterwards a group of monarchies—dis- 
tinguished only by its appropriation of the literary culture of 
Greece. Later, the republican institutions of Rome, which 

succeeded those of Greece as the type of political freedom, 
broke down, in spite of their greater flexibility and power of 
incorporating subjects!, through a combination of the causes 
that affected Greece and Macedon separately. Perhaps the 
imperial monarchy was a necessity if the civilised world was 
to be kept together for some centuries longer, and not to break 
up into warring sections. Still, it was a lapse to a lower form 
of polity. And the republican resistance can be historically 
justified. The death of Caesar showed his inheritors that the 

hour for formal monarchy was not yet come. The complete 
shaping of the Empire on the Oriental model was, in fact, 

postponed to the age of Diocletian and Constantine. Mean- 
while, the emperor not being formally monarch, and the 

republic remaining in name, the whole system of education 
continued to be republican in basis. The most revered classics 

were those that had come down from the time of freedom. 
Declamations against tyrants were a common exercise in the 

schools. And the senatorial opposition, which still cherished 
the ethical ideal of the republic, came into power with the 
emperors of the second century. What it has become the 
fashion to call the “republican prejudices” of Tacitus and 
Suetonius were adopted by Marcus Aurelius, who, after citing 

with admiration the names of Cato and Brutus, along with 

those of later heroes of the Stoical protestation against 

1 That the Romans themselves were conscious of this, may be seen for 

example in a speech of the Emperor Claudius as recorded by Tacitus (Ann. xi. 

24): “Quid aliud exitio Lacedaemoniis et Atheniensibus fuit, qaamquam armis 

pollerent, nisi quod victos pro alienigenis arcebant? at conditor nostri Romulus 

tantum sapientia valuit, ut plerosque populos eodem die hostes, dein cives 

habuerit.” 

‘ 1—2 
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Caesarean despotism, holds up before himself “the idea of a 
polity in which there is the same law for all, a polity ad- 
ministered with regard to equal rights and equal freedom of 
speech, and the idea of a kingly government which respects 

most of all the freedom of the governed.”! Here the demand 
for administrative unity might seem to be reconciled with the 

older ideal; but the Stoic emperor represented the departing 

and not the coming age. 
There was a discrepancy between the imperial monarchy on 

the one hand, potentially absolute, though limited by the 
deference of the ruler for ancient forms, and on the other hand 

the ideal that had come down from the past. The ethics of 
antiquity had never incorporated absolutism. Now the new 
religion that was already aiming at the spiritual dominance of 
the Empire had no tradition that could separate it from the 
monarchical system. Christian ethics from the first accepted 

absolutism as its political datum. The Christian apologists 

under the Antonines represent themselves as a kind of legiti- 
mists,—praying, in the time of Marcus Aurelius, that the right 
of succession of Commodus may be recognised and the blessing 

of hereditary kingship secured®. Christianity therefore, once 
accepted, consecrated for the time an ideal in accordance with 

the actual movement of the world. In substituting the notion 

of a monarch divinely appointed for the apotheosis of the 
emperors, it gave a form less unendurable in civilised Europe 

to a servility which, in its pagan form, appearing as an Asiatic 
superstition, had been something of a scandal to the rulers who 

were in a manner compelled to countenance it. The result, 

unmodified by new factors, is seen in the Byzantine Empire. 
The Roman Empire of the East remained strong enough to 

1 j, 14 (Long’s Translation). With the above passage may be compared 

Julian’s appeal to Plato and Aristotle in support of his conviction that the spirit 

of laws should be impersonal (Epistola ad Themistium, 261—2). The second 

imperial philosopher, in his satirical composition entitled Caesares, most 

frequently reaffirms the judgments of Suetonius and Tacitus, but not without | 

discrimination. Tiberius he sums up as a mixed character, and does not 

represent him as flung into Tartarus with Caligula and Nero. 

2 See Renan, Marc-Auréle, where illustrations are given of this attitude on 

the part of the apologists. 
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throw off the barbarian attack for centuries. It preserved 
much of ancient Greek letters. In distinction from the native 
monarchies of Asia, it possessed a system of law that had 
received its bent during a period of freedom’. But, with these 

differences, it was a theocratic monarchy of the Oriental type. 
It was the last result, not of a purely internal development, 

but of reaction on the Graeco-Roman world from the political 

institutions and the religions of Asia. 

The course of things in the West was different. Having 

been for a time reduced almost to chaos by the irruptions of 
the Germanic tribes, the disintegrated and then nominally 

revived Western Empire furnished the Church with the oppor- 

tunity of erecting an independent theocracy above the secular 
rule of princes. This type came nearest to realisation in the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries. It broke down partly through 
internal decay and partly through the upgrowth of a stronger 

secular life. With immense difficulty and with the appearance 
almost of accident?, a new kind of free State arose. The old 

Teutonic monarchies, like the old Greek monarchies, were not 

of the Asiatic type. They contained elements of political 
aristocracy and democracy which could develop under favouring 
circumstances. In most cases the development did not take 
place. With the cessation of feudal anarchy, the royal power 
became too strong to be effectively checked. There was formed 

under it a social hierarchy of which the most privileged equally 
with the least privileged orders were excluded as such from all 
recognised political authority. Thus on the Continent, during 
the early modern period, the prevailing type became Catholic 
Absolutism, or, as #% has been called, “ European monarchy,’— 

a system which was imitated in the Continental Protestant 
States. By the eighteenth century this had become, like the 

1 “The period of Roman freedom was the period during which the stamp of 

a distinctive character was impressed on the Roman jurisprudence.” Sir Henry 

Maine, Ancient Law, 10th ed., ch. ii. p. 40. 

2 Comte at least regarded Absolutism as the normal development, Consti- 

tutionalism as a loca] anomaly, in European history before 1789, 
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Byzantine Empire or the old Asiatic monarchies, a fixed type, 

a terminal despotism from which there could be no peaceful 
issue. It was destroyed—so far as it has since been destroyed— 

by the revolutionary influence of ideas from the past and from 
without. In England the germs of freedom, instead of being 
suppressed, were developed, and in the seventeenth century, 

after a period of conflict, the modern system of constitutional 

monarchy was established. To the political form of the modern 

free State, early English institutions by their preservation 
contributed most. Classical reminiscences, in England as 

elsewhere, enkindled the love of freedom; but deliberate 

imitation was unnecessary where the germs from which the 

ancient republics themselves had sprung were still ready to 
take a new form. From England the influence of revived 
political freedom diffused itself, especially in France, where it 

combined with the emulation of classical models and with 
generalisations from Roman law, to form the abstract system 
of “natural rights.” From this system, on the intellectual side, 

have sprung the American and the French Republics. 
In the general European development, the smaller con- 

stitutional States may be neglected. The reappearance of a 
kind of city-republic in mediaeval Italy is noteworthy, but had 
little practical influence. The Italian cities were never com- 
pletely sovereign States like the Greek cities. Politically, it is 
as if these had accepted autonomy under the supremacy of the 
Great King. Spiritually, it is as if they had submitted to a 
form of the Zoroastrian religion from which dissent was penal. 
Nor did the great Italian poets and thinkers ever quite set up 
the ideal of the autonomous city as the Greeks had done. In 

its ideal, their city was rather a kind of municipality: with 
Dante, under the “ universal monarchy ” of the restored Empire ; 

with Petrarch and more distinctly with Machiavelli, under Italy 

as a national State, unified by any practicable means. Even in 
its diminished form, the old type of republic was exceedingly 

favourable to the reviving culture of Europe; but the prestige 
of the national States around was too strong for it to survive 

except as an interesting accident. 

The present type of free State is one to which no terminal 
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form can be assigned. In England and in America, in France 

and in Italy, not to speak of the mixed forms existing else- 
where, it is still at the stage of growth. The yet living rival 

with which it stands confronted is the Russian continuation or 

reproduction of Christian theocracy in its Byzantine form’. 

1 This epilogue, sketching the political transition to modern Europe, seemed 

necessary for the sake of formal completeness, although the bearing of political 

history on the history of philosophy is much less direct in modern than in 
ancient times. 



CHAPTER II. 

THE STAGES OF GREEK PHILOSOPHY. 

Art the time of the Persian wars the civilisation of the 

East was in complexity, specialism, organised industry—what- 
ever relative importance we may attach to those features of 

progress—in all probability ahead of the civilisation of Greece. 
The conscious assumption of self-government by the Greek 

cities had, however, been closely followed by the beginnings of 
what we may call speculative science, which was a distinctive 

product of the Greek intellect. For this, the starting-point 

was furnished by the empirical observations of Egyptians and 
Chaldaeans, made with a view to real or fancied utility— 
measurement of land or prediction of future events. The 

earliest Greek philosophers, natives of the Ionian cities of 
Asia Minor, and thus on the borders of the fixed and the 

growing civilisations, took up a few generalised results of the 

long and laborious but unspeculative accumulation of facts and 
methods by the leisured priesthoods! of Egypt and Babylonia, 

and forthwith entered upon the new paths of cosmical 
theorising without regard to authoritative tradition, and of 

deductive thinking about numbers and figures without regard 
to immediate utility. As early as Pythagoras, still in the sixth 

1 This way of putting the matter seems to reconcile the accounts of the 

invention of geometry in Egypt given by Herodotus and Aristotle, which 

Prof. Burnet (Early Greek Philosophy, Introduction, p. 19) finds discrepant. 

Herodotus assigns the motive, viz. ‘the necessity of measuring the lands afresh 

after the inundations”; Aristotle the condition that made it possible, viz. ‘‘ the 

leisure enjoyed by the priestly caste,”’ 
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century B.C., speculative science had begun to show signs of its 

later division into philosophy properly so-called, and positive 

science; the first special sciences to become detached, after 

mathematics, being those to which mathematical treatment 

seemed applicable. All this took place before the continuous 

movement of reflective thinking on human knowledge, which 

marks a new departure in philosophy, not its first origin, began 

at Athens. 

The emotion in which philosophy and science had their 

common source was exactly the same in ancient Greece and 

in renascent Europe. Plato and Aristotle, like Descartes and 

Hobbes, define it as “wonder.” ‘The earliest thinkers did not 

define it at all. Their outlook has still something very im- 

personal. With them, there is little inquiry about happiness 

or the means of attaining it. When the speculative life has 

been lived by several generations of thinkers, and a self- 

conscious theory of it is at length set forth, as at the opening 

of Aristotle’s Metaphysics, the happiness involved in it is 

regarded as something that necessarily goes with mere think- 

ing and understanding. 
This is the subjective form of early Greek philosophy. 

In objective content, it is marked by complete detachment 
from religion. No traditional authority is acknowledged. 
Myths are taken merely as offering points of contact, quite 
as frequently for attack as for interpretation in the sense of 
the individual thinker. The handling of them in either case 
is perfectly free. Results of the thought and observation of 
one thinker are summed up by him, not to be straightway 
accepted by the next, but to be examined anew. The aim is 

insight, not edification. 
The general result is a conception of the cosmos in principle 

not unlike that of modern science; in detail necessarily crude, 

though still scientific in spirit, and often anticipating the latest 
phases of thought in remarkable ways. Even the representa- 
tions of the earth as a disc floating on water, and of the stars 
as orifices in circular tubes containing fire, are less remote in 
spirit from modern objective science than the astronomy of 
later antiquity and of the instructed Middle Ages. This was 
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far more accurate in its conception of shapes and magnitudes 
and apparent motions, but it was teleological in a way that 

purely scientific astronomy cannot be. The earliest Ionian 

thinkers, like modern men of science, imposed no teleological 

conceptions on their astronomical theories. 
At the same time, early Greek philosophy was not merely 

objective, as modern science has become. It was properly 
philosophical in virtue of its “hylozoism.” Life and mind, or - 

their elements, were attributed to the world or its parts. 

Later, a more objective “naturalism” appears, as in the 

system of Democritus. Here the philosophical character is 
still retained by the addition of an explicit theory of know- 
ledge to the scientific explanation of the cosmos. “ Primary” 

and “secondary ” qualities of matter are distinguished, and 

these last are treated as in a sense unreal. Thus the definite 

formulation of materialism is accompanied by the beginnings 
of subjective idealism. But with the earliest thinkers of all, 

there is neither an explicit theory of knowledge nor an ex- 
clusion of life and mind from the elements of things. 

The atomism of Democritus and his predecessors was the 

result of long thinking and perhaps of much controversy. 
The “Jonians,” down to Heraclitus, regarded the cosmos as 

continuously existing, but as ruled by change in all its parts 
if not also as a whole. The Eleatics, who came later, affirmed 

that unchanging Being alone exists: this is permanent and 
always identical; “not-being” absolutely does not exist, and 
change is illusory. The Being of Parmenides, it is now held?, 
was primarily the extended cosmos regarded as a closed sphere 
coincident with all that is. Yet, though the conception was 
in its basis physical and not metaphysical, the metaphysical 

abstraction made by Plato was doubtless implicit in it. And 
Parmenides himself evidently did not conceive reality as purely 
objective and mindless. If he had intended to convey that 
meaning, he would have been in violent contradiction with his 

predecessor Xenophanes, and this would hardly have escaped 
notice. The defect of Eleaticism was that apparent change 

1 See Tannery, Pour UVHistoire de la Science Helléne, and Burnet, Early 

Greek Philosophy. 
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received no satisfactory explanation, though an attempt was 

made to explain it in what Parmenides called a “deceptive ” 

discourse as dealing with illusory opinion and no longer with 

demonstrative truth. Atomism mediated between this view 

and that of the Ionians by asserting a plurality of real beings, 

each having the characters of the Eleatic “being.” “ Not- 

being” for the atomists was empty space; change in the 

appearances of things was explained by mixture and separation 

of unchanging elements. The mechanical conception of the 

purely quantitative atom, which modern science afterwards 

took up, was completed by Democritus. Anaxagoras, though 

fundamentally a mechanicist, did not deprive his atoms of 

quality. And Empedocles, along with ideas of mixture and 

separation—explained by the attractive and repulsive agents, 

at once forces and media, to which he gave the mythological 

names of Love and Strife—retained something of the old 

hylozoism. Over against the material elements of things, 

Anaxagoras set Mind as the agent by which they are sifted 

from their primitive chaos. This was the starting-point for 

a new development, less purely disinterested than the first 

because more coloured by ethical and religious motives, but 

requiring even greater philosophic originality for its accom- 

plishment. 
The new departure of philosophy, though adopting the 

Anaxagorean Mind as its starting-point, had its real source 
in the ethical and political reflection which began effectively 
with the Sophists and Socrates. ‘To give this reflective 
attitude consistency, to set up the principles suggested by 
it against all exclusive explanations of reality from the material 
ground of things, and yet to do this without in the end letting 

go the notion of objective science, was the work of Plato. 

Aristotle continued Plato’s work, while carrying forward science 
independently and giving it relatively a more important posi- 
tion. One great characteristic result of the earlier thinking— 
the assertion that materially nothing is created and nothing 
destroyed—was assumed as an axiom both by Plato and by 
Aristotle whenever they had to deal with physics. They did 

not take up from the earlier thinkers those specific ideas that 
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afterwards turned out the most fruitful scientifically—though 
Plato had a kind of atomic theory—but they affirmed physical 
law in its most general principle. This they subordinated to 
their metaphysics by the conception of a universal teleology. 
The teleological conception of nature there is good historical 

ground for attributing also to Socrates. 
The special importance which Plato’s Timaeus acquired 

for his successors is due to its being the most definite attempt 

made by the philosopher himself to bring his distinctive 
thought into relation with objective science. Thus, m view 

of knowledge as it was in antiquity, the later Platonists were 

quite right in the stress they laid on this dialogue. 
For the period following upon the death of Aristotle, during 

which Stoicism and Epicureanism were the predominant schools, 
the most important part of Plato’s and Aristotle’s thought was 
the ethical part. Both schools were, on the theoretical side, a 
return to naturalism as opposed to the Platonic and Aristotelian 

idealism. Both alike held that all reality is body; though the 
Stoics regarded it as continuous and the Epicureans as discrete. 
The soul, for the Stoics as for the Epicureans, was a particular 

kind of matter. The most fruitful conception in relation to the 
science of the future was preserved by Epicurus when he took 

up the Democritean idea of the atom, defined as possessing 
figured extension, resistance and weight; all “secondary” 

qualities being regarded as resulting from the changes of 
order and the interactions of the atoms. And, on the whole, 

the Epicureans appealed more to genuine curiosity about 

physics for itself!, though ostensibly cultivating it only as a 
means towards ridding human life of the fear of meddlesome 
gods. If the determinism of the Stoics was more rigorous, it 

did not prevent their undertaking the defence of some popular 

superstitions which the Epicureans have the credit of opposing. 
On the other hand, Stoicism did more for ethics. While both 

schools, in strict definition, were “eudaemonist,” the Stoics 

brought out far more clearly the social reference of morality. 
Their line of thought here, as the Academics and Peripatetics 

1 Mr Benn, in his Greek Philosophers, points out the resemblance of 

Lucretius in type of mind to the early physical thinkers of Greece, 
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were fond of pointing out, could be traced back to Plato and 
Aristotle. So also could the teleology which they combined 
with their naturalism. But all the systems of the time were 

more or less eclectic. 
The social form under which the Stoics conceived of 

morality was the reference, no longer to a particular State, 

but to a kind of universal State. Since the social reference 
in Greek morality had been originally to the “city,” the name 
was retained, but it was extended to the whole world, and the 

ideal morality was said to be that of a citizen of the world. 
This “cosmopolitanism” is prepared in Plato and Aristotle. 

Socrates (as may be seen in the Memorabilia of Xenophon) 
had already conceived the idea of a natural law or justice 
which is the same for all States. And in Aristotle that 

conception of “natural law” which, transmitted by Stoicism, 
had so much influence on the Roman jurisprudence, is definitely 
formulated’. The humanitarian side of Stoicism—which is not 

quite the same thing as its conception of universal justice—is 

plainly visible in Cicero®. 
Although Zeno, the founder of Stoicism, was by race half 

a Phoenician, it cannot be said that the East contributed 

anything definable to the content of his ethics. Its sources 

were evidently Greek. Down to the end of the ancient world, 

1 See the quotation and references given by Zeller, ii. 2, p. 646, n. 1. 

(Aristotle, Eng. Trans., ii. 175, n. 3.) 
2 See, in De Finibus, the exposition of Cato, deducing from the Stoic 

principles the existence of a ‘‘ communis humani generis societas ” (iii, 19, 62), 

‘‘Bonitas” is expressly distinguished from ‘‘justitia” (c. 20, 66); cf. De Off. 

iii. 6, 28. In the fifth book of the De Finibus, Piso goes back for the origin of 

the whole doctrine to the Platonists and Peripatetics. The following sentence 

(c. 23, 65) sums up the theory: ‘‘In omni autem honesto, de quo loquimur, 

nihil est tam illustre nee quod latius pateat quam coniunctio inter homines 

hominum et quasi quaedam societas et communicatio utilitatum et ipsa caritas 

generis humani, quae nata a primo satu, quod a procreatoribus nati diliguntur 

et tota domus coniugio et stirpe coniungitur, serpit sensim foras, cognationibus 

primum, tum affinitatibus, deinde amicitiis, post vicinitatibus, tum civibus et 

iis, qui publice socii atque amici sunt, deinde totius complexu gentis humanae ; 

quae animi affectio suum cuique tribuens atque hane, quam dico, societatem 

coniunctionis humanae munifice et aeque tuens iustitia dicitur, cui sunt 

adiunctae pietas, bonitas, liberalitas, benignitas, comitas, quaeque sunt generis 

eiusdem.” 
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philosophy was continued by men of various races, but always 

by those who had taken the impress of Greek or of Graeco- 

Roman civilisation. 

The same general account is true of the Neo-Platonists. 

They too were men who had inherited or adopted the Hellenic 

tradition. On the ethical side they continue Stoicism ; although 
in assigning a higher place to the theoretic virtues they return 

to an earlier view. Their genuine originality is in psychology 
and metaphysics. Having gone to the centre of Plato's ideal- 

istic thought, they demonstrated, by a new application of its 
principles, the untenableness of the Stoic materialism; and, 

after the long intervening period, they succeeded in defining 
more rigorously than Plato had done, in psychology the idea of 

consciousness, In metaphysics the idea of immaterial and 

subjective existence. Scientifically, they incorporated elements 
of every doctrine with the exception of Epicureanism ; going 

back with studious interest to the pre-Socratics, many frag- 
ments of whom the latest Neo-Platonist commentators rescued 

just as they were on the point of bemg lost. On the subjective 
side, they carried thought to the highest point reached in 

antiquity. And neither in Plotinus, the great original thinker 
of the school, nor in his successors, was this the result of 

mystical fancies or of Oriental influences. These, when they 

appeared, were superinduced. No idealistic philosophers have 
ever applied closer reasoning or subtler analysis to the relations 
between the inner and the outer world. If the school to some 
extent “ Orientalised,” in this it followed Plato; and it diverged 

far less from Hellenic ideals than Plato himself. 
A certain affinity of Plato with the East has often been 

noticed. This led him to the most remarkable previsions of 

the later movement of the world. The system of caste in the 

Republic is usually said to be an anticipation of the mediaeval 
order of society. Now in the introduction to the 7imaeus and 

in the Critias, the social order of Egypt is identified in its 

determining principles with that of the ideal State, and both 
with the constitution of pre-historic Athens, also regarded as 

ideal. Hence it becomes evident that, for his specialisation 

and grading of social functions, Plato got the hint from the 
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Egyptian caste of occupations’. Thus his ideal society is in 
contact, on one side with the pre-Hellenic East, on the other 

side with the Orientalised Europe of the Middle Ages. By its 

communism it touches modern schemes of reform’. 
Mr Benn has remarked that the stages of degeneration from 

the ideal aristocracy to a tyranny, set forth in the Republic, are 
the same as the actual stages of degeneration of the Roman 
State. To this it may be added that in the Laws Plato lays 
down the exact conditions that concurred for the establishment 

of Christianity. The problem is to get a new system of legis- 
lation received in the projected colony. For this he finds that, 
though citizens from the same State are better in so far as they 

are likely to be more orderly, yet they will be too attached to 
their own laws. There is therefore an advantage in beginning 
with a mixture of colonists from several States. The character 

of such colonists will make the task in any case difficult, but 
the most favourable condition is that the ideas of a great 
legislator should be taken up by a young and vigorous tyrant. 

Generalise a little, putting for a single legislator the succession 
of those who formulated ecclesiastical doctrine and discipline, 

and for a single tyrant the consummated autocracy of the later 

Roman Empire, and the conditions are historically given. For 
there was, in the cosmopolitan Empire, exactly that mixture 
of different inherited customs which Plato desiderates. Add, 

what is continually insisted on in the Laws, that towards 
getting particular precepts enforced it would conduce much 
if they could be regarded as proceeding from a god, and it will 

be seen that here also the precise condition of success was laid 

down. 
The philosopher even anticipated some of the actual legis- 

lation of the Church. In the tenth book of the Laws, he 

proposes a system of religious persecution. Three classes of 
the impious are to be cast out,—those who deny the existence 
of all gods, those who say that the gods take no heed of human 
affairs, and those who say that they can be bought off with 

1 Cf, Arist. Pol. iv. (vii.) 9, 1329 b 23: 6 6 ywpiouds 6 Kara yévos Tov 

ToNTiKoD mAjOGous €& Alyvrrov. 

2 See Appendix I. 
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prayers and gifts; or, as we may put it compendiously,— 
Atheists, Epicureans and Catholics. As, however, the last 

class would have been got rid of with least compunction, the 
anticipation here was by no means exact. And probably none 
of these glimpses, extraordinary as they were, into the strange 

transformation that was to come in a thousand years, had any 

influence in bringing it to pass. 
The Neo-Platonists would have carried out an_ ethical 

reform of polytheism in the spirit of the Republic and the Laws; 

but they did not propose to set up persecution as a sanction. 
On the contrary, they were the champions of the old intellectual 

liberty of Hellenism against the new theocracy. One of the 
most Orientalising sayings to be found in the later Platonists, 
namely, that the “barbarians” have an advantage over the 
Greeks in the stability of their institutions and doctrines as 
contrasted with the Greek innovating spirit’, occurs both in 
the Timaeus and in the Laws?. And Plato’s attack, in the 

Republic, on the myths of Greek religion, was continued by the 
Christians, not by his Neo-Platonic successors; who sought to 

defend by allegorical interpretations whatever they could not 
accept literally; or at least, in repudiating the fables, did not 

advocate the expulsion of the poets. 
It is to be remembered further that in the philosophical 

tradition of antiquity even more than in its general culture, the 
republican ideal was always upheld. Aristotle as well as Plato, 
it is true, was less favourable than the statesmen, orators and 

historians of the great Athenian period to personal spontaneity 

uncontrolled by the authority of the State. But of course what 

1 Quoted by Ritter and Preller (Historia Philosophiae Graecae, 547 b) from 

the De Mysteriis formerly attributed to Iamblichus : weraBadrddueva del dua THY 

Kaworoulay Kat mapavoulay Tey “EA\jvwv oddey maverat....BapBapor 6é pdvimor Tots 

HOcow dvres kal Tots Novyors BeBalws Tots avrots €upévouse. 

2 Allowance being made for the point cf view, the two aspects of Plato are 

appreciated with perfect exactitude by Joseph de Maistre in his vituperation of 

the Greek spirit. (Du Pape, livre iv. ch. 7.) Plato’s ‘‘ positive and eternal 

dogmas,” says the brilliant reactionary, ‘portent si clairement le cachet 

oriental que, pour le méconnaitre, il faut n’avoir jamais entrevu 1’Asie....I] y 

avait en lui un sophiste et un théologien, ou, si l’on veut, un Gree et un 

Chaldéen. On n’entend pas ce philosophe si on ne le lit pas avec cette idée 

toujours présente a l’esprit.” 
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the philosophers desired was the supremacy of reason, not of 
arbitrary will. Licence in the city seemed to them condemn- 
able on this ground among others, that under the show of 
liberty it paved the way for a tyrant. And the later schools, 

in which philosophy had fixed a sort of official attitude, were 

always understood to be hostile to despotism’. The Stoics in 
particular had this reputation, which they justified under the 
early Empire. That the Neo-Platonists, although by their 

time philosophy had almost ceased to have a political branch, 
were still of the ancient tradition, is proved by the republican 
spirit of Julian, who had received from them his self-chosen 

training’. In the chiefs of the school also, slight indications to 

the same effect may be discerned. This attitude of the philo- 
sophers had its importance in preserving the memory of the 
higher ideal notwithstanding the inevitable descent due to 

circumstance. And even in the early Middle Ages, deriving 
their knowledge of antiquity as they did mainly from a few 

late compilations, such discussions as there are on the origin 
of society and of government seem traceable to reminiscences 
from the philosophic schools; the idea of a social contract in 

particular coming probably from the Epicureans. 

1 Cf, Sueton. Nero, 52: ‘‘Liberalis disciplinas omnis fere puer attigit. Sed 

a philosophia eum mater avertit, monens imperaturo contrariam esse.” 

2 Julian’s refusal to be addressed by the title Seomrérns customary in the 

East, did not conciliate the ‘‘average sensual man” of Antioch. See Misopogon, 

343c—3444: deorérns civar ob ys ovde avéxyn ToUTO akovwy, GAAG Kal ayavakTe‘s,... 

Sovretew 8 Huds dvayxaters dpxovor kal vouos. Kaito. whow KpetrTov nv ovouatverbat 

nev ce Searérny, tpyw dé éGv Huds evar édevdepous;...apels bE Thy oKnvnv Kal TOUS 

ulwous kai Tods dpxnoTas amrohwrekas NuGy Thy Woy. 
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RELIGIOUS DEVELOPMENTS IN LATER ANTIQUITY. 

THOUGH philosophy at its beginning among the I[onians 
had broken with traditional authority as completely as it has 
ever done since, religion and free speculation did not cease 
to interact. In some points, however, their developments 
were independent. Religious developments independent of 
philosophy were the establishment and the increased atten- 
tion paid to the “mysteries,’ and the importation of new 

worships from Egypt and Asia Minor. It was also due 
rather to a new development of religion than to philosophy, 
that more definite and vivid beliefs came to be popularly held 

about the immortality of the soul and about future rewards 
and punishments; though philosophers of religious mind sought 
to impress these doctrines along with the general conception 
of a providential government of the universe. In the 

Homeric poems, the soul goes away to the underworld as 
soon as the corpse is burnt, and can never afterwards reappear 
in the world of livmg men. Yet much later, in the dramatists, 

the ghost is invoked as still having active powers in this world. 

Here there is perhaps a survival of a stage of belief more 

primitive than the Homeric, rather than a development?; but 
in the notion of definite places of reward and punishment there 
was clearly some growth of belief. Perhaps the mythical 
treatment of immortality by which Plato follows up his 
arguments for it on speculative grounds, is more a reaction 

1 Rohde (Psyche, i.) finds evidences of such survival in Hesiod, 
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of older religion on philosophy than an application of philo- 

sophy to religion. To the exact truth of the representations 
given, the philosopher never commits himself, but merely 
contends that something of the kind is probably true, as 
against the imaginations in Homer of a world of lifeless shades 
contrasted in their unreality with the vigour and bloom of 
life on earth. This side of Plato’s teaching had for a long 
time not much influence. It became influential in proportion. 
as religion revived. With Aristotle and the naturalistic 
schools, personal immortality almost went out of sight. 
The KEpicureans denied the immortality of the human soul 
altogether, and with the Stoics survival of consciousness after 
death, if admitted at all, was only till the end of a cycle or 
“great year.” The religious belief, and especially the belief 
in Tartarus, became, however, in the end vigorous enough to 
furnish one point of contact for a new religion that could make 

it still more definite and terrible. And one side of the new 

religion was prepared for by the notion, more or less seriously 
encouraged, that those who partook of the mysteries had 
somehow a privileged position among the dead’. This of course 
was discountenanced by the most religious philosophers; though 

they came to hold that it showed a certain want of piety 
towards ancestral beliefs to make light of initiation into the 
native mysteries. 

Ancient religion and philosophy had not always been on 

such amicable terms as are implied in this last approximation. 
Especially at the beginning, when philosophy was a new thing, 

what may be called a sporadic intolerance was manifested 
towards it. Indeed, had this not been so, it would be necessary 

to allow that human nature has since then changed fundament- 
ally. Without such germs of intolerance, its later developments 
would have been inconceivable. What can be truly said is that 
the institutions of antiquity were altogether unfavourable to 
the organisation of it. The death of Socrates had political 
more perhaps than religious motives. It has even been main- 
tained that serious intolerance first appeared in the Socratic 

| 1 Cf. Hatch, The Influence of Greek Ideas and Usages upon the Christian 

| Church, Lecture X, 

2—2 
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school itself’. Plato, it is clear, would have been quite willing 
that an ethical reform of religion should be carried out by force. 
After the first collision, however, religion on the one side re- 

mained unorganised, and philosophy on the other side prac- 
tically free. 

How far was popular polytheism taken seriously? That it 
was not taken seriously by the philosophers is quite evident. 

Perhaps the Epicureans reacted on it less than any other school ; 
for they conceived of their ethical ideal as realised by the many 

gods named in mythology, and they had no other divinities. 
Their quarrel was not with polytheism as such, but with the 

belief in gods who interrupted their divine tranquillity to 
interfere in the affairs of mortals. The belief of the philosophic 
schools generally was some form of theism, or, as in the case of 

the Stoics, pantheism, by which the gods of mythology, if 
recognised at all, were subordinated to a supreme intelligence 

or allegorised into natural forces. The later philosophers made 

use of more elaborate accommodations. Aristotle had rejected 
polytheism in so many words. Plato had dismissed it with 
irony. Their successors needed those explicit theories of a 

rationalising kind which Plato thought rather idle. For the 

educated world, both in earlier and later antiquity, Cudworth’s 

position 1s probably in the main true, that a sort of monotheism 
was held over and above all ideas of gods and daemons. 

Thus the controversy between Christian assailants and pagan 
defenders of the national religions was not really a controversy 

between monotheism and polytheism. The champions of the 
old gods contended only for the general reasonableness of the 

belief that different parts of the earth have been distributed 
to different powers, divine though subordinate?» And in 
principle the Christians could have no objection to this. They 
themselves often held with regard to angels what the pagans 
attributed to gods; or even allowed the real agency of the 
pagan gods, but called them “daemons,” holding them to be evil 
beings. The later paganism also allowed the existence of evil — 

1 This is the thesis of a very suggestive little book by M. G. Sorel, entitled 

Le Procés de Socrate (1889). 

2 Cf. Keim, Celsus’ Wahres Wort, p. 67. 
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daemons, and had a place for angels among supernatural powers. 
Perhaps there is here a trace of Christian influence. 

It is often represented as a paradox that the Christian idea 

of a suffering God should have triumphed over what is supposed 
to have been the universal prejudice of paganism that to suffer 
is incompatible with divinity. There is no real paradox. Ideas 
of suffering gods were everywhere, and the worship of them 

became the most popular. The case is really this. The philo- 
sophers held that absolutely divine beings—who are not the 

gods of fable—are “impassible.” In oratorical apologies for 
the Crucifixion and the Resurrection, this philosophic view of 
the divinity had to be met. On the other hand, the Christians 

made most of their converts among those who were not philo- 
sophers. By their mode of appeal, they got the advantage at 
once of a rigorous monotheism such as philosophy was tending 

to diffuse, and of the idea that expiations could be performed 
by incarnate and suffering deities, such as were believed in 
over all the pagan world. Exactly with this kind of popular 

paganism philosophy had had its quarrel. Of Xenophanes, the 

earliest explicitly monotheistic philosopher, it is related that, 
being asked by the people of Elea whether they should sacrifice 
to Leucothea and lament for her, he replied: “If you think 
her a god, do not lament; if human, do not sacrifice.” The 

same view was taken by later philosophers. It was against 
this, and not against the popular imaginations, that such sayings 

as the well-known one of Tertullian were directed. 

Coinciding with the rise of Christianity there was, as has 
lately come to be recognised, a revival, not a decline, of ancient 

religion. The semblance of decline is due to the effect produced 

on modern readers by the literature of the later Roman Republic 
and earlier Empire, which proceeded for the most part from the 

sceptical minority. This impression has been corrected by the 
evidence of archaeology. So far as there was a real decline in 
the worship of the old gods, it meant only a desertion of in- 
digenous cults for more exciting ones from the East. First 

1 Arist. Rhet. ii. 23,1400b5. (R.P. 81a.) Zevopdvys EXedrais épwraow ei 

Oiwor TH Acvkobég Kal OpnvGow 7 uh, cvveBovrever, el ev Oedv UToauBdvover, BH 

Opnveiv, el 5 GvOpwmov, wi Ovew. 
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there appeared the cult of the Oriental Bacchus, then of Cybele 
and of Isis. And all these present curious analogies with 
Christianity. It is an interesting circumstance that from the 
Bacchae of Euripides,—which is essentially a picture of the 
uncontrollable frenzy aroused by devotion to a lately born son 
of Zeus, persecuted and afterwards triumphant, coming from 

the East,—several lines were transferred to the Christus Patiens'. 

The neglect of the altars of the gods spoken of by Lucian may 
be explained by this transfer of devotion. In the dialogue 
Gcov ‘Exxdrnoia, the Hellenic gods are called together with a 

view to the expulsion of intruding barbarian divinities, such as 
those that wear Persian or Assyrian garments, and above all 

“the brutish gods of Nile,” who, as Zeus himself is obliged to 

admit, are a scandal to Olympus. Momus insinuates that the 
purge will not turn out easy, since few of the gods, even among 

the Hellenic ones themselves, if they come to be closely 

examined, will be able to prove the purity of their race. Such 
an attempt at conservative reform as is here satirised by Lucian 
no doubt represented what was still the attitude of classical 
culture in the second century ; as may be seen by the invective 

of Juvenal against the Egyptian religion. Later, the syncretism 

that took in deities of every nationality came to be adopted 

by the defenders of classicism. It is this kind of religious 
syncretism, rather than pure classicism, that revives at the 

Renaissance. The apology not only for the Greek gods but for 
those of Egypt, as in truth all diverse representations of the 

same divinity, is undertaken in one of Bruno’s dialogues. 

What makes this the more remarkable is that Bruno probably 

got the hint for his Spaccio della Bestia Trionfante precisely 
from the dialogue of Lucian just referred to. 

The nearest approach in the Hellenic world to the idea of 

a personal religious revelation was made by the philosophic 
sect of the Pythagoreans. The early history of the sect is 
mainly the account of an attempt at ethico-political regulation of 
cities in the south of Italy by oligarchies imbued with the philo- ~ 
sophical and religious ideas of Pythagoras. These oligarchies 

1 See the notes in Paley’s edition of Kuripides. The Christus Patiens was 

formerly attributed to Gregory Nazianzen, but is now held to be of later date, 
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made themselves intensely unpopular, and the Pythagorean 
associations were violently suppressed. Afterwards remains of 
the societies combined to form a school specially devoted to 
geometry and astronomy, and in astronomy remarkable for 

suggestions of heliocentric ideas. Till we come to the Neo- 
Pythagoreans of about the first century B.c., the history of the 

school is obscure. Its religious side is observable in this, 

that those who claim to be of the Pythagorean succession 
appeal more than other philosophers to the recorded sayings of 
the founder, and try to formulate a minute discipline of daily 
life in accordance with his precepts. The writings, mostly 
pseudonymous. attributed by them to early Pythagoreans' are 

in composition extremely eclectic, borrowing freely from the 

Stoics as well as from Plato and Aristotle. Coincidences 
were explained by the assumption that other philosophers 
had borrowed from Pythagoras. The approach of the Neo- 
Pythagorean school to the idea of a revelation is illustrated 

by the circumstance that Apollonius of Tyana, to whom in the 
first century A.D. miracles and a religious mission were attri- 

buted, was a Pythagorean. The lives of Pythagoras himself, 
by Porphyry and Iamblichus, are full of the marvels related in 
older documents from which both alike drew. According to 

Zeller, the peculiar doctrines and the ascetic discipline of the 

Essenes are to be ascribed to Neo-Pythagorean rather than 

to Indian or Persian influences. Their asceticism—an essen- 
tially non-Judaic character—has in any case to be explained 
from a foreign source; and its origin from this particular 
Hellenic source is on the whole the most probable, because of 

the number of detailed coincidences both in method of life and 
in doctrine. 

Closely connected with the idea of the cosmical harmony, so 

strongly accentuated in the Pythagorean school, is the adoration 
of the stars thought of as animated beings, which became in 
quite a special manner the philosophic religion. This may 
have been first suggested by the star-worship associated with 

the empirical observations of the Chaldaeans, from which the 

1 Zeller, iii. 2, pp. 100—3, gives a long list of them. 
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Greek rational astronomy arose. There is not much trace of 
this form of religion in Greek polytheism at its first mytho- 
logical stage. The genuine gods of Greece were essentially 
anthropomorphic. In a passage of Aristophanes’ it is even 

said that the sun and moon are distinctively the gods of the 
barbarians. The earliest philosophers did not treat the heavenly 

bodies as in any special way divine, but regarded them as 

composed of the same kinds of matter as the other and lower 
bodies of the universe. When popular religion thought it an 
impiety on the part of Anaxagoras to explain the nature and 
action of the sun without introducing divine agency, the divine 

agency required was no doubt of an anthropomorphic kind,— 

that of a charioteer for example. By Plato and Aristotle the 
divinity of the stars themselves was affirmed ; and it afterwards 
became an article of faith with what we may call pagan philo- 
sophical orthodoxy. It was for the philosophers a mode of 
expressing the teleological relation between the supreme Deity 

and the animated universe. The heavenly bodies, according to 
the theory, were placed in spheres to give origin by their 
motions to the ideas of time and number, and to bring about 

the succession of day and night and the changes of the seasons 
for the good of men and other animals. That they might do 
this, they were endowed with ruling intelligences superior to 
man’s and more lasting. For the animating principle of the 
stars, unimpeded by any process of growth or decay, can 
energise continuously at its height, whereas human souls, 
being temporarily united to portions of unstable matter, lapse 

through such union from the condition of untroubled intel- 
lectual activity. This theory, founded by Plato in the 7imaeus, 

was an assertion of teleological optimism against the notion 

1 Quoted in Blakesley’s Herodotus, vol. ii. p. 210, n. 
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Pax, 406—11. 
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that the stars are products of chance-aggregation. As such, 
it was defended by Plotinus against the pessimism of the 
Christian Gnostics, who—going beyond the Epicureans, as he 
says—regarded the present world as the work of an imperfect 

or of an evil creator. And in the latest period of the Neo- 
Platonic school at Athens, a high place was given, among the 
devotional usages adopted from the older national religions, to 

those that had reference to the heavenly bodies. 
A current form taken by this modification of star-worship 

was astrology. Its wide dissemination in Italy is known from 
the edicts expelling the so-called “mathematici” or “Chaldaei,” 
as well as from the patronage they nevertheless obtained at the 

courts of emperors. Along with magic or “theurgy,” 1t came 
to be practised by some though not by all the members of the 

Neo-Platonic school. Plotinus himself, as a true successor of 

Plato, minimised where he could not entirely deny the pos- 
sibility of astrological predictions and of magical influences, 
and discouraged the resort to them even if supposed real. In 
his school, from first to last, there were always two sections: 
on the one hand those who, in their attachment to the old 

religion and aversion from the new, inquired curiously into all 
that was still preserved in local traditions about human inter- 

course with gods or daemons; and on the other hand those 
who devoted themselves entirely to the cultivation of philosophy 
in a scientific spirit, or, if of more religious mind, aimed at 

mystical union with the highest God as the end of virtue and 
knowledge. This union, according to the general position of 

the school, was in no case attainable by magical practices, 

which at best brought the soul into relation with subordinate 

divine powers. According to those even who attached most 
importance to “theurgy,” it was to be regarded as a means of 
preparation for the soul itself in its progress, not as having any 

influence on the divinity. One here and there, it was allowed, 

might attain to the religious consummation of philosophy 
without external aids, but for the majority they were necessary. 
As “magical” powers, when real, were held to be due to a 

strictly “natural” sympathy of each part of the universe with 
all the rest, and as this was not denied, on scientific grounds, 
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by the opponents of magic, the théoretical difference between 
the two parties was less than might be supposed. It did not 
prevent philosophers of opposite views on this point from being 
on friendly terms with each other. The real chasm was 

between the philosophers who, however they «might aspire 
after what they had heard of Eastern wisdom, had at heart 

the continuance of the Hellenic tradition, and those believers 

in a new revelation who, even if giving to their doctrines a 
highly speculative form, like the Gnostics', yet took up a 
revolutionary attitude towards the whole of ancient culture. 

1 See Appendix IT. 



CHAPTER IV. 

PLOTINUS AND HIS NEAREST PREDECESSORS. 

A NAME once customarily but incorrectly applied to the 
Neo-Platonist school was “the School of Alexandria.” The 

historians who used the name were aware that it was not 

strictly correct, and now it seems to be again passing out of 
use. That the Neo-Platonic teachers were not in any close 
association with the scientific specialists and literary critics of 
the Alexandrian Museum was elaborately demonstrated by 
Matter in a work which is really a History of the School—or 
rather Schools—of Alexandria, and not, like those of Vacherot 

and Jules Simon bearing the same general title, of Neo- 
Platonism. In his third volume (1848) Matter devotes a 

special section to the Neo-Platonic philosophy, “ falsely called 

Alexandrian,” and there he treats it as representing a mode of 

thought secretly antipathetic to the scientific spirit of the 

Museum. This, however, is an exaggeration. Of the obscure 
antipathy which he thinks existed, he does not bring any 

tangible évidence; and, in fact, when Neo-Platonism had 

become the philosophy of the Graeco-Roman world, it was 

received at Alexandria as elsewhere. What is to be avoided is 

merely the ascription of a peculiar local association that did not 

exist. 

To the Jewish Platonism of Philo and to the Christian} 

Platonism of Clement and Origen the name of “ Alexandrian” 

may be correctly applied; for it was at Alexandria that both 
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types of thought were elaborated. To the Hellenic Platonism 
of Plotinus and his school it has no proper application. Plo- 
tinus indeed received his philosophical training at Alexandria 
under Ammonius Saccas; but it was not till long after, at 

Rome, that he began to put forth a system of his own. After 
his death, knowledge of his system, through Porphyry and 
Iamblichus, diffused itself over all parts of the Roman Empire 
where there was any care for philosophy. Handed on by the 
successors of Iamblichus, the doctrine of Plotinus at last gained 

the assent of the occupants of Plato’s chair in the Academy. 

The one brilhant period of Neo-Platonism at Alexandria was 
when it was expounded there by Hypatia. Its last great 

names are not those of Alexandrian teachers, but those of the 

“ Platonic successors” at Athens, among whom by far the most 

distinguished was Proclus. 

The school remained always in reality the school of Plotinus. 
From the direction impressed by him it derived its unity. A 

history of Neo-Platonism must therefore set out from the 

activity of Plotinus as teacher and thinker. Of this activity an 
account sufficient in the main points is given by his disciple 
Porphyry, who edited his writings and wrote his life’. 

Through the reticence of Plotinus himself, the date and 

place of his birth are not exactly recoverable. This reticence 

Porphyry connects with an ascetic repugnance to the body. 
It was only by stealth that a portrait of the master could be 
taken ; his objection, when asked to sit to a painter, being the 
genuinely Platonic one that a picture was but an “image of an 

image.’ Why perpetuate this when the body itself is a mere 

image of reality? Hence also the philosopher did not wish to 

preserve the details of his outward history. Yet in his 
aesthetic criticism he is far from taking a merely depreciating 

view of the fine arts. His purpose seems to have been to 

prevent a cult of him from arising among his disciples. He 
would not tell his birthday, lest there should be a special 
celebration of it, as there had come to be of the birthdays of 

1 Porphyry’s Life is prefixed to the edition of Plotinus by R. Volkmann 

(Teubner, 1883, 4), from which the citations in the present volume are made. 
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other philosophers’; although he himself used to keep the 
traditional birthday-feasts of Socrates and Plato”. 

According to Eunapius’, he was born at Lyco (or Lycopolis) 
in Egypt. From Porphyry’s Life the year of his birth is 

inferred to be 204 or 205. In his twenty-eighth year, being 
dissatisfied with the other Alexandrian teachers of philosophy 

whom he frequented, he was taken by a friend to Ammonius. 
When he had heard him,‘he said to his companion: “This is 
the man of whom I was in search” (rodrov é&)Tovv). With 

Ammonius he remained eleven years. At the end of that time, 

he became eager to learn something definite of the philosophy 

that was cultivated among the Persians and Indians. <Ac- 
cordingly, in his thirty-ninth year he joined the expedition 
which Gordian was preparing against Persia (242). The 
Emperor was killed in Mesopotamia, and, the expedition having 
failed, Plotinus with difficulty escaped to Antioch. At the age 
of forty, he went to Rome (244); where, for ten whole years, 

though giving philosophical instruction, he wrote nothing. 
He began to write in the first year of the reign of Gallienus 
(254). In 263, when Plotinus was about fifty-nine, Porphyry, 

then thirty years of age, first came into relation with him. 
Plotinus had by that time written twenty-one “ books,” on such 
topics as had presented themselves in lectures and discussions. 
These Porphyry found issued to a few. Under the stimulus of 
new discussions, and urged by himself and an earlier pupil, 

Amelius Gentilianus, who had come to him in his third year at 

Rome, Plotinus now, in the six years that Porphyry was with 
him, wrote twenty-four more books. The procedure was as 

before ; the books taking their starting-point from the questions 

that ocenrred*. While Porphyry was in Sicily, whither he had 
retired about 268, Plotinus sent him in all nine more books. 

1 Cicero treats the direction of Epicurus that his birthday should be 

celebrated after his death as a weakness in a philosopher. De Fin. ii. 31, 102: 

‘*Haec non erant eius, qui innumerabilis mundos infinitasque regiones, quarum 

nulla esset ora, nulla extremitas, mente peragravisset.” In the last two words 

there is an evident allusion to Lueyr. i. 74. 

2 Porph. Vita Plotini, 2. 

3 Vitae Philosophorum ac Sophistarum (Plotinus). 

$V. Plot. 5: ék mpocxalpwy mpoBAnudtwv ras brobéces NaBévra. 
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In 270, during this absence, Plotinus died in Campania. After 

his death, Amelius consulted the Delphic oracle on his lot, and 

received a response placing him among the happy daemons, 
which Porphyry transcribes in full". 

Among the hearers of Plotinus, as Porphyry relates, were 

not a few senators. Of these was Rogatianus, who carried 
philosophic detachment so far as to give up all his possessions, 
dismiss all his slaves, and resign his senatorial rank. Having 

before suffered severely from the gout, he now, under the 

abstemious rule of life he adopted, completely recovered’. To 
Plotinus were entrusted many wards of both sexes, to the 

interests of whose property he carefully attended. During the 

twenty-six years of his residence at Rome, he acted as umpire 
in a great number of disputes, which he was able to settle 

without ever exciting enmity. Porphyry gives some examples 
of his insight into character, and takes this occasion to explain 

the reason of his own retirement into Sicily. Plotinus had 

detected him meditating suicide; and, perceiving that the 
cause was only a “disease of melancholy,” persuaded him to go 
away for a time*. One or two marvellous stories are told in 

order to illustrate the power Plotinus had of resisting malignant 
influences, and the divine protection he was under’ He was 
especially honoured by the Emperor Gallienus’ and his wife 
Salonina, and was almost permitted to carry out a project of 
restoring a ruined city in Campania,—said to have been once a 

“city of philosophers*’,’—which he was to govern according to 

the Platonic Laws, giving it the name of “ Platonopolis’.”. The 
fortunes of the scheme are curiously recalled by those of 
Berkeley’s projected university in the Bermudas. 

At the time of this project, Plotmus must have been 

already engaged in the composition of his philosophical books. 

tL VarRlota22: 2 Ibid. 7. 

oS itieh ik 4 Ibid. 10. 

> Gallienus tolerated Christianity. He was a man of considerable accom- 
plishments, though the historians do not speak highly of him as a ruler. 

° This apparently means, as has been conjectured (R. P. 508 f.), that it had 

formerly been ruled by a Pythagorean society. 

? V. Plot. 12, 
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As Porphyry relates, no external demands on his attention, 

with whatever good will and practical success he might respond 

to them, could break the continuity of his meditations, which 

he had always the power to resume exactly at the point where 

he had left off. Of the characteristics of his lecturing, his 
disciple gives a sympathetic picture’. He did not care for 
personal controversy ; as was shown by his commissioning his 
pupils to reply to attacks on his positions. Porphyry mentions 
a case in which he himself was set to answer an unedifying 
discourse of the rhetor Diophanes*. The books of Plotinus, 

as we have seen, were not composed on any general plan. 

Porphyry relates that, through a weakness of the eyes, he 
never read over again what he had once written. His gram- 
matical knowledge of Greek remained imperfect, and the 
revision as well as editing of his writings was committed to 
Porphyry, from whom proceeds the arrangement of the six 

“ Enneads,’—the name the fifty-four books received from their 

ordering in groups of nine. While he worked in this irregular 

way, the character of his thought was extremely systematic. 
He evidently possessed his doctrine as a whole from the time 
when he began to write. Yet in detail, even to the very last 

books, in which Porphyry thought he observed a decline of 

power, he has always something effectively new to add. 
In addition to the grouping according to subjects, which he 

adopted for his arrangement of the Enneads as we have them, 

Porphyry has put on record an alternative ordering which may 

be taken as at least approximately chronological. The chrono- 
logical order is certain as regards the succession of the main 
groups. Of these there are three, or, more exactly, four; the 

third group being divided into two sub-groups. At the begin- 
ning of the second main group also the order of four books is 
certain. For the rest, Porphyry does not definitely state that 
the books are all in chronological order; but, as his general 

1 V. Plot. 13: qv & év r@ Néyew 7 Evdetéts Too vod dxpt Tov mpoowmov abrod 7d 

Gs émddprovros* épdopmos pev opOjvar, KadNiwy dé ré7TE wddioTa Opwmevos* Kal 

Newrés Tis idpws éréOer kal 7 mpadrns diéNapre Kal 7d mpoonves Mpds TAS EpwT7oets 

édelxvuTo Kal 7d et'rovor. 

> Ibid. 15, 
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arrangement in this enumeration is chronological, we may take 
it that he carried it through in detail as far as he could; and, 

as a matter of fact, links of association can often be detected 

in passing consecutively from one book to another. For 
reading, I have found this order on the whole more convenient 

than the actual grouping of the Enneads. 
When the books are read in this chronological order, the 

psychological starting-point of the system becomes particularly 

obvious, the main positions about the soul coming early in the 
series. In the exposition that is to follow’, these will be set 

forth first. After Psychology will come Metaphysics, then in 

succession Cosmology (with Theodicy), Aesthetics and Ethics* 
A separate chapter will be devoted to the Mysticism of Plotinus’. 
For this order of exposition support might be found in what 
Plotinus himself says, where he points out that from the 

doctrine of the soul, as from a centre, we can equally ascend 
and descend‘. 

Before beginning the exposition, an attempt must be made 
to ascertain the points of contact furnished to Plotinus by those 
nearest him in time. His general relation to his predecessors 
is on the whole clear, but not the details. Of the teachings 
of his Alexandrian master, nothing trustworthy is recorded. 

Ammonius left nothing written, and the short accounts pre- 
served of his doctrine come from writers too late to have had 
any real means of knowing. What those writers do is to 

ascribe to him the reasoned positions of Plotinus, or even the 
special aims of still later thinkers contemporary with them- 

selves. Porphyry, in a passage quoted by Eusebius, mentions 

that Ammonius had been brought up as a Christian, but, as 
soon as he came in contact with philosophy, returned to the 

religion publicly professed. He is spoken of as a native of 
Alexandria; and the name “Saccas” is explained by his having 

been originally a porter (Sax«ads being equivalent to caxko- 
dopos). Hierocles calls him “the divinely taught” (Oeodédaxros). 

1 See ch. v. 

2 Roughly, this corresponds to the order :—Enn, Iv, v. VI. I. III, I. 

3 See ch. vi. 4 Enn. tv. 3, 1. 
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Besides Plotinus he had as pupils Longinus the famous critic’, 
Origen the Christian, and another Origen. With this Origen 
and a fellow-student named Herennius, Plotinus is said to have 

entered into a compact that none of them should divulge 
the doctrine of Ammonius. The compact was first broken by 
Herennius, then by Origen; lastly Plotinus thought himself 

at liberty to expound the master’s doctrine orally. Not for ten 
more years did he begin to write*. Evidently this, even if 

accepted, does little towards explaining the source of the 
written doctrine of Plotinus——in which there is no reference 

to Ammonius,—and Zeller throws doubt on the whole story’, 

regarding it as suspiciously like what is related about a similar 
compact among the early Pythagoreans. It is to be observed 
that Porphyry does not say that he had it directly from 

Plotinus. 
What is clear is this, that from Ammonius Plotinus must 

have received some impulse which was of great importance for 
his intellectual development. In the class-room of Plotinus, 
we learn from Porphyry‘, the later Platonic and Aristotelian 

commentators were read; but everywhere an original turn was 
given to the discussions, into which Plotinus carried the spirit 
of Ammonius. This probably indicates with sufficient clearness 

the real state of the case. Ammonius was one of those teachers 
who have the power of stirring up independent thought along 

a certain line; but he was not himself the formative mind 

of the movement. The general line of thought was already 
marked out. Neither Ammonius nor Plotinus had to create 
an audience. A large section of the philosophical world had 
for long been dissatisfied with the Stoic, no less than with the 

Epicurean, dogmatism. The opposition was partly sceptical, 
partly Neo-Pythagorean and Platonic. The sceptical opposition 
was represented first by the New Academy, as we see in Cicero ; 
afterwards by the revived Pyrrhonism of Aenesidemus and 

1 The Iepi"Yyous, formerly attributed to Longinus, is now generally ascribed 

to some unknown writer of the first century. See the edition by Prof. W. Rhys 

Roberts (1899), who, however, points out that in its spirit it is such a work as 

might very well have proceeded from the historical Longinus. 

2 Porph. V. Plot. 3. 3 iii, 2, p. 452. 4 V. Plot. 14. 

Ww. 3 
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Sextus. In Cicero we see also, set against both Epicureanism 

and Stoicism as a more positive kind of opposition, a sort of 

eclectic combination of Platonic and Peripatetic positions. A 
later stage of this movement is represented by Plutarch; when 

Platonism, though not yet assuming systematic form, is already 

more metaphysical or “theological,” and less predominantly 

ethical, than the eclecticism of Cicero’s time. On its positive 

side the movement gained strength in proportion as the 

sceptical attack weakened the prevailing dogmatic schools. 

These at the same time ceased to give internal satisfaction, 

as we perceive in the melancholy tone of Marcus Aurelius. 

By the end of the second century, the new positive current was 

by far the strongest; but no thinker of decisive originality had 

appeared, at least on the line of Greek thought. In Plotinus 

was now to appear the greatest individual thinker between 

Aristotle and Descartes. Under the attraction of his systema- 

tising intellect, all that remained of aspiration after an inde- 

pendent philosophy was rallied to a common centre. Essentially, 

the explanation of the change is to be found in his individual 

power. Yet he had his precursors as well as his teachers. 

There were two thinkers at least who, however little they may 

have influenced him, anticipated some of his positions. 
The first was Philo of Alexandria, who was born about 

30 B.c., and died later than a.p. 40. The second was Numenius 

of Apamea, who is said to have flourished between 160 and 

180 a.p. Philo was pretty certainly unknown to Plotinus. 
Numenius was read in his class-room; but his disciple Amelius 

wrote a treatise, dedicated to Porphyry, in which, replying to 

an accusation of plagiarism, he pointed out the differences 

between their master’s teaching and that of Numenius. 

Amelius, it may be remarked, had acquired a great reputation 
by his thorough knowledge of the writings of Numenius. 
Porphyry cites also the testimony of Longinus. The judgment 
of the eminent critic was for the unquestionable originality of 
Plotinus among the philosophers of his own and the preceding 

age’. In what that originality consisted, Plotinus, who spoke 

1 TLonginus ap. Porph. V. Plot. 20: of 6€...rpbmw Oewplas idly xpnoduevoe 
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of him as “a philologist but by no means a philosopher,” might 
not have allowed his competence to decide. He himself con- 

fessed that he did not understand some treatises of Plotinus 

that were sent to him. What he ascribes to him in the 

passage quoted by Porphyry is simply a more accurate mode 
of interpreting the Pythagorean and Platonic principles than 
had been attempted by others who took the same general 
direction. This, however, only renders his judgment the more 

decisive as to the impression Plotinus made in spite of the 
difficulties of his style. 

To make clear what doctrines of Plotinus were anticipated, 

the principles of his metaphysics must be stated in brief pre- 
liminary outline. Of the causes above the visible world, he 
placed highest of all the One beyond thought and being. To 
the One, in the Neo-Platonic philosophy, the name of God is 

applicable in a peculiar manner. Everything after it that is 
called divine is regarded as derivative. Next in order, as the 

effect of the Cause and Principle, comes the divine Mind, 

identical with the “intelligible world” which is its object. 

Last in the order of supramundane causes comes the Soul of 

the whole, produced by Mind. Thence the descent is to the 
world of particular souls and changing things. The series 
composed of the primal One, the divine Mind, and the Soul 
of the whole, is sometimes called the “ Neo-Platonic Trinity*.” 
Now Numenius put forth the idea of a Trinity which in one 
point resembles that of Plotinus. 

According to Proclus, Numenius distinguished “three Gods.” 

The first he called the Father, the second the Maker, while the 

third was the World, or that which is made*. The point of 

Kpoviov kal Modepdrov kal OpactdXov Tots IIAwrivov epi Tay abtav cvyypdpuacw 

els dxpiBecav* 6 6 Apuéduos kar’ ixvn ev TovTou Badlfew mpoatpovmevos Kal Ta Toa 

pev Tov abr&v doyudtwv éxduevos, TH dé eLepyacia modd’s dy...av Kal udvev iets 

aitov elyac voulfouev émickoTretobat Ta ovyypaupmata. 

1 It is of course inexact to speak of a first, second and third ‘‘ Person” in the 

Trinity of Plotinus. Even the generalised term ‘‘hypostasis” is more strictly 

applicable in Christian than in Neo-Platonic theology, as Vacherot points out. 

See Histoire Critique de V Ecole d Alexandrie, t. ii. p. 425 n. 

2 Comm. in Tim. p. 93. (R. P. 506a; Zeller, iii. 2, p. 220, n. 6.) marépa 

bev Kael rov mp&rov, moni dé tov devrepov, molnua dé Tov Tplrov* 6 yap Kbomos 

kar’ abrov 6 tplros éoTi Beds. 
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resemblance here to Plotinus is the distinction of “the first 
God” from the Platonic Demiurgus, signified by “the Maker.” 
With Numenius, however, the first God is Being and Mind; 

not, as with Plotinus, a principle beyond these. Zeller remarks 

that, since a similar distinction of the highest God from the 

Creator of the world appears before Numenius in the Christian 
Gnostics, among whom the Valentinians adopted the name 
“Demiurgus” from Plato, it was probably from them that 
Numenius got the hint for his theory; and that in addition 

Philo’s theory of the Logos doubtless influenced him. To this 

accordingly we must turn as possibly the original starting-point 
for the Neo-Platonic doctrine. 

With Philo, the Logos is the principle that mediates be- 
tween the supreme God and the world formed out of matter 
Essentially the conception is of Greek origin, being taken 
directly from the Stoics, who got at least the suggestion of it 
from Heraclitus. Philo regards the Logos as containing the 
Ideas in accordance with which the visible world was formed. 

By this Platonising turn, it becomes in the end a different 
conception from the divine “ Reason” of the Stoics, embodied 
as that is in the material element of fire. On the other hand, 

by placing the Platonic Ideas in the divine Mind, Philo inter- 

prets Plato in a sense which many scholars, both in antiquity 
and in modern times, have refused to allow. Here Plotinus 

coincides with Philo. Among those who dissented from this 

view was Longinus. Porphyry, who, before he came to Rome, 

had been the pupil of Longinus at Athens, was not without 
difficulty brought over, by controversy with Amelius, to the 
view of Plotinus, “that imtelligibles do not exist outside in- 

tellect*.”. Thus by Plotinus as by Philo the cause and principle 
of things is distinguished from the reason or intellect which is 
its proximate effect; and, in the interpretation of Plato, the 

divine mind is regarded as containing the ideas, whereas in the 

sbi Py ey ANE ao, oe 

2 See, for the detailed genealogy of the conception, Principal Drummond’s 

Philo Judaeus, vol. i. 

3 V. Plot. 18. The position which he had adopted from Longinus was 671 

é&w Tov vod bpéotnke TA VONTH. 
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Timaeus they are figured as existing outside the mind of the 
Demiurgus. On the other hand, Plotinus differs both from 

Philo and from the Gnosties in consistently treating as mythical 
the representation of a maker setting out from a certain 
moment of time to shape things according to a pattern out 
of pre-existent matter. And, in spite of his agreement with 
Philo up to a certain point, there is nothing to show that their 

views were historically connected. Against the attempt to 
connect Plotinus, or even Numenius, with Philo, a strong point 

is urged by Dr Bigg. Neither Plotinus nor Numenius, as he 
points out, ever uses Noyos as a technical term for the “second 

hypostasis’.” Yet, if they had derived their theory from Philo, 
this is evidently what they would have done; for the Philonian 
Aoyos, on the philosophical side, was not alien from Greek 
thought, but was a genuine product of it. In truth, to adapt the 
conception to their own systems by means of a change of name, 
would have been more difficult than to arrive at their actual 
terminology directly by combining Stoical and Aristotelian 

positions with their Platonism. This kind of combination is 

what we find in the eclectic thinkers, of whom Numenius was 

one. Plotinus made use of the same elements; the presence of 

which in his system Porphyry has expressly noted*. And, so 
far as the relation of the Neo-Platonic Trinity to Plato is 

concerned, the exact derivation of the three “hypostases” is 
pointed out in a fragment of Porphyry’s lost History of 
Philosophy*. The highest God, we there learn, is the Idea of 

1 See Neoplutonism, pp. 123, 242, ete. Dr Bigg’s actual assertions seem too 

sweeping. It is not quite correct to say, as he does in the second of the passages 

referred to, that Plotinus expressly refuses to apply to his principle of Intelli- 

gence the title Logos, which in his system means, as with the Stoics, ‘little 

more than physical force.” There are indeed passages where he refuses to apply 

the title in some special reference ; but elsewhere—as in Enn. vy. 1, 6—he says 

that Soul is the Aéyos of Mind, and Mind the Aéyos of the One. While the term 

with him has many applications, and among them the Stoical application to 

the ‘‘seminal reasons” of natural things, it may most frequently be rendered by 

“rational law.” 

2 V. Plot. 14: éupéucxrac 5 év rots cuvyypappace kal Ta ZTwika NavOdvovra 

Obymara kal ra Ilepemarntikd*® Katamerixvwrat O€ Kai 4 meTa TA uoiKa TOU 

*ApusroréXous mparyyuarela. 

3 Fragm. 16 in Nauck’s Opuscula Selecta. 
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the Good in the Republic ; the second and third hypostases are 
the Demiurgus and the Soul of the World in the Timaeus. To 
explain the triadic form of such speculations, no theory of 

individual borrowing on any side is necessary. All the thinkers 
of the period, whether Hellenic, Jewish or Christian, had grown 

up in an atmosphere of Neo-Pythagorean speculation about 
numbers, for which the triad was of peculiar significance!. 

Thus on the whole it seems that Numenius and Plotinus drew 
independently from sources common to them with Philo, but 

cannot well have been influenced by him. 

Plotinus, as we have seen, had some knowledge of Numenius ; 

but, where a special point of contact has been sought, the 
difference is as obvious as the resemblance. The great differ- 

ence, however, is not in any detail of the triadic theory. It is 
that Plotinus was able to bring all the elements of his system 

under the direction of an organising thought. That thought 
was a definitely conceived immaterialist monism which, so far 

as we know, neither Philo nor Numenius had done anything 
substantially to anticipate. He succeeded in clearly developing © 
out of Plato the conception of incorporeal essence, which his 
precursors had rather tended by their eclecticism to confuse. 
That the conception was in Plato, the Neo-Platonists would 

have not only admitted but strongly maintained. Yet Plato’s 

metaphorical expressions had misled even Aristotle, who 
seriously thought that he found presupposed in them a spatial 

extension of the soul*, And if Aristotle had got rid of semi- 
materialistic “animism” even in expression, this had not 

prevented his successors from running into a new materialism 
of their own. Much as the Platonising schools had all along 

protested against the tendency to make the soul a kind of body 
or an outcome of body, they had not hitherto overcome it by 
clear definitions and distinctions. This is one thing that 

1 Jules Simon, in his Histoire de V Ecole @ Alexandrie, dwells on this point 

as an argument against the view, either that Neo-Platonism borrowed its Trinity 

from Christianity or Christianity from Neo-Platonism. 

2 Proclus wrote a book to defend Plato’s view of the soul against Aristotle’s 

attack. 
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Plotinus and his successors achieved in their effort after an 
idealist metaphysic. 

It was on this side especially that the thought of the school 

influenced the Fathers and Doctors of the Church. On the 
specific dogmas of Christian theology, Neo-Platonism probably 
exercised little influence. From Platonising Judaism or 
Christianity, it received none at all. At most an isolated 
expression occurs showing that the antipathy to alien religions 

was not so unqualified as to prevent appreciation, for example, 
of the Platonism in the Fourth Gospel. Numenius, it is 
interesting to note, was one of the few earlier writers who 

attach themselves to the Hellenic tradition and yet show 

traces of sympathetic contact with Hebraic religion. He it 
was who called Plato “a Moses writing Attic.” On the other 
side Philo, though by faith a Jew, was as a_ philosopher 
essentially Greek both in thought and in terminology. What 
divided him from the Hellenic thinkers was simply his ac- 
ceptance of formal limitations on thought prescribed by a 

positive religion. 
In concluding the present chapter, a word may be said on 

the literary style of Plotinus, and on the temper of himself and 
his school in relation to life. His writing is admittedly difficult ; 
yet it is not wanting in beautiful passages that leave an 
impression even of facility. He is in general, as Porphyry says, 

concentrated, “abounding more in thoughts than in words.” 
The clearness of his systematic thought has been recognised by 

expositors in spite of obscurities in detail; and the obscurities 
often disappear with close study. On the thought when it 

comes in contact with life is impressed the character of ethical 
purity and inwardness which always continued to mark the 
school. At the same time, there is a return to the Hellenic 

love of beauty and knowledge for themselves. Stoical elements 
are incorporated, but the exaggerated “tension” of Stoicism 

1 Suid. and Clem. Strom. (R. P. 7b, 504.) ri yap dor IlNdtwv 7 Mavojjs 

arrixitwy ; Longinus, as we have seen, had enough knowledge of Numenius to 

compare him with Plotinus. This being so, it is certainly a rather remarkable 

coincidence, if the treatise On the Sublime was not written by Longinus, that in 

it also there should be an admiring reference to “ the legislator of the Jews.” 
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has disappeared. While the Neo-Platonists are more con- 
sistently ascetic than the Stoics, there is nothing harsh or 
repulsive in their asceticism. The ascetic life was for them not 

a mode of self-torture, but the means to a happiness which on 
the whole they succeeded in attaining. Perhaps the explanation 
is that they had restored the idea of theoretic virtue, against 
the too narrowly practical tone of the preceding schools. Hence 
abstinence from the ordinary objects of pursuit left no blank. 
It was not felt as a deprivation, but as a source of power to 

think and feel. And in thinking they knew that indirectly 

they were acting. For theory, with them, is the remoter source 

of all practice, which bears to it the relation of the outward 

effect to the inward cause. 



CHAPTER V. 

THE PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEM OF PLOTINUS. 

As idealists and their opponents alike recognise, one great 
stumbling-block of an idealist philosophy is language. This 
was seen by Plato, by Plotinus, and by Berkeley, just as from 

the other side it is seen by the materialist and the dualist. 
Language was formed primarily to indicate the things of sense, 

and these have not the characters which idealism, whether 

ancient or modern, ascribes to reality. Ancient idealism refuses 

to call external things real in the full sense, because they are in 
flux. The reality is the fixed mental concept or its unchanging 

intelligible object. Modern idealism regards things as merely 

“phenomenal,” because they appear to a consciousness, and be- 

yond this appearance have no definable reality. Whether reality 

itself is fixed or changing, may by the modern idealist be left 

undetermined; but at any rate the groups of perceptions that 

make up the “objects” of daily experience and even of science 

are not, in his view, objects existing in themselves apart from 

mind, and known truly as such. Only by some relation to mind 

can reality be constituted. The way in which language opposes 

itself to ancient idealism is by its implication that existence 

really changes. To modern idealism it opposes itself by its” 

tendency to treat external things as absolute objects with a real 

existence apart from that of all thinking subjects. 

The two forms of developed idealism here regarded as 

typically ancient and modern are the earliest and the latest— 

that of Plato on the one side, that of post-Cartesian, and still 
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more of post-Kantian, thinkers on the other. The idealism of 

Plotinus contains elements that bring it into relation with both. 

English readers know how Berkeley insists that, if we are to 
grasp his doctrine, we must attend to the meanings he desires 

to convey, and must not dwell on the mere form of expression. 

Let us see how Plato and Plotinus deal with the same difficulty. 
Plato’s treatment of it may be most readily studied in the 

Cratylus. Language, Socrates undertakes to show, has a certain 

natural conformity to things named. To those who named 
them, external things mostly presented themselves as in flux. 

Accordingly, words are full of devices by the makers of language 
for expressing gliding and flowing movements. With a little 
ingenuity and an occasional evasion, those who hold that the 

true nature of everything is to flow and not to be in any 
manner fixed, might exhibit the early legislators over human 
speech as in exact agreement with their philosophical opinions. 
Yet after all there are some words, though fewer, that appear 

at first sight to express stability. So that the primitive 
legislators were not, on the face of things, perfectly consistent. 
On the whole, however, words suggesting flux predominate. 
Similarly the early myth-makers, in their derivation of all things 
from Ocean and Tethys, seem to have noticed especially the 
fact of change in the world. The Heracliteans, therefore, have 

the advantage in the appeal to language and mythology. Still, 

their Eleatic opponents may be right philosophically. The 
makers of language and myth may have framed words and 

imagined the origin of things in accordance with what is 
apparent but not real. Real existence in itself may be stable. 
If this is so, then, to express philosophic thought accurately, it 
will be necessary to reform language. In the meantime, the 
proper method in all our inquiries and reasonings must be, to 

attend to things rather than words. 
According to the Platonic doctrine, the “place of ideas” is 

the soul’. In virtue of its peculiar relations to those stable 
and permanent existences known by intellect, the individual 

soul is itself permanent. It gives unity, motion and life to the 

1 Arist. De An. iii. 4, 429227. (R. P. 251 ¢.) 
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fluent aggregate of material particles forming its temporary 
body. It disappears from one body and reappears in another, 
existing apart in the intervals between its mortal lives. Thus 
by Plato the opposition of soul and body is brought, as a 
subordinate relation, under the more general opposition of the 
stable ideas—the existence of which is not purely and simply 
in the soul, but is also in some way transcendent—and the flux 
of material existence. For Plotinus, this subordinate opposition 
has become the starting-point. He does not dismiss the earlier 
antithesis; but the main problem with him is not to find 
permanence somewhere as against absolute flux. He allows in 
the things of sense also a kind of permanence. His aim is first 
of all to prove that the soul has a real existence of its own, 

distinguished from body and corporeal modes of being. For 
in the meantime body as such—and no longer, as with the 
Heracliteans, a process of the whole—had been set up by the 

dominant schools as the absolute reality. By the Epicureans 

and Stoics, everything that can be spoken of at all was regarded 
as body, or a quality or relation of body, or else as having no 
being other than “nominal.” The main point of attack for 

scepticism had been the position common to the naturalistic 
schools, that external things can be known by direct appre- 

hension as they really are. Neither the Academical nor the 
Pyrrhonist scepticism, however, had taken the place of the 

ruling dogmatic system, which was that of the Stoics. Thus 
the doctrine that Plotinus had to meet. was still essentially 

materialism, made by the sceptical attack less sure of itself, but 

not dethroned. 
The method he adopts is to insist precisely on the para- 

doxical character of the soul’s existence as contrasted with that 
of corporeal things. How specious is the view of his opponents 
he allows. Body can be seen and touched. It resists pressure 
and is spread out in space. Soul is invisible and intangible, 
and by its very definition unextended. Thus language has to 
be struggled with in the attempt to describe it; and in the 
end can only be made to express the nature of soul by con- 
straining it to purposes for which most men never think of 
employing it. What is conclusive, however, as against the 
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materialistic view, is that the soul cannot be described at all 

except by phrases which would be nonsensical if applied 
to body or its qualities, or to determinations of particular 
bodies. Once the conception of soul has been fixed as that 
of an incorporeal reality, body is seen to admit of a kind of 
explanation in terms of soul—from which it derives its “ form ” 

—whereas the essential nature of soul admitted of no explana- 

tion in terms of body. 
Above soul and beneath body, as we shall see, Plotinus has 

other principles, derived from earlier metaphysics, by which he 

is able to construct a complete philosophy, and not merely 

what would be called in modern phrase a “ rational psychology.” 
His psychology, however, is the centre. Within the soul, he 

finds all the metaphysical principles im some way represented. 

In it are included the principles of unity, of pure intellect, of 
moving and vitalising power, and, in some sense, of matter itself. 

Further, by what may be called his “empirical psychology,” 
he prepared the starting-point for the distinctively modern 
“theory of knowledge.” This he did, as Prof. Siebeck has 
shown!, by the new precision he gave to the conception of 
consciousness. On this side he reaches forward to Descartes, 

as on the other side he looks back to Plato and Aristotle. 
~ 

Wo. 1. Psychology. 

It is absurd, or rather impossible, says Plotinus at the 

opening of one of his earliest expositions*, that life should be 

the product of an aggregation of bodies, or that things without 

understanding should generate mind. If, as some say, the soul 

is a permeating air with a certain habitude (zvedpairas Exor) 

—and it cannot be air simply, for there are innumerable airs 

without life—then the habitude (as éyov or oxyéots) is either 

a mere name, and there is really nothing but the “breath,” or 

it is a kind of being (rav évtwy 7). In the latter case, it isa . 

rational principle and of another nature than body (Aoyos av 

eln Tus Kal ov gpa Kai pvows érépa). If the soul were matter, 

it could produce only the effects of the particular kind of 

1 Geschichte der Psychologie, i. 2. 2 Enn. tv. 7. 
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matter that it is—giving things its own quality, hot or cold, 
and so forth—not all the opposite effects actually produced in 
the organism. The soul is not susceptible of quantitative 
increase or diminution, or of division. Thus it has not the 

characters of a thing possessing quantity (aoc ov dpa 1) ux). 
The unity in perception would be impossible if that which 

perceives consisted of parts spatially separated. It is impossible 
that the mental perception, for example, of a pain in the finger, 

should be transmitted from the ‘‘animal spirit” (uycKov 
mvedua) of the finger to the ruling part (76 #yeuovodr) in the 

organism. For, in that case, there must either be accumu- 

lated an infinity of perceptions, or each intermediate part in 
succession must feel the pain only in itself, and not in the 

parts previously affected; and so also the ruling part when it 

becomes affected im its turn. That there can be no such 

physical transmission as is supposed of a mental perception, 
results from the very nature of material mass, which consists 

of parts each standing by itself: one part can have no know- 

ledge of what is suffered by another part. Consequently we 
must assume a percipient which is everywhere identical with 
itself. Such a percipient must be another kind of being than 
body. That which thinks can still less be body than that which 
perceives. For even if it is not allowed that thought is the 
laying hold on intelligibles without the use of any bodily organ, 
yet there are certainly involved in it apprehensions of things 
without magnitude (aueyé@wv avtirj ews). Such are abstract 

conceptions, as for example those of the beautiful and the just. 
How then can that which is a magnitude think that which is 
not? Must we suppose it to think the indivisible with that in 
itself which is divisible? If it can think it at all, it must rather 

be with some indivisible part of itself. That which thinks, 
then, cannot be body. For the supposed thinking body has no 

function as an extended whole (and to be such is its nature as 

body), since it cannot as a whole come in contact with an object 
that is incorporeal. 

The soul in relation to the body, according to Plotinus’s own 

mode of statement, is “all in all and all in every part”) Thus 

1.Enn. tv. 2, 1. 
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it is in a sense divisible because it is in all the parts of a 
divisible body. Properly it is indivisible because it is all in 
the whole and ald in each part of it. Its unity is unlike that 
of a body, which is one by spatial continuity, having different 
parts each of which is in a different place; and unlike that of a 
quality of body such as colour, which can be wholly in many 
discontinuous bodies. In the case of a quality, that which is 
the same in all portions of body that possess it in common 
is an affection (7a@npa), and not an essence (ovcta). Its 

identity is formal, and not numerical, as is the case with the 

soul}. 
In this general argumentation, it will be observed, Plotinus 

starts from the supposition that the body has a reality other 
than phenomenal. Allowing this, he is able to demonstrate 
against his opponents that a reality of a different kind from 
that of body must also be assumed. In his metaphysics he 
goes further, and reduces corporeal things in effect to pheno- 

mena; but in his psychology he continues to take a view 
nearer that of “common-sense.” Thus he is confronted with 
the difficulties that have since become familiar about the 
“connexion of body and mind,” and the possibility of their 

interaction. He lays bare in a single saying the root of all 
such difficulties. How if, in talking of a “mixture” of a 

corporeal with an incorporeal nature, we should be trying to 
realise an impossibility, as if one should say that near magni- 

tude is mixed with whiteness*? The solution for psychology 
is found in the theory that the soul itself remains “ unmixed” 

in spite of its union with body; but that it causes the pro- 
duction of a “common” or “dual” or “composite” nature, 

1 Cf. Enn. vr. 4, 1. The peculiar relation of the soul, in itself indivisible, to 

the body, in itself divisible, and so communicating a kind of divisibility to the 

soul, Plotinus finds indicated by the ‘‘ divine enigma” of the “ mixture” in the 

Timaeus. Enn. tv. 2, 2: Todro dpa éori 7d Oelws qviyuévov ‘ris dueplorou Kal det 

Kara Ta adra exovons [ovolas] Kal THs mepl TA THmaTa yryvoueyns mepiaThs Tplrov é& 

dugoty cuvexepdcaro ovcias eldos.’ 

2 Enn. 1. 1, 4: €nrynréov 62 Kal rov rpbrov Tis pltews, pymore ov Suvards 7, 

womep av et ris héyor memixOar NevKG ypayunv, picw adAyv GdAy. This book, 

though coming first in Porphyry’s arrangement according to subjects, is given 

as the last but one in the chronological order, 
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which is the subject in perception. By the aid of this inter- 
mediary, the unity of the soul is reconciled—though not 
without perplexities in detail—with localisation of the organic 

functions that subserve its activity. 

The different parts of the animated body participate in the 
soul’s powers in different ways’. According as each organ of 

sense is fitted for one special function, a particular power of 
perception may be said to be there; the power of sight in the 
eyes, of hearing in the ears, of smell in the nostrils, of taste in 

the tongue, of touch everywhere. Since the primary organs of 
touch are the nerves, which have also the power of animal 

motion, and since the nerves take their origin from the brain, 

in the brain may be placed the starting-point of the actual 
exercise of all powers of perception and movement. Above 

perception is reason. This power has not properly a physical 
organ at all, and so is not really in the head; but it was 

assigned to the head by the older writers because it com- 
municates directly with the psychical functions of which the 
brain is the central organ. For these last, as Plotinus remarks, 
have a certain community with reason. In perception there is 

a kind of judgment; and on reason together with the imagina- 
tion derived from perception, impulse follows. 

In making the brain central among the organs that are in 
special relation with mind, Plotinus of course adopts the 
Platonic as against the Aristotelian position, which made the 
heart central. At the same time, he incorporates what had 
since been discovered about the special functions of the nervous 

system, which were unknown to Aristotle as to Plato. The 

vegetative power of the soul he places in relation with the 
liver, because here is the origin of the veins and the blood 

in the veins, by means of which that power causes the nourish- 

ment of the body. Hence, as with Plato, appetite is assigned 
to this region. Spirited emotion, in accordance with the 
Platonic psychology, has its seat in the breast, where is the 
spring of lighter and purer blood. 

Both perceptions and memories are “energies” or activities,» 

1 Enn, rv. 3, 23, 
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not mere passive impressions received and stored up in the 
soul! Take first the case of the most distinct perception. 
In sight, when we wish to perceive anything clearly, we direct 
our vision in a straight line to the object. This outwardly 
directed activity would not be necessary if the object simply 
left its impression on the soul. Were this the whole process, 
we should see not the outward objects of vision, but images 
and shadows of them; so that what we see would be other than 

the things themselves (are dANa pév eivar adTa Ta Tpaypata, 
dina S€ Ta Hiv opopeva). In hearing as in sight, perceptions 
are energies, not impressions nor yet passive states (4 Tuzrot, 
ynde metoecs). The impression is an articulated stroke in the 

air, on which it is as if letters were written by that which 
makes the sound. The power of the soul as it were reads 
those impressions. In the case of taste and smell, the passive 

affections (7d0n) are one thing ; the perceptions and judgments 
of them are another. Memory of things is produced by exercise 
of the soul, either generally or in relation to a special class of 
them. Children remember better because they have fewer 
things to attend to. Mere multitude of impressions retained, 

if memory were simply an affair of retaining impressions, would 
not cause them to be less remembered. Nor should we need to 
consider in order to remind ourselves; nor forget things and 

afterwards recall them to mind. The persistence of passive 
impressions in the soul, if real, would be a mark rather of 

weakness than of strength, for that which is most fixedly 

impressed is so by giving way (10 yap évTuT@TaToV TO elKew 
éotl Tovodtov). But where there is really weakness, as in the 

old, both memory and perception are worse. 
The activity of perception, though itself mental, has direct 

physical conditions. That of memory has not. Memory itself 
belongs wholly to the soul, though it may take its start from 
what goes on in the composite being. What the soul directly 
preserves the memory of, is its own movements, not those of 

body. Pressure and reaction of bodies can furnish no explana- 
tion of a storing-up of mental “impressions ” (Tv7oe), which are 

1 Einn, tv. 6, 
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not magnitudes. That the body, through being in flux, is 
really a hindrance to memory, is illustrated by the fact that 
often additions to the store cause forgetfulness, whereas memory 
emerges when there is abstraction and purification’. Some- 
thing from the past that was retained but is latent may be 
recalled when other memories or the impressions of the moment 
are removed. Yet, though it is not the composite being but 
the soul itself that possesses memory, memories come to it not 
only from its spontaneous activity, but from its activity incited 
by that which takes place in consequence of its association with 
the body*. There are memories of what has been done and 
suffered by the dual nature, though the memories themselves, 
as distinguished from that which incites them, are purely 
mental. Thus indirectly the physical organism has a bearing 
on memory as well as on perception. It follows, however, from 
the general view, that memory as well as reason belongs to the 
“separable” portion of the soul. Whether those who have 

attained to the perfection of virtue will, in the life of complete 

separation from the body, retain indefinitely their memories of 
the past, is another question. The discussion of it belongs 
rather to the ethics than to the pure psychology of Plotinus. 

To specific questions about sense-perception, Plotinus de- 
votes two short books, both of which are concerned primarily 
with vision. Discussing the transmission of light*, he finds 

that, like all perception, seeing must take place through some 
kind of body. The affection of the medium, however, need not 
be identical with that of the sense-organ. A reed, for example, 

through which is transmitted the shock of a torpedo, is not 
affected like the hand that receives the shock. The air, he 

concludes, is no instrument in vision. If it were, we should be 

able to see without looking at the distant object; just as we 
are warmed by the heated air we are in contact with. In the 
case of heat too, Plotinus adds, we are warmed at the same time 

with the air, rather than by means of it. Solid bodies receive 
more of the heat than does the air intervening between them 

1 Enn. tv. 3, 26: mpooriBevévwv tw&v dijOn, ev & ddaipéoer Kal Kabapoer 

dvakUmrTe: ToNNaKs 7) wy 7}LN. 

2 Enn. tv. 3, 27. 3 Enn. rv. 5. 
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and the heated object. In pursuance of this argument, he 
remarks that even the transmission of sound is not wholly 

dependent on a stroke in an aerial medium. Tones vary 
according to the differences of the bodies from which the sound 

starts, and not simply according to the shock. Furthermore, 
sounds are transmitted within our bodies without the inter- 
mediation of air; as when bones are bent or sawn!. The shock 

itself, whether in air or not, when it arrives at perception is the 

sound. Light Plotinus defines as an incorporeal energy of the 
luminous body directed outwards. Beimg an “energy,” and not 

a mere quality (7rovorns), it is capable of overleaping an interval 
without becoming inherent in that which occupies the interval; 
as, in fact, it leaves no impress on the air through which it 

passes. It can exist in the interspace without a percipient, 

though a percipient, if present, would be affected by it. 
For positive explanation here, Plotinus falls back on the 

idea, borrowed from the Stoics, of a “sympathy” binding 
together remote but like parts of the universe. The other book 
mentioned”, which discusses the question why things seen at a 
distance appear small, is interesting from its points of contact 
with Berkeley. To solve the problem, Plotinus sets out in 

quest of something more directly psychological than the 
“visual angle*.” Is not one reason for differences of estimate, 
he asks, because our view of magnitude is in an “accidental ” 
relation to colour, which is what we primarily behold‘? To 
perceive how large any magnitude really is, we must be near 
it, so as to be able to go over its parts in succession. At a 

distance, the parts of the object do not permit accurate dis- 
cernment of their relative colouring, since the colours arrive 
faint (auvépa). Faintness in colours corresponds to smallness 
in magnitude; both have in common “the less” (7d #r7Top). 
Thus the magnitude, following the colour, is diminished pro- 

1 Enn. tv. 5, 5: ovx évy dépt, dXdG ovyKpotcavTos Kal mdj~avTOs AANO GAXov* 

olov Kal doTav Kapwers mpos adA\nAa TapaTpiBomévew dépos ui ovTos perakd Kal 

1 ploets. 

2 Enn. uu. 8. 3 Cf. Theory of Vision, § 79. 

4 Enn. 1. 8,1: 67 kara cupBeBnxds oparar 7d péyeOos Tod Xpwuaros mpdzws 

Oewpoupevou, 
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portionally (ava Xéyov). The nature of the affection, however, 

becomes plainer in things of varied colours. Confusion of 

colours, whether in near or distant objects, causes apparent 

diminution of size, because the parts do not offer differences by 

which they can be accurately distinguished and so measured'. 

Magnitudes also of the same kind and of like colours are 

deceptive because the sight slips away; having, for precisely 

the same reason as in the case of confused colours, no hold on 

the parts. Again, distant objects look near at hand because 

there is loss of visible detail in the intervening scenery. Close 

as all this comes to Berkeley, at least in psychological method, 

the incidental remark comes still closer, that that to which we 

primarily refer visible magnitude appears to be touch. This 

occurs in a question about the “magnitude” of sound, to which 

reference is made by way of illustrating the analogy of great 

and small in different sense-perceptions’. 

Feeling, in the sense of pleasure and pain, according to 

Plotinus, belongs primarily to the animated body, in the parts 

of which it is localised*. The perception of it, but not the 

feeling itself, belongs to the soul. Sometimes, however, in 

speaking of the feeling of pleasure or pain, we include along 

with it the accompanying perception. Corporal desires too 

have their origin from the common nature of the animated 

body. That this is their source is shown by the differences, in 

respect of desires, between different times of life, and between 

persons in health and disease. In his account of desire and 

aversion, Plotinus notes the coincidence between mental and 

bodily movements‘. The difference between the affection of 

the animated body on the one side and the soul’s clear per- 

ception of it on the other, applies both to appetitive and to 

irascible emotion®. Of these the second is not derived from 

1 Cf. Theory of Vision, § 56. 

2 Bnn. u. 8,1: rive yap rpdrws 76 ev TH povy péyebos, Worep doKet TH apn TO 

Opwpevoy ; 

3 Enn. ty. 4, 18—21. 

4 Enn. rv. 4, 20: éx ris dd0vns éylvero  ywGous, Kal drayew Ex TO mowobyTos 76 

mdBos ) Wuxh Bovdopervy érole ri puyiy, Kal Too mpwrov mabdvros biddoKorTos TOUTO 

pebyovrés Tws Kal abrod vy Ty TvgTONg. 

5 Enn. rv, 4, 28. +> 
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the first, but both spring from a common root. That its origin 
cannot be entirely independent is shown by the fact that those 
who are less eager after bodily pleasures are less prone to anger 

and irrational passions. To explain the impulse (6p) to repel 

actively the cause of injury, we must suppose perception added 
to the mere resentment (ayavaxtnots), which, as a passion, 1s 

primarily a boiling-up of the blood. The “trace of soul” on 
which this kind of emotion depends (To éxmecov eis Oupov 
iyvos) has its seat in the heart. 

Error too arises from the common nature, by which right 
reason becomes weak, as the wisest counsellor in an assembly 
may be overborne by the general clamour'. The rational power, 
with Plotinus as with Aristotle, is in its own nature “ unmixed”; 

but it has to manifest itself under conditions of time and in 

relation to the composite being. Further discussion of these 
points will in the main come better under the head of meta- 
physics than of psychology. A distinctively psychological 
theory, however, is the explicit transformation of the Platonic 

“reminiscence” into a doctrine of “innate ideas” potentially 
present. The term “memory,” Plotinus observes, is improperly 
applied to the intellectual energising of the soul in accordance 

with its innate principles. The reason why the older writers 
ascribed memory and reminiscence to the soul when it thus 
energises, was apparently because it is then energising in 
accordance with powers it always had (as it has now latent 
memories) but does not always bring into action, and especially 
cannot bring into action on its first arrival in the world. In 

this place for one Plotinus does not in the least fail to recognise 
that there has been scientific progress since the time of those 

whom he calls “ the ancients.” 
The higher and the lower powers of the soul meet in the 

imaginative faculty (davtacia, 70 pavtactixov), which is the 
psychical organ of memory and self-consciousness. By this 
view the dispersion is avoided that would result from assigning 
memory of desires to the desiring part of the soul, memories 

of perception to the perceiving part, and memories of thought 

1 Enn. tv. 4, 17. 2 Enn. tv. 3, 25, 
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to the thinking part. Thought is apprehended by the imagi- 
nation as in a mirror; the notion (vonua) at first indivisible 
and implicit being conveyed to it by an explicit discourse 
(Aoyos). For thought and the apprehension of thought are not 

the same (aXXo yap 7) vonolws, Kal arAXO 1 THs voncEews avTi- 

AnwWes); the former can exist without the latter. That which 

thus apprehends thought apprehends perceptions also’. 
Here we come to the psychological conception of “con- 

sciousness,” which Prof. Siebeck has traced through its formative 

stages to its practically adequate expression by Plotinus*, By 
Plato and Aristotle, as he points out, such expressions are used 
as the “seeing of sight,” and, at a higher degree of generality, ° 

the “perceiving of perception” and the “thinking of thought ” ; 
but they have no perfectly general term for the consciousness 
with which we follow any mental process whatever, as distin- 

guished from the process itself. Approximations to such terms 
were made in the post-Aristotelian period by the Stoics and 
others, but it was Plotinus who first gained complete mastery 

of the idea. Sometimes he speaks of “common perception ” 

(cuvaicOnors) in a generalised sense. His most usual expres- 

sion is that of an “accompaniment” (zapaxoXovOnats) of its 
own mental activities by the soul. “Self-consciousness,” in its 
distinctive meaning, is expressed by “accompanying oneself” 
(wapaxoXovlety Eavt@). With these terms are joined expres- 

sions for mental “synthesis” (cvv@ecrus and avvecis) as a 

unitary activity of the soul in reference to its contents. 
Important as the conception of consciousness became for 

modern thought, it is not for Plotinus the highest. Prof. 
Siebeck himself draws attention to one remarkable passage® in 
which he points out that many of our best activities, both 

theoretical and practical, are unaccompanied at the time by 
consciousness of them; as for example reading, especially when 
we are reading intently; similarly, the performance of brave 

actions; so that there is a danger lest consciousness should 
make the activities it accompanies feebler (@oTe tas tapa- 

KoNovOncels KiVdUVEVELY apvdpoTépas avTas Tas Eevepyelas ais 

1 Enn, tv. 3, 28—30. 2 Geschichte der Psychologie, i. 2, pp. 331 ff. 

8 Enn. 1, 4, 10, 
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mapaxoXovbodat Tovey). The rank assigned to introspective 
consciousness of mental activities is similar to that which is 
assigned to memory. It is above sense, but lower than pure 
intellect, which energises with more perfection in its absence. 
The organ of introspection and of memory, as we have seen, is 

the same. 
The highest mode of subjective life, next to the complete 

unification in which even thought disappears, is intellectual 

self-knowledge. Here the knower is identical with the known. 
On this too Plotinus is not without keen psychological observa- 
tions, apart from the metaphysical developments next to be 

considered. The strong impression of a sense-perception, he 
remarks, cannot consist with the attainment of this intellectual 

unity. Whatever exaggerates feeling lowers the activity of 

thought. The perception of evils, for example, carries with it 
a more vehement shock, but less clear knowledge. We are 

more ourselves in health than in disease, but disease makes 

itself more felt, as being other than ourselves. The attitude 

of self-knowledge, Plotinus adds, is quite unlike that in which 

we know an object by external perception. Even the knower 

cannot place himself outside like a perceived object and gaze 

upon himself with the eyes of the body* 
Within the mind as its very centre is the supreme unity 

beyond even self-knowledge. This is one with the metaphysical 
cause of all things, and must first be discussed as such, since the 

proof of its reality is primarily metaphysical. Its psychological 
relations will best be dealt with in the chapter on the mysticism 
of Plotinus. 

2. Metaphysics. 

Apart from a unifying principle, nothing could exist. All 

would be formless and indeterminate, and so would have 

properly no being. A principle of unity has already been 

recognised in the soul. It is not absent in natural things, but 
here it is at a lower stage; body having less unity than soul 

1 Enn. ty. 4, 2. 

2 Enn. v. 8,11: ovd€ yap od’ airds Stvarar Ew Belts EavTov ws aicOnrdov avTa 
Ss 

opPadpmots Tots TOU TwuaTos Bere. 
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because its parts are locally separate. In soul, however, we 

cannot rest as the highest term. Particular souls, by reason of 

what they have in common, can only be understood as derived 
from a general soul, which is their cause but is not identical 

with all or any of them. Again, the general soul falls short 
of complete unity by being the principle of life and motion to 

the world, which is other than itself. What it points to as a 
higher unifying principle is absolutely stable intellect, thinking 

itself and not the world, but containing as identical with its 

own nature the eternal ideas of all the forms, general and 

particular, that become explicit in the things of time and space. 

Even intellect has still a certain duality, because, though 

intelligence and the intelligible are the same, that which thinks 

distinguishes itself from the object of thought. Beyond thought 

and the being which, while identical with it, is distinguishable 

in apprehension, is the absolute unity that is simply identical 
with itself. This is other than all being and is the cause of 
it. It is the good to which all things aspire; for to particular 
things the greatest unification attainable is the greatest good ; 
and neither the goodness and unity they possess, nor their 
aspiration after a higher degree of it, can be explained without 

positing the absolute One and the absolute Good as their source 

and end. 
By the path of which this is a slight indication, Plotinus 

ascends to the summit of his metaphysics. The proof that the 
first principle has really been attained, must be sought partly 

in the demonstration of the process by which the whole system 
of things is derived from it, partly in individual experience. 
This last, being incommunicable —though not to be had without 

due preparation—belongs to the mystical side of the doctrine. 
Of the philosophical doctrine itself, the method is not mystical. 
The theory of “emanation” on which it depends is in reality 

no more than a very systematic expression of the principle 
common to Plato and Aristotle, that the lower is to be explained 

by the higher’. 

1 See for example Enn. vy. 9, 4: ov yap 57, ws olovrar, Yuxi vodv TehewwHetoa 

yevva* moev yap Td Suvaper evepyela eorar, wn Tov els évépyecay dyovTos aitiou 

ovTos;...00 det Ta mpBra evepyeia TidecOa Kal ampooded kal rédea. 
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The accepted term, “emanation,” is derived from one of the 

metaphors by which Plotinus illustrates the production of each 
order of being from the next above. He compares the cause 
of all to an overflowing spring which by its excess gives rise to 
that which comes after it, This similarly produces the next, 

and so forth, till at length in matter pure indetermination is 
reached. The metaphorical character of this representation, 
however, is carefully insisted on. There is no diremption of the 
higher principle. God and mind do not disperse themselves 
in individual souls and in natural things, though these are 
nowhere cut off from their causes. There is a continual process 

from first to last, of which the law is the same throughout. 

Each producing cause remains wholly in its proper seat (€v T7 

oixeia &pa), while that which is produced takes an inferior 
station’. The One produces universal Mind, or Intellect that 

is one with the Intelligible. Intellect produces the Soul of the 
Whole. This produces all other existences, but without itself 

lapsing. Nothing within the series of the three intelligible 

principles can be said to lapse in production; the term being 

applicable only to the descent of the individual soul. The 
order throughout, both for the intelligible causes and for the 
visible universe, is a logical order of causation, not an order 

in time. All the producing causes and their effects in every 

grade always existed and always will exist. The production 
by the higher causes has the undeviating character of natural 
necessity, and is not by voluntary choice and discursive reason, 
which are secondary resultants within the world of particulars. 

This philosophical meaning Plotinus makes clear again and 
again. His metaphors are intended simply as more or less 
inadequate illustrations. One that comes nearer to his thought 
than that of the overflowing spring, is the metaphor of illumina- 
tion by a central source of light; for according to his own 

theory light is an incorporeal energy projected without loss. 

Since, however, it is still an energy set going from a body, he 

admits that even this comparison has some inexactitude. In 
this mode of expression, Mind is the eternal “irradiation” of 

1 Knn. v. 2, 1. 2 Enn. v. 2, 2. 
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the One1. As Mind looks back to the One, Soul looks back to 

Mind; and this looking back is identical with the process of 

generation. 
Plotinus himself traces the idea of this causal series to 

Plato, for whom, he says, the Demiurgus is Intellect, which is 

produced by the Good beyond mind and being, and in its turn 
produces Soul’. This historical derivation, as we have seen, 
was accepted by Porphyry. Plotinus goes on to interpret earlier 
philosophers from the same point of view. He recognises, how- 

ever, that the distinctions between the One in its different 

senses drawn by the Platonic Parmenides were not made with 

that exactitude by Parmenides himself. Aristotle, he says, 
coming later, makes the primal reality separable indeed and 
intelligible, but deprives it of the first rank by the assertion 
that it thinks itself. To think itself belongs to Mind, but not 

to the One’. 
As in the nature of things there are three principles, so also 

with us*. For there is reality in this world of ours, and not a 

mere semblance.. The virtue and knowledge here are not simply 
images of archetypes yonder in the intelligible world. If indeed 
we take the world here not as meaning simply the visible aspect 
of things, but as including also the soul and what it contains, 

everything is “here” that is “ there®.” 
The order of first, second and third in the intelligible prin- 

ciples is not spatial’. In the intelligible order, body may be 
said to be in soul, soul in mind, and mind in the One’. By 

such-expressions is to be understood a relation of dependence, 

not the being in a place in the sense of locality. If any one 
objects that place can mean nothing but boundary or interval 
of space, let him dismiss the word and apply his understanding 

1 Enn. v. 1, 6: repiiawypw €£ avrod pév, €& aitod 5 uévovros, olov Hrlou 70 Trepi 

avrov Naumpov Pas mepibéov, €£ avTod del yevywpevov sévovTos. 

2 Bonn. v. 1, 8: wore DAdtwva eldévac éx ev tayabod Tov voiv, €x d€ Tov vou Tv 

puxiy. 
3 Enn. v. 1, 9. 

4 Enn. v. 1, 10: domep dé év TH pice TpiTTa TadTa éore TA Elpynuéva, oUTW XpPH 

vouifew Kal rap nuw Tavra eivat. 

5 Einn. v. 9,13: mwavra évraida, doa Kaxel. 

6 Enn. vi. 5, 4. 7 Enn, v. 5, 9. 
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to the thing signified. The incorporeal and unextended in 
which extended body participates is not to be thought of as a 
point ; for mass, which includes an infinity of points, participates 

in it. Nor yet must we think of it as stretched out over the 
whole of the mass; but of the whole extended mass as par- 
ticipating in that which is itself without spatial interval. This 

is the general relation of the visible to the intelligible world. 
As non-spatial dependence and implication, we have found that 
it runs through the intelligible causes themselves. 

In what relates to the difference between the extended and 
the unextended, the character of intelligible being is already 
perfectly determinate not only in soul, but in soul as the 
principle of organic life. For that principle transcends the 
opposition between small and great. If it is to be called small 
as having no extension of its own, it may equally be called 
great as being adequate to the animation of the whole body 
with which it is connected, while this is growing in bulk*. The 
soul is all in the germ; yet in a manner it contains the full- 
grown plant or animal. In itself it undergoes no change of 

dimensions. Though the principle of growth, it does not grow ; 
nor, when it causes motion, is it moved in the motion which it 

causes*. 

The primal One from which all things are is everywhere 

and nowhere. As being the cause of all things, it is everywhere. 

As being other than all things, it is nowhere. If it were only 
“everywhere,” and not also “nowhere,” it would be all things’. 

No predicate of being can be properly applied to it. To call it 
the cause is to predicate something, not of it but of ourselves, 
who have something from it while it remains in itself’. This 
is not the “one” that the soul attaims by abstracting from 
magnitude and multitude till it arrives at the point and the 
arithmetical unit. It is greatest of all, not by magnitude but 

1 Enn. vi. 4, 2: riv rod dvéuaros adels Katnyopiay TH diavolg TO Neyomevov 

NapBaverw. 

2 Enn. vi. 4, 13. 

3 Enn. vi. 4, 5: maprupel dé TO peyddw THs PuxAs Kal TO pelfovos TOO dyKou 

ywouevou podvew éxl wav airod riv avriv puxyv, m ém’ EaTToVvos dyKoU nV. 

4 Enn. 11. 6, 4. 5 Binn. m1. 9, 3. 

6 Hnn. vi. 9, 3. 
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by potency; in such a manner that it is also by potency that 

which is without magnitude. It is to be regarded as infinite, 

not because of the impossibility of measuring or counting it, 

but because of the impossibility of comprehending its power’. 

It is perfectly self-sufficing; there is no good that it should 

seek to acquire by volition. It is good not in relation to itself, 

but to that which participates in it. And indeed that which 

imparts good is not properly to be called “good,” but “ the 

Good” above all other goods. “That alone neither knows, nor 
has what it does not know; but being One present to itself it 

needs not thought of itself.” Yet in a sense it is all beings 

because all are from it?; and it generates the thought that is 

one with being. As it is the Good above all goods, so, though 

without shape or form, it possesses beauty above beauty. The 
love of it is infinite; and the power or vision by which mind 

thinks it is intellectual love’®. 
Any inconsistency there might appear to be in making 

assertions about the One is avoided by the position that nothing 

—not even that it “is” any more than that it is “ good ””—is to 
be affirmed of it as a predicate. The names applied to it are 
meant only to indicate its unique reality‘, The question is 
then raised, whether this reality is best indicated by names 
that signify freedom, or chance, or necessity. Before we can 
know whether an expression signifying freedom (7d ép’ 70) 
may be applied in any sense to the gods and to God (é7ri Beods 
Kal éru addXov eri Oeov), we must know in what sense it is 

applicable to ourselves®. If we refer that which is in our power 
to will (BovAnous), and place this in right reason (év doy 
ép0¢), we may—by stretching the terms a little—reach the 

conclusion that an unimpeded theoretic activity such as we 
ascribe in its perfection to the gods who live according to mind, 

is properly called free. The objection that to be free in this 

1 Enn. vr. 9, 6; Antréov 5é Kal drreipov ado od TH ddeEir7ATw 7 TOD meyébous 7 

Tov dpiOuov, GAAG TO arrepkymTw THs Suvduwews. 

2 Enn. vi. 7, 32: obdév ody TotT0 Tay byTwY Kal TdvTa* obdéev mév, Ore oTEpa TA 

évra, wavra é, bre €€ avrod. 

3 Enn. vi. 7, 35. Plotinus’s actual expression is vois épar. 

4 Enn. vi. 7, 38. 5 Enn. vi. 8, 1. 
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sense is to be “enslaved to one’s own nature” is dismissed with 

the remark that that only is enslaved which, being withheld by 
something else, has it not in its power to go towards the good!. 
The view that seems implied in the objection, namely, that 
freedom consists In action contrary to the nature of the agent, 
is an absurdity. But to the supreme principle, from which all 

things have being and power of their own, how can the term 
be applied in any sense? The audacious thought might be 
started that it “happens to be” as it is, and is not master of 

what it is, but is what it 1s, not from itself; and so, that it has 

no freedom, since its doing or not doing what it has been 

necessitated to do or not to do, is not in its own power. To 
this the reply is, that we cannot say that the primal cause is 
by chance, or that it is not master of its origin; because it has 
not come to be®. The whole difficulty seems to arise from our 

positing space (y#pay Kal To7rov) as a kind of chaos, and then 
introducing the principle into our imaginary space ; whereupon 
we inquire whence and how it came there‘. We get rid of the 
difficulty by assigning to the One no place, but simply the 
being as it is,—and this because we are bound so to express 
ourselves by necessity of speech. Thus, if we are to speak of it 
at all, we must say that it is lord of itself and free. Yet it 

must be allowed that there is here a certain impropriety, for to 
be lord of itself belongs properly to the essence (ovcia) identical 

with thought, and the One is before this essence®. With a 

similar impropriety, its will and its essence may be said to be 

the same. Each particular being, striving after its good, wills 
that more than to be what it is, and then most thinks that it 

is, when it participates in the good. It wills even itself, so far 
only as it has the good. Carry this over to the Good which is 
the principle of all particular goods, and its will to be what it 
is, is seen to be inseparable from its bemg what it is. In this 
mode of speech, accordingly,—having to choose between ascribing 

to it on the one hand will and creative activity in relation to 

1 Knn, vz. 8, 4. 2 Enn. vi. 8, 7. 

3 Enn. vi. 8, 7: 76 6€ mp@rov otre kata TUXNY av Néyoumer, oUTE od KUpLoy TAS 

avTod yevérews, dTu unde yéevove. 

4 Enn. vr. 8, 11. 5 Enn. vi. 8, 12. 
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itself, on the other hand a contingent relation which is the 
name of unreason,—we must say, not that it is “what it hap- 

pened to be,” but that it is “what it willed to be.” We might 
say also that it is of necessity what it is, and could not be 
otherwise; but the more exact statement is, not that it is thus 

because it could not be otherwise, but because the best is thus. 

It is not taken hold of by necessity, but is itself the necessity 
and law of other things*. It is love, and the object of love, 
and love of itself’. That which as it were desires and that 
which is desired are one’, When we, observing some such 
nature in ourselves, rise to this and become this alone, what 

should we say but that we are more than free and more than 

in our own power? By analogy with mind, it may be called 
operation (€vépynua) and energy. Its energy and as it were 
waking (ofov éypyyopaors) are eternal’. Reason and mind are 
derived from the principle as a circle from its centre’. To 
allow that it could not make itself other than it did, in the 

sense that it can produce only good and not evil, is not to limit 

its freedom and absolute power. The power of choice between 
opposites belongs to a want of power to persevere in what is 
best’. The One and Good alone is in truth free; and must be 

thought and spoken of, though in reality beyond speech and 
thought, as creating itself by its own energy before all being®. 

To the question, why the One should create anything beyond 

itself, Plotinus answers that since all things, even those without 

life, impart of themselves what they can, the most perfect and 
the first good cannot remain in itself as envious, and the potency 

1 Enn. vi. 8, 13: wore ovx drep éruxév Eotw, adn’ Sep HBovdyOn avrés. Cf. c. 

20: abrés éort Kal 6 mapd-ywy éaurov. 

2 Enn. vr. 8, 10. 

3 Enn, vi. 8, 15: kal épdopuov kal pws 6 atrds Kal abrod épws. 

4 Ibid.: 7d olov épiéwevov TH EpeTo &v. 

5 Enn. vi. 8, 16. 6 Enn. vr. 8, 18. 

7 Enn, vi. 8, 21: kal yap 76 ra avrixeiweva SivacOa ddvvapulas éorl Tod éml Too 

dplarou mévew. 

8 Since it is energy in the Aristotelian sense, or complete realisation, it is 

dvevépynrov. That is, there is no higher realisation to which it can proceed. 

Cf. Enn. v. 6, 6: ddAws perv yap ovdeula évépyera exer ad wadw évépyeav. In this 

sense, it is said (Enn. 1. 7, 1) to be beyond energy (éréxewa évepyetas). 
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of all things as without power’. As that is the potency of all 
things, Mind, which it first generates, is all things actually. 

For knowledge of things in their immaterial essence is the 

things themselves. Mind knows its objects not, like percep- 
tion, as external, but as one with itself*. Still this unity, as 

has been said, involves the duality of thinking and being 
thought, and hence is not the highest, but the second in order, 

of the supramundane causes. Within its indivisible unity it 
contains the archetype of the whole visible world and of all 
that was or is or is to be existent in it. The relation of its 

Ideas to the whole of Mind resembles that of the propositions 
of a science to the sum of knowledge which consists of them. 

By this comparison, which frequently recurs, Plotinus seeks to 
convey the notion of a diversity in unity not expressed as local 

separation of parts‘. The archetype of the world being thus 
existent, the world in space is necessarily produced because its 

production is possible. We shall see this “ possibility” more 
exactly formulated in the theory of matter. The general state- 
ment is this: that, since there is the “intelligential and 

all-potent nature” of mind, and nothing stands between that 
and the production of a world, there must be a formed world 
corresponding to the formative power. In that which is formed, 

the ideas are divided; in one part of space the idea of the 
sun takes shape, in another the idea of man. The archetype 

embraces all in its unity without spatial division’. 
Thus, while supramundane intellect contains all real being, 

it has also the productive power by which the essential forms 
of things are made manifest in apparent separation from itself 

and from one another. Differences, so far as they belong to 

the real being, or “form,” of things here, are produced by pre- 
existent forms in the ideal world. So far as they are merely 

1 Einn. v. 4, 1. 

2 Enn. vy. 4, 2. Cf. Hnn. v. 9, 5: 7 Trav dvev Uns éemorthun tavrov To 

T pay LAT e. 3Hinn. vy. 5, 1. 

4 See for example Enn. vy. 9, 8. 

5 Knn, v. 9,9: @tcews voepds kal ravroduyduov ovons Kal ovdevds drelpyovros, 

pndevds dvros meTaéd TovTou Kal Tod déEacAar Swvapevov, avdykn TO mer KoopnOjva, 

TO 6€ Koopioa. Kal Td wey KoounOev exe TO eldos meuepicucvor, a\Naxod dvOpwirov 

Kal dANaxod nAoy TO O€ & Evl TayTa, 
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local and temporal, they express only a necessary mode of 
manifestation of being, under the condition of appearing at a 

greater degree of remoteness from the primal cause. What 

then is the case with individuality? Does it consist merely in 
differences of position in space and time, the only true reality 
being the ideal form of the “kind”; or are there ideal forms 
of individuals? Plotinus concludes decisively for the latter 
alternative’. There are as many formal differences as there 
are individuals, and all pre-exist in the intelligible world. 
What must be their mode of pre-existence we know from the 

nature of Intellect as already set forth. All things there are 
together yet distinct. Universal mind contains all particular 
minds; and each particular mind expresses the whole in its 
own manner. As Plotinus says in one of those bursts of enthu- 
siasm where his scientific doctrine passes into poetry: “They 

see themselves in others. For all things are transparent, and 
there is nothing dark or resisting, but every one is manifest to 

every one internally and all things are manifest; for light is 
manifest to light. For every one has all things in himself and 
again sees in another all things, so that all things are every- 
where and all is all and each is all, and infinite the glory. For 

each of them is great, since the small also is great. And the 

sun there is all the stars, and again each and all are the sun. 

In each, one thing is pre-eminent above the rest, but it also 
shows forth all*” The wisdom that is there is not put together 
from separate acts of knowledge, but is a single whole. It does 
not consist of many brought to one; rather it is resolved into 
multitude from unity. By way of illustration Plotinus adds 
that the Egyptian sages, whether they seized the truth by 
accurate knowledge or by some native insight, appear to have 
expressed the intuitive character of intellectual wisdom in 
making a picture the sign of each thing®. 

In the intelligible world identical with intellect, as thus 

conceived, the time and space in which the visible world appears, 
though not “there” as such, pre-exist in their causes. So too, 

1 See especially Enn. v. 7: Ilepi rod ef kat trav Kad’ exaora éorw elon. 

2 Enn. v. 8, 4, 

3 Enn. v. 8, 6. This is quite an isolated reference to Egypt. 
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in the rational order, does perception, before organs of percep- 

tion are formed. This must be so, Plotinus urges, because 

perception and its organs are not a product of deliberation, but 
are present for example in the pre-existent idea of man, by an 

eternal necessity and law of perfection, their causes being in- 
volved in the perfection of mind. Not only man, but all 
animals, plants and elements pre-exist ideally in the intelligible 

world. For infinite variety is demanded in order that the whole, 

as one living being, may be perfect in all its parts and to the 

utmost degree. There, the things we call irrational pre-exist 
in their rational laws. Nor is the thing here anywhere really 
mindless. We call it so when it is without mind in act; but 

each part is all in potency, depending as it does on its ideal 

cause. In the order of ideal causes there is as it were a stream 
of living beings from a single spring; as if all sensible qualities 
were combined in one quality without losing their distinctions’, 
The particular is not merely the one particular thing that it 

is called. Rational division of it always brings something new 
to light; so that, in this sense, each part of the whole is infinite‘. 

This infinity, whether of whole or part, is one of successive 

involution. The process of division is not that of bisection, but 
is like the unfolding of wrappings’. The whole intelligible 

world may be presented to imagination as a living sphere 

figured over with every kind of living countenance’. 
Universal mind involves the essence of every form of reason, 

in one Reason as it were, great, perfect, embracing all (eis ofop 

hoyos, méyas, TéAELos, TavTas Tepléywv). As the most exact 

1 Enn. vi. 7, 3: yxerrae 7d alcOyrixdy elva kal otrws alcOyrixdy év TQ elder 

bmd dudlov avdyKns Kal TeNevdTyTOS, vod év ait@ €xovTos, elmep TéNeLos, Tas airlas. 

2 Enn. vi. 7, 9: éxe? 6¢ kal 7d ddoyov Neyduevoy NOyos jv, Kal Td dvouv vols AY, 

éret Kal 6 voay troy vos éott, Kal 7 vdnows trou vos jy. 

3 Enn. vi. 7, 12: ofov el tus Hv movdrys pia mdcas év abry €xovoa Kal cwbfovoa 

Tas mobrynras, yAuKiTs per’? evwOlas, Kal duod olvwdns mordryns Kal XUA@Y amdyTwY 

duvdpers kal xpwudrwv dpes Kal doa apal ywaoxovow. eoTwoay d€ Kal doa aKoal 

axovovot, mavrTa médAn Kal puOuos Was. 

4 Enn. vi. 7, 13: vods...ov...ravrov Kal &y re év péper, dra mavTa* éwel Kai TO 

év uépe ad ovx &v, adda Kal TodTo Aerpoy Siarpovmevoyv. Cf. Knn. vi. 5, 5 on the 

infinite nature (dreipos pvats) of being. 

5 Enn. vi. 7, 14: wh car’ evOd, adr els 70 evTos del. 

6 Hunn, vi. 7, 15 jin. 
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reasoning would calculate the things of nature for the best, 

mind has all things in the rational laws that are before reason- 

ing. Each thing being what it is separately, and again all 

things being in one together, the complex as it were and com- 
position of all as they are in one is Mind*. In the being that 
is mind, all things are together, not only undivided by position 

in space, but without reference to process in time. This 

characteristic of intellectual being may be called “eternity®.” 

Time belongs to Soul, as eternity to Mind‘. Soul is necessarily 

produced by Mind, as Mind by the primal One® Thus it is in 
contact at once with eternal being, and with the temporal 

things which it generates by the power it receives from its 

cause. Having its existence from supramundane intellect, it 

has reason in act so far as that intellect is contemplated by it®. 

The Soul of the whole is perpetually in this relation to Mind; 

particular souls undergo alternation; though even of them 

there is ever something in the intelligible world’. Soul has 

for its work, not only to think—for thus it would in no way 

differ from pure intellect—but to order and rule the things 

after it. These come to be, because production could not stop 

at intelligibles, the last of which is the rational soul, but must 

go on to the limit of all possible existence*. 

In the relation of the many souls to the one which includes 

1 Enn. vi. 2, 21: ds yap dy 6 dxpiBéoraros Noyiopds NoyicaiTo ws dpista, otTws 

éxer rayta ev Tots Novyots pd Noyic LOU odor. 

2 Enn. vi. 2, 21: ywpis wey éxdorwy & éorw dvTwy, ouod & av &v al ovtwy, 7 

mdvrwv év évi dvtwy olov cupmoKh Kal cbvGeats vous EoTL. 

3 Enn. ut. 7,4: atrn } diddects abrod Kal piats ely dy aiwy. 

4 Enn. ut. 7,11. Cf. Enn. ry. 4, 15: aldv pév epi vobv, xpdvos dé wept Puxmy. 

5 Enn, v.1, 7: wuxiv yap yevrd voids, vos dy réXevos. Kal yap Tédetov ovTa 

vyevvay €5e, Kai wh Stvamw ofcay Toca’rny Ayovoy elvat. 

6 Enn. v.1, 3: 7 Te ofv brbcracs airy ard vod 6 Te evepyelg NOyos vod avTn 

Opwévou. 
7 Enn, 1v. 8,8: ov waca v5’ h querépa Wux7 edu, ANN ore Te adTHs Ev TW VONTD 

del....mdca yap Wuxi exe Tt kal Tod KdTw Tpds Td gHpa Kal TOD dvw mpds vodv. 

8 Enn. tv. 8, 3: mpocaBotca yap TH voepa elvar kal dAXo, xa” } Thy olxelav 

Exxev irbatacw, vols odk Euewev, Exer Te Epyov Kal avrn, elrep kal wav, 6 dv @ Tay 

Svrwy. Bdérovca dé mpds ev Td mpd EauTijs voei, els dé éauTiny owter EauTny, els de 

7d per’ abriv Koopet Te Kal Siok? Kal dpxee abrov* bre unde olév Te Hv oTHvat TA 

rdvra év TE vonTG, Suvapevor epetis Kal Gddou yevérOa EAdrTovos wév, dvaryKalov dé 

elvat, elrep Kal Td mpd avtod. 
~ 

W. 2) 
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all, Soul imitates Mind. It too is necessarily pluralised ; and 
in the inherent distinctions of the particular souls their coming 

to birth under different sensible manifestations is already neces- 

sitated. The one soul is the same in all, as in each part of a 
system of knowledge the whole is potentially present’. To soul, 
the higher intellect furnishes the reasons of all its operations’. 

Knowledge in the rational soul, so far as it is of intelligibles, is 

each thing that it thinks, and has from within both the object 
of thought and the thinking (To te vontov tTHv Te vonow), since 

mind is within®. Plotinns fully recognises the difficulty of the 

question : How, if Being and Mind and Soul are everywhere 

numerically one, and not merely of the same formal essence 

(doerdés), can there yet be many beings and minds and souls‘? 
The answer, in the case of soul, as of mind and being, is that 

the one is many by intrinsic difference, not by local situation 
(érepotnti, ob To7w). The plurality of souls, as has been said, 
is in the rational order prior to their embodiment. In the Soul 

of the Whole, the many souls are present to one another without 
being alienated from themselves. They are not divided by 
spatial limits—just as the many portions of knowledge in each 
soul are not—and the one can contain in itself all. After this 

manner the nature of soul is infinite®. The general soul can 

judge of the individualised affections in each without becoming 

conscious to itself in each that it has passed judgment in the 
rest also®*, Each of us is a whole for himself, yet all of us, in 
the reality that is all, are together one. Looking outward, we 
forget our unity. Turning back upon ourselves, either of our own 
accord or seized upon as the goddess seized the hair of Achilles, 
we behold ourselves and the whole as one with the God within’. 

1 Einn, tv. 9, 5. 

2 Enn. rv. 9, 3. When the general soul impresses form on the elements of 

the world, vois is the xopnybs Tav NOywv. 

3 Enn. v. 9, 7. 4 Enn. vi. 4, 4. 

5 Enn. vi. 4, 4 fin.: otrws éorly dretpos 7 To.a’Tn pvors. 

6 Enn. vi. 4, 6: dca rl ody od cuvvaccbdverar 7 érépa ris Erépas Kplua; n Gre 

plows éotlv, aN ob rdOos. elra ovd’ abth 7 Kpivaca Kéxpixa Néyet, GAN Expive pdvov. 

7 Enn, vi. 5,7: dw pév oty dpavres 7 dOev eEjupea ayvooimer év dvtes, olov 

mpocwma Toda els TO Ew Kopupiy exovTa eis TO elow wlay. el O€ Tis EmtoTpadhyat 

dvvatto 7} wap’ abrov 7} THs AOnvas aiths eUTuXHoas THs ENEews, Gedy Te Kai avTOV Kal 

TO wav OWerat. 
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The soul is the principle of life and motion to all things; 
motion being an image of life in things called lifeless. The 
heaven is one by the power of soul, and this world is divine 
through it’. The soul of the whole orders the world in accord- 
ance with the general reasons of things, as animal bodies are 
fashioned into “microcosms” under the particular law of the 
organism’, It creates not by deliberative intelligence, like 
human art, which is posterior and extrinsic. In the one soul 
are the rational laws of all explicit intelligence—“ of gods and 
of all things.” “ Wherefore also the world has all*.” 

Individual souls are the intrinsic laws of particular minds 

within the universal intellect, made more explicit’, Not only 
the soul of the whole, but the soul of each, has all things in 

itself®. Wherein they differ, is in energising with different 
powers. Before descent and after reascent of the particular 

soul, each one’s thoughts are manifest to another as in direct 

vision, without discourse’. Why then does the soul descend 
and lose knowledge of its unity with the whole? For the 
choice is better to remain above’. The answer is that the 
error lies in self-will’. The soul desires to be its own, and so 

ventures forth to birth, and takes upon itself the ordering of a 
body which it appropriates, or rather, which appropriates it, so 
far as that is possible. Thus the soul, although it does not 

really belong to this body, yet energises in relation to it, and in 
a manner becomes a partial soul in separation from the whole*. 

But what is finally the explanation of this choice of the 
worse, and how is it compatible with the perfection of the 

mundane order? How is the position of the Phaedo, that the 
body is a prison, and the true aim of the soul release from it, 

1 Enn. v. 1, 2. 

2 Enn. rv. 3, 10: ofa cal of €v omépuace Nbyor wAdTTOVEL Kai popPotct TA SGa 

olov puxpovs Tivas Ko mous. 

3 Enn. trv. 3, 10 fin. 
4 Enn. rv. 3,5: Abyor vay oboae kal eEerteypévar paddov 7 Exetvor...7d TadTov 

kal €repov cwfovoa péver Te éExdaTn ev, Kal omod év maou. 

5 Enn. tv. 3, 6. 

6 Enn. tv. 3, 18: olov 6@0aduds Exacros kal ovdév dé KpuTTdv ovde TeTAaATLEVOY, 

GAG mply elrety Ew ldcw exetvos &yvw. 

7 Enn. ty. 3, 14. 8 Enn. v. 1, 1. 

9 Enn. yr. 4, 16. 
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reconcilable with the optimism of the Timaeus? The answer 
is that all—descent and reascent alike—has the necessity of a 

natural law. The optimism has reference to the whole order. 
Of this order, such as it must be in a world that is still good 

though below the intelligible and perfectly stable supramundane 
order, temporary descent, dissatisfaction with the consequences 
of the descent, and the effort to return, are all conditions. Any 

expression that seems to imply arbitrariness at any point, is 
part of the mythological representation. Thus when in the 
Timaeus it is said that God “sows” the souls, this is mythical, 
just as when he is represented as haranguing them". Necessity 
and self-caused descent are not discordant. The soul does not 
go by its will to that which is worse ; yet its course is 1ts own”. 
And it must expiate both the original error, and any evil that 
it may do actually. Of the first, the mere change of state is 
the punishment ; to the second, further chastisement is assigned. 
The knowledge acquired below is a good, and the soul is not to 
be blamed overmuch if in its regulation of sensible nature it 
goes a little beyond what ‘is safe for itself*. On the other 
hand, a slight inclination at the beginning to the worse, if not 
immediately corrected, may produce a permanent disposition‘. 
Be the error light or grave, it comes under an undeviating law 
of justice. To the particular bodies fitted for them, the souls 
go neither by voluntary choice nor sent, but as by some natural 
process for which they are ready. The universal law under 
which the individual falls is not outside but within each’. The 
notion that there may be in small things an element of con- 
tingency which is no part of the order, is suggested but not 

accepted®. The whole course of the soul through its series of 

bodily lives, and its release from the body when this is attained, 

1 Enn. tv. 8, 4. 2Shinn stv Saoe 

3 Enn. tv. 8, 7: yaous yap évapyecrépa rayabod 7 Tod Kakod melpa ols H S’vauts 

dabevertépa, 7) Wore EmioTHUN TO KaKOY mpo Telpas yyavat. 

4 Enn. ur 2,4. Cf. m1. 3, 4: Kal omuxpa por) dpxe? els éxBacw Tod dpbod. 

® TDi, I By 1B}. 

6 Enn. rv. 3, 16: od yap Ta wey det voulfew cuvrerdxOar, ra 5é KexaddoOa els 

7d abregovo.ov. el yap kar airlas ylvecOar det Kal puoixds dxoovOlas Kal Kata NOyov 

éva kai Tdéw play, kal Ta outxporepa de? ouvteTdxOat Kal cvvuPdy Oa vouttev. 
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are alike necessarily determined'. The death of the_soul, so 

far as the soul can die, is to sink to a stage below moral evil 

—which still contains a mixture of the opposite good—and to 

be wholly plunged in matter. Even thence it may still some- 
how emerge; though souls that have descended to the world of 

birth need not all make the full circle, but may return before 

reaching the lowest point’. 
Here we come to the metaphysical doctrine by which Plotinus 

explains the contrasts the visible world presents. Neither moral 
good nor evil is with him ultimate. Of virtues even the highest, 

the cause is the Good, which in reality is above good (i7repa- 
yaQov). Of moral evil, so far as it is purely evil, the cause is 

that principle of absolute formlessness and indeterminateness 

called Matter. At the same time, matter is the receptive prin- 
ciple by which alone the present world could be at all. Evils 
accordingly are an inevitable constituent of a world that is 
subject in its parts to birth and change. And indeed without 
evil there can be no good in our sense of the term. Nor is 

there evil unmixed in the things of nature, any more than there 

is unformed matter. Whence then is this principle opposed to 

form and unity ? 

That Matter is an independently existing principle over 

against the One, Plotinus distinctly denies. The supposition 

is put as inadmissible that there are apyai wAelovs Kal Kata 
cuvtuxiav Ta Tpa@ta*. Matter is the infinite (ro drecpov) in 
the sense of the indeterminate (to dopeaTorv), and is generated 

from the infinity of power or of eternal existence that is an 

appanage of the One, which has not in itself indeterminateness, 

but creates it’, To the term “infinite” in the sense of an 

1 Enn. tv. 3, 24: éperar 6é kal avros 6 mdcxwy dyvodv ep a maetvy mpoojxet, 

doTdTw mev TH Popa Tavraxod alwpovmevos Tals mavais, TeNeUTaY dé Womep TONG 

Kaui ols avrérewev els Tov mpoonkovTa airy Tomov évérecev, Exovcly TH Popa TO 

dxovo.ov els TO mabey éxwv. Cf. Enn. tv. 4, 45. 

2 Enn. 1. 8,13: xal rodré éore 7d ev ddouv éNOdvTa éemixaradapbety. Cf. Enn. 

z.6; 6. 

3 Enn. tv. 4, 5 fin. 4 Enn. 11. 4, 2. 

5 Enn. uu. 4, 15: en dv yevynbev ex rips Tod évds aeiplas 7 Suvduews 7) Tov del, 

ovK ovons ev éxeivw ametplas a\\d ToLovvTos. 
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actual extent or number that is immeasurable (aéveE(ty Tov), or 

of a quantitative infinite (cata TO moody amewpor), there is 
nothing to correspond. Matter, in itself indeterminate, is that 
of which the nature is to be a recipient of forms. Like intel- 
ligible being, it is incorporeal and unextended. Place, indeed, 

is posterior both to matter and bodies’. By its absolute want 
of all form, that is, of all proper being, matter is at the opposite 

extreme to things intelligible, and is the principle of ugliness 
and evil. It receives, indeed, all determinations, but it cannot 

receive them indivisibly (a4uepés). One form in matter excludes 
another; so that they appear as separated by spatial intervals®. 
The reason of this is precisely that matter has no determination 

of its own. The soul in taking up the forms of things per- 
ceptible, views them with their mass put away (d7oéweva Tov 
dyKov opa), because by its own form it is indivisible, and there- 
fore cannot receive the extended as such. Since matter, on 

the contrary, has no form of its own by which to unite distine- 
tions, the intrinsic differences of being must be represented in 
it by local separation. Yet, since the intelligible world is in a 

sense a “world,” and is many as well as one, it too must have a 
kind of matter*. This “intelligible matter” is the recipient of 

formal diversities in the world of being; as sensible matter is 

the recipient of the varied appearances in space. ‘The matter 
of the intelligible world, differing in this respect from matter 

properly so-called, does not receive all forms indifferently ; the 
same matter there having always the same form®. The matter 

“here” is thus more truly “the indeterminate” than the matter 

“there”; which, in so far as it has more real being, is so much 

the less truly “matter®.” Matter itself may best be called 
“not-being’.” As the indeterminate, it 1s only to be appre- 
hended by a corresponding indeterminateness of the soul‘—a 

difficult state to maintain, for, as matter itself does not remain 

1 Enn. m1. 4, 12: 6 6€ rémos Uorepos THs VANS Kal TGV CwudTw. 

2 Enn. 1. 4, 16. 3 Enn, ur. 6, 18. 

4 Enn. mi. 4, 4. 

5 Hnn. 1. 4, 3: 4 dé trav yiwvouévwy Un det GdXo Kal d)do eEldos ioxeEL, TV OE 

aidlwv 7 av’Tn TavTov del. 

6 Kun. mu. 4, 15. 7 Enn. ut. 6, 7. 

8 Enn. 11. 4,10: dopuoria ras pux7s. Cf. Enn. 1. 8, 9. 
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unformed in things, so the soul hastens to add some positive 
determination to the abstract formlessness reached by analysis. 
To be the subject and recipient ever ready for all forms, it 
must be indestructible and impassible, as it is incorporeal and 

unextended. It is like a mirror which represents all things 
so that they seem to be where they are not, and keeps no 

impression of any. The appearances of sense, themselves “ in- 

vulnerable nothings?,” go through it as through water without 

dividing it. It has not even a falsehood of its own that it can 

say of things’. In that it can take no permanent hold of any 
good, it may be called evils, Fleeing every attempt of percep- 
tion to grasp it, it is equally receptive in appearance of the 
contraries which it is equally unable to retain. 

3. Cosmology and Theodicy. 

The theory of matter set forth, though turned to new meta- 

physical account, is fundamentally that of Aristotle. As with 
Aristotle, Matter is the presupposition of physics, being viewed 
as the indestructible “subject” of forms, enduring through all 
changes in potency of further change; but Plotinus is careful 
to point out that the world of natural things derives none of 

its reality from the recipient. The formal reason (Novos) that 

makes matter appear as extended, does not “unfold” it to 

extension—for this was not implicit in it—but, like that also 
which makes it appear as coloured, gives it something that was 

not there®. In that it confers no qualities whatever on that 
which appears in it, matter is absolutely sterile’. The forms 
manifested in nature are those already contained in the intellect 
that is before it, which acquires them by turning towards the 

Good. All differences of form, down to those of the elements, 

are the product of Reason and not of Matter’. 

While working out his theory from a direct consideration 

1 Enn. 111. 6, 7. 

2 Adonais, xxxix,—an exact expression of the idea of Plotinus. 

3 Enn., m1. 6, 15. 4 Enn. m. 6, 11. 

5 Enn. um. 4, 9. 6 Enn. ut. 6, 19. 

Finn. vie 7;-L1. 
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of the necessity that there should be something indestructible 

beneath the transformations of body, Plotinus tries to prove it 
not inconsistent with what is known as Plato’s “theory of 
matter” in the Zimaeus. The phrases in which the “recipient ” 

is spoken of as a “room” and a “seat” are interpreted meta- 
phorically. Here Plotinus is evidently arguing against com- 

mentators in his own time who took the “ Platonic matter” to 
be empty space. This has now become the generally accepted 

interpretation; opinions differing only as to whether the space 

or matter in which the ideas manifest themselves is to be re- 
garded as objective extension or as a subjective form? Plotinus 
himself approaches the latter view when he consents to call 
matter a “phantasm of mass” (favtacua 6€ dyKou Aéyo), 

though still regarding it as unextended (apéyees). His account 

of the mental process by which the nature opposed to that of 

the ideas is known (vo@@ Aoyeopo) quite agrees with Plato’s. 
On another point of Platonic interpretation, Plotinus and 

all his successors take the view which modern criticism seems 

now to find the most satisfactory. Plausible as was the reading 

of the Timaeus which would regard it as teaching an origin of 
the world from an absolute beginning of time, this was never, 

even at the earliest period, really prevalent in the school of 

Plato. During the Platonising movement that preceded Plo- 

tinus, the usual interpretation had been to regard what is said 
about the making of the world from pre-existent elements 
as mythological. The visible universe, said the earliest lke 
the latest interpreters, is described by Plato as “generated” 
because it depends on an unchanging principle while itself per- 

petually subject to mutation; not because it is supposed to 

1 See especially Enn. 1. 4, 11: 60ev rwes radrov TH Kev THv UNnv elpjKace. 

2 The first is Zeller’s view, in which he is followed by Siebeck and by 

Baeumker (Das Problem der Materie in der griechischen Philosophie, 1890), who 

have skilfully defended it against objections. Mr Archer-Hind, in his edition of 

the Timaeus, takes the view that the Platonic matter is space as a subjective 

form. This would bring it very close to the Kantian doctrine. The more usual 

view would in effect make it an anticipation of Descartes’ attempt in the 

Principia Philosophiae to construct body out of pure extension. There is 

certainly a striking resemblance in general conception between Plato’s and 

Descartes’ corpuscular theory, which I do not remember to have seen noted. 
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have been called into being at a particular moment. That this 
was all along the authorised interpretation may be seen even 

from Plutarch}, who, in defending the opposite thesis, evidently 
feels that he is arguing against the opinion predominant among 
contemporary Platonists*, Thus Plotinus, when he says that 

there never was a time when this whole was not, nor was there 

ever matter unformed, is not introducing a novelty. And on 
this point we do not hear that opposition to his doctrine arose 

from any quarter. His difference with Longinus was on the 
question whether the divine mind eternally contains the ideas 

in itself or contemplates them eternally as objective existences ; 
not as to whether ideas and unordered matter once stood apart 
and were then brought together by an act or process of creative 

volition. The duration of the universe without temporal begin- 
ning or end was the accepted doctrine of Hellenic Platonism. 

In accordance with this general view, however, it is possible, 

as Plotinus recognises®, to hold either that the universe is per- 
manent only as a whole, while all its parts perish as individual 
bodies (kata 76 réSe) and are renewed only in type (kata 70 

eidos), or that some of the bodies in the universe—namely, 

those that fill the spaces from the sphere of the moon outwards 
—are always numerically identical. If the former view is the 

true one, then the heavenly bodies differ from the rest only by 
lasting a longer time. About the latter view there would be 

no trouble if we were to accept Aristotle’s doctrine that their 
substance is a fifth element, not subject like the rest to altera- 

tion. For those who allow that they consist of the elements of 
which living bodies on earth are constituted, the difficulty is 

that they must be by nature dissoluble. This Plato himself 
conceded to Heraclitus. As in his physics generally, so here, 

Plotinus argues in a rather tentative way. He suggests as the 

true solution, that the heaven with all its parts consists of a 

1 Tlepi ris €v Tiwaly puxoyovias. 

2 It may be noted that the ‘Platonic matter,” according to Plutarch, is 

simply body or “corporeal substance.” 7 ev ody ca&paros ovala Tijs Neyouevns 

im’ a’rod mavdexois picews edpas Te Kal TLOHvns Tav yevnTay obx ETépa Ths EoTW 

(ec. 5 fin.). 

sehr, i. 151, 
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purer kind of fire, which we may call “light,” moving if at all 
with a circular motion, losing nothing by efflux, and conse- 
quently in no need, like mortal bodies, of nourishment from 
without. This material light, being a kind of body, must of 

course be distinguished from light as an outflowing energy!. 
Radiant light, as we have seen’, is for Plotinus an activity 
carrying with it no loss either of substance or of efficiency ; 
whence it furnished an analogy closer than is possible on any 
modern theory for the metaphysical doctrine of emanation. 

For the rest, this picture of the physical universe does not 
essentially differ from Aristotle’s. The whole forms a single 
system, with the fixed stars and the seven planets (including 
the sun and moon) revolving round the spherical earth in com- 
binations of perfect circles. Like the stars, the earth too has 
a divinity of its own’. The space which the universe fills is 
finite. Body is not atomic in constitution but continuous. 
The complex movements of the whole system recur in astro- 
nomical cycles. In order to solve difficulties connected with 

the infinite duration of a world in constant change, Plotinus 

sometimes takes up the Stoical theory that in the recurrent 

periods the sequence of events is exactly repeated. This he 

does especially where the question presents itself, how that 
infinity in the world of sense is possible which is required by 
his doctrine that there are “ideas of particulars.” Individual 
differences, he allows, must according to this view be infinite, 

seeing that there is no limit to the duration of the world either 

in the past or in the future. The difficulty would be met by 
supposing that differences finite in number recur exactly in 

succeeding cycles. Thus, in any one cycle no two individuals 

are without all formal difference, and yet the number of “forms ” 

is limited‘. This solution, however, seems to be offered with 

no great confidence. The point about which Plotinus is quite 
clear is that individual as well as specific differences have their 
rational determination in the ideal world. From this he deduces 

that, in any one period of the cosmos at least, there are no two 

1 Enn. ut. 1, 7: 7d ducivupov aire pGs, 6 67 paper Kai dowuarov eivat. 

2 Cf. Enn, tv. 5. ° Enn. tv. 4, 22—27. 

4 Einn. v. 7, 2. 
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individuals that differ only numerically, without a trace of 
inward distinction’. About infinity in the ideal world or in 
the soul there is no difficulty, The conception of an actual 

quantitative infinite is not merely difficult, but impossible. 
Yet, while repeatedly laying down this position, Plotinus 

allows that space and number as prefigured in eternal intellect 
have an infinitude of their own. We may say that number is 

infinite, though infinity is repugnant to number (70 dazrecpov 
paxeTat TO aplOue), as we speak of an infinite line; not that 
there is any such (ovy 67u ote Tus TovavTn), but that we can go 

in thought beyond the greatest existing. This means that in 
intellect the rational law of linear magnitude does not carry 

with it the thought of a limit®. Similarly, number in intellect 
is unmeasured. No actual number can be assigned that goes 
beyond what is already involved in the idea of number. In- 

tellectual being is beyond measure because it is itself the 
measure. The limited and measured is that which is prevented 
from running to infinity in its other sense of indeterminateness*. 
Thus limited and measured is the visible cosmos. 

To time is allowed an explicit infinity that is denied to 
space. It is the “image of eternity,” reflecting the infinite 

already existent whole of being by the continual going to infinity 

of successive realisations’. ‘lime belongs to apartness of life 
(udctasis obv Cwns xpovov eixye). The Soul of the Whole 
generates time and not eternity, because the things it produces 
are not imperishable. It is not itself in time; nor are individual 
souls themselves, but only their affections and deeds®, which are 

really those of the composite nature. Thus the past which is 
the object of memory is in things done; in the soul itself there 
is nothing past?. Of Zeus, whether regarded as Demiurgus or 

1 Enn. v. 7, 3. 

2 Enn. v. 7, 1: rv 6€ &v 7G vonrg@ dmepiav ov Set Sedievar* waoa yap Ev 

depet. As regards the soul and its Nyo., cf. c. 3. 

3 Enn. vi. 6, 17: 7 7d drreipov Gov Tpbrov, obx ws adtetirnrov* aa Tos 

dmeipos; 7 év TE Nyy THs abroypayphs ovK eve Tpocvoovmevov mépas. 

4 Enn., v1. 6, 18. 5 Enn. 11. 7, 11. 

6 Finn. tv. 4, 15. 

7 Enn. rv. 4, 16: adda wavres of Abyor dua, Gomep elpyTa...7d dé Tbe peTa THE 

ev Tos mpdymaci ov Suvapmevols aua WavTa. 
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as Soul of the World, we must deny even the “before and after” 

implied in memory’. That which guides the whole (70 sjyov- 
pevov Tov TwavTos) knows the future as present (kata To éoTavat), 

and has therefore no need of memory and discursive reason to 
infer it from the past?. These faculties belong to acquired in- 
tellect, and, as we shall see, are dismissed even by the individual 

soul when it has reascended to intuitive knowledge. 
If things eternal were altogether alien to us, we could not 

speak of them with intelligence. We also then must participate 
in eternity®. How the soul’s essence can be in eternity while 

the composite nature consisting of soul and body is in time, can 
only be understood when the definition of time has been more 
strictly investigated. To define it in relation to physical move- 
ment does not express its essential character. The means by 

which we learn to know time is no doubt observation of motion, 

and especially of the revolutions of the heavenly bodies. Yet 
while ordered external motion more than anything else shows 

time forth to mental conception, it does not make time be. 

When the motion of the whole is measured in terms of time, 

which itself is fixed according to certain intervals marked out 

in the space through which the motions proceed, this is an 

“accidental” relation. The parts of time, invisible and inappre- 

hensible in themselves, must have remained unknown till thus 

measured, but time itself is prior to the measurement of its 

parts. We must bring it back finally to a movement of the 
soul, though the soul could hardly have known it to any purpose 
without the movement of the heaven. Time is not, however, 

in the merely individual soul, but in all souls so far as they are 

one. ‘Therefore there is one uniform time, and not a multitude 

of disparate times; as in another relation there is one eternity 

in which all participate*. Thus the one soul, in which individual 

1 Enn. tv. 4, 10. 

* Enn. tv. 4, 12. Hence, adds Plotinus, the creative power (rd woody) is not 

subject to labour and difficulty, as was in the imagination of those who thought 

the regulation of the whole would be a troublesome business. 

3 Knn. ut. 7, 7: de? dpa Kal juiv weretvac Tod alevos. 

4 Enn, ut. 7, 13: ap ofv Kal év quiv [6] xpévos; 7 ev Wuxn TH Toa’Ty wdoy Kal 

dmoeldas ev macr kal ai maca pla. 61d ov diacmacdnceTa 6 xpdvos* ézrel ovd’ 6 alay 

0 Kat’ aAXo ev Tots Omoerdéor TACW. 
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souls are metaphysically contained, participates in eternity and 
produces time, which is the form of a soul living in apparent 

detachment from its higher cause. 

Unity in the soul of the whole, here so strongly insisted on, 

does not with Plotinus exclude the reality of particular souls. 
We have seen that he regards individuality as determined by 

differences in the Ideas, and not by the metaphysically unreal 
modes of pluralising ascribed to Matter. What comes from 

matter is separateness of external manifestation, and mutability 

in the realisations attained; not inner diversity, which pre- 

exists in the world of being. This view he turns against the 

fatalism that would make the agency of the individual soul 

count for nothing in the sum of things. He is without the 

least hesitation a determinist. Within the universal order, he 

premises, the uncaused (rd dvaitiov) is not to be received, 

whether under the form of “ empty declinations,” or of a sudden 
movement of bodies without preceding movement, or of a 
capricious impulse of soul not assignable to any motive’. But 
to say that everything in each is determined by one soul that 
runs through all, is, by an excess of necessity, to take away 

necessity itself and the causal order; for in this case it would 

not be true that all comes to pass by causes, but all things 

would be one, without distinction between that which causes 

and that which is caused; “so that neither we are we nor is 

anything our work’®.” Each must be each, and actions and 

thoughts must belong to us as our own®. This is the truth 

that physical, and especially astrological, fatalism denies. To 

1 Enn. wt. 1, 1: 4 yap To Bovdyrdv—robro dé H Ew 7} elow—i 7d écBuyunrov 

éxlvnoev’ %, el undév dpexrov éxtynoer, obd’ Gy Gdws éxw7HOy. The principle of 

psychological determinism could not be more clearly put. In view of this, it is 

not a little surprising that Zeller should vaguely class Plotinus and his 

successors as champions of ‘‘free-will.” On the other hand Jules Simon, who 

quite recognises the determinism of the school, misstates the doctrine of Plotinus 

as regards the nature of the individual when he says (Histoire de V Ecole 

@ Alexandrie, t. i. pp. 570—1) that that which is not of the essence of each soul, 

and must consequently perish, is, according to Plotinus, its individuality, and 

that this comes from matter. 

2 Enn. uz. 1, 4. 

3 Cf, Enn. mt. 4, 6: od yap duolws év rots avrots mas Kiwelrat i Bovherau 7 

évepyet. 
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preserve the causal order without exception while at the same 
time allowing that we ourselves are something, we must intro- 
duce the soul as another principle into the contexture of 

things,—and not only the soul of the whole, but along with it - 

the soul of each. Being in a contexture, and not by itself, it 

is not wholly master, and so far fate or destiny (e¢uappévn) 
regarded as external, has a real existence. Thus all things 

come to pass according to causes; but some by the soul, and 
some through the other causes among which it is_ placed. 
Of its not thinking and acting rationally (tod pr dpovety) 
other things are the causes. Rational action has its cause 

within; being only not hindered from without’. 
Virtue therefore is free; and the more completely free the 

more the soul is purified from mixture. To the bad, who do 

most things according to the imaginations excited by bodily 
affections, we must assign neither a power of their own nor a 
proper volition®*. How then can punishment be just? The 
answer is that the composite nature, which sins, is also that 

which pays the penalty of sin‘) The involuntariness of sin 
(67t awaptia axovovoy) does not prevent the deed being from 

the doer’. Some men indeed come into being as if by a 
witchcraft of external things, and are little or nothing of 
themselves: others preserve the original nature of the soul’s 
essence. For it is not to be thought that the soultalone of all 
things is without such a nature’. In preserving or recovering 

this lie virtue and freedom. 

A more elaborate treatment of the problem of theodicy here 

raised is contained in three books that belong to Plotinus’s last 
period’?, This problem he does not minimise. Although, in 
metaphysical reality, the world has not come to be by a process 
of contrivance resembling human art, yet, he says, 1f reasoning 

1 Enn. 1. 1, 8. , 2 Enn. ur. 1, 10. 

3 Enn. vi. 8, 3: ote 70 ém avrots ore TO Exovovov Swooper. 

A Vanibre ty Ly IP} 5 Enn. um. 2, 10. 

6 Knn, 1. 38, 15: ob yap 67 voxoréov Tovotrov evar Yuxyv, olov, 6 Te dv ewhev 

rdbn, Taitny pow toxew pbyvnv Tov TdvTww olkelay piow ovK Exovoar. 

7 Enn, 111. 2, 1. 3, 1. 8. 
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had made it, it would have no reason to be ashamed of its 

work', This whole, with everything in it, is as it would be if 

providentially ordered by the rational choice of the Maker’. 
If, indeed, the world had come into existence a certain time 

ago, and before was not, then the providence which regulates it 
would be like that of rational beings within the world; it would 

be a certain foresight and reasoning of God how this whole 
should come to exist, and how it should be in the best manner 

possible. Since, however, the world is without beginning and 

end, the providence that governs the whole consists in its being 
in accordance with mind, which is before it not in time but as 

its cause and model so to speak. 
From mind proceeds a rational law which imposes harmony 

on the cosmos. This law, however, cannot be unmixed intellect 

like the first. The condition of there being a world below the 
purely intelligible order—and there must be such a world, that 
every possible degree of perfection may be realised—is mutual 
hindrance and separation of parts. The unjust dealings of men 
with one another arise from an aspiration after the good along 

with a want of power to attain it. Evil is a defection (édXeupes) 
of good; and, in a universe of separated existences, absence of 

good in one place follows with necessity from its presence in 
another. Therefore evils cannot be destroyed from the world. 

What are commonly called evils, as poverty and disease, Plotinus 

continues to assert with the Stoical tradition, are nothing to 

those who possess true good, which is virtue; and they are not 
useless to the order of the whole. Yet, he proceeds, it may still 

be argued that the distribution of what the Stoics after all 
allow to be things “agreeable” and “not agreeable” to nature, 
is unfair. That the bad should be lords and rulers of cities, and 

that men of worth should be slaves, is not fitting, even though 
lordship and slavery are nothing as regards the possession of 
real good. And with a perfect providence every detail must be 
as it ought to be. We are not to evade the difficulty by saying 
that providence does not extend to earth, or that through 
chance and necessity it is not strong enough to sway things 

1 Enn, m1. 2,3: ovd’ ef Noy.ouds ely 6 Tovfoas, aloxuvetrar TH TromnOévTe. 

4 Hinn, vr. 8, 17. 
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here. The earth too is as one of the stars (@s év Te TOV 

adotpwv)'. If, however, we bear in mind that we are to look 

for the greatest possible perfection that.can belong to a world 
of mixture, not for that which can belong only to the intelligible 

order, the argument may be met in full. Among men there 

are higher and lower and intermediate natures,—the last being 
the most numerous. Those that are so degenerate as to come 
within the neighbourhood of irrational animals do violence to 
the intermediate natures. These are better than those that 
maltreat them, and yet are conquered by the worse in so far 
as they themselves are worse in relation to the particular kind 

of contest to be undergone. If they are content to be fatted 
sheep, they should not complain of becoming a prey to the 
wolves. And, Plotinus adds parenthetically, the spoilers too 

pay the penalty ; first in being wolves and wretched men, and 

then in having a worse fate after death, according to their 

acquired character. For the complete order of justice has 
regard to the series of past and future lives, not to each present 

life by itself. But to take things as seen in one life: always the 

mundane order demands certain means if we are to attain the 
end. Those who have done nothing worthy of happiness cannot 
reasonably expect to be happy. ‘The law is, for example, that 
out of wars we are to come safe by proving our courage, not by 

prayer. Were the opposite the case,—could peace be preserved 
amid every kind of folly and cowardice,—then indeed would 

providence be neglectful. When the bad rule, it is by the 
unmanliness of those that are ruled; and it is just that it 

should be so. Yet, such as man is, holding a middle rank, 
providence does not suffer him to be destroyed, but he is 
borne up ever toward the higher; the divine element giving 

virtue the mastery in the long run. The human race partici- 
pates, if not to the height, in wisdom and mind, and art and 

justice, and man is a beautiful creation so far as he can be 
consistently with his place in the universe. Reason (6 Adyos) 

made things in their different orders, not because it envied a 

greater good to those that are lower placed, but because the law 

1 Finn. 111. 2, 8, 

— 
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itself of intelligential existence carries with it variety (ov POove, 
AXA ASyo ToixiNiay voepav éxyovTe). Thus in a drama all the 
personages cannot be heroes. And reason does not take the 
souls from outside itself and fit them into the poem by 
constraining a portion of them from their own nature for the 

worse. The souls are as it were parts of reason itself, and it 
fits them in not by making them worse, but by bringing them to 
the place suitable to their nature. If then, it may be asked, 
we are not to explain evil by external constraint, but reason is 

the principle and is all, what is the rational necessity of the 
truceless war among animals and men? First, destructions of 
animals are necessary because, in a world composed of changing 
existences, they could not be born imperishable. Thus, if they 
were not destroyed by one another they would no less perish. 

Transference of the animating principle from body to body, 
which is promoted by their devouring each other, is better than 
that they should not have been at all. The ordered battles 
men fight as if dancing the Pyrrhic dance, show that what we 

take for the serious affairs of mankind are but child’s play, and 

declare that death is nothing terrible’. It is not the inward 

soul but the outward shadow of a man that groans and laments 

over the things of life. But how then, the philosopher proceeds, 

can there be any such thing as wickedness if this is the true 

account? The answer which he ventures? is in effect that of 

maleficent natures the Reason in the world might say: “These 

too have their part in me, as I too in these.” This reason (obTos 

6 Aoyos) is not unmixed mind (a«paros vods). Its essence is to 

consist of the contraries that were in need of strife with one 

another so that thus a world of birth might hold together (rv 

ctotacw avT@ Kal oloy ovciay THs TovavTyS EVAVTLOTEWS 

gepovons). In the universal drama the good and the bad must 

perform the opposite parts assigned them. But from this does 

it not follow that all is pardonable*? No, answers Plotinus, for 

1 Enn. um. 2,15: dorep 5¢ emi trav Oedrpwy tais oxnvais, otrw Xp7n kal Tous 

dbvous OeGcOa kal mdvras Oavdrous Kal modewy adwoes kal apmaydas, merabéces 

mdvra kal peracxnuatioes Kal Opjvwy Kal oluwyav vroxploes. 

2 Enn. ut. 2, 16: rerod\ujoOw yap* taxa 8 av Kal rvxXomer. 

3 ** Tout comprendre est tout pardonner.” 

Ww. 6 
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the reason which is the creative word of the drama fixes the 
place both of pardon and of its opposite; and it does not assign 

to men as their part that they should have nothing but forgive- 
ness for the bad’. In the consequences of evil for the whole 

there is nevertheless a rational order, and an order out of which 

good may come’. 

Still, that good may come of evil is not the deepest ground 
of its existence. Some one might argue that evil, while it is 
actual, was not necessary. In that case, even if good comes of 
it, the justification of providence must fail. The reply has 
been given already in outline. The necessity of evil results 
from matter. Matter is necessary because, the principle of 
things having infinite productive power, that power must 
manifest itself in every possible degree: there must therefore 

be a last term, to ésyarov, which can produce nothing beyond 
itself. “This is matter, having nothing any longer of its own; 

and this is the necessity of evil*.” If it is argued that moral 
evil in us, coming as it does from association with the body, is 

to be ascribed rather to form than to matter, since bodies derive 

their distinctive character from form, the reply is that it is not 
in so far as the forms are pure that they are the source of 
ignorance and bad desires, but in so far as they are mixed with 
matter (Aoyou évvAot). The fall of the soul is its approach to 

matter, and it is made weak because its energies are impeded 
by the presence of matter, which does not allow all its powers 
to arrive at their realisation*. Yet without this principle of 

indeterminateness that vitiates the pure forms, causing them 
to miss their true boundary by excess or defect, there would be 
for us neither good nor any object of desire. There would be 
neither striving after one thing nor turning away from another 

1 Enn, ut. 2,17: add’ tows cuyyvdun tots Kakots* ef uy Kal TO THS cvyyvepns 

Kal un 0 Nbyos Trovet* Trove? bé 6 Nbyos unde cvyyvwmovas Eml Tots ToLovTOLS Elvat. 

2? Enn. 11. 2,18: ofov ék pworxelas kal aixwahwrov aywyns matdes kata ptiow 

BeXrlous kat avdpes, ef téxoL, Kal médders aANaL dmelvous TOV meTopOnuevwv Uo 

avdp&v movnpav. From a passage like this may we not infer that Plotinus was 

able to see the barbarian inroads without despairing of the future? 

YF Tarai Tels, Fe 

4 Enn. 1. 8, 14: bAn rolvuy kal dodevelas Yux7 airla kal Kaxias airla. mpdrepov 

dpa Kaxy avr) Kal mp@rov Kakov. 
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nor yet thought. “For our striving is after good and our 
turning away is from evil, and thought with a purpose is of 
good and evil, and this is a good.” 

The last sentence contains one of the two or three very 
slight possible allusions in the whole of the Enneads to orthodox 
Christianity. With Christian Gnosticism Plotinus deals ex- 
pressly in a book which Porphyry has placed at the end of the 
second Ennead*. <A separate exposition of it may be given 
here, both because it is in some ways specially interesting, and 
because it brings together Plotinus’s theory of the physical order 
of the world and of its divine government. Any obscurity that 
there is in it comes from the allusive mode of dealing with the 

Gnostic theories, of which no exposition is given apart from 
the refutation. The main points of the speculations opposed 
are, however, sufficiently clear. 

After a preliminary outline of his own metaphysico-theo- 

logical doctrine, in which he dwells on the sufficiency of three 
principles in the intelligible world, as against the long series 

of “aeons” introduced by the Platonising Gnostics*, Plotinus 
begins by asking them to assign the cause of the “fall” (aparpa) 
which they attribute to the soul of the world. When did this 
fall take place? If from eternity, the soul remains fallen. If 
the fall had a beginning, why at that particular moment and 

not earlier? Evidently, to undergo this lapse, the soul must 
have forgotten the things in the intelligible world; but if so, 
how did it create without ideas? To say that it created in 
order to be honoured is a ridiculous metaphor taken from 
statuaries on earth‘. ‘Then, as to its future destruction of the 

1 Enn. 1. 8, 15: 7 yap dpeiis dyabod, 7» 5é ExxXrors Kaxkod, H dé vdnots Kal 7 

ppbvnots ayaod Kal kaxod, kal airy &y Te Tay dyabar. 

2 Enn. 1. 9. IIpds rods kaxdv Tov Synmcoupyov Tod Kbopmou Kai Tov Kbcmov KaKov 

elvat Néyovras, or IIpds robs yywortkors. 

3 Cf, Enn. ou. 9, 6: Tas dé dddas Uroordoes Ti xpn éyew ds elodyovot, 

TapoKnoes Kat dvririmous Kal meravolas ; 

4 Enn. ou. 9, 4: ri yap ay éaurp Kal édoylfero yevéoBar €k Tov Koopo- 

Towjoat; ~yedoiov yap 7d va Tigo, Kal perapepdvTww aro Tav dyahuaToTomy Tay 

évTavda. 

6—2 
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world, if it repented of its creation, what is it waiting for? If 

it has not yet repented, it is not likely to repent now that it 

has become more accustomed to that which it made, and more 

attached to it by length of time. Those who hold that, because 
there are many hardships in the world, it has therefore come 
into existence for ill, must think that it ought to be identical 

' with the intelligible world, and not merely an image of it. 

Taken as what it is, there could be no fairer image. And why 

this refusal to the heavenly bodies of all participation in the 

intelligible,—especially by men who complain of the disorder 
in terrestrial things? Then they introduce another soul, which 
they make to be compacted of the material elements, as if that 
was possible for a soul. Not honouring this earth, they say 

that there is a “new earth” to which they are to go, made in 
the pattern of a world,—and yet they hate “the world.” 

Whence this pattern if not from the creative power which 

they say has lapsed? Much in their teaching Plotinus never- 
theless acknowledges to be true. The immortality of the soul, 

the intelligible world, the first God, the doctrine that the soul 

ought to flee association with the body, the theory of its 
separation, the flight from the realm of birth to that of being, 
all these are doctrines to be found in Plato; and they do well 

in proclaiming them. On the part of Plato’s disciples, there is 
no disposition to grudge them the right to declare also the 
points wherein they differ. They ought, however, to try to 

prove what they have to say of their own on its merits, putting 

their opinions with good feeling and like philosophers ; not with 
contumely towards “the Greeks,” and with assertions that they 

themselves are better men. As a matter of fact, they have only 

made incongruous additions to that which was better in the form 
given to it by the ancients*; introducing all sorts of births and 
destructions, and finding fault with the universe, and blaming 
the soul of the whole for its communion with the body, and 
casting reproach upon the ruler of this whole, and identifying 

1 Knn. u. 9, 5: mas yap dv Cwhy jvriwoby exo H éx TaY oToxXelwy cboTacts; 

* Enn. m1. 9, 6: érel rd ye eipnudva rots madatots mept TSv vontav ToAN@ dmelvw 

Kal mematdevpéevws elpyta Kai Tols wh eLamaTwuévas Thy emiBéovoay els dvOpwrous 

amaTny padiws yywoOncerat, 
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the Demiurgus with the Soul of the World’, and attributing the 

same affections to that which rules the whole as to particular 

things. 
That it is not so good for our soul to be in communion with 

the body as to be separate, others have said before; but the case 
is different with the soul of the whole, which rules the frame 

of the world unimpeded, whereas ours is fettered by the body. 
The question wherefore the creative power made a world is the 
same as the question wherefore there is a soul and wherefore 

the Demiurgus made it. It involves the error, first, of suppos- 
ing a beginning of that which is for ever; in the next place, 
those who put it think that the cause of the creation was a 
turning from something to something else. The ground of that 

creative action which is from eternity, is not really in discursive 

thought and contrivance, but in the necessity that intelligible 
things should not be the ultimate product of the power that 
manifests itself in them. And if this whole is such as to 

permit us while we are in it to have wisdom, and being here 

to live in accordance with things yonder, how does it not bear 
witness that it has its attachment there ? 

In the distribution of riches and poverty and such things, 

the man of elevated character (0 o7rovéaios) does not look for 

equality, nor does he think that the possessors of wealth and 

power have any real advantage. How if the things done and 

suffered in life are an exercise to try who will come out victorious 
in the struggle? Is there not a beauty in such an order?? If 

you are treated with injustice, is that so great a matter to your 
immortal being? Should you be slain, you have your wish, 
since you escape from the world. Do you find fault with civic 
life? You are not compelled to take part in it. Yet in the 
State, over and above legal justice with its punishments, there 
is honour for virtue, and vice meets with its appropriate dis- 

honour. In one life, no doubt the fulfilment is incomplete, but 

1 Enn. u. 9, 6: Kal els rabrdv dyovres Tov Snuoupydv TH Wuxy- Both Vacherot 

and Jules Simon find this identification in the system of Plotinus himself. The 

error is corrected by Zeller, iii. 2, p. 633, n. 3. 

2 Enn. uw. 9,9: ef 5€ yuuvdowoy etn vixdvTwy Kal HrTwpevwv, THs ob Kal TavTY 

Kand@s éxet ; 
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it is completed in the succession of lives; the gods giving to 
each the lot that is consequent on former existences. Good. 
men should try to rise to such height of goodness as their 
nature allows, but should think that others also have their 

place with God, and not dream that after God they themselves 
are alone in their goodness, and that other men and the whole 
visible world are without all part in the divine. It is easy, 

however, to persuade unintelligent men who have no real 
knowledge what goodness is, that they alone are good and the 
sons of God}. 

Having remarked on some of the inconsistencies in the 
mythological cosmogonies of the Gnostics, Plotinus returns 

again to the point that the causation of natural things should 
not be compared to the devices of an artist, the arts being 

posterior to nature and the world? We must not blame the 
universe because all is not equally good. That is as if one 
were to call the power of growth evil because it is not 

perception, or the perceptive faculty because it is not reason. 
There are necessarily degrees in things. 

The practice of exorcisms and incantations by the Gnostics 
is especially attacked. They compose charms, says Plotinus, 
addressed not only to the soul of the world but to still higher 
powers, as if incorporeal things could be acted on by the sounds 
of the voice modulated according to some cunningly devised 
rules of art. Claiming as they do to have power against 
diseases, they would say rightly if, with the philosophers, they 

said that the means of keeping clear of them is temperance 

and a regular mode of life. They ascribe them, however, to the 

entrance of demons into the body, and profess to expel them by 
forms of words. Thus they become of great repute with the 

many, who stand in awe of magical powers; but they will not 
persuade rational men that diseases have not their physical cause 

‘ Near the end of c. 9, a comparison is borrowed from Plato, Rep. iv. 426: 

7) ote oidyv 7 elvar dvdpl wih éemicrauevw perperr, eTEpwy ToLovTwWY TOoAN@Y NEeyovTwV 

Ore TeTpamnxUs éorw, airy Tadra wh iyeloOat wept avrod; 

° Enn. 11. 9, 12: puoixwrepov yap mdvrws, adn’ ovxX ws ai Téxvar érrole’ torepat 
yap Tis picews Kal Tod Kdopou ai Téxrar. 
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in “changes externally or internally initiated” If the demon 
can enter without a cause, why is the disease not always 
present? If there is a physical cause, that is sufficient without 
the demon. ‘To say that, as soon as the cause comes to exist, 
the demonic agency, being ready, straightway takes up its 
position beside it, is ludicrous. 

Next the antinomian tendency of the Gnostic sects is 

touched upon. This way of thinking, the philosopher proceeds, 
with its positive blame of providence going beyond even the 
Epicurean denial, and dishonouring all the laws of our mundane 
life, takes away temperance, and the justice implanted in moral 
habits and perfected by reason and practice, and in general all 

human excellence. For those who hold such opinions, if their 

own nature is not better than their teaching, nothing is left 

but to follow pleasure and self-interest; nothing thought 

excellent here being in their view good, but only some object 
of pursuit in the future. Those who have no part in virtue, 

have nothing by which they can be set in motion towards the 
world beyond. ‘To say, “ Look to God,” is of no use unless you 

teach men how to look. This was taught in the moral dis- 
courses of the ancients, which the present doctrine entirely 
neglects. It is virtue carried to the end and fixed in the soul 

with moral wisdom that points to God. Without true virtue, 
God is but a name’. 

The concluding chapters are directed against the refusal to 
recognise in sensible things any resemblance to intelligible 
beauty. How, Plotinus asks the Gnostic pessimists, can this 

world be cut off from its intelligible cause? If that cause is 
absent from the world, then it must also be absent from you; 
for the providence that is over the parts must first be over the 
whole. What man is there who can perceive the intelligible 
harmony of music and is not moved when he hears that which 
is in sensible sounds? Or who is there that is skilled in 
geometry and numbers and does not take pleasure in seeing 

1 Enn. ut. 9, 14: rods uévro eb ppovoivras ovK av melOoev, ws ot~x al vdco Tas 

airlas éxovow 7 Kapdrous 7 mAncpovais 7 évdelas 7} onyeor Kal dAws peraBoXais 

eEwlev Ti apxhv 7 evdobev NaBovous. 
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the orderly and proportionate with his eyes? And is there 
any one who, perceiving all the sensible beauty of the world, 
has no feeling of anything beyond it? Then he did not 
apprehend sensible things with his mind. Nothing can be 
really fair outside and foul within. Those who are called 

beautiful and internally are ugly, either have a false exterior 

beauty also, or their ugliness is adventitious, their nature 

being originally beautiful. For the hindrances here are many 

to arriving at the end. Since this reason of shortcoming does 
not apply to the whole visible world, which contains all, that 

must necessarily be beautiful. Nor does admiration of the 
beauty by which the physical universe participates in good 
tend to bind us more to the body. Rather, it gives us reasons 

for living well the life that is in the body. By taking all strokes 
from without as far as possible with equanimity, we can make 
our souls resemble, as nearly as may be, the soul of the whole 

and of the stars. It is therefore in our power, while not finding 

fault with our temporary dwelling-place, not to be too fond of 
the body, and to become pure, and to despise death, and to know 

the better and follow it, and to regard without envy those 

higher mundane souls that can and do pursue the same intel- 

ligible objects, and pursue them eternally?. 

4. Aesthetics. 

The passages devoted by Plotinus to aesthetics are not 
lengthy, but among ancient writings that touch upon the 
general theory of beauty and the psychology of art, they are 

1 Philo also, it may be noted here, accepted the opinion attributing life and 

mind to the stars. In his optimism of course the Jewish philosopher agrees with 

Plato and Plotinus. The Gnostics seem to have taken up from the popular 

astrology the notion that the planets exercise malignant influences. Plotinus has 

some ironical remarks on the terror they express of the immense and fiery bodies 

of the spheres. Against the astrological polytheism which regarded the planetary 

gods as rulers of the world, he himself protests in a book where he examines 

sceptically and with destructive effect the claims of astrology. See Enn. 11. 3,6: 

drws 5€ undevi Evl 7d Kbpiov THs Sioxjoews Siddvat, ToUTos 5€ TA WdvTA Siddvar, Womep 

ovK émitTaTovvTos Evds, ad’ ov OinpTHaOa TO may ExdoTw OLddvTos KaTA Piow Td abTod 

mepatvew kal évepyety Ta abTod cuvTeTayuevov av eT’ aod, NKovTds éoTt Kal dyvoobvTos 

Koopou plow apxiv éxovros kai airiay mpwrny eri rdvra lotoay. 
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of,exceptional value. In his early book “On the Beautiful',” 

where he closely follows Plato, he at the same time indicates 

more than one new point of view. <A brief summary will make 

this clear. 
Beauty, he first argues, cannot depend wholly on symmetry, 

for single colours and sounds are beautiful. The same face too, 

though its symmetry remains, may seem at one time beautiful, 

at another not. And, when we go beyond sensible beauty, how 
do action and knowledge and virtue, in their different kinds, 

become beautiful by symmetry? For, though the soul in which 
they inhere has a multiplicity of parts, they cannot display a 

true symmetry like that of magnitudes and numbers’. 
The explanation of delight in sensible beauty, so far as it 

can be explained, is that when the soul perceives something 
akin to its own nature it feels joy in it; and this it does when 
indeterminate matter is brought under a form proceeding from 
the real being of things. Thus beauty may attach itself to 
the parts of anything as well as to the whole. The external 
form is the indivisible internal form divided in appearance by 

material mass. Perception seizes the unity and presents it to 
the kindred soul. An example of this relation is that among 

the elements of body fire is especially beautiful because it is 

the formative element’. 
The beauty of action and knowledge and virtue, though not 

seized by sense-perception, is like sensible beauty in that it 

cannot be explained to those who have not felt it. It is itself 
in the soul. What then is it that those who love beauty of 
soul take delight in when they become aware of it either in 
others or in themselves? To know this, we must set its 

opposite, ugliness, beside beauty, and compare them. Ugliness 
we find in a disorderly soul, and this disorderliness we can only 

understand as superinduced by matter. If beauty is ever to be 
regained in such a soul, it must be by purification from the 
admixture. The ugliness is in fact the admixture of disorderly 

1 Enn. 1.6. Iept rod Kado. 

2 Enn. 1. 6,1: otre yap ws peyén otre ws apiOuol ovpperpa Kaito mretdvwr 

pepGv THs WuxAs dvTwr. 

3 Here the theoretical explanation is to be found in the Stoic physics. 
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passions derived from too close association with the body, and 

it is the soul itself in its unmixed nature that is beautiful. Alli 
virtue is purification. Now the soul, as it becomes pure of 

regard for outward and inferior things, is borne upward to 
intellect. In intellect accordingly is the native and not alien 

beauty of the soul; because only when thus borne upward is it 
in truth soul and nothing else. Thus beauty is being, which is 

one with intellect, and the nature other than being is the ugly. 
The good and the beautiful are therefore to be looked for 

together, as are the ugly and the evil. The first principle 
(r0 mpatov) is Beauty itself (kaddovy), as it is the Good 
(rayaOov). Intellect is the beautiful (vo «adov). Soul is 

beautiful through intellect. All other things are beautiful 
through the formative soul. 

A return must therefore be made again to the principle 

after which every soul aspires, to the Idea of the Good in itself 
and of Beauty in itself. This is to be reached by closing the 
eyes to common sights and arousing another power of vision 
which all have but few make use of’. For such vision you 
must prepare yourself first by looking upon things done 

beautifully by other souls. Thus you will be enabled to see 

the beauty of the soul itself. But to see this, you must refer 
it to your own soul. If there is any difficulty here, then your 

task must be to shape your soul into accord with ideal beauty 
as a sculptor shapes a statue. For only by such inward reference 

is the beauty to be seen that belongs to souls’. 
At the end of this book, Plotinus suggests a distinction 

afterwards developed. If, he says, we speak broadly and with- 

out exact discrimination, then the first principle, which projects 
or radiates beauty from itself, may be called beautiful. If we 
distinguish more accurately, we shall assign to the Ideas “intel- 
ligible beauty”; the Good which is beyond, we shall regard as 

1 Enn. r. 6, 8. No vehicle of land or sea is of avail, a\\a Tatra mravra 

aeivar bet kai wy BA€rew, GAN’ olov wtoavta Opw GAAyv ardEacPa Kal aveyetpar, 

i éxer ev was, xpOvTat dé dNiyot. 
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the spring and principle of beauty’. Elsewhere he gives a 
psychological reason why beauty is in the second place. Those 
who apprehend the beautiful catch sight of it in a glimpse, and 

while they are as it were in a state of knowledge and awake. 
The good is always present, though unseen,—even to those that 
are asleep,—and it does not astound them once they see it, nor 

is any pain mixed with the recognition of it. Love of the 
beautiful gives pain as well as pleasure, because it is at once a 

momentary reminiscence and an aspiration after what cannot 

be retained*. In another place’, the higher kind of beauty that 
transcends the rules of art is declared to be a direct impress of 

the good beyond intelligence. It is this, says Plotinus, that 
adds to the mere symmetry of beauty, which may still be seen 
in one dead, the living grace that sets the soul actively in 

motion. By this also the more lifelike statues are more 

beautiful even when they are less proportionate. The irregu- 
larity that comes from indeterminate matter is at the opposite 

extreme, and is ugliness. Mere size is never beautiful. If bulk 
is the matter of beauty (7d péya UAN Tov Kadov), this means 

that it is that on which form is to be impressed. The larger 

anything is, the more it is in need of beautiful order. Without 

order, greater size only means greater ugliness‘, 

Discussing in a separate book, Intellectual or Intelligible 

Beauty*, Plotinus begins by observing that the beauty of a 

statue comes not from the matter of the unshapen stone, but 
from the form conferred by art (apd tod eidous, 0 éviKer 1 

téxyvn). If any one thinks meanly of the arts because they 
imitate nature’, first it must be pointed out that the natures of 

the things imitated are themselves imitations of ideal being, 

1 Enn, 1. 6, 9: wore ddocxepe? wev A6yw TO TpGTov Kadbv* diatpav bé Ta vonTa 

7d pev vontov Kady Tov Tay EldGv Pyoe Troy, Td SD dyabdv 7d éwéxewa Kal yyy 

kal apxnv Tov Kadov. 

2 Enn. v. 5,12: kai ore 6€ ro wev Hriov Kal mpoonves kal aBpdbrepov Kal, ws 

€0éXer Tis, Tapdy atr@* 7O 6é OduBos exer kai Exmdyiw Kal cunpeyh Te adybvovte 

Tiv joovnv. 
3 Enn. vi. 7, 22. 4 Enn. vi. 6, 1. 

® Enn. vy. 8. Ilepi rod vonrod cd\Xous. 

6 The argument here is no doubt, as Mr Bosanquet remarks in his History 

of Aesthetic, tacitly directed against Plato himself. 
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which precedes them in the logical order of causation. And 

the arts do not simply imitate the thing seen, but run back to 

the rational laws whence its nature is. Besides, they create 
much from themselves (7oAXAa tap’ avtaév roove.), filling up 
deficiencies in the visible model. Thus Phidias did not shape 

his Zeus after anything in perception, but from his own appre- 

hension of the God as he might appear if he had the will to 

manifest himself to our eyes. 

The arts themselves—which as creative ideas are in. the 

soul of the artist—-have a beauty surpassing that of the works 
that proceed from them; these being necessarily, from the 
separateness of manifestation which takes the place of the 
original unity, weakened resemblances of the mental concep- 

tion that remains. Thus we are brought back to the thought 
that if we would recognise true beauty, whether seen in nature 
or in art, we must look within’. The proper abode of beauty 

is the intellectual being to which the soul attains only by 
inward vision. Above it is the good beyond knowledge, from 

which it is infused. Below it is the beauty found dispersed 
in visible things, by which the soul, if not altogether depraved 

from its original nature, is awakened to the Beauty of the 

Ideas. 

5. Ethics. 

The good which is beyond beauty is also beyond moral 

virtue, as we saw at an earlier stage of the exposition. The 

attainment of it belongs to the mystical consummation of 

Plotinus’s philosophy, and not properly to its ethical any more 
than to its aesthetical part. At the same time, it is not regarded 

as attainable without previous discipline both in practical moral 
virtue and in the pursuit of intellectual wisdom. The mere 

discipline is not sufficient by itself to assure the attainment of 
the end; but it is, to begin with, the only path to follow. 

In treating of virtue on its practical side, Plotinus differs 
from his Stoical predecessors chiefly in the stress he lays on the 
interpretation even of civic virtue as a preliminary means of 

1 Hinn. vy. 8, 2. 
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purifying the soul from admixture with body.‘ The one point 
where he decidedly goes beyond them in the way of precept is 

his prohibition of suicide! except in the rarest of cases. Here 
he returns in the letter of the prohibition to the view of earlier 
moralists. The philosopher must no longer say to his disciples, 
as during the period of the Stoic preaching, that if they are in 

any way dissatisfied with life “the door is open.” A moralist 
under the Empire cannot, on the other hand, take the ground 
of Aristotle, that suicide is an injury to the State. No public 
interest was so obviously affected by the loss of a single unit 

as to make this ground of appeal clearly rational. The argu- 
ment Plotinus makes use of is substantially that which Plato 

borrowed from the Pythagoreans. To take a violent mode of 

departing from the present life will not purify the soul from 
the passions that cling to the composite being, and so will not 

completely separate it and set it free from metempsychosis. 
Through not submittmg to its appointed discipline, it may 
even have to endure a worse lot in its next life’. So long as 

there is a possibility of making progress here, it is better to 
remain. 

The view that in moral action the inward disposition is the 
essential thing, is to be found already, as a clearly formulated 

principle, in Aristotle. The Stoics had persistently enforced 
it; and now in Plotinus it leads to a still higher degree of 

detachment, culminating as we shall see in mysticism. Porphyry 
made the gradation of the virtues by his master somewhat 

more explicit; and Iamblichus was, as Vacherot has remarked‘, 

more moderate and practical in his ethical doctrine ; but invari- 

ably the attitude of the school is one of extreme inwardness. 
Not only is the inner spring that by which moral action is to 
be tested; the all-important point in relation both to conduct 

and insight is to look to the true nature of the soul and, 

1 Enn. 1. 9. 

2 Cf. Enn. 1. 4, 7: aX’ ef alyuddwros ayouro, mdp Tol éorw odds éfcévar, ef wh 

ein eUdatmovetv. 

3 Enn. 1. 9: xal ef eiuapuévos xpdvos 0 dofels Exdorw, mpd Tobrou ovK evTUXés, el 

uh, worep Payer, avaryKaiov. 

4 Histoire Critique de V Ecole d@’Alexandrie, t. ii. p. 62. 
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keeping this in view, to rid it of its excrescences. First in 

the order of moral progress are the “political” virtues, which 

make the soul orderly in the world of mixture. After these 
come the “cathartic” virtues, which prepare it to ascend to the 
ideal world. Positive virtue is attained simply by the soul’s 
turning back to the reality it finds when with purged sight it 
looks within; and it may find this reality as soon as the negative 
“purification” has been accomplished!. 

The perfect life of the sage is not in community but in 
detachment. If he undertakes practical activity, it must be 
from some plain obligation, and the attitude of detachment 

ought still to be maintained internally. Neither with Plotinus 
nor with any of his successors is there the least doubt that the 
contemplative life is in itself superior to the life of action. 
Here they are Aristotelian. The chance that the philosopher 

as such may be called on to reform practical life seems to them 

much more remote than it did to Plato. Yet, in reference to 

politics, as Zeller points out?, a certain predilection may be 
noticed for the “ Platonic aristocracy.” It may be observed also 
that Plotinus by implication condemns Asiatic monarchy as 
unjust and contrary to nature*. And the view is met with 
incidentally that practical wisdom is the result of deliberation 
in common; each by himself being too weak to achieve it. 

Thus, in the single resolution arrived at by the joint effort 

of all, political assemblies imitate the unity that is in the 
world‘, 

That genuine freedom or self-dependence belongs properly 
to the contemplative and not to the active life Plotinus main- 
tains in one place® by the following argument. If virtue itself 
were given the choice whether there should be wars so that it 
might exercise courage, and injustice so that it might define 
and set in order what is just, and poverty so that it might 
display liberality, or that all things should go well and it should 

1 Einn. 1. 2, 4. ? ili. 2, p. 605. 
3 inn. v. 5, 3. 

4 Enn. vr.5,10: uimodvrat 6€ cal éxxryola cal raca cbvodos ws eis Ev TH Ppoveiv 
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5 Enn, vi. 8, 5. 
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be at peace, it would choose peace. A physician lke Hippo- 
crates, for example, might choose, if it were within his choice, 

that no one should need his art. Before there can be practical 
virtue, there must be external objects which come from fortune 

and are not chosen by us. What is to be referred to virtue 

itself and not to anything external, is the trained aptitude of 
intelligence and the disposition of will prior to the occasion of 
making a choice. Thus all that can be said to be primarily 
willed apart from any relation forced upon us to external things, 

is unimpeded theoretical activity of mind. 
In another book, the philosopher sets himself to defend in 

play the paradox that all outgoing activity is ultimately for 

the sake of contemplation’. Production (ao/yjovs) and action 

(paéis) mean everywhere either an inability of contemplation 

to grasp its object adequately without going forth of itself, or 
a secondary resultant (z7apaxorovnua) not willed but naturally 

issuing from that which remains in its own higher reality. 

Thus external action with its results, whether in the works of 

man or of nature, is an enfeebled product of contemplation. 
To those even who act, contemplation is the end; since they 
act so that they may possess a good and know that they possess 
it, and the knowledge of its possession is only in the soul. 
Practice, therefore, as it issues from theory, returns to it®. At 

the end of the book Plotinus, passing beyond the half-serious 
view hitherto developed, indicates that the first principle of all 
is prior even to contemplation. Here occurs the comparison of 
it to the spring of life in the root of an immense tree. ‘This 
produces all the manifold life of the tree without becoming 
itself manifold’. It is the good which has no need even of 

mind, while mind contemplates and aspires after it. 
The doubt for Plotinus is not whether the contemplative 

1 Enn, mt. 8,1: ralfovres 5) thy mpwrny mply émcxecpety crrovddfew ei Né-youner 

mdvra Sewplas éplecOa Kal els TéXos TOITO BEérEW,...dp av Tis dvdaxXotTo Td Mapddozov 

Tov Néyou; 
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life is higher than the life of action, but whether it can properly 
be described as consisting in volition. Volition, he holds, is 

hardly the right term to apply to pure intellect and the life in 
accordance with it. Still less is it applicable to the One before 
intellect. Yet, as he also insists, to speak of the first principle 
as not-will and not-thought and not-knowledge would be even 
more misleading than the application to it of the positive 
terms. What is denied of the primal things is not denied in 
the sense that they are in want of it, but in the sense that they 

have no need of it, since they are beyond it. On the other 

hand, when the individual nature takes upon itself, as appears, 
one addition after another, it is in truth becoming more and 

more deprived of reality’. To recover the reality that is all, 
it must dismiss the apparent additions—which, if they indeed 
affected the being that remains, would be diminutions—and 

return to itself. Of such additions are practical activities. In 
the world of mixture they are necessary, but they must be 
treated as such, not thought of as conferring something more 

upon the soul than it has in itself. Only by rising above them 
in self-knowledge can the soul become liberated. Otherwise, it 

remains attached to its material vehicle, and changes from body 
to body as from one sleep to another. “True waking is a true 
rising up from the body, not with a body*” This cannot be 
completely attained by practical virtue, which belongs to the 
composite nature and not to the separable soul; as the poet 
indicates in the Odyssey when he places the shade of Hercules 

in Hades but “himself among the gods.” The hero has been 

thought worthy to ascend to Olympus for his noble deeds, but, 

as his virtue was practical and not theoretical, he has not wholly 

ascended, but something of him also remains below*. The man 
of practical virtue, as the Homeric account is interpreted else- 
where’, will retain some memory of the actions he performed 
on earth, though he will forget what is bad or trivial; the man 

of theoretic virtue, possessing now intuitive knowledge, will 

1 Enn. vi. 5, 12: ob yap éx Tod dvros Hv 7 mpocOjnkn—ovdev yap éxelvw mpocb7- 

cels—G\NXG TOO Mh bvTOS. 

2 Enn. 111. 6, 6. 3 Enn. 1. 1, 12. 

4 Enn. rv. 3, 32. 
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dismiss all memories whatever’. Memory, however, seems to 
be thonght of not as actually perishing, but as recoverable 
should the soul redescend to relation with the material uni- 

verse. 
Here Plotinus is expressing himself, after Plato, in terms 

of metempsychosis. As in the Platonic representation of the 

future life, intermissions are supposed during which the purified 
soul gets temporary respite from occupation with a body. 

Plotinus, however, as we have seen, does not treat that which 

is distinctively called the Platonic “ reminiscence ” as more than 
a myth or a metaphor. When the soul, even here, is energising 
in accordance with pure intellect, it is not “remembering.” 
Memory is of past experience, and is relative to time and its 
divisions. The energy of pure intellect is not in relation to 
time, but views things in the logical order of concepts. Hence 
it is that the better soul strives to bring the many to one by 
getting rid of the indefinite multiplicity of detail; and so 
commits much to oblivion. 

Consistently with this general view, Plotinus holds that the 
happiness of the sage receives no increase by continuance of 

time. We cannot make a greater sum by adding what no 
longer exists to what now is. Time can be measured by 
addition of parts that are not, because time itself, the “image 

of eternity,’ belongs to things that become and are not. 
Happiness belongs to the life of being, and this is incom- 

mensurable with the parts of time. Is one to be supposed 
happier for remembering the pleasure of eating a dainty 
yesterday or, say, ten years ago; or, if the question is of 
insight instead of pleasure, through the memory of having had 
insight last year? To remember things that went well in the 

past belongs to one who has them not in the present and, 
because now he has them not, seeks to recall those that have 

been. To the argument that time is necessary for the per- 
formance of fair deeds, the reply is, first, that it 1s possible to 
be happy—and not less but more so—outside the life of action. 
In the next place, happiness comes not from the actual per- 

1 Enn. rv. 4, 1. 

* Enn, 1.5, Hi év wapardoes xpdvov 7d evdatmoveiv. 

W, 
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formance of the deeds, but from the disposition with which 

they are done. The man of right disposition will find happiness 
in disinterested appreciation, for example, of patriotic deeds 

which he has not himself had the opportunity of performing. 
Hence (as the Stoics also held against Aristotle) length of life 

is not necessary for its moral perfection’. 

Several points of the ethics of Plotinus are brought together 
in a book giving a philosophical interpretation of the fancy 

that to each person is allotted his particular genius or 
“daemon”.’ Plotinus’s interpretation is that the daemon of 
each of us is the power next above that in accordance with 
which his actual life is led. For those who live the common 
life according to sense-perception, it is reason; for those who 
live the life of reason, it is the power above that. How then, 
he asks, with reference to the “lots” in the Republic, if each 

while “there” chooses his tutelary daemon and his life “ here,” 
are we masters of anything in our actions? The explanation 

he suggests is, that by its mythical choice once for all “there,” 
is signified the soul’s will and disposition in general every- 
where®. Continuing in terms of the Platonic imaginations on 
the destiny of souls, he observes that since each soul, as a 

microcosm, contains within itself a representation not only of 

the whole intelligible world, but also of the soul which guides 

the visible universe‘, it may find itself, after departure from 

the body, in the sun or one of the planets or in the sphere of 
the fixed stars, according as it has energised with the power 

related to this or that part of the whole. Those souls that 

have overpassed the “daemonic nature” are at this stage of 
their mutation outside all destiny of birth and beyond the limits 

of the visible heaven. 

1 Enn. 1.5, 10: ro 6é év rais mpdéeor TO evdarpovety TiPecOa ev Tots téw THs 

dperns Kal THs WuxHs eoTe TLBevTOS* 1 yap evépyera THS WuxTs év TH Ppovnoa Kal ev 

EauTn Wl évepyjcat. Kal ToUTO TO evdatpivus. 

2 Enn. ur. 4. Ilept rod eidnxéros nuds daluovos. 

3 Enn, ut. 4,5: ad ef éxel aipe?rac tov datuova Kal tov Bloy, mas ere Twos 

KUptor; 7 Kal 7 alpeois Exel 7) Aeyouevyn THY THs YuXNS Tpoalpecw Kal didBecw Kabddov 

kal mavtaxov aivitrerax. In Enn. u. 3, 15, the ‘‘lots” are interpreted as 

meaning all the external circumstances of the soul at birth taken together. 

4 Enn. 1. 4,6: xph yap olecAa kal kbcmov elvac ev TH Yuxy Hudy wh udvor 

vonrov, adda Kal Wuxns THS Kbomou Gmoerdn Sidbeow. 

— 



CHAPTER VI. 

THE MYSTICISM OF PLOTINUS. 

THE aim of philosophic thought, for Plotinus as for Plato, is 
pure truth expressed with the utmost exactitude. And, much 
as he abounds in metaphor, he knows how to keep his intellectual 

conceptions clear of mixture with their imaginative illustration. 
On the interpretation of myths, whether poetic or philosophic, 
he is as explicit as intelligent readers could desire. After 
allegorising the myth of Pandora and of Prometheus, for 

example, he remarks that the meaning of the story itself may 
be as any one likes, but that the particular interpretation has 

been given because it makes plain the philosophic theory of 
creation and agrees with what is set forth’, Again, in inter- 

preting the Platonic myth of Eros, he calls to mind that myths, 
if they are to be such, must separate in time things not 
temporally apart, and divide from one another things that are 
in reality together; seeing that even rational accounts have to 
resort to the same modes of separation and division®. ‘This 
relation between science and myth remained substantially the 
same for his successors. Some of them might devote greater 
attention to mythology, and indulge more seriously in fancies 
that a deep philosophic wisdom was embodied in it by the 
ancient “theologians”; but the theoretical distinction between 

1 Enn. tv. 3, 14: radra pév obv bn Tis dota fer, ANN’ OTe Eudalver TA THs els TOV 

Kbopov dédcews, kal mpooade Tots Neyouévas. 

2 Enn. ut. 5,9: de? dé rods plous, elrep ToiTo ~covrat, Kal peplfew xpbvois a 

Néyovst, Kal Siacpeiy dm’ ddAjwy ToAAG Tov SyTw dmod pev byTa, Tater dé 7 Suvdpece 

dteorGra, Sov Kal ol Ady Kai yeveres TaY dyevyArwv Tovodat, Kal Ta duod OvTa Kal 

abrol diacpodor, kal dddéavres ws divavrat TH vofjoayte Hdn TvyXwpodar cvvacpeiy. 
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truth of science and its clothing in imaginative form is made, if 
anything, sharper. The distinction comes to be used—as it is 

already to some extent by Plotinus—to explain the physical 
cosmogonies of early philosophers without supposing that they 
meant to teach an actual emergence of the world from some 
primordial element or chaotic aggregate and its return to this. 
What the oldest philosophers had in view, according to the 

Neo-Platonist system of interpretation, was only to render 
their logical analysis of the world into its permanent con- 
stituents easier to grasp. As the Neo-Platonist doctrine itself 
was thought out wholly on the line of the philosophical 

tradition, its relation to “positive religion” is quite the 
opposite of subservience. The myths are completely plastic 
in the hands of the philosophers. Of their original meaning, 

no doubt they have a less keen sense than Plato, who saw the 
real hostility of a naturalistic “theogony ” like that of Hesiod 

to his own type of thought; but this only shows how dominant 
the philosophical pomt of view has become. Plato could not 
yet treat the myths of Greek religion so arbitrarily as would 

have been necessary for his purpose, or did not think it worth 

while. For the Neo-Platonists the poetic mythology has 
become like their own “matter,” absolutely powerless to 

modify the essence of thought, but equally ready to take on 
an elusive reflexion of every idea in turn. Not in this quarter, 
therefore, need we look for any derogation from the scientific 
character of Neo-Platonic thought. 

If Plotinus accepted Hellenic religion as the basis of culture, 

the reason was because he saw in it no obstacle to the adequate 
expression of philosophic truth; which, moving freely on its 
own plane, could turn the images of mythology themselves to 
the account of metaphysics and ethics. SSome members of the 

school, as we know, were given to devotional practices and to 

theurgy; but in all this the master did not personally join. 
On one occasion indeed, he seemed to his disciples to speak too 
loftily on the subject, though, as Porphyry tells us, they did not 
venture to ask his meaning. Amelius had become diligent in 
sacrificing and in attending the feasts of the gods, and wished 
to take Plotinus with him. He declined, saying, “It is for 
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them to come to me, not for me to go to them’.” The 
explanation is no doubt to be found in the contrast between 
the common religious need for a social form of worship and 
the subjective intensity of the mystic. That this was in the 
temperament of Plotinus is evident all through the Enneads. 
His religious attitude invariably is that the soul, having duly 
prepared itself, must wait for the divinity to appear. External 
excitement is the very reverse of the method he points out: 
he insists above all on internal quietude. Porphyry also has 

something to tell us on the subject. Four times while he was 
with him, he relates, Plotinus attained the end of union with 

the God who is over all, without form, above intellect and all 

the intelligible. Porphyry himself attained this union once, in 

his sixty-eighth year. The mystical “ecstasy” was not found 
by the later teachers of the school easier to attain, but more 

difficult; and the tendency became more and more to regard it 

as all but unattainable on earth. Are we to hold that it was 
the beginning of Plotinus’s whole philosophy; that a peculiar 
subjective experience was therefore the source of the Neo- 
Platonic doctrines? This will hardly seem probable after the 
account that has been given of Plotinus’s reasoned system ; 
and, in fact, the possibility of the experience is inferred from 

the system, not the propositions of the system from the 
experience. It is described as a culminating point, to be 
reached after long discipline; and it can only be known from 

itself, not from any description. Not being properly a kind of 
cognition, it can become the ground of no inference. Now, 
since the philosophy of Plotinus undoubtedly claims to be a 
kind of knowledge, it must have its evidence for learners in 

something that comes within the forms of thought. While he 
was personally a mystic, his theory of knowledge could not be 

mystical without contradicting the mysticism itself. 

In modern phraseology, it was a form of Rationalism. 
Cognition at its highest degree of certainty, as Plotinus 

understands it, may best be compared to Spinoza’s “ knowledge 
of the third kind,” or “scientia intuitiva’” Exactly as with 

1 Porph. V. Plot. 10: éxeivous det mpds ene EpxerOar, odK Eue mpds éxeivous. 

*' V. Plot. 23. $ Eth. ii. Prop. 40, Schol. 2, Cf. Enn. v1. 7, 2. 
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Spinoza, the inferior degrees that lead up to it are: first, the 
“opinion” that is sufficient for practical life; second, the 
discursive “reason” that thinks out one thing adequately from 
another, but does it only through a process, not grasping the 
relation at once in its totality. The difference is that Plotinus 
conceives the highest kind of knowledge not as mathematical 
in form but as “dialectical.” By “dialectic” he means, not a 
purely formal method, a mere “organon,” but a method of 
which the use, when once attained, gives along with the form 

of thought its content, which is true being’. Before the learner 
can reach this stage, he must be disciplined in the other 

branches of liberal science. As with Plato, dialectic is the 

crown of a philosophical education. Nor does Plotinus alto- 
gether neglect the logical topics he regards as subsidiary to 
this. At the beginning of the sixth Ennead is placed a 
considerable treatise? in which he criticises first the Stoic and 
then the Aristotelian categories, and goes on to expound a 
scheme of his own. This scheme, as Zeller remarks, has not 

the same importance for his system as those of Aristotle and of 

the Stoics for theirs. Porphyry, in his larger commentary on 
the Categories, defended Aristotle’s treatment against the 
objections of Plotinus, and thenceforth the Aristotelian cate- 

gories maintained their authority in the school*. On the other 
hand, it must be observed that this affects only a subsidiary 
part of Plotinus’s theory of knowledge. His general view 
regarding the supremacy of dialectic as conceived by Plato, 

was also that of his successors. In subordination to this, 

Aristotle’s list of the most general forms of assertion about 
being held its own against the newer scheme of Plotinus. By 
the Athenian successors of Plotinus more definitely than by 
hinself, Aristotle came to be regarded as furnishing the needful 

preliminary training for the study of Plato+. 

' Enn. 1. 3. Iepl dcaXexrixajs. 

* Enn. yi. 1-3. Ilepi rv yevav rod ovros. 3 Zeller, iii. 2, pp. 523—4. 

+ The doctrine of categories elaborated by Plotinus being for the most part in 

no organic relation to his general system, it did not seem necessary to give a 

detailed exposition of it. Its abandonment by the Neo-Platonic school, besides, 

makes it historically less important. 
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The philosophic wisdom of which dialectic is the method, 

Plotinus expressly declares, cannot be achieved without first 
going through the process of learning to know by experience. 
Knowledge and virtue at lower stages can exist, though not in 

perfection, without philosophy; but except by starting from 

these, the height of theoretic philosophy is unattainable. Even 
when that height is attaimed, and being is known in intuitive 
thought, there is something remaining still. The One and 
Good, which is the first principle of things, is beyond thought. 
If it is to be apprehended at all, and not simply inferred as 

the metaphysical unity on which all things necessarily depend, 
there must be some peculiar mode of apprehending it. Here 

Plotinus definitely enters upon the mystical phase of his 
doctrine. The One is to be seen with “the eyes of the soul,” 

now closed to other sights. It becomes impossible, as he 
recognises, to use terms quite consistently, and he cannot 

altogether dispense with those that signify cognition; but it 
is always to be understood that they are not used in their strict 
sense. That which apprehends the One is intellect—or the 
soul when it has become pure intellect; so that the principle 
above intelligence has sometimes to be spoken of as an “in- 
telligible,” and as that which mind, when it “turns back,” 

thinks before it thinks itself. For by this reflexive process—in 
the logical order of causes—mind comes to be, and its essence 

is to think. On the other hand, the One does not “think”; 

its possession of itself is too complete for the need to exist 
even of intuitive thought. Accordingly, since it can only 
be apprehended by the identification with it of that which 
apprehends, mind, to apprehend it, must dismiss even the 
activity of thought, and become passive. At last, unexpectedly, 

the vision of the One dawns on the purified intellectual soul. 
The vision is “ineffable”; for while it can only be indicated in 

words that belong to being, its object is beyond being. All 

that can be done is to describe the process through which it 

comes to pass, and, with the help of inadequate metaphors, 

to make it recognisable by those who may also attain it 

themselves. 
1 Enn. 1, 3, 6. 
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Since that which is sought is one, he who would have the 
vision of it must have gone back to the principle of unity in 
himself; must have become one instead of many’. To see it, 

we must entrust our soul to intellect, and must quit sense and 
phantasy and opinion, and pay no regard to that which comes 
from them to the soul. The One is an object of apprehension 
(avveots) not by knowledge, like the other intelligibles, but 
by a presence which is more than knowledge. If we are to 
apprehend it, we must depart in no way from being one, but 
must stand away from knowledge and knowables, with their 
still remaining plurality. That which is the object of the 

vision is apart from no one, but is of all; yet so as being 

present not to be present except to those that are able and 
have prepared themselves to see it?» As was said of matter, 
that it must be without the qualities of all things if it is to 
receive the impressions of all, so and much more so, the soul 
must become unformed (dvetdeos) if it is to contain nothing to 

hinder its being filled and shone upon by the first nature*. 
The vision is not properly a vision, for the seer no longer 
distinguishes himself from that which is seen—if indeed we 

are to speak of them as two and not as one+—but as it were 
having become another and not himself, is one with that other 

as the centre of the soul touching the centre of all’. While 

here, the soul cannot retain the vision; but it can retreat to it 

in alternation with the life of knowledge and virtue which is 
the preparation for it. “And this is the life of gods and of 
godlike and happy men, a deliverance from the other things 

here, a life untroubled by the pleasures here, a flight of the 
alone to the alone.” 

1 Enn. vi. 9, 3. 

> Enn. vi. 9, 4: ob yap 6h dreotw ovdevds éxewvo kai mavTwy dé, Wore Tapov wh 

mapewvat Add’ n Tois déxet Oar Svvamevors Kal wapeckevacuévas. Cf. c. 7: ob yap Ketral 

Tov epnudoay avtot Ta GANa, GAN EoTe TH Suvawevm Ovyeiv exetvo Tapdv, TH 8° 

advvarovyTe ov Wapectu. 

* Knn, vi. 9,7: ef méANer undev eumddiov éyKabipevov eoecbar mpos mAIpwow 

kai E\ANappw airy THs PUoews THs mpwrns. 

4 «An audacious saying,” adds Plotinus. 

* Enn. vi. 9,10. Cf. ¢. 11: 76 6€ iows jv od Oéama, ddXdAG GAXos Tpdmos Too 
35 = ” ys aries a y 
dev, koracts Kai amwots Kal érisoos avtod Kal epeois mpos apiv Kal ardots. 
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These are the concluding words of the Enneads in Porphyry’s 
redaction. In another book, which comes earlier but was written 

later’, Plotimus describes more psychologically the method of 
preparation for the vision. The process, which may begin at 
any point, even with the lowest part of the soul, consists in 
stripping off everything extraneous till the principle is reached. 
First the body is to be taken away as not belonging to the true 
nature of the self; then the soul that shapes the body; then 

sense-perception with appetites and emotions. What now 

remains is the image of pure intellect» Even when intellect 

itself is reached by the soul turning to it, there still remains, 
it must be repeated, the duality and even plurality implied in 
synthetic cognition of self as mind*. Mind is self-sufficing, 

because it has all that it needs for self-knowledge; but it needs 
to think itself. The principle, which gives mind its being and 
makes it self-sufficing, is beyond even this need; and the 

true end for the soul is, by the light it sees by, to touch and 
gaze upon that lght. How is this to be done? Take away 
all. 

All other things, as Plotinus says elsewhere, in comparison 

with the principle have no reality, and nothing that can be 

affirmed of them can be affirmed of it. It has neither shape 
nor form, and is not to be sought with mortal eyes. For those 

things which, as perceptible by sense, are thought most of all 
to be, in reality most of all are not. To think the things of 

sense to be most real is as if men sleeping away all their lives 
should put trust in what they saw in their dreams, and, if one 
were to wake them up, should distrust what they saw with 

open eyes and go off to sleep again’. Men have forgotten what 
even from the beginning until now they desire and aspire after. 

“ For all things strive after that and aspire after it by necessity 

1 Enn. v. 3. 

* This is related to intellect itself as the moon to the sun. Cf. Enn. vy. 6, 4. 

%’ Enn. v. 3, 13: xwduvever yap ddws TO voeiy mo\dGy els abrd cuveNOdvTwY 

cuvalcOnots eivat Tov ddov, Grav a’Td Te éavTd von’ 4 HH Kuplws earl voeiv. 

4 Enn. v. 3, 17: kai rovro 7d réXos TaAnOwdv PuxT, ePawacOar pwrds éxelvov 

kal ait@ atTd Oedoacba, ovk G\\wW wri, a\N ait@, de’ ov Kal Opad....7@s av ovv 

TovTo yevorTo; apee wavra. 

5 Enn. v. 5, 11. 
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of nature, as if having a divination that without it they 
cannot be?.” 

Much as all this may resemble Oriental mysticism, it does 
not seem to have come from any direct contact with the East. 
Zeller indeed finds in the idea of a mental state beyond 

cognition a decisive break with the whole direction of classical 
thought, and makes Philo here the sole predecessor of Plotinus”. 
But, we may ask, whence came the notion to Philo himself? 
The combination of the most complete “immanence” in one 

sense with absolute transcendence of Deity in another, does not 
seem native to Jewish religion, any more than the asceticism 
for which, in the Essenes, Zeller finds it necessary to recur to 
a Greek origin. Once get rid of the presupposition that Neo- 

Platonism sprang from a new contact with Eastern theosophy, 

and the solution is clear. To Philo and to Plotinus alike, the 

direct suggestion for the doctrine of ‘‘ecstasy” came from Plato. 
The germinal idea that there is a mode of apprehension above 
that of perfectly sane and sober mind appears already in more 
than one Platonic dialogue. During the period of almost 
exclusively ethical thinking, between Aristotle and revived 
Pythagoreanism and Platonism, hints of the kind naturally 
found little response. After the revival of speculative thought, 
it is not surprising that they should have appealed to thinkers 
of widely different surroundings. The astonishing thing would 
have been if in all the study then given to Plato they had 
been entirely overlooked. That neither Philo nor Plotinus over- 
looked them may be seen from the references and quotations 
given by Zeller himself’. What is more, Plotinus definitely 
contrasts intellect soberly contemplating the intelligible with 

intellect rapt into enthusiasm and borne above it; and explains 
the Platonic imagery of “insanity” and “intoxication” as 
referring to the latter state. Mind is still sane while con- 
templating intellectual beauty, and is seized upon by the 
“divine madness” only in rising above beauty to its cause 

1 Enn. vy. 5, 12. 

2 iii, 2, pp. 448, 611. 
3 See, for Philo, iii. 2, p. 415, n. 5; for Plotinus, p. 615, n. 3. Cf. Porph. 

V. Plot. 23. 
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beyond'. That Plotinus derived from Plato his conception of 
the Good beyond being is generally admitted. It is equally 
clear that for the theory of its apprehension also there 
presented itself a Platonic point of view. Thus even the 

mystical consummation of his philosophy may be traced to a 

Hellenic source. 
Plato's own imagery, and in connexion with it his occasional 

mention of “bacchants” and “initiates,” may of course have 
been suggested by forms of worship that were already coloured 
by contact with the East; but this does not affect the character 

of the Neo-Platonic school as in its own age essentially a 

classical revival. It was not inhospitable to Oriental cults, 
being indeed vaguely conscious of an affinity to those that were 
associated, in the higher order of their devotees, with a con- 

templative asceticism; and, as willingly as Plato, it found 

adumbrations of philosophic truth in religious mysteries. 
These, however, as we have seen, in no case determined the 

doctrine, which was the outcome of a long intellectual tradition 

worked upon by thinkers of original power. The system left 
by Plotinus was farther elaborated by the best minds of his 
own period; and, during the century after his death, we find 
it making its way over all the Graeco-Roman world. Defeated 

in the practical struggle, it became, all the more, the accepted 

philosophy of the surviving Greek schools; to take up at last 
its abode at Athens with the acknowledged successors of 

Plato. These stages will be described in the chapters that 

follow. 

1 Enn. vi. 7, 35: Kat rov voov rolvuv [det] rHv pev Exew Sivauw els TO voewv, 7 TA 

év alT@ Béret, Thy Oe, | TH Ewexewa abrod ériBody Tur Kal wapadoxy, Kad’ jy Kal 

mpoTepov Ewpa povov Kal op&v tarepov Kal vodv axe Kai év €ott* Kal €orw Exelvn pev 
e , ~ faa 4 a : ~ eo ‘ ca Lj ‘ “ 

n Oéa vod eudpovos, aiitn dé vots Epav. drav [yap] dppwy yevntat peOvaGeis Tov 

vexTapos, TOTE Epav yiverar amAwHels eis eUTdDELay TY Kdpy. 



CHAPTHR, Vil 

THE DIFFUSION OF NEO-PLATONISM. 

1. Porphyry. 

Born for his own and for succeeding times, the name of 

Porphyry stands out conspicuous among the disciples of Plotinus. 
Eunapius, writing towards the end of the fourth century, observes 

that Plotinus is now more in the hands of educated readers than 

Plato himself; and that, if there is any popular knowledge of 

philosophy, it consists in some acquaintance with his doctrines. 
He then proceeds to give credit for this to the interpretations of 
Porphyry. And thus, he says, the honour was distributed from 
the first. Universally the doctrine was ascribed to Plotinus; 

while Porphyry gained fame by his clearness of exposition— 
“as if some Hermaic chain had been let down to men’.” He 

then goes on to celebrate Porphyry’s knowledge of all liberal 

science (ovdév mrardelas eldos TapadedouT@s); of which we have 
independent evidence in his extant works and in the titles of 
those that are lost. Eunapius’s biography seems to have been 
mostly compiled—not always with perfect accuracy—from the 

information given by Porphyry himself in his Life of Plotinus. 
Porphyry was born in 233 and died later than 301. He was 

a Tyrian by birth. His name was originally “ Malchus,” the root 
of which, in the Semitic languages, means “a king.” At the 

1 Kunap. Vitae (Porphyrius): 6 wey yap Hdwrivos re re THs PuxTs ovpaviy Kal 

TS NoEG Kai alviryparwder TGV oywr, Bapds EddKer Kal SvarjKoos: o dé Iloppvpros, 

domep Eppaiky tis cecpa kal mpos avOpwrous emwevovoa, dua mocxiAns Tatdelas TavTa 

els TO eVyvworov Kal Kabapov e&nyyeNev. 
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suggestion of his teachers he Hellenised it first into “Basileus” 
and then into “ Porphyrius” (from the colour of regal garments). 
After having studied under Longinus at Athens, he visited 
Rome, and there, as we have seen, became a disciple of Plotinus 

from the year 263. His journey to Sicily, with its cause, has 
been already mentioned. Afterwards he returned to Rome; 
and it was in Rome, according to Eunapius, that he gained 
reputation by his expositions of Plotinus. Late im life he 
married the widow—named Marcella—of a friend; for the 

sake of bringing up her children, as we learn both from 

Eunapius and from Porphyry’s letter to her which is extant. 
She was subjected to some kind of persecution by her neigh- 
bours, who, Jules Simon conjectures’, may have been Christians, 

and may have sought to detach her from philosophy. The 
letter is an exhortation to perseverance in philosophical 
principles, and is full of the characteristic ethical inwardness 
of Neo-Platonism®. That Porphyry engaged in controversy 
with Christianity, now on the verge of triumph, is well known; 
and with him, as with Julian, the effect is a just perceptible 
reaction of Christian modes of thought or speech. As theo- 

logical virtues he commends “ faith, truth, love, hope” 

only truth to the Christian three’. 
A distinctive character of his treatise against the Christians 

seems to have been its occupatiun with questions of historical 
criticism. Very little of it has been preserved even in fragmen- 
tary form, the set replies of apologists, as well as the treatise 
itself, being lost; but the view he took about the Book of 

Daniel is on record. According to Jerome, he maintained that 

it was written in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes ; so that the 
historical events supposed to have been predicted were really 
events that had taken place before the time of the writer. 

; adding 

1 Histoire de V Ecole d’Alexandrie, t. ii. pp. 98—9. 

2 See for example Epistola ad Marcellam, c. 9: m&s ofv otk dromov tiv 

memeouevnv év gol elvat kal TO owfov Kal TO cwhduevov Kal 76 ye amro\NVov kal <Td> 

amoN\Nmevov Tov TE TAODTOY Kai Thy weviay Té6v Te Tarépa Kal Tov avdpa Kal Tov Tay 

ovtTws ayabdv Kabnyeuova, Kexnvévar mpos Thy TOU Udnynrov oKidy, ws dH Tov byvTws 

bonyntihv wh evrds Exoveay unde Tapa cavTqy mdvra Tov Todrov ; 

3 Ad Marcellam, 24: récoapa orotxeta wddiora KexpativOw mepl Geod* mictis, 

adjOea, Epws, EAtis, 
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This, Jerome says, proves the strength of the case in favour 
of its genuinely prophetic character; for if events subsequent 
to the time of Daniel had not been very clearly prefigured, 
Porphyry would not have found it necessary to argue against 
the ascription to him of the authorship’. 

In the time of Plotinus, Porphyry recounts, there were 

members of various sects, both Christians and others, who put 

forth apocalypses such as those attributed to Zoroaster and 
Zostrianus, by which they “deceived many, themselves also 
deceived.” Amelius wrote against the book of “ Zostrianus” ; 

Porphyry himself against that of “ Zoroaster,” showing it to be 
spurious and recent and forged by the authors of the sect in 
order to give currency to the opinion that their own doctrines 
were those of the ancient Zoroaster’. The spirit of critical 

inquiry thus aroused in Porphyry seems to have Jed him more 

and more to take the sceptical view about all claims to 
particular revelations from the gods, including the “ theurgic” 
manifestations to which attention was paid by some members 
of the Neo-Platonic school. It was probably at a late period of his 
life that he wrote the letter to the Egyptian priest Anebo, to which 
an unknown member of the school of Iamblichus replied, under 

the name of ‘‘Abammon,” in the famous book De Mysteris. 
One little book of Porphyry, entitled De Antro Nympharum, 

is an interesting example of the mode of interpreting poetic 

mythology current in the school. Porphyry there sets out to 

show that Homer, in his description of the Grotto of the 
Nymphs at Ithaca*, probably did not give an account of an 
actual cavern to be found in the island—for topographers 
make no mention of any that resembles the description—but 
deposited in allegorical form an ancient “theological wisdom ” 
identical with true philosophy. If there really is such a 

1 Cf. Jules Simon, Histoire de UV Ecole d’ Alexandrie, t. ii. p. 181. “ L’on peut 

juger,” says the historian on the preceding page, ‘‘ par indignation méme que 

cet ouvrage excita dans lEglise, de Vimportance et de la gravité des attaques 

qwil contenait.” 

2 Vita Plotini, 16: vd0ov re kai véov 7d BiBNlov mapaderkvds wemacMEvoy TE 

brd tev Thy alpecw cvoTnoapévw eis SdEav Tod eivar TOO madaLod Zwpodarpov Ta 

dbyuara, a avrol eiovro mpecBeverv. 

3 Od. xiii. 102—112. 
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cavern, then those who wrought it had the hidden meaning, 
which in that case was only transmitted by the poet. This 
meaning Porphyry educes with an ingenuity that has an 

attractiveness of its own. It must be noted, however, that 

the philosophers do not add, and do not think they are adding, 
anything to the content or even to the authority of their 
doctrine. All such interpretations are in the interest of the 
old mythologists and no longer of the philosophers, who are 
not now putting themselves under the protection of the legends, 

but on the contrary are seeking if possible to save them. 
Of all Porphyry’s writings, that which had the most far- 

reaching influence on culture was his short introduction to the 

Aristotelian Categories. Coming down to the Middle Ages in 
the Latin translation of Boethius, it sufficed, by a few words at 

the opening, to set going the whole discussion on “ universals ” 
with which early Scholasticism was preoccupied. This of course 

was not due to any special originality, but to its summing up 
clearly and briefly the points of the rival theories maintained 
by Platonists, Peripatetics and Stoics. Porphyry’s logical works 

generally were expository, and well adapted for use in the 
schools through keeping the subject clear of metaphysics’. 

Besides devoting much labour to commenting on Aristotle, he 

wrote a History of Philosophy, to which his extant Life of 
Pythagoras probably belonged ; psychological works from which 
many passages are cited by Stobaeus; and mathematical works 

referred to by Proclus. Among his occasional writings of a 
more original kind, the most extensive now remaining is the 
De Abstinentia (Ilepi atroxyfs éuvyov), a treatise against the 

eating of animal food. His expositions of Plotinus, already 

referred to, are still represented in the Sententiae (Adoppai 

™pos Ta vonTa®). 

In what is recorded of Porphyry’s metaphysical doctrines, a 

tendency is found to greater elaboration of the triadic method 

of grouping, carried out still more systematically by later Neo- 
Platonism. The real importance of the writings in which he 

1 Cf. Zeller. iii. 2, pp. 640—3. 

2 Prefixed to the Didot edition of Plotinus (1855). 
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set forth the doctrine of his school was due, however, as his 

contemporaries recognised, to the insight with which he pene- 
trated to his master’s essential thought and to his lucidity in 
expounding it. Some illustration of this may be furnished from 
the Sententiae. Then, as an example of his more personal 

work, an exposition may be given of the De Abstinentia. The 
treatise has, besides, a more general interest in the specimens 

it offers of the ethical questions raised and discussed in later ’ 

antiquity, not im a spirit of scholastic casuistry but with a 

genuine desire for their solution in the light of reflective 
conscience. 

Preoccupation with ethics may be noticed in the Sententiae, 
which contain a more systematic classification of the virtues 
than Plotinus had explicitly given. Porphyry classifies them 

into Political, Cathartic, Theoretic and Paradigmatic. The 

virtues of the first class set the soul free from excess of 

passionate attachment to the body, and produce moderation ; 

those of the second class liberate it altogether from this 
attachment, so that it can now turn to its true good. The 
third class comprises the virtues of the soul energising intellec- 
tually; the fourth, those that are in intellect itself, to which 

the soul looks up as patterns. Our care must be chiefly about 
the virtues of the second class, seeing that they are to be 
acquired in this life. Through them is the ascent to the 

contemplative virtues of soul and to those that are their 
models in pure intellect. The condition of purification is 
self-knowledge?. 

When the soul knows itself, it knows itself as other than 

the corporeal nature to which it is bound. The error to which 
we are especially liable is ascription of the properties of body 
to imcorporeal being. The body of the world is everywhere 
spatially, its parts being spread out so that they can be dis- 
criminated by the intervals between them. To God, Mind and 
Soul, local situation does not apply. One part of intelligible 
being is not here and another there. Where it is, it is as a 

whole. The union of an incorporeal nature with a body is 

1 Sententiae, 34. 
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altogether peculiar’. It is present indivisibly, and as numeri- 
cally one, to the multitude of parts, each and all. What appears 

to be added—as locality or relation—in departing from incor- 
poreal being, is really taken away. Not to know being and not 

to know oneself, have the same source, namely, an addition of 

what is not, constituting a diminution of being which is all,— 
and which, except in appearance, cannot be diminished. Recovery 
of yourself by knowledge is recovery of being which was never 
absent,—which is as inseparable from you in essence as you are 

from yourself ?. 
This is of course the doctrine of Plotinus taken at its 

centre. With equal exactitude Porphyry reproduces his con- 

ception of being as differentiated intrinsically and not by 
participation in anything external*. Plurality of souls is prior 
to plurality of bodies, and is not incompatible with the continued 
unity of all souls in one. They exist without diremption, yet 

unconfused, like the many parts of knowledge in a single soul’. 
Time accompanies the cognitive process in soul, as eternity 
accompanies the timeless cognition of intellect. In such 

process, however, the earlier thought does not go out to give 
place to the later. It appears to have gone out, but it 

1 Sententiae, 35: obre obv Kpaots, 7 mcéis, 7 stvodos, 7 Tmapdbeats* aX’ repos 

tpomos. Cf. 6: ob 7d mototy eis d\XNo meAdoe Kal apy Moved a Totet* GANA Kal Ta 

meddcet kal OP] Te wowodvTa, Kara cuuBEBnKds TH TeAdoe XpATa. On this Ritter 

and Preller remark (524a), “Favet theurgicis hoc placitum.” Here is a good 

illustration of the readiness which historians have often displayed to see the 

‘“‘theurgical” in preference to the scientific side of the Neo-Platonists. Whether 

by itself or taken along with the context, what the passage suggests is a kind of 

Occasionalist phenomenism. All changes, even in bodies, have their true 

cause in immaterial being. Material approach or contact is not an efficient 

cause, but accompanies as its ‘“‘accident” the real order of metaphysical 

causation. 

2 Sententiae, 41: 6 6h ottw cov é€orly dvamécracrov Kar ovolav, ws ad 

oauTou. 

3 Sententiae, 38: ob yap eEwhev émixryros, ode Ereccoduwdys avTov 7 ETepdrns, 

ovdé G\Nov mebéEer, GAN’ EavT@ TodAd. 

4 Sententiae, 39: diéotnoav ydp, ox dmokoretoat, ovd€ amoxeppaticacat els 

éautas Thy OAnv’ Kal mdperow dAAAAaLS, OU TUyKEXULEVAL, OVDE Twpdy ToLovcaL THY 

bAnv *...da7Tep obde al EmioTHuae cuvexvOnoar al modal év YuxD meg....kal al maou, 

pla* kal waduv 7 bn GAD Tapa macas. 

Ww. 8 
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remains; and what appears to have come in is from the 

movement of the soul returning on itself’. 
Thus closely does the disciple follow the master into the 

psychological subtleties? by which he anticipated the modern 
position that, as the idea of extension is not extended, so the 

succession of thoughts does not suffice to give the thought of 

succession. After the illustration offered of his penetrating 

clearness of exposition, we may go on to a work which shows 

him in a more distinctive light. 
Plotinus, though personally an ascetic, laid no stress in his 

writings on particular ascetic practices. His precepts reduce 

themselves in effect to a general recommendation to thin down 
the material vehicle so that the soul may be borne quietly upon 
it’, There is no suggestion in the Enneads that the perfection 

of philosophic life requires abstinence from animal food. Not 

infrequently, however, both earlier and later, this abstinence 
was practised as a strict duty by those who traced their 

philosophic ancestry to Pythagoras. Now the Neo-Platonists, 
on the practical side, continued the movement of religious and 
moral reform represented by teachers like Apollonius of Tyana‘. 

1 Sententiae, 44: Wuxh 6é peraBaiver dm’ Addov eis dAdo, EramelBovca Ta 

vonmara’ ovK e€&ioTapévew TY Mpotépwy, ovd€ Tobey adoPev ErretcidvTwWY TeV 

devrépwy* aNd TA wey Womep amedjdrvOe, Kalrep wévovTa ev a’Ty* TA 6 wWorep 

adAax bev erevow. adixato 5 otk addaxdev, AAN’ ars kal abrdOev eis éavTip 

Kwoupevys, Kal TO dupa pepov’ons eis a exEL KaTa pépos. myn yap coKey ovK 

dmoppvT@, aAAG KUKAW els EauTIV avaBuLfotaon a ExeEL. 

2 To ignore the subtleties of the school is especially misleading in the case 

of a doctrine like that of ‘‘ecstasy.’’ Jules Simon (Histoire de U Ecole a’ 

Alexandrie, t. ii. p. 156), referring to a passage of the Sententiue (26), says that, 

for Porphyry, ‘‘ecstasy is a sleep.” What Porphyry rcally says is that, while 

we have to speak of the existence beyond mind in terms of thought, we can only 

contemplate it ina state that is not thought; as sleep has to be spoken of in 

terms of waking life, but can only be known through sleeping. Eestasy, that is 

to say, is compared to sleep because it also has to be apprehended by its like, 

and because language, by which alone we can try to communicate our appre- 

hension to others, has been framed for a different realm of experience ; not at 

all because it is a kind of sleep. 

J Idnavils ian (hy 4 

4 Kunapius, in the introduction to his Lives, says of Apollonius that he is 

not to be counted as a mere philosopher, but rather as something between the 

gods and man (odxére @uddaogos* aN’ Hv Te Dewy TE Kal dvOpwrov uécOor). 
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Thus many of them refrained on principle from flesh-eating. 
Among these was Porphyry. The occasion of his treatise was 
that Castricius Firmus, one of the disciples of Plotinus, having 

begun to practise abstinence from flesh, had returned to the 
ordinary custom. He could easily defend himself on theoretical 
grounds; for Peripatetics, Stoics and Epicureans had all their 

systematic refutation of the Pythagorean abstinence. To the 
arguments current in the schools, accordingly, Porphyry first 

sets himself to reply. 
The contention of the Stoics and Peripatetics was that the 

idea of justice is applicable only to rational beings ; to extend 
it beyond them to irrational beings, as those do who refuse to 

kill animals for food, is to subvert its nature and to destroy the 
possibility of that in it which is practicable. The Epicurean 

argument which Porphyry cites is founded on a conjectural 
account of the origin of laws. The primitive legislator per- 

ceived some utility, and other men, who had not perceived it at 
first, as soon as their attention was drawn willingly attached to 
its violation a social prohibition and a penalty. It is for 
reasons of utility that there are laws against homicide but 

not against the slaughter of animals. If indeed a contract 
could have been made, not only among men but also between 
men and animals, to refrain from killing one another at random, 

it would have been well that justice should be so far extended, 
for thus safety would have been promoted ; but it is impossible 

for animals that do not understand discourse to share in law. 

To the general argument Porphyry in the first book replies 

provisionally that he does not recommend this abstinence to 

all men—not for example to those who have to do with the 

mechanical arts, nor to athletes, nor to soldiers, nor to men 

of affairs—but only to those who live the life of philosophy. 

Legislators make laws not with a view to the theoretic life, but 

to a kind of average life. Thus we cannot adopt their conces- 

sions as rules for a life that is to be better than written law. 

The asceticism of the philosopher consists in a withdrawal from 

the things of ordinary life, if possible without trial of them. 

No one can dwell at once with the things of sense and the 

8—2 
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things of the mind’. The life of the body generally, and such 

matters as diet in particular, cannot safely be left unregulated 

by reason. The more completely they are put in order once for 

all, the less attention they will occupy, and the freer the mind 

will be for its own life. The Epicureans have to some extent 

recognised this in advising abstinence from flesh, if not on the 

ground of justice yet as a means of reducing needs and so 

making life simpler. 

From the practical side the objection was raised that to 

reject. the flesh of animals as food is inconsistent with the 

custom of offering them as sacrifices to the gods. Porphyry 

replies by an unsparing attack on the custom. This fills the 
second book. An account of the origin of animal sacrifices 

is quoted from Theophrastus, who with reason, Porphyry says, 

forbids those who would be truly pious to sacrifice living 
things”. Offerings of fruits and corn and flowers and spices 

came earliest. The custom of sacrificing animals was not 

earlier than the use of them for food, which began, together 

with cannibalism, in a dearth of fruits. Living things then 

came to be sacrificed because men had been accustomed to 

make first offerings to the gods of all that they used® Re- 

sponses of oracles and sayings from the poets are quoted to show 

that the least costly sacrifices with purity of mind are the most 

pleasing to the gods. Porphyry disclaims any intention of 
overthrowing established customs; but remarks that the laws 

of the actual State allow private persons to offer the plainest 

sacrifices, and such as consist of things without life. To make 

an offering to the gods of food from which we ourselves abstain 

would undoubtedly be unholy; but we are not required to do 

it. We too must sacrifice, but in accordance with the nature 

1 De Abst. i. 42. The theories of some of the Gnostics are alluded to. 7106 dé 

olecOar kara Thy alcOnow Tabawduevov mpds Tois vonTots Evepyety ToANOVS Kal TOV 

BapBapwr ekerpaxnrrcev. 

2 De Abst. ii. 11: eikdrws 6 Oedppacros amayopever uy Ovew Ta Eupuxa Tods TY 

évte evoeBetv EédovTas. 
3 This is a generalised account. Here and elsewhere in the De Abstinentia 

there is much curious lore about the origin both of flesh-eating and of animal 

sacrifices, 
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of the different powers. To the God over all, as a certain wise 
man! said, we must neither offer nor even name anything 

material. Our offering must be contemplation without even 
inward discourse. To all the gods, the special thank-offering 
of the philosopher will be fair thoughts regarding them. Some 
of those who are devoted to philosophy, Porphyry allows, 
hesitate here, and make too much of externals. We will not 

quarrel with them, lest we too should be over-precise on such 
a matter, but will add contemplation, as our own offering, to 

their observance of pious tradition. 
He who cares about piety knows that to the gods none but 

bloodless sacrifices are to be offered. Sacrifices of another kind 

are offered only to the daemons—which name Plato applied 

without distinction to the multitude of invisible powers below 

the stars. On the subject of daemons, Porphyry then proceeds 

to give an account of the views popularly expounded by some 
of the Platonists (@ tov TXatwvikdy tives @dnmoolevoar’). 

One of the worst injuries done by the bad among the daemons 

is to persuade us that those beings are the causes of earthly 

ills who are really the causes of quite the opposite. After this, 
they turn us to entreaties and sacrifices to the beneficent gods 

as if they were angry®. They inflame the desires of men with 

love of riches and power and pleasure, whence spring factions 

and wars. And, what is most terrible, they reach the point of 
persuading them that all this has been stirred up by the highest 
God. Nor are the philosophers altogether blameless. For some 
of them have not kept far enough apart from the ideas of the 
multitude, who, hearing from those that appeared wise things 

in harmony with their own opinions, were still further en- 
couraged in unworthy thoughts about the gods. 

If cities must propitiate such powers, that is nothing to us 
(ovdev pos nuds). For by these wealth and external and bodily 

things are thought to be goods and deprivation of them an evil, 

1 Apollonius of Tyana, as is mentioned in a note in Nauck’s edition 

(Porphyrii Opuscula Selecta), 

2 De Abst. ii. 37—43. 

3 De Abst. ii. 40: rpérovciy re pera TovTo éml NiTavelas Nuds Kal Ovolas Tay 

ayaboepyav Geay ws wpyicpuévwr. 
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and they have little care about the soul. The same position 
must be taken as regards divination by the entrails of victims. 
This, it may be said, will be done away with if we refrain from 

killing and eating animals. Why not, then, kill men also for 
the purpose? It is said that better premonitions are to be got 

in that way, and many of the barbarians really practise this 

mode of divination. As a matter of fact, whether the victim 

is human or is an irrational animal, thus to gain knowledge 

of the future belongs to injustice and greed’. 
Here Porphyry recounts a number of cases of human 

sacrifice in former times, and their commutation into animal 

or symbolical sacrifices; appealing to historical authority for 

the statement that it was not until the time of Hadrian that 
all survivals of such rites throughout the Empire were practi- 

cally abolished’. Before concluding the book, he observes that 

even the unperverted ideas of the multitude make some 

approach to right opinion about the gods; and illustrates the 

remark by passages from comic poets ridiculing the notion 

that divine powers are pleased with such things as are usually 
offered to them. Then he points to the swarm of evils brought 

in by those who introduced costly sacrifices’. To think that 

the gods delight in this kind of expenditure must have a 

specially bad influence on the minds of youth, teaching them 

to neglect conduct; whereas to think that they have regard 
above all to the disposition must tend to make them pious and 

just. The philosopher, in Plato’s view, ought not to accom- 

modate himself to bad customs, but to try to win men to the 

better ; if he cannot, let him go the right way himself, caring 
neither for dangers nor abuse from the many. And surely if 

Syrians and Hebrews and Phoenicians and Egyptians could 
resist even to the death kings that strove to make them depart 

1 De Abst. ii. 51: adXN’ womep adiklas Kal mdeovetias qv TO éveka payrelas 

dvaipety Tov dudpudor, otrw Kal TO ddoyov Sov oparrew pavTelas eveKa ddLKor. 

2 De Abst. ii. 56: KaradvOjvac 6é ras dvOpwrobvcias oxeddv Tas Tapa Taow 

pnoildddas 6 dpora 74 rept Tov Tod Midpa cuvayayiwov mvoTnplwy ép’ Adpiavod rod 

avToKpaTopos. 

3 De Abst. ii. 60: dyvootcw 6é oi Thy mwoduvTéNecay eicayaryédrTes els TAS Ovalas, 

drws dua tatty éouov Kaxav eloiyyayov, derdauoviay, Tpupyv, vrd\npw Tov 

dexdvew Ovvacbar TO Oetov Kal Ovoiars aketobar Thy adcklav. 
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from their national laws in the matter of food, we ought not to 
transgress the laws of nature and divine precepts for the fear of 
men. : 

In the third book, Porphyry undertakes to show that 
animals, in so far as they have perception and memory, have 

some share in reason, and therefore are not beyond the range 

of justice. Defining uttered discourse, not according to the 
doctrine of any particular school but in the perfectly general 
sense of “a voice significant through the tongue of internal 
affections in the soul,” we shall find that animals capable of 
uttering sounds have a kind of discourse among themselves. 
And before utterance, why should we not suppose the thought 
of the affection to have been there’? Even if we pass over 

some of the stories about men that are said to have understood 
the tongues of animals, enough is recorded to show that the 
voices of birds and beasts, if intently listened to, are not wholly 

unintelligible. - Voiceless animals too, such as fishes, come to 

understand the voices of men; which they could not do with- 

out some mental resemblance. To the truth of Aristotle’s 
assertion that animals learn much both from one another and 

from men, every trainer can bear witness. Those who will not 

see all these evidences of their intelligence take the part of 
calumniating the creatures they mean to treat ruthlessly”. 

Animals are subject not only to the same bodily diseases as 
men but to the same affections of the soul. Some have even 

acuter senses. That animals do indeed possess internal reason 
is shown by the knowledge they display of their own strength 

and weakness and by the provisions they make for their life. 
To say that all this belongs to them “by nature” amounts to 

saying that by nature they are rational*. We too arrive at 
reason because it is our nature; and animals, as has been said, 

1 De Abst. ili. 3: ri 6€ obxl Kal d mdoyxer TL, TpdtEpov Kal mpiv elwety & wédre, 
drevonby ; 

2 De Abst. iii. 6: GNN’ 6 wev evyviipwv Kal éx TobTwy weTadldwor cuvécews Tors 

fwos, 6 dé ayrduwv Kal dvictdpynros abrav Péperac auvepyav avbTod TH els avta 

mreovetia. Kal mas yap ovK Eued\ev KakoNoyjoev Kal diaBadrely a KaTakdmrew ws 

Gov mponpynrat ; 

* De Abst. ili. 10: 6 6& pice Néywr adrots mpocetvac Taira dyvoel Néywr Bre 
pice éotl Noyika. 
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learn by being taught, as we do. They have vices of their own, 
though these are lighter than those of men; and the virtues of 

the social animals are undeniable, however difficult their mental 

processes may be for us to follow. 

Against the external teleology of Chrysippus, according to 
which all other animals were created for the use of man, 

Porphyry cites the argument of Carneades, that where there 

is a natural end for any being, the attainment of the end must 

be marked by some profit to that being, and not to some other. 

If we were to follow the teleological method of the Stoics, we 

could not well escape the admission that it is we who have been 

produced for the sake of the most destructive brutes; for while 

they are of no use to us, they sometimes make their prey of 
men. This they do driven by hunger, whereas we in our 
sports and public games kill in wantonness'. Returning to the 

question about the reason of animals, Porphyry argues, after 
Plutarch, that to an animal that could not reason at all, its 

senses would be of no use towards action for ends. Inferiority 

in reasoning power is not the same as total deprivation of it. 
We do not say that we are entirely without the faculty of 
vision because the hawk has sharper sight. If normally 
animals had not reason, how could they go mad, as some do ? 

Porphyry next cites from Theophrastus an argument for a 

relation of kinship not only among all men, but between men 

and all animals?. In the bodies and souls of both, we find the 

same principles. For our bodies consist not only of the same 

primary elements but of the same tissues—“skin, flesh, and 

1 De Abst. iii. 20. Here follow some pages adapted from Plutarch’s De 

Sollertia Animalium, cc. 2—5, beginning: é& wy 6) Kal TO wey hovixdy Kal Onpi@des 

juav éreppioOn kai 7o mpds otktov dmabés, Tod 5’ juépov Td wretaTOv amnuBdvvay oi 

Mp@rot ToUTO ToAHoarTes. ol 6€ ILvOarydperor Thy mpds Ta Onpla mpadtyTa merETHY 

eTroujcavto Tov didavOpemov Kal dirocxripwovos. In view of modern discussions on 

teleology and evolution, a passage that occurs later may be found interesting. 

Having enumerated the devices of animals that live in the water for catching 

prey and escaping from enemies, one of the spokesmen in the dialogue argues 

that the struggle is nature’s means of promoting animal intelligence. De 

Sollertia Animalium, 27 (979 4): Kai Tov KbKNov TodTOV Kal Thy meplodov Tats Kar’ 

GAAHAWY Sudkeor Kal puyats yUuvacua Kal perérny 7} plots adTois Evaywriov memolnKeE 

OewdrnTos Kal cuvécews. 

2 De Abst. iii. 25. 
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the kind of humours natural to animals.” Likewise the souls 
of animals resemble those of men by their desires and impulses, 

by their reasonings, and above all by their sense-perceptions. 

The difference, in the case of souls as of bodies, is in degree 

of fineness. Therefore, in abstaining from the flesh of animals, 

Porphyry concludes, we are more just in that we avoid harming 

what is of kindred nature; and, from thus extending justice, 

we shall be less prone to injure our fellow-men. We cannot 

indeed live in need of nothing, like the divinity; but we can 
at least make ourselves more like God by reducing our wants. 
Let us then imitate the “golden race,” for which the fruits of 
the earth sufficed. 

The fourth book, which is incomplete, accumulates tes- 

timonies to show that.abstinence from flesh is not a mere 

eccentric precept of Pythagoras and Empedocles, but has been 
practised by primitive and uncorrupted races, by communities 

of ascetics like the Essenes, and by the Egyptian and other 
priesthoods, some of whom have abstained from all kinds of 

animal food, some from particular kinds. Then, after giving 
an account of the Brahmans and of the Buddhist monks (who 

are evidently meant by the Sapavator) on the authority of 
Bardesanes (perhaps the Gnostic), who derived his information 
from an Indian embassy to the imperial court early in the 

third century, Porphyry returns to the general ascetic argument 
for abstinence. One who would philosophise ought not to live 
like the mass of mankind, but ought rather to observe such 
rules as are prescribed to priests, who take upon themselves 

the obligation of a hofier kind of life’. 

This is the strain in which the work breaks off, but it will 

be observed that on the whole the point of view is as much 

humanitarian as ascetic. Transmigration of human souls into 

the bodies of animals Porphyry explicitly demed. Here he 
mentions it only as a topic of ridicule used against Pythagoras. 

The stories of men who have been transformed into animals, 

he interprets as a mythical indication that the souls of 
animals have something in common with our own. The way 

1 De Abst. iv. 18. 
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in which the whole subject is discussed reveals a degree of 
reflectiveness with regard to it in the ancient schools which 
has scarcely been reached again by civilised Europe till 
quite modern times. And perhaps, for those who wish to 
preserve the mean, no more judicious solution will be found 

than Plutarch came upon incidentally in his Life of Cato the 
Censor; where he contends that, while justice in the proper 
sense 1s applicable only among men, irrational animals also 

may claim a share of benevolence’. 

2. LIamblichus. 

Tamblichus, who was regarded as the next after Porphyry 

in the Neo-Platonic succession’, had been his pupil at Rome. 

He was a native of Chalcis in Coele-Syria, and his own later 

activity as a teacher was in Syria. He died in the reign of 
Constantine, about 330. Eunapius describes him as socially 
accessible and genial, and as living on familiar terms with his 

numerous disciples. Though he is often described as having 

given to the Neo-Platonic school a decisive impulse in the 
direction of theurgy, the one well-authenticated anecdote on 

the subject in his biography does not lend any particular 

support to this view. A rumour had gone abroad that some- 
times during his devotions he was raised in the air and 
underwent a transfiguration. His disciples, fearing that they 

were being excluded from some secret, took occasion to ask 

him if it was so. Though not much given to laughter, he 
laughed upon this inquiry, and said that the story was prettily 
invented but was not true’. Eunapius was told this by his 

teacher Chrysanthius; and Chrysanthius had it from Aedesius, 
who bore a part in the conversation. The biographer certainly 

1 Vitae, Cato Major, 5: kairo. tiv xpnorétnta THs Sikatoovvns mAaTUTEpov 

Témov Opamev émidauBdvovocay* vouw pev yap kal T@ dikalw mpods avOpwrous movov 

XpHcOa mepixapmev, mpos evepyecias d€ Kal xdpiras éorw Te Kal péxp TOV ahoywr 

(gwv worep Ex WHYS Tovalas aoppel THs HuepoTyTOs. 

2 See Julian, Or. vu. 222 B, where Plotinus, Porphyry and Iamblichus are 

mentioned in order as carrying on the tradition of Plato. 

% Kunap. Vitae (lamblichus) : 6 ev drarjoas buds ovx nv dxapis, Taira dé ovx 

otTws EXEL. 
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goes on to relate some marvels on hearsay, but he mentions 
distinctly that none of the disciples of Iamblichus wrote them 

down. He records them, as he says himself, with a certain 
hesitation; but he did not think himself justified in omitting 

what was told him by trustworthy witnesses. 
The literary style of Iamblichus, Eunapius allows, has not 

the beauty and lucidity of Porphyry’s. Not that it altogether 
fails of clearness, nor that it is grammatically incorrect ; but it 

does not draw the reader on. As Plato said of Xenocrates, he 

had not sacrificed to the Hermaic Graces. An interesting 

account is given of the way in which he was stirred up to 

reflection on political topics by Alypius, an acute dialectician | 
of Alexandria. A public disputation having been arranged 

between them, Alypius put to him a question from which he 
at first turned away with disdain. The query was: “ Whether 

a rich man is necessarily either unjust or the heir of one who 

has been unjust!” According to the traditional philosophic 

view that poverty and wealth, in comparison with the goods of 
the mind, are alike indifferent, the question seemed frivolous; 

but further* thought modified the impression, and Iamblichus 
became an admirer of Alypius and afterwards wrote his life. 
The composition, EKunapius thought, was not successful; and 

this he ascribes to the author’s want of aptitude for political 

discussion and of real interest in it. It conveyed a sense of 
Iamblichus’s admiration for Alypius, but did not succeed in 
giving the reader any clear idea as to what he had said or 

done. + 
Eunapius himself was not by special training a philosopher, 

but a rhetorician. He was an adherent of the party attached 
to the old religion. Commonly, he is described as an indis- 
criminate panegyrist of all the philosophers of his party; but, 
as we see, he was not wanting in candour. While looking 

back with reverence to Iamblichus as the intellectual chief 
of the men whose doctrines he followed, he does not in the 

least understate his defects of style. And on no one does he 

lavish more praise than on his Athenian teacher in rhetoric, 

1 ‘Biré wor, pirocoge,’ mpds avrov py, ‘bd Tovaros 7 AdiKos 7 adikou KAnpovdsuos, 

val 7 od; To’Twy yap mécov ouvdév.” 
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Prohaeresius, who was a Christian. Iamblichus was one of those 

who are placed higher by their own age than by later times. 
His reputation had probably reached its greatest height about 

the time of Julian, who spoke of him as not inferior in genius 
to Plato’. Still, he remains a considerable philosopher. He 
modified the doctrine of Plotinus more deeply than Porphyry ; 
and the changes he made in it were taken up and continued 
when it came to be systematised by the Athenian school. If 
he does not write so well as Porphyry or Proclus, he succeeds 
in conveying his meaning. And, while professedly expounding 

the tradition of a school, and freely borrowing from his pre- 
decessors, he always has a distinctive drift of his own. 

The surviving works of Iamblichus belonged to a larger 
treatise in which the Pythagorean philosophy was regarded as 

the original source of the tradition he expounds. The whole 

treatise was entitled Svvaywy) tov LuOayopeiwy Soypatwv. Of 
the separate works, the first in order is a Life of Pythagoras. 

The second is mainly ethical in content, and is a general 

exhortation to the study of philosophy (Aoyos mpotpertuxos 
éwt didocodiav). The remaining three are mathematical’. 
The best notion of the individual tone of Iamblichus’s thought 
will be given by an abstract of the second book—the Pro- 
trepticus. But first a word must be said on the kind of 

modification he made in the doctrine of Plotinus. 
From the references in later writers, it is known that he 

attempted a more systematic analysis of the stages of emanation 

by resolving them into subordinate triads. As there are traces 

1 Or. 1v. 146 A. To save their genuineness, the letters of Julian ‘ to 

Iamblichus the philosopher”? are as a rule assumed to have been written to 

a nephew of Iamblichus, known from the correspondence of Libanius. Zeller 

(iii. 2, p. 679, n. 2) points to cireumstances which show that they must have 

purported to be written to the elder Iamblichus, who died near the time when 

Julian was born (331). He therefore follows Dodwell (‘‘ A Discourse concerning 

the Time of Pythagoras,” cited by Fabricius, Bibliotheca Graeca) in regarding 

them as spurious. Dodwell gives what seems a decisive reason for rejecting them, 

namely, that Sopater, who was executed under Constantine, is referred to as alive. 

2 The genuineness of one of these (Ta @eo\oyovmeva Tis apiOuntixns) has 

been contested. The other two bear the titles Ilepi ris Kowis pmaébnuarixis 

émiothuns and Ilepi ras Neuxoudyou apiOunrixns eloaywyns. See, on the former, 

Appendix III. 
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of this already in Porphyry, and as Proclus carried the method 
much further, the interest of Iamblichus here is that he 

illustrates the continuous effort of the school towards com- 

pleteness and consistency. He dwelt with special emphasis on 
the position that the causal process from higher to lower is 
logical, and not in time; and thought it not without danger to 

suppose a temporal production of the world even as a mere 
hypothesis. More explicitly than Plotinus or Porphyry, he 
insisted that no individual soul can remain permanently in 
the intelligible world any more than in Tartarus. It is the 
nature of every particular soul to descend periodically and to 

reascend in accordance with a law of universal necessity. The 
point where he was most original was, however, his affirmation, 

as against Plotinus, that when the soul “descends” it descends 

wholly. The whole soul, and not merely a kind of effluence of 

it, is in relation with this world so long as it is here at all. 

There is no “ pure soul” that remains exempt from error while 
the “composite nature” is at fault. If the will sins, how can 

the soul be without sin? This correction in what seemed 
Plotinus’s over-exalted view was almost universally allowed, 
and was definitively taken up by Proclus. It certainly does 
not bear out the notion that Iamblichus was a thinker who 

deserted all sobriety in order to turn a philosophic school into 
an association of theosophic adepts. 

The Protrepticus is in considerable part made up of excerpts 

from Plato, Aristotle, and Neo-Pythagorean writings, but it is 

at the same time consistently directed to the end of showing 
the importance of theoretical knowledge both for itself and in 

relation to practice. Contemplation is put first; but, of all the 

school, Iamblichus dwells most on the bearing of knowledge 

upon practical utilities. At the beginning he brings out the 
point that general scientific discipline must be communicated 

before philosophy, “as the less before the greater mysteries®.” 
We are to regard the constancy of the stellar movements, so 

1 Procl. in Tim, 341 D. (R. P. 528.) ef 6€  mpoalpeots ayaprdve, mas 

avaudprnros 7 Wux7; 

2 Protrepticus, c. 2, ed. H. Pistelli, p. 10: as mpd ray peydd\wv wvornpiwy Ta 

pax pas mapadoréov, kal mpd didocodias madelav. 
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that we may be prepared to adapt ourselves to the necessary 

course of things. From scientific knowledge we are to rise to 
wisdom (codia) as knowledge of first principles, and finally as 

theology. We need knowledge to make use of “goods,” which 

without the wisdom to use them are not goods, or rather are 

evils. Things in use (ta ypyuwata) have reference to the body, 

and the body is to be attended to for the sake of the soul and 
its ruling powers. Each of us is the soul, and knowledge of the 

soul is knowledge of oneself. The physician as such does not 

know himself. Those who practise arts connected not with the 

body directly but with things that are for the body, are still 
more remote from self-kuowledge, and their arts are rightly 

called mechanical. We must exercise the divinest part of the 
soul by the appropriate motions. Now to what is divine in us 
the movements of the whole are akin’. In the part of the soul 

that has rational discourse is the intellectual principle, which is 
the best that belongs to the soul. For the sake of this, and of 

the thoughts with which it energises, all else exists. 

While without philosophy practical life cannot be well 
regulated, the theoretic life is yet not finally for the sake of 
practice. Rather, mind itself and the divine are the ultimate 

end, the mark at once of the intellectual eye and of love. It is 
by the power of living the life of theory that we differ from 
other animals. Of reason and prudence there are in them’ also 

some small gleams, but they have no part in theoretic wisdom ; 

whereas in accuracy of perception and vigour of impulse many 
of them surpass man. Since, however, we are discoursing with 

men and not with gods, we must mingle exhortations bearing 

on civic and practical life Now philosophy alone, in relation 

to the other kinds of knowledge, can judge and direct. And 
philosophical knowledge is not only possible but is in one way 

more attainable than other knowledge, because it is of first 

principles, which are better known by nature and are more 
determinate. It is of the highest degree of utility, because it 
definitely makes its object the insight by which the wise man 
judges and the reason which proceeds from insight and is 

l Protr. 5, p. 31: ro 5 év qiv Oeiw Evyyevels eioe Kiwhjoes at Tod mavTos 

dtavonoes Kal mepipopal. 
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expressed in law. And that it is not inaccessible is shown by 
the eagerness with which students devote themselves to it. 
Unlike other scientific pursuits, it demands no special ap- 
pliances or conditions of time and place. 

After further elaborating this argument, Iamblichus pro- 
ceeds to infer from “common notions” that insight (dpovnacs) 
is most to be chosen for itself, and not for the sake of other 

things. Suppose a man to have everything else and to suffer 

from a malady in the part of him that has insight, life would 
not be for him a gift to choose, for none of its other goods 

would be of any use to him’. Insight, therefore, cannot be a 

mere means to gaining other things. The way too in which 

death is shunned proves the soul’s love of knowledge; for it 
flees what it does not know, the dark and the unapparent, and 
by nature pursues what is plain to sight and knowable2, And 
although, as they that declare the mysteries say, our souls are 

bound to our bodies to pay the penalty of some antenatal 
offence, yet, in so far as human life has the power of sharing in 

divine and immortal intellect, man appears as a god in relation 
to the other things that are on earth. 

Iamblichus next argues on Aristotelian grounds that man 
has a natural end, and that this end is that which in the 

genetic order, fulfilling itself as this does continuously, is the 

latest to be perfected’. Now in human development mental 
insight is that which is last attained. This then is the final 

good of man. For we must at length stop at something that is 

good in itself. Otherwise, by viewing each thing in turn as 
a means to some extraneous end, we commit ourselves to a 

process to infinity. Yet, though insight is not properly a 

utility, but a good to be chosen for itself, it also furnishes the 

greatest utilities to human life, as may be seen from the arts. 

1 Protr. 8, p. 45: el yap kai mdvra tis éxor, SepOapuévos 5é etn Kal voodv TO 

ppovoivrt, ovx aiperds 6 Bios: ovdev yap dpeNos ovdE TGV a\NwY ayabav. 

* Protr. 8, p. 46: Kal 7d etyew 6é Tov Odvarov rods moddovds delxvuct Thy 

proudbecav ris puxjs. pevyer yap a& uh yeryywoKer, TO TKOTwes Kal TO Lh OnXov, 

pice O€ diwKer TO pavepdy Kai 7d yvwordv. 

3 Protr. 9, p. 51: réNos 6¢ kara picw Tobré éorw b Kara Ty yeverw méepuKev 
Uorarov émiteneio ban TEPALVOLEeVNS THS yEveTEwWS TUVEXWS. 
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Just as the physician needs a knowledge of nature, so the 

lawgiver and the moralist need theoretical knowledge, though 

of another kind, if they are to regulate the social life of man. 
The relation of this knowledge to the whole of life is like that 

of sight to physical action. In itself it simply judges and 

shows, but without it we could do nothing or very little. 
Those who enjoy the pleasure of insight enjoy most the 

perfection of life in itself; an enjoyment which is to be dis- 
tinguished from incidental pleasures, received while living but 
not springing essentially from the proper activity of life. The 

difficulty of living the theoretic life here, comes from the 

conditions of human nature; for now we have to be constantly 

doing things that have relation to needs. This is most of all 

the lot of those deemed happiest by the many. If, however, 

we prepare ourselves by philosophising, we may hope, having 

returned whence we came, to live in untroubled contemplation 

of divine truth. Thus Iamblichus is led from the Aristotelian 
ideal of the contemplative life to the thought of the Phaedo, 
that philosophising is a kind of dying; death being nothing but 
the separation of the soul from the body to live a life by itself. 
Our soul can never perceive truth in its purity till it is released. 
To prepare it for such knowledge, and to approach that know- 

ledge as near as possible while we live, we must purify the soul 

from all that comes to it from the body,—from common desires 

and fears, care about needs, and the hindrances thrown in the 

way by external sense. The genuine virtues of courage, 

temperance and justice proceed from the insight reached by 
philosophic purification; the virtues that result from a 

balancing of pleasures and pains are a mere adumbration of 

virtue. When a distinction is drawn between the lot in Hades 

of the uninitiated and of the initiated, we may understand by 

the truly initiated (‘vap@nKxopopou perv Todroi, Baxyou € TE 

mavpo.) no other than those who have become purified through 

philosophy. Those who do not arrive in Hades as purified 

souls, quickly become subject to rebirth in new bodies. There- 
fore, since the soul is immortal, there is for 1t no escape from 

ills and no safety except to acquire as much goodness and 

insight as possible. 
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The character of the philosopher is next set forth by an 
excerpt of the celebrated passage in the Theuetetus. An account 

of the ideal philosophic education is adapted from the seventh 
book of the Republic. The Platonic view is enforced that the 
special function of philosophy is to remove from the soul the 
accretion that comes to it from birth, and to purify that energy 
of it to which the power of reason belongs’. The argument of 

the Gorgias is then taken up, that the intemperate soul, which 
would be ever getting and spending, is like a “leaky vessel,” 
while orderliness in the soul resembles health in the body. 

After some further development of this topic, lamblichus returns 
to the point that philosophy is the most directive of all the 
arts (jyeuoviKotaTn Tacav Tov TeyvOv). Hence most pains 

ought to be spent in learning it. An art of dealing with words, 
indeed, might be learned in a short time, so that the disciple 

should be no worse than the teacher; but the excellence that 

comes from practice is only to be acquired by much time and 
diligence. The envy of men, too, attaches itself to rapid 
acquisitions of every kind; praise is more readily accorded to 
those that have taken long to acquire. Further, every acquire- 
ment ought to be used for a good end. He that aims at all 
virtue is best when he is useful to most, Now that which is 
most useful to mankind is justice. But for any one to know 

the right distribution of things and to be a worker with the 

true law of human life, he must have acquired the directive 

knowledge that can only be given by philosophy. 
Iamblichus then goes on to argue that even if one were to 

arise exempt from wounds and disease and pain, and gigantic 

of stature, and adamantine of body and soul, he could in the 

long run secure his own preservation only by aiding justice. 

An evil so monstrous as tyranny arises from nothing but law- 

lessness. Some wrongly deem that men are not themselves the 

causes of their being deprived of freedom, but are forcibly 

deprived of it by the tyrant. To think that a king or tyrant 

1 Protr. 16, p. 83: 7d yap mepuaupetv Thy yéverw amd Tis PuxAs Kal éxxaBaiper 

Thy roylter Oar Suvapevny avrijs évépyerav wddora ait mpoo7jKer. 

2 Protr. 20, p. 97: rév Te ab dperfs dpeyoucvor Tis cuumdons oKemréoy elvat, éK 

rlvos av Noyou 7 epyou dpisros eln* ToLOdTOs 5’ av ely 4 WreloToLs PEN wos wy. 

Ww, 9 
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arises from anything but lawlessness and greed is folly’. When 
law and justice have departed from the multitude, then, since 
human life cannot go on without them, the care of them has to 

pass over to one. The one man whom some suppose able by 

his single power to dissolve justice and the law that exists for 
the common good of all, is of flesh like the rest and not of 
adamant. It is not in his power to strip men of them against 
their will. On the contrary, he survives by restoring them when 
they have failed. Lawlessness then being the cause of such 
great evils, and order being so great a good, there is no means 

of attaining happiness but to make law preside over one’s own 

life. 

The Protrepticus concludes with an interpretation of thirty- 

nine Pythagorean “symbols,” or short precepts which are taken 

as cryptic expressions of philosophic truths. In their literal 

meaning, Iamblichus says, they would be nonsensical; but, 

according to the “reserve” (éyeuv@ia) inculeated by Pythagoras 

on his disciples, not all of them were intended to be understood 

easily by those who run (tois aA@s akovovaew €& eTrLOpouns TE 

évtuyyavovow). lamblichus proposes to give the solutions of 

them all, without making an exception of those that fell under 

the Pythagorean reserve. 

The interpretations contain many points of interest. If the 

precepts were ever literal “ taboos,” not a trace of this character 

is retained. The last given, which was generally understood to 

command abstinence from animal food, is interpreted simply as 

inculcating justice with fit regard for what is of kindred nature 

and sympathetic treatment of the life that is like our own*. 

The absence of any reference to the literal meaning seems to 
indicate that Iamblichus did not follow Porphyry on this point. 

In interpreting the “symbols” relating to theology, if the whole 

of what he says is fairly considered, he seems to give them a 

turn against credulity; his last word being that that which is 

1 Protr. 20, p. 103: dors yap tyetra Bacitéa 7 Tvpavvov e& addou Twds 

ylyvecOar 7 €& dvoulas Te Kal meovegias, Mwpds EoTUW. 

2 Protr. 21, p. 125: rd dé ‘éupixwv dméxov’ éml Sikacoovvny mporpémet kal 

macay Tiv Too cuyyevois Tima Kai Thy THs duolas fwHs amodoxiy Kal mpos €Tepa 

To.avTa mdelova. 
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to be believed is that which is demonstrable. One of them 

runs, “ Mistrust nothing marvellous about the gods, nor about 
the divine opinions.” After pointing out generally the weakness 
of man’s faculties, which should prevent him from judging rashly 
as to what is possible to the gods, Iamblichus goes on to explain 
more particularly that by “the divine opinions” (ra Geta 
Soywata) are meant those of the Pythagorean philosophy, 
and that they are proved by cogent demonstration to be 
necessarily true’. The precept therefore means: Acquire 

mathematical knowledge, so that you may understand the 
nature of demonstrative evidence, and then there will be no 

room for mistrust. That is also what is meant in reference to 

the gods’. The truth about the whole, Iamblichus says in 

another place, is concealed and hard to get hold of, but is to 

be sought and tracked out by man through philosophy, which, 
receiving some small sparks from nature, kindles them into a 

flame and makes them more active by the sciences that proceed 

from herself*. Many of the sayings are interpreted as com- 
mending the method of philosophising from intelligible principles 
setting forth the nature of the stable and incorporeal reality. 
The “Italic” philosophy—which had long since come to be 
regarded as a doctrine of incorporeal being—is to be preferred 
before the Ionic‘. The precept, not to carve the image of a god 
on a ring (‘@e00 TUzrov pr) eriyAude SaxtvAiw’) is interpreted 
to mean, “Think of the gods as incorporeal®.” The model of 

1 Protr. 21, pp. 110—111. 
2 This extended interpretation, with its preface about the inadequacy of 

human judgments on divine things, comes out of its proper place. The 

“symbol,” which is the twenty-fifth, is also explained in due order (p. 121), and 

there the preface is omitted and the whole runs thus: To dé ‘rept Oe@v under 

Oavuacrov dmicrer unde epi Oelwyv Soyudtwv’ mporpémer pmeTievar Kal KTacOat exeiva 

Ta pabhuara, du’ & ovk dmarhoers odKére Tepl Oey Kai Tepl Belwy Doyudrwv EXwy Ta 

pabipara kal Tas émoTrnmovixas a7odelges. 

3 Protr. 21, p. 116: érel yap amdbxpupos pice H Tepl Tod mavTds adjOea, Kal 

Suc Onparos ikavas* (nryTéa dé duws avOpdrw Kal éfixvevTéa wddora dia Pi\ogopias. 

dua yap addXou Tivos émirndevparos ovTws ddvvaTor avrn 5€ uixkpd Twa évatouara 

rapa THs picews NauBdvovea Kal woavel Epodiafouevn Cwrupel Te aTa Kal meyedvver 

kal évepyéarepa dia Twv map’ abris wabnudrwy amrepyd era. 

4 Protr. 21, p. 125: mporiva tiv “Irani prrocopiay tiv Ta dowpara Kad’ 

aira Oewpodoay ris "Iwvixis THs TA THuaTa Mponyouuévws EmioKoTOUMEer7S. 

5 Protr. 21, p. 120. 

9—2 
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method for the discovery of truth about divine things is, as has 
been said, that of mathematics. Thus the precept ‘év 0d@ m7 
oxife’ is turned against the method of search by a series of 

dichotomies, and in favour of a process which leads directly to 
truth without ambiguity because each step of the way is 
demonstratively certain as soon as it is taken’. The special 
bearing of the Pythagorean philosophy, with its appeal to 
equality and proportion, on the virtue of justice (Tv TeNevoTaT ny 
apet)v) is dwelt on®. Then, in nearing the end, Jamblichus 

points out as one incitement to philosophise, that of all kinds 

of knowledge philosophy alone has no touch of envy or of joy 
in others’ ill, since it shows that men are all akin and of like 

affections and subject in common to unforeseen changes of. 
fortune. Whence it promotes human sympathy and mutual 

love’. 

3. The School of Lamblichus. 

After the death of Iamblichus, his school dispersed itself 

over the whole Roman Empire*. His most brilliant disciple 

was Sopater, a man of ambitious temperament, who, as 

Eunapius expresses it, thought to change the purpose of 
Constantine by reason. He did in fact succeed in gaining 

a high position at Court; but m the struggle of intrigue his 
enemies at last got the better of him, and he was condemned 

by the Christian emperor to be executed, apparently on a 
charge of magic. According to Eunapius, he was accused of 
binding the winds so as to prevent the arrival of the ships on 
which Constantinople depended for its supply of corn’. 

Both now and for some time later, philosophers and others 

who were not even nominal adherents of Christianity could 

be employed by Christian rulers. Eustathius, another of 
Iamblichus’s disciples, was sent by Constantius on an embassy 

1 Protr. 21, pp. 118—119. 2 Protr. 21, p. 114. 

3 Protr. 20, p. l23. 

4 Kunap. Vitae (lamblichus) : a\d\o ev yap addaxod Tov elpnudvwv duudynTrav 

SrexplOnoay eis dracav Ti ‘Pwuatkhy émixpdrecav. 

5 Kunap. Vitae (Aedesius). 
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to Persia. Themistius, who was an Aristotelian, held offices 

at a later period. The Christians themselves, long after the 
death of Julian, were still for the most part obliged to resort 
to the philosophical schools for their scientific culture’. The 
contest in the world, however, was now effectively decided, 

and the cause represented by the philosophers was plainly seen 
to be the losing one. Of its fortunes, and of the personalities 
of its adherents, we get a faithful picture from Eunapius, whose 

life of Aedesius is especially interesting for the passages 
showing the feelings with which the triumph of the Church 
was regarded. Aedesius was the successor of Iamblichus at 
Pergamum in Mysia. The biographer, it may be noted, dis- 
tinctly tells us that he had no reputation for theurgy. The 
marvels he connects with his name relate to the clairvoyance 

of Sosipatra, the wife of Eustathius. Aedesius educated the 
sons of Eustathius and Sosipatra; hence the connexion. One 

of them, Antoninus, took up his abode at the Canopic mouth 
of the Nile, whither came the youth eager for philosophical 

knowledge. To him again, as to Aedesius, no theurgical 

accomplishments are ascribed; a possible reason in both cases, 

Eunapius suggests, being concealment on account of the 
hostility of the new rulers of the world. Those who put 
before him logical problems were immediately satisfied ; those 
who threw out anything about “diviner” inquiries found him 
irresponsive as a statue. He probably did not himself regard 
it as supernatural prescience when he uttered the prophecy, 
afterwards held for an oracle, that soon “a fabulous and 

formless darkness shall tyrannise’ over the fairest things on 
earth” (kat Te pu0@des Kai aevdés TKOTOS TUpavYncEL Ta ert 

ys KaXXoTa)*. The accession of Julian to the empire created 
1 Zeller, iii. 2, p. 739. 

2 Cf. Gibbon on the ‘“ Final Destruction of Paganism,” where the prediction 

is quoted in a note. (Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, ed. J. B. Bury, 

vo]. iii. p. 208.) In the chapter referred to, however, Gibbon antedated the 

disappearance of pagan rites; as may be seen from the lives of philosophers 

later than Eunapius’s period. With the impression made on the biographer, it 

is interesting to compare his contemporary St Jerome’s description, cited by 

Grote at the end of the preface to his Plato, of the desertion of the philosophic 

schools. Who now, asks the Christian Father, reads Plato or Aristotle? ‘ Rus- 

ticanos vero et piscatores nostros totus orbis loquitur, universus mundus sonat.” 

” 
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no illusion in the most clear-sighted of the philosophers. 
Chrysanthius, one of his instructors in the Neo-Platonic 

philosophy, was pressingly invited by him to come and join 
him in the restoration of Hellenism. Deterred, the biographer 

says, by unfavourable omens, he declined. The Emperor never- 
theless conferred on him, in association with his wife Melite, 

the high-priesthood of Lydia. This he accepted: but, fore- 
warned of the failure of Julian’s attempt to revive the ancient 
worship, he altered as little as possible during his tenure of 
office; so that there was hardly any disturbance there when 
the state of things was again reversed; whereas elsewhere the 

upheavals and depressions were violent. This was at the time 

looked upon as an example of his unerring foresight, derived 
from the knowledge of divine things communicated by his 

Pythagorean masters*. It was added, that he knew how to 
make use of his gift of prevision; this, no doubt, in contrast 
with Maximus’. 

Maximus and Chrysanthius were fellow-pupils of Aedesius, 
and were united in their devotion to theurgy. When Julian 
was first attracted to the philosophic teachers of his time, the 

aged Aedesius had commended him to his disciples Eusebius 

and Chrysanthius, who were present, and Priscus and Maximus, 

who were then absent from Pergamum. Eusebius, whose 
special interest was in logical studies, spoke with disparage- 
ment of theurgy, but Julian’s curiosity was excited by what he 

heard. ‘To satisfy it, he visited Maximus at Ephesus, at whose 
suggestion he sent for Chrysanthius also. Under Maximus and 
Chrysanthius he continued his philosophical studies. It may 
have been his interest in theurgy that led him to seek initia- 

tion, during his visit to Greece, in the Eleusinian mysteries ; 

though his argument afterwards for being initiated was merely 

compliance with ancient usage; he treats it as a matter of 

' Kunap. Vitae (Maximus). Melite was a kinswoman of Eunapius, and 

Chrysanthius became his teacher in philosophy. 

* Kunap. Vitae (Chrysanthius): opav yoiv av tis abrov épnoe paddov Ta 

Eooueva 7 mpodéyew Ta wédNOVTA, oUTWs amavTa dijOper Kal cuvedduBavev, woavel 

Tapwy Te Kal cuvayY Tots Hers. 
2 2 ’ a hy , e tal , * Ib. : €OavuacOn yodv éri rovTas, ws ob udvov Sewvds Ta wéAovTA mpovoety, a\Na 

kal Tots yvwobelo. xpjoacba. 
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course that such ceremonies can make no difference to the 
soul’s lot. When he had become Emperor, he invited Maximus 

with Chrysanthius, and afterwards Priscus, to Court. Unlike 

Chrysanthius, Maximus, when he found the omens unfavourable, 
persisted till he got favourable ones. In power, as Eunapius 

frankly acknowledges, he displayed a want of moderation which 
led to his being treated afterwards with great severity. He 
was put to death under Valens, as the penalty of having been 

consulted regarding divinations about the Emperor’s successor. 

Priscus, we learn?, had been from his youth up a person of 
rather ostentatious gravity and reserve. He was, however, no 

pretender, but maintained the philosophic character consistently 
during the reign of Julian; nor was he afterwards accused of 

any abuse of power. He died at the time when the Goths 
were ravaging Greece (396-8). Preserving always his grave 
demeanour, says Eunapius, and laughing at the weakness of 
mankind, he perished along with the sanctuaries of Hellas, 
having lived to be over ninety, while many cast away their 

lives through grief or were killed by the barbarians. During 
the events that followed Julian’s reign (361-363), the bio- 
grapher was himself a youth®. He was born probably in 346 

or 347, and died later than 414. 

Of the literary activity of the school during the period 
from the death of Iamblichus to the end of the fourth ceutury, 

there is not much to say. Many of the philosophers seem to 
have confined themselves to oral exposition. Chrysanthius 

wrote much, but none of his works have come down to us. 

We have reports of the opinions of Theodore of Asine’*, an 

immediate disciple both of Porphyry and of Iamblichus. His 
writing seems to have taken the form chiefly of commentaries. 
Proclus had a high opinion of him and frequently cites him. 

We learn that with Plotinus he maintained the passionlessness 

1 Or. vir. 239 Bo: Trovras pév, ols déiws Tod punOjvac BeBlwra, Kal pH 

punbetow oi Oeol Tas duorBas axepatous PuAdtTovet, Tots dé woxOnpots ovdév éore wAéov 

kav elaw Trav iepav eloppnowor tepiBdduwv. 

* Kunap. Vitae (Priscus). 

3 Eunap. Vitae (Maximus): xal 6 tadra ypddwy éradevero kar’ éxelvous rods 

xpovous tats wy Kal els Ep7jBous dpre Tedwv. 

+ Zeller, iii. 2, pp. 724 ff. 
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and uninterrupted activity of the higher part of the soul; and 
that he defended Plato’s position on the equality of the sexes. 
Dexippus, another disciple of Iamblichus, wrote, in the form of 

a dialogue with a pupil, a work on the Aristotelian Categories 
which survives’. The book De Mysteriis, long attributed to 

Iamblichus himself, is now considered only as illustrating the 
general direction of his school*. Its most distinctive feature 
is insistence on the necessity and value of ceremonial religion 
for the mass of mankind, and indeed for all but an inappreciable 
minority. It is admittedly well-written, as is also the little 

book of Sallust De Diis et Mundo*. This Sallust, according 
to Zeller*, was pretty certainly the friend of Julan known 
from the Emperor’s Orations and from references in the 
historians; and the book may have been put forth with a 
popular aim as a defence of the old religious system now 

restored and to be justified in the light of philosophy. A 

noteworthy point im it is the apology for animal sacrifices. 
As in the De Mysteriis, the higher place of philosophy is saved 

by the position that the incorporeal gods are in no way affected 
by prayer or sacrifice or by any kind of ceremony, and are 
moved by no passions. The forms of traditional religion, it 1s 

nevertheless maintained, are subjectively useful to men, and 
its modes of speech admit of a rational interpretation. The 
book ends by affirming the position of the Republic, that virtue 
would be sufficient for happiness even if there were no rewards 
reserved for it in another life. 

1 Zeller, iii. 2, p. 737, n. 1. 

2 An edition of it was published at Oxford by Gale in 1678, with Latin 

version and notes and a reconstruction of Porphyry’s letter to Anebo, to which it 

is a reply. The later edition by Parthey (Berlin, 1857) is based on Gale’s. 

English readers will find an exact account of the sceptical queries of Porphyry, 

and of the solutions given by the author, in Maurice’s Moral and Metaphysical 

Philosophy, vol. i. 

3 Edited by Orelli, with Latin version and notes, in 1821. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

THE POLEMIC AGAINST CHRISTIANITY. 

In taking up the defence of the old against the new 
religious institutions of the Roman Empire, the Neo-Platonists 
were simply continuing the attitude of earlier philosophical 
culture. From the time when the new religious phenomenon 
was first consciously recognised—that is to say, from about the 
beginning of the second century—it had aroused an instinctive 
antagonism among men who were as far from believing the 

pagan myths as the Christians themselves. The outlines of 
the apology for paganism, so far as it can be recovered, remain 
from first to last without essential modification. Celsus, writing 
in the second century, conceives the problem to be that of 
reconciling philosophical theism with diversities of national 

worship. It may be solved, in his view, by supposing the 
supreme Deity to have allotted different regions to subordinate 
divine powers, who may either be called gods, as by the Greeks, 
or angels, as by the Jews. Then, to show that the Christians 

have no philosophical advantage, he points to the declarations 

of Greek thinkers that there is one supreme God, and that the 

Deity has no visible form. On the other side, he insists on 
the resemblances between Hebrew and Greek legends. Greek 

mythology, he remarks, has in common with Christianity its 
stories of incarnations. In other religions also resurrections 
are spoken of. Such are those of Zamolxis in Scythia and of 
Rhampsinitus among the Egyptians. Among the Greeks too 
there are cases in which mortal men have been represented as 
raised to divinity. Noah’s flood may have been borrowed from 
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Deucalion’s, and the idea of Satan from the Greek Titanomachies. 

The more intelligent Jews and Christians are ashamed of much 
in Biblical history, and try to explain it allegorically. What is 
supposed to be distinctive of Christian ethics has been put 

better, because more temperately, by the Greek philosophers. 

Plato holds much the same view about the difficulty there is 
for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of heaven. He 

declares likewise that evil is never to be returned for evil. 

The reproach of idolatry against the non-Judaic religions is a 
calumny. Statues are not regarded as deities, but only as aids 

to devotion. To the highest God, as all agree, only the worship 

of the mind ought to be offered. But why should not hymns 
be addressed to beneficent visible powers lke the sun, or to 
mental attributes such as Wisdom, represented by Athena ? 

Piety is more complete when it has regard to all the varied 
manifestations of divinity in the world!. 

On their side, the Christians were quite willing to appeal 
to philosophers and poets who had had ideas of a purer religion 
than that of the multitude. All such ideas, they maintained, 

were borrowed from the Hebrew Scriptures. Philo had pre- 
viously taken that view; and, as we saw, among men who 

attached themselves to the Hellenic tradition, Numenius was 

ready to allow something of the same kind. Theodoret, early 
in the fifth century, is sarcastic upon the ignorance displayed 
by the pagans of his time, who are not aware of the fact, to be 

learned from their own sages, that the Greeks owed most of 
their knowledge of the sciences and arts to the “ barbarians’.” 

As against unmodified Judaism, the Christians could find 

support for some of their own positions in the appeal to 
religious reformers like Apollonius of Tyana; who, condemning 
blood-offerings as he did on more radical grounds than them- 

selves, was yet put forward by the apologists of paganism as a 

half-divine personage. So far did this go that Hierocles, the 

1 See Keim’s reconstruction of the arguments of Celsus from Origen’s reply 

(Celsus’ Wahres Wort, 1873). 

2 See p. 89 of Neumann’s prolegomena to his reconstruction of Julian’s 

work against the Christians, to be spoken of later. In taking for granted the 

essential independence of Hellenic culture, it would seem that Greek popular 

opinion was sounder than much learned opinion. 
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Proconsul of Bithynia who wrote against the Christians in the 
time of Diocletian, gave his ecclesiastical antagonist Eusebius 
occasion to treat the part of his book that dealt with Apollonius 
as the only part worth replying to. And Porphyry, in whom 
the Christians saw their most dangerous adversary, himself 
made a distinct claim to what we should now call religious as 

distinguished from philosophical liberty in the matter of food 
and of sacrificing. Nor was any objection usually raised by the 
authorities to reforming sects that aimed at personal holiness. 
The Roman Government even looked upon it as part of its own 

function to repress savage rites, such as human sacrifices. 
Whence then sprang the repugnance almost uniformly to be 
observed in the statesmen, philosophers and men of letters who 

were brought into contact with the new religion? For they 

were quite prepared to appreciate a monotheistic worship, and 
to welcome anything that afforded a real prospect of moral 
reform. 

We might be tempted to find the cause in the want of 

culture among ordinary Christians. Julian, for example, who de- 

tested the “uneducated Cynics” of his time, can think of nothing 

worse to say of them than that they resemble the Christian 
monks (azrotaxtiatat)'. The only difference is that the Cynics 
do not make a business of gathering alms; and perhaps this is 

only because they can find no plausible pretext. It is those, he 
adds, who have shown no capacity for rhetorical or philosophical 
culture that rush straight to the profession of Cynicism? Yet, 
he goes on to admit, there is really, as the Cynics claimed on 

their own behalf, a “shorter path” to philosophic virtue than 
the normal one of intellectual discipline. The shorter path is, 
however, the more difficult; requiring greater and not less 

vigour of mind and firmness of will. Of those who took it were 

the elder Cynics like Diogenes. The true as distinguished 
from the false Cynic remained, in fact, for Julian as for Epic- 

tetus, a hero among philosophers. This was part of the Stoical 

1 Or. vu, 224 a—c. 

2 Or, vil. 225B: trav pyropixady oi dvtuabécrara Kal ob bm’ avrod Tob Bacihéws 

"Epyod ryv yhGrrav éxxabapOjvar Suvdmevor, ppevwOjvar 5é obdé mpds abris Tis 

“AOnvas olv TQ ‘Epuy,...opuaow éml tov Kuviopdv. 
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tradition continued into Neo-Platonism. And, as we know, it 

was a commonplace with philosophic preachers to make light 
of mental accomplishments as compared with moral strength. 
Besides, the Christians had among them men of rhetorical 
training who were not without knowledge of philosophy. The 
antagonism therefore cannot be accounted for altogether on this 
line. 

The truth is that the Graeco-Roman world had a perception, 

vague at first but gradually becoming clearer, of what was to 

be meant by Christian theocracy. When Tacitus spoke of the 
“exitiabilis superstitio,’ he had doubtless come face to face in 

Asia with nascent Catholicism. In the fourth century, the new 
types of the fanatical monk and the domineering ecclesiastic 
were definitely in the world, and we may see by the expressions 
of Eunapius the intense antipathy they aroused’. Already in 
the second century, Celsus, while he treated the Gnostic sects, 
with their claims to a higher “knowledge,” as having a perfect 
right to the Christian name, was evidently much more struck 

by the idea of a common creed which was to be humbly 
accepted. This was the distinctive idea of that which he 
recognises as the “great Church” among the Christians. It is 

remarkable that, in dealing with the claims of Christianity 
generally, and not with the strange tenets of some speculative 

sects, the defender of the established order in the Roman State 

treats philosophy as the true wisdom by which everything is to 
be tested, and reproaches the revolutionary innovators on the 

ground that they say to their dupes, “Do not examine.” 

Celsus was probably a Roman official; and he may have seen 
already some of the political aims of the new society. For of 

course the word “catholic” as applied to the Church was not 

intended to remain without a very tangible meaning. The 
Christian apologists of the second century are already looking 
forward to spiritual control over the public force of the Empire’. 

1 Kunap. Vitae (Aedesius): efra émeoiyov Tots tepois Témots Tovs Kaoumévous 

povaxovs, avOpwrous mev Kata 7d eldos, 6 5é Blos adbrots cuwOys,...TUpaYYLKHY "yap 

elyev éLovciay Tore Tas dvOpwros pédawav opwv éecbjTa Kai Onuoocia Bovddpevos 

adoxnmovetv. 

2 See Renan, Marc-Auréle. The alternative imposed by the Church on the 

Empire was, Renan says, to persecute or to become a theocracy. 
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A verse of the New Testament by which the claim was held to 
be made is pointed to by Julian in arguing that the Christians 
are not legitimate successors of the Israelites. Christ, according 

to the view of the Church, was the prophet that Moses foretold, 
of whom it was said, “that every soul, which will not hear that 
prophet, shall be destroyed from among the people” (Acts 11. 
23). The Church possessed the teachings of Christ, and was 
a living body with the right to declare them authoritatively. 
The true religion was not now, as under an earlier dispensation, 

for one chosen race, but for the whole world. Hence the whole 

world was bound to hear and to obey it. The reply of Julian 
was that the application of the prediction supposed to have 
been made was false. Moses never had the least idea that his 
legislation was to be abrogated, but intended it for all time. 
The prophet he meant was simply a prophet that should renew 
his own teaching of the law. The law was for the Jews only, 

and the Christians had no claim to represent them. The 
Jewish religion had its proper place as one national religion 
among others. It was open even to those who were not born 

under it to adopt it as their own if they chose ; but they should 
have submitted to all its obligations. The care of the Jews 
about religious observances, and their readiness to face perse- 

cution on behalf of them, are contrasted by the Emperor in one 
place with the laxity and indifference of the Greeks. They are 
in part pious, he says, worshipping as they do the God who 
rules the visible world, whom we also serve under other names. 

In this only are they in error, that they arrogate to themselves 

alone the worship of the one true God, and think that to us, 
“the nations,” have been assigned none but gods whom they 

themselves do not deign to regard at all’. 

Julian, we see, had no hostility to Hebrew religion as such, 

On the contrary, he resembles Porphyry in showing special 

friendliness to it in so far as its monotheism may be taken to 

coincide with that of philosophy. The problem presented to 

the Empire by Judaism, so difficult at an earlier period, had 
now become manageable through the ending of all political 

1 Ep. 63 (ed. Hertlein). ddafoveig BapBapixn, adds Julian, mpds raurnvi rhv 

dmévoay émrapbévtes. 
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aspirations on the part of the Jewish community. The question 

as to the respective merits of Hebrew and Greek religion, if no 
new question had arisen, would soon have been reduced to a 
topic of the schools. The system, at once philosophical and 
political, of the classical world in its dealings with religion, was 

not of course “religious liberty” in its modern sense. In a 
congeries of local worships, mostly without definite creeds, 
the question of toleration for dissentients had scarcely arisen. 
The position reached by the representatives of ancient thought, 

and allowed in practice, was that the national religions might 
all be preserved, not only as useful, but as adumbrations of 
divine truth. ‘To express that truth adequately is the business 

of philosophy and not of popular religion. Philosophy is to be 

perfectly free. This is laid down explicitly by Julian’. Thus, 
according to the system, philosophy is cosmopolitan and is an 

unfettered inquiry into truth. Religion is local and is bound 
to the performance of customary rites. Those who are in quest 

of a deeper knowledge will not think of changing their ancestral 
religion, but will turn to some philosophical teacher. At the 
same time, the religions are to be moralised?. Priests are to be 

men of exemplary life, and are to be treated with high respect. 
The harmony of the whole system had of course been broken 
through by Christianity, which, after the period of attempted 
repression by force, had now been for more than a generation 

the religion of the Empire. Julian’s solution of the problem, 
renewed by his reversal of the policy of his uncle, was to grant 

a formal toleration to all®*. Both sides are forbidden to use 

1 Or. v. 170 Bc. For those of ordinary capacity (rofs idudras) the utility of 

divine myths is sufficiently conveyed through symbols without rational under- 

standing. For those of exceptional intelligence (rots repirrots) there can be no 

utility without investigation into truth of reason, continued to the end, ov« aldot 

kal miarer waddov addorpias dbEns HTH opeTepa KaTa voov évepyela. 

2 See Ep. 49. The progress of Hellenism is not sufficient without moral 

reform. The example set by the Christians of philanthropy to strangers, and 

by the Jews of supporting their own poor, ought to be followed by the Greeks, 

Anciently, continues Julian, this belonged to the Hellenic tradition, as is shown 

by the words of Eumaeus in the Odyssey (xiv. 56). 

° The earliest edicts of Constantine had simply proclaimed a toleration of 

Christianity; but these, it was well understood, were a mere preliminary to its 
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violence, which is entirely out of place where opinions are 

concerned’. Nevertheless, for dignities, “the pious”—that is 
to say, the adherents of the old religions—are to be preferred’. 

Christians are not allowed to be public teachers of Grecian 
letters; the reason assigned being that the Greek poets, 

historians and orators treat the gods with honour, whereas the 
Christians speak dishonourably of them. It is unworthy of an 
educated or of a good man to teach one thing and to think 

another. Let them either change their views about the 
theology of the Greeks or confine themselves to the exposi- 
tion of their own’. 

By this policy there is no reason to think that the Emperor 
was putting back a process by which captive Greece might 

again have led the conqueror captive. The Church absolutely 

needed the elements of culture if it was to rule the world; and 

it could find them only in the classical tradition. It was now 
in more or less conscious possession of its own system, which 
was precisely the antithesis of the system which Julian desired 
to restore. A religion had been revealed which claimed to be 
true for all. Philosophy, so far as it was serviceable, could be 
treated as a preparation for it or as an instrument in defining 

its doctrines, but could have no independent standing-ground. 
Letters, in the hands of ecclesiastics, could furnish the gram- 

matical and rhetorical training without which the reign of a 
“spiritual power” would have been impossible. The new 

system, however, was as yet far from being fully at work. 

Christian pupils, we must remember, continued to frequent 

the pagan schools much later. Thus there was evidently no 

insuperable prejudice by which they would have been univer- 
sally excluded from a liberal education not subjugated to 
ecclesiastical authority. If then by any possibility the advance 

acceptance as the State religion. Julian stripped the Church of the privileges, 

over and above toleration, which it had acquired in the meantime. 

1 Bp. 52, 4388: Adyw dé welOecPar xph Kal diddoKesOar Tods avOpwrous, ov 

mrnyals ode UBpecw ove aikiou@ ToD cwuatos. avfis dé kal moANdKLs Tapa Tots 

éml Thy adnO7 OcocéBeray dppwmévors undev adixety Tov VadirAalwy ra rrANOn, wnde 

ériribecOar unde UBpifew els avrouvs. 

2 Ep. 7, 376c: mpotiuacba pévrot Tos OeoceBets kal mavu Pyui detv. 

3 Ep. 42. 
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of the theocratic idea could have been checked, it is clear that 

the Emperor took exactly the right measures. The classical 
writers were to be seen, so far as public authority could secure 
it, under the light of the tradition to which they themselves 
belonged. Pupils were not to be systematically taught in the 

schools of the Empire that the pagan gods were “ evil demons,” 
and that the heroes and sages of antiquity were amoug the 
damned. And, hopeless as the defeated party henceforth was 

of a change of fortune, Julian’s memory furnished a rallying- 
point for those who now devoted themselves to the preservation 

of the older culture interpreted by itself. Marinus, in writing 
the biography of Proclus, dates his death “in the 124th year 
from the reign of Julian.” Thus the actual effect of his 

resistance to that system of ecclesiastical rule which afterwards, 
to those who again knew the civic type of life, appeared as a 

“Kingdom of Darkness,’ may have been to prolong the evening 

twilight. 

All who have studied the career of Julian recognise that his 
great aim was to preserve “Hellenism,” by which he meant 

Hellenic civilisation. Of this the ancient religion was for him 

the symbol. The myths about the gods are not to be taken 
literally. The marriage of Hyperion and Thea, for example, is 
a poetic fable’. What the poets say, along with the divine 
element in it, has also much that is human®. Pure truth, 

unmixed with fable, is to be found in the philosophers, and 

especially in Plato*. On the Jewish religion, the Emperor’s 
position sometimes appears ambiguous. He easily finds, in the 

1 Or, tv. 1860: uy 6€ cuvdvacudy pndé yduous t’rohapBavwuev, dmira Kal 

Tapaddoea THS TounTiKHs pmovons abvpuara. 

2 Tb. 1370: adda Ta mév TOV TornTav xalpew éedowmev’ Exel yap wera TOD Helov 

mond kal TO avOpwrwwor. 

3 Julian, however, like the Neo-Platonists generally, is unwilling to allow 

that Plato could ever have intended to treat the poetic legends with disrespect. 

In Or. vit. 237 Bc, he cites as an example of ev\dBea wepl ra Tov Oedv dvduara, 

the well-known passage in the Timaeus, 40D, about the gods that have left 

descendants among us, whom we cannot refuse to believe when they tell us of 

their own ancestors. This, he says, might have been ironical (as evidently 

many took it to be) if put in the mouth of Socrates; but Timaeus, to whom it 

is actually assigned, had no reputation for irony. 
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Old Testament, passages from which to argue that the God of 
Israel is simply a tribal god like those of the nations. His 
serious opinion, however, seems to have been that the Hebrew 

prophets had arrived at an expression, less pure indeed than 

that of the Greek philosophers, but quite real, of the unity of 
divine government?. In one passage—than which no better 
could be found to illustrate the antithesis between “ Hebraism ” 
and “ Hellenism”—he compares them to men seeing a great 
light as through a mist, and unable to describe what they see 
except by imagery drawn from the destructive force of fire’. 

While himself regarding the divinity as invisible and incorporeal, 
he treats as prejudice their denunciations of the making of 
statues. The kind of truth he would recognise in popular 
polytheism he finds not altogether inconsistent with the 
Hebrew Scriptures, which speak of the angels of nations. 
National deities, whether to be called angels or gods, are 
interpreted as a kind of genius of each race. The various 
natural aptitudes of peoples suppose a variety in the divine 
cause, and this can be expressed as a distribution made by 
the supreme God to subordinate powers*. That is the 
position taken up by Julian in his book against the Christians 
—which is at the same time a defence of Hellenism. From 

the fragments contained in Cyril’s reply—of which perhaps half 
survives—it has been beautifully reconstructed by C. J. Neu- 
mann‘, A summary of the general argument will serve better 

than anything else to make clear the spiritual difference that 
separated from their Christian contemporaries the men who 
had received their bent in the philosophic schools. 

Evidently neither Julian’s work nor any other was felt to 
be so peculiarly damaging as Porphyry’s. By a decree of the 

1 Cf. Ep. 25. 

2 Fragmentum Epistolae, 296 4: ofov pas uéya de dulydns of dvOpwrot BXérovTes 

od Kabap&s ode ei\ixpivas, ard b€ exeivo vevourkdres ovxl pws Kafapdv, adda Trip, 

kal rav mepl alto mavrtwy bvres dBéaro. Bowor wéya* Hpirrere, PoBeiabe, wip, POE, 

@dvaros, udxaipa, poudala, moots dvduace play ée&nyovmevor Thy BamTTLKHY Tov 

mupos diva. 

3’ This idea, which we meet with also in Celsus, appears to have been 

suggested by a passage in the Critias, where such a distribution is described. 

+ Tuliani Imperatoris Librorum contra Christianos quae supersunt (1880). 

Ww. 10 
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Council of Ephesus (431) and by a law of Theodosius IT. (448), 
Porphyry’s books, though not those of Celsus, Hierocles or 

Julian, were sentenced to be burned. In the changed form of 

the law in Justinian’s code, the books written by any one else 
to the same purpose (cata Tis evoeBovs TOY Xpiotiavav 

Opnoxeias) are brought under the decree, but not by name}. 

The difference between Julian’s line of attack and Porphyry’s, 

so far as it can be made out, is that Julian, while much that he 

too says has an interest from its bearing on questions of Biblical 

criticism, pays no special attention to the analysis of documents. 
He takes for granted the traditional ascriptions of the Canonical 
books, and uniformly quotes the Septuagint. Porphyry is said 

to have known the Hebrew original. We have already met 
with his view on the Book of Daniel; and so characteristic was 

his inquiry into questions of authorship and chronology, that 
Neumann is inclined to refer to him an assertion of the late 
and non-Mosaic origin of the Pentateuch, quoted by Macarius 
Magnes about the end of the fourth century from an unknown 

philosopher*. What line was taken either by Julian or by 
Porphyry on the primitive teaching of Christianity itself, hardly 
anything remains to show. Of Porphyry, as was said, all the 
express refutations have disappeared ; and of the later books of 
Cyril’s reply to Julian there are left only a few fragments. We 
learn from one of these*® that the Catholic saint rejected as 

spurious the words of Christ in Luke xxii. 34. “The Apostate” 
had apparently quoted them against anticipations of the 
mediaeval treatment of the Jews. On the cult of martyrs, 
the Bishop of Alexandria's reply is not without point, as Julian 
would have been the first to allow) The Greeks themselves, 

he says®, go in procession to the tombs and celebrate the praises 
of those who fought for Greece; yet they do not worship them 
as gods. No more do we offer to our martyrs the worship due 

1 Neumann, Prolegomena, pp. 8—9. 

2 Neumann, Prolegomena, p. 20: Mwvaéws ovdév amoowferar. ouyypdupata 

yap mdvra cweumempyoba TO vag éyera. doa 5 ew’ dvduat. Mwvoéws eypady 

peta TadTa, mera xidia Kal éExaTov Kal dy5onKxovta ern THS Mwvoéws TredeuvTis vd 

“Eodpa xal twv dud’ abrov cuveypapy. 

3 Neumann, pp. 69, 130—1. 

4 Cf. Ep. 78. > Neumann, pp. 85—6. 
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to God, nor do we pray to them. Moreover, the gods of the 
Gentiles were men who were born and died, and the tombs of 

some of them remain. Connected with this recurrence to the 

‘“Kuhemerism” which the Christian Fathers sometimes borrowed 

from Greek speculators on the origin of religion, is a quotation 
from Porphyry’s Life of Pythagoras; introduced, Neumann 

conjectures (p. 80), to prove that the Greeks had no right to be 
incredulous about the declaration (1 Peter iii. 19, 20) that 

Christ preached to the spirits in prison; since Pythagoras is 
represented as having descended into the Idaean cave (here 
apparently identified with the underworld) where the tomb of 
Jupiter was. 

On the relation of Christianity to its Hebrew origins, and 
on these as compared with the poetry and philosophy of Greece, 
a coherent account of Julian’s view can be put together. He 

seems to have begun by speaking of the intuitive knowledge 
men have of God. To such knowledge, he says,—perhaps with 
an allusion to the elements of Gnostic pessimism that had found 
their way into orthodox Christianity,—has usually been attached 
the conviction that the heavens, as distinguished from the earth, 

are a diviner part of the universe, though it is not meant by 
this that the earth is excluded from divine care. He entirely 
repudiates the fables about Cronos swallowing his children, and 
about the incestuous marriages of Zeus, and so forth. But, he 

proceeds, the story of the Garden of Eden is equally mythical. 
Unless it has some secret meaning, it is full of blasphemy, since 
it represents God as forbidding to his creatures that knowledge 

of good and evil which alone is the bond of human intelligence, 

and as envious of their possible immortality. In what do stories 
like that of the talking serpent—according to the account, the 
real benefactor of the human race—differ from those invented 
by the Greeks? Compare the Mosaic with the Platonic cos- 
mogony, and its speculative weakness becomes plain. In the 
language of the Book of Genesis there is no accurate definition. 
Some things, we are told, God commanded to come into being ; 

others he “made”; others he separated out. As to the Spirit 
(zrvedua) of God, there is no clear determination whether it was 

made, or came to be, or is eternal without generation. Accord- 

10—2 
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ing to Moses, if we are to argue from what he says explicitly’, 
God is not the creator of anything incorporeal, but is only a 
shaper of underlying matter. According to Plato, on the other 
hand, the intelligible and invisible gods of which the visible 

sun and moon and stars are images, proceed from the Demi- 
urgus, as does also the rational soul of man. Who then speaks 

better and more worthily of God, the “idolater” Plato, or he of 
whom the Scripture says that God spoke with him mouth to 

mouth ? 
Contrast now the opinions of the Hebrews and of the Greeks 

about the relations of the Creator to the various races of man- 

kind. According to Moses and all who have followed the 

Hebrew tradition, the Creator of the world chose the Hebrews 

for his own people, and cared for them only. Moses has nothing 
to say about the divine government of other nations, unless one 
should concede that he assigns to them the sun and moon for 

deities (Deut. iv. 19). Paul changes in an elusive manner’; 

but if, as he says sometimes (Rom. iii. 29), God is not the God 

of the Jews only, why did he neglect so long all but one small 
nation settled less than two thousand years ago in a portion of 

Palestine? Our teachers say that their creator is the common 
father and king of all, and that the peoples are distributed by 
him to presiding deities, each of whom rules over his allotted 

nation or city. In the Father, all things are perfect and all 
things are one; in the divided portions, one power is pre- 

dominant here, another there. Thus Ares is said to rule over 

warlike nations, Athena over those that are warlike with 

wisdom, and so forth. Let the appeal be to the facts. Do 
not these differences in the characters of nations exist? And 
it cannot be said that the differences in the parts are uncaused 

without denying that providence governs the whole. Human 
laws are not the cause of them, for it is by the natural characters 

1 Angels, Julian contends elsewhere, are the equivalents, in the Hebrew 

Scriptures, of the gods of polytheism. No doubt Moses held that they were 

produced by divine power, and were not independently existing beings; but, 

pre-eminent as their rank in the universe must be, he has no account to give of 

them in his cosmogony, where we should have expected to find one. 

2 The words are given from Cyril by Neumann (p. 177, 11): womep oi 

moNvUTodes pos Tas TéTpas. 
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of men that the laws peculiar to each people are determined. 
Legislators by the lead they give can do little in comparison 
with nature and custom. Take the case of the Western races}. 
Though they have been so long under Roman rule, you find 
extremely few among them showing aptitude for philosophy or 
geometry or any of the sciences. The cleverest appreciate only 

debate and oratory, and concern themselves with no other 
branch of knowledge. So strong is nature. 

The cause assigned by Moses for the diversity of languages 
is altogether mythical. And yet those who demand that the 
Greeks should believe the story of the tower of Babel, themselves 
disbelieve what Homer tells about the Aloadae, how they 

thought to pile three mountains on one another, i’ ovpavos 
apBartos ein®. One story is neither more nor less fabulous than 

the other. While Moses thus tries to account for the varieties 
of human speech, neither he nor any of his successors has a 
clear cause to assign for the diversity of manners and customs 
and constitutions, which is greater than that of languages. 
What need to go through the particulars: the freedom-loving 
and insubordinate ways of the German tribes; the submissive- 
ness and tameness of the Syrians and Persians and Parthians, 
and, in a word, of all the barbarians towards the East and the 

South ? 
How can a God who takes no providential care for human 

interests like those of legal and political order, and who has 
sent no teachers or legislators except to the Hebrews, claim 
reverence or gratitude from those whose good, both mental and 
physical, he has thus left to chance? But let us see whether 

the Creator of the world—be he the same as the God of the 
Hebrews or not—has so neglected all other men. 

First, however, the point must be insisted on, that it is not 

sufficient in assigning the cause of a thing to say that God 
commanded it. The natures of the things that come into 
existence must be in conformity with the commands of God. 

1 The Gauls and Iberians of course are meant. The Teutonic races had 

hardly been long enough or extensively enough under the influence of Graeco- 

Roman culture for their distinctive aptitudes to be noticed, except in warfare. 

2 Od. xi. 316. 
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If fire is to be borne upwards and earth downwards, fire must 

be light and earth heavy. Similarly, if there are to be 

differences of speech and political constitution, they must be 
in accordance with pre-existing differences of nature. Any one 

who will look may see how much Germans and Scythians differ 
in body from Libyans and Aethiopians. Is this also a mere 
command? Do not air too and geographical situation act 
together with the gods to produce a certain complexion? In 
reality, the commands of God are either the natures of things 
or accordant with the natures of things. To suppose these 

natural diversities all ordered under a divine government 
appropriate to each, is to have a better opinion of the God 

announced by Moses, if he is indeed the Lord of all, than that 

of Hebrew and Christian exclusiveness. 
Julian now turns to the detailed comparison. The admired 

decalogue, he observes, contains no commandments not recog- 

nised by all nations, except to have no other gods and to keep 
the Sabbath Day. For the transgression of the rest, penalties 
are imposed everywhere, sometimes harsher, sometimes milder, 

sometimes much the same as those of the Mosaic law. The 

commandment. to worship no other gods has joined with it the 
slander that God is jealous. The philosophers tell us to imitate 

the gods as far as possible; and they say that we can imitate 
them by contemplating the things that exist and so making 
ourselves free from passion. But what is the imitation of God 
celebrated among the Hebrews? Wrath and anger and savage 
zeal. Take the instance of Phinehas (Num. xxv. 11), who is 
represented as turning aside God’s wrath by being jealous along 

with him. 
In proof that God did not care only for the Hebrews, 

consider the various gifts bestowed on other peoples. Were 
the beginnings of knowledge given to the chosen race? The 
theory of celestial phenomena was brought to completion by 
the Greeks after the first observations had been made in 
Babylon. The science of geometry, taking its origin from the 

art of mensuration in Egypt, grew to its present magnitude. 

The study of numbers, beginning from the Phoenician mer- 
chants, at length assumed the form of scientific knowledge 
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among the Greeks, who, combining this science with the others, 

discovered the laws of musical intervals. 

Shall I, the Emperor continues, mention the names of 
illustrious Greeks as they occur, or bring them under the 
various heads,—philosophers, generals, artificers, lawgivers ? 

The hardest and cruellest of the generals will be found 
dealing more leniently with those who have committed the 

greatest crimes than Moses with perfectly unoffending people. 
Other nations have not wanted legislators in sacred things. 
The Romans, for example, have their Numa, who also delivered 

his laws under divine inspiration. The spirit from the gods, 
Julian allows in a digression, comes seldom and to few among 

men. Hebrew prophecy has ceased; none remains among the 
Egyptians ; the indigenous oracles of Greece have yielded to 
the revolutions of time and are silent. You, he says, turning 
to the Christians, had no cause to desert us and go over to the 

Hebrews for any greater gifts they have to boast of from God ; 
and yet, having done so, you would have done well to adhere to 
their discipline with exactitude. You would not then have 
worshipped, not merely one, but many dead men. You would 
have been under a harsh law with much of the barbarous in it, 

instead of our mild and human laws, and would have been 

worse in most things though better as regards religious purity 
(ayvorepot b€ Kat KaSapwrepor Tas ayioteias). But now you do 
not even know whether Jesus spoke of purity. You emulate 
the angry spirit and bitterness of the Jews, overturning temples 
and altars and slaughtering not only those who remain true to 
their paternal religion but also the heretics among yourselves. 

1 Cf. Ep. 52, where Julian recalls several massacres of ‘‘the so-called 

heretics” (ray Neyouevwy aiperixay) in the reign of his predecessor Constantius, 

Those who are called clerics, he says, are not content with impunity for their 

past misdeeds; but craving the lordship they had before, when they could 

deliver judgments and write wills and appropriate the portions of others, they 

pull every string of disorder and add fuel to the flames (rdvra k.wovdow dxoopias 

Kddwv Kal TO Neyouevov mip ert mOp dxerevovor). At the opening of the epistle, he 

professes to find that he was mistaken in the thought that ‘the rulers of the 

Galilaeans”’ would regard him more favourably than his Arian predecessor, 

under whom they were banished and imprisoned and had their goods con- 

fiscated ; whereas he himself has repealed their sentences and restored to them 

their own. 
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These things, however, belong to you and not to your teachers. 

Nowhere did Jesus leave you such commands or Paul. 
To return: the gods gave Rome the empire; to the Jews 

they granted only for a short time to be free; for the most part, 
they made them alien sojourners and subject to other nations. 
In war, in civil government, in the fine and useful arts, in the 

liberal sciences, there is hardly a name to be mentioned among 
the Hebrews. Solomon, who is celebrated among them for his 

wisdom, served other gods, deceived by his wife (imo Tis 

yuvackos), they say. This, if it were so, would not be a mark 

of wisdom; but may he not have paid due honour to the 
religions of the rest of the world by his own judgment and 
by the instruction of the God who manifested himself to him ? 

For envy and jealousy are so far from angels and gods that 
they do not extend even to the best men, but belong only to 

the demons. 

If the reading of your own scriptures is sufficient for you, 

why do you nibble at Greek learning? Why, having gone over 
to the Hebrews, do you depart further from what their prophets 
declare than from our own manners? The Jewish ritual is very 
exact, and requires a sacerdotal life and profession to fulfil it. 
The lawgiver bids you serve only one God, but he adds that 

you shall ‘not revile the gods” (Exod. xxu. 28). The brutality 

of those who came after thought that not serving them ought 

to be accompanied by blaspheming them. This you have taken 
from the Jews. From us you have taken the permission to eat 

of everything. That the earliest Christian converts were much 
the same as those of to-day is proved by what Paul says of them 
(1 Cor. vi. 9—11). Baptism, of which the Apostle speaks as 

the remedy, will not even wash off diseases and disfigurements 
from the body. Will it then remove every kind of transgression 
out of the soul ? 

The Christians, however, say that, while they differ from the 

present Jews, they are in strictness Israelites according to the 
prophets, and agree with Moses and those who followed him. 
They say, for example, that Moses foretold Christ. But Moses 
repeatedly declares that one God only is to be honoured. It is 
true that he mentions angels, and admits many gods in this 
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sense; but he allows no second God comparable with the first. 

The sayings usually quoted by the Christians from Moses and 
Isaiah have no application to the son of Mary’. Moses speaks 
of angels as the sons of God (Gen. vi. 2); Israel is called the 
firstborn son of God (Exod. iv. 22), and many sons of God 
(i.e. angels) are recognised as having the nations for their 

portion; but nothing is said of a Firstborn Son of God, or Geos 

Noyos, in the sense of the Christian doctrine. 
At this point comes a disquisition on the agreement, in all 

but a few things, of Hebrew and of Greek religion. According 

to Cyril, Julian argued that Moses commanded an offering, in 
the form of the scapegoat (Levit. xvi. 8), to unclean demons 

(utapots Kat amotpotaiow Saipocr). In not following the 
general custom of sacrificing, the Christians stand apart from 

the Jews as well as from all other nations. But the Jews, they 
will say, do not sacrifice. The reason, however, is that they do 
not think it lawful for them to sacrifice except at Jerusalem, 
and that they have been deprived of their temple. And they 
still keep up customs which are in effect sacrificial, and abstain 

from some kinds of meat. All this the Christians neglect. 

That the law in these matters was at some future time to be 

annulled, there is not the slightest suggestion in the books of 

Moses. On the contrary, the legislator distinctly declares that 

it is to be perpetual. 
That Jesus is God neither Paul nor Matthew nor Luke nor 

Mark ventured to assert. The assertion was first made—not 

quite distinctly, though there is no doubt about the meaning— 

by the worthy John, who perceived that a great multitude in 
many of the Grecian and Italian cities was taken hold of by 

this malady’, and who had heard, as may be supposed, that the 

1 A more exact discussion of them was left over for the second part, to which 

Cyril’s reply has not been preserved. The point is made in passing that any- 

thing which may be said of a ruler from Judah (Gen. xlix. 10) can have no 

reference to Jesus, since, according to the Christians, he was not the son of 

Joseph but of the Holy Spirit. Besides, the genealogies of Matthew and Luke, 

tracing the descent of Joseph from Judah, are discrepant. 

» What Julian has in view here is not any and every form of apotheosis, but, 

as the context shows, the devotion to corpses and relics, which seemed to him 

to distinguish the Christians from Jews and Greeks alike. In Ep. 49 he even 

commends their care about tombs. 
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tombs of Peter and Paul were secretly objects of adoration at 
Rome. In their adoration of tombs and sepulchres, the Chris- 
tians do not listen to the words of Jesus of Nazareth, who said 

they were full of all uncleanness (Matth, xxii. 27). Whence 

this comes, the prophet Isaiah shall say. It is the old super- 
stition of those who “remain among the graves, and lodge in 
the monuments” (Is. lxv. 4), for the purpose of divining by 
dreams. This art the apostles most likely practised after their 
master’s end, and handed it down to their successors. 

And you, Julian proceeds, who practise things which God 
abominated from the beginning through Moses and the prophets, 
yet refuse to offer sacrifices. Thence he returns to the point 
that, if the Christians would be true Israelites, they ought to 

follow the Jewish customs, and that these on the whole agree 

more with the customs of “the Gentiles” than with their own. 
Approval of animal sacrifices is clearly implied in the account 
of the offerings of Cain and Abel. Circumcision, which was 

enjoined on Abraham and his seed for ever, the Christians do 

not practise, though Christ said that he was not come to destroy 
the law. “We circumcise our hearts,” they say. By all means, 

replies Julian, for none among you is an evildoer, none is wicked ; 
thus you circumcise your hearts. Abraham, he goes on to 
interpret the account in Genesis xv., practised divination by 
shooting stars (v. 5), and augury from the flight of birds (v. 11). 

The merit of his faith therefore consisted not in believing 
without but with a sign of the truth of the promise made to 

him. Faith without truth is foolishness. 
Incomplete as the reconstruction necessarily remains, there 

is enough to show the general line the Emperor took. It was 
to deny any ground, in the Old Testament as it stood, for the 

idea of Christianity as a universalised Judaism, All else is 
incidental to this. If then no religion was meant to be universal, 
but Judaism, in so far as it excludes other religions, is only for 

Jews, the idea of Christian theocracy loses its credentials. 
Divine government is not through a special society teaching 
an authoritative doctrine, but through the order of the visible 

universe and all the variety of civic and national institutions 
in the world. The underlying harmony of these is to be sought 
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out by free examination, which is philosophy. Of philosophy, 
accordingly, and not of polytheism as such, Julian was the 

champion. And if the system he opposed did not succeed in 
finally subjugating the philosophy and culture for which he 

cared, that was due not to any modification in the aims and 

ideals of its chiefs, but to the revival of forces which in their 

turn broke the unity of the cosmopolitan Church as the Church 
had broken the unity of the Roman State. 



CHAPTER, LX: 

THE ATHENIAN SCHOOL. 

1. The Academy becomes Neo-Platonic. 

Aout the opening of the fifth century, the chair of Plato 
was occupied by Plutarch, an Athenian by birth and the first 

distinguished representative at Athens of Neo-Platonism. By 

what particular way the Neo-Platonic doctrine had reached 
Athens is unknown; but Plutarch and the “Platonic successors” 

(Acadoyot WXatwrixol) who followed him, connected themselves 

directly with the school of Iamblichus, and through Iamblichus 
with Porphyry and Plotinus. Their entrance on the new line 
of thought was to be the beginning of a revival of philosophical 
and scientific activity which continued till the succession was 

closed by the edict of Justinian in 529. Strictly, it may be said 
to have continued a little longer; for the latest works of the 
school at Athens were written some years after that date. From 
that year, however, no other teacher was allowed to profess 

Hellenic philosophy publicly; so that it may with sufficient 
accuracy be taken as fixing the end of the Academy, and with 

it of the ancient schools. 
Approximately coincident with the first phase of the revival 

at Athens, was the brilliant episode of the school at Alexandria, 
where Neo-Platonism was now taught by Hypatia as its autho- 
rised exponent. Of her writings nothing remains, though the 
titles of some mathematical ones are preserved. What is known 
is that she followed the tradition of Iamblichus, whose doctrines 
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appear in the works of her pupil and correspondent Synesius. 
Her fate in 415 at the hands of the Alexandrian monks, under 

the patriarchate of Cyril (as recorded by the ecclesiastical 

historian Socrates), was not followed immediately by the ces- 

sation of the Alexandrian chair of philosophy, which indeed 

continued to have occupants longer than any other. Between 

415 and 450, Hierocles, the author of the commentary on the 
Pythagorean Golden Verses, still professed Neo-Platonism. He 

was a pupil of Plutarch at Athens, but took up the office of 
teacher at Alexandria, of which he was a native. He too was 

an adherent of the old religion; and, for something he had said 

that was thought disrespectful towards the new, he was sentenced 

by a Christian magistrate of Constantinople to be scourged’, 
Several more names of Alexandrian commentators are recorded; 

ending with Olympiodorus in the latter part of the sixth 
century*. All these names, however,—beginning with Hierocles, 
—helong in reality to the Athenian succession’. 

Plutarch died at an advanced age in 431. His successor 
was Syrianus of Alexandria, who had been his pupil and for 
some time his associate in the chair. Among the opinions of 

Plutarch, it is recorded that with Iamblichus he extends 

immortality to the irrational part of the soul, whereas Proclus 

and Porphyry limit it to the rational part‘, A psychological 
position afterwards developed by Proclus may be noted in his 

mode of defining the place of imagination (davtacia) between 

1 See the note, pp. 9—10, in Gaisford’s edition of the Commentary on the 

Golden Verses, appended as a second volume to his edition of the Eclogues of 

Stobaeus (Oxford, 1850). 

* See Zeller, iii. 2, p. 852, n. 1, where it is shown that Olympiodorus the 

commentator on Plato is identical with the Olympiodorus who wrote (later 

than 564) the commentary on Aristotle’s Meteorology. Olympiodorus the 

Aristotelian teacher of Proclus at Alexandria is of course much earlier. 

3 In one of his commentaries, Olympiodorus remarks that the succession 

still continues in spite of the many confiscations (kal raira mod\NGv Snuetoewy 

ywoudvwr). This, according to Zeller, refers to the succession at Alexandria, 

not at Athens; but all the Alexandrian teachers of this last period received 

their philosophical inspiration, directly or indirectly, from the occupants of the 

chair at Athens, and in that way come within the Athenian school. 

4 See the quotation from Olympiodorus given by Zeller, ii. 1, p. 1008, n. 4, 

where the views of different philosophers on this subject are compactly stated. 
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thought and perception’. By Plutarch first, and then by 
Syrianus, the use of Aristotle as an introduction to Plato, with 

insistence on their agreements rather than on their differences, 
was made systematic in the school. Most of its activity hence- 

forth takes the form of exceedingly elaborate critical commen- 
taries2. It is not that originality or the recognition of it 
altogether ceases. When any philosopher introduces a distinctly 
new point of view, it is mentioned in his honour by his successors. 
In the main, however, the effort was towards systematising what 
had been done. This was the work specially reserved for the 

untiring activity of Proclus. 

2. Proclus. 

We now come to the last great name among the Neo- 

Platonists. After Plotinus, Proclus was undoubtedly the most 

original thinker, as well as the ablest systematiser, of the school. 
His abilities were early recognised, and the story of an omen 
that occurred on his arrival at Athens was treasured up. He 

had lingered outside and arrived at the Acropolis a little late, as 
his biographer records’; and the porter said to him, “ If you 

had not come, I should have shut the gates.” His life was 

written by his successor in the Academic chair, some time 
before the decree of Justinian; so that this anecdote has the 

interest of showing what the feeling already was in the school 

about its prospects for the future. 
Proclus (or Proculus) was born at Constantinople in 410, but 

was of a Lycian family. His father was a jurist ; and he himself 

studied at Alexandria first rhetoric and Roman law, afterwards 

1 Philop. de An. (Zeller, iii. 2, p. 751, n. 2). rv wév alcOnrav 7d denpynuévov 

eis év cuvabpolver, 7d 5€ Tov Oelwy amdodv Kal ws Gy Tus elmor Evixdy eis TUToUS Twas 

kal woppas Suapdpous avamarrerae. 

2 Plutarch wrote an important commentary on Aristotle’s De Anima. Be- 

tween the commentary of Alexander of Aphrodisias (fl. 200) and that of 

Plutarch, says Zeller (iii. 2, p. 749, n. 4), none is on record except the 

paraphrase of Themistius. Syrianus, besides many other commentaries, wrote 

one on the Metaphysics, portions of which have been published, See Vacherot, 

Histoire Critique de VEcole @ Alexandrie, t. ii. livre iii. ch. 1; and Zeller, iii. 2, 

p. 761, n. 2. 

3 Marinus, Vita Procli, ¢. 10. 
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mathematics and philosophy. Under Olympiodorus, his Alex- 
andrian teacher, he rapidly acquired proficiency in the 
Aristotelian logic. Becoming dissatisfied with the philosophical 
teaching at Alexandria, he went to Athens when he was not 

quite twenty. There he was instructed both by Syrianus and 
by Plutarch, who, notwithstanding his great age, was willing to 

continue his teaching for the sake of a pupil of such promise. 
At that time Proclus abstained severely from animal food, and 

Plutarch advised him to eat a little flesh, but without avail ; 

_Syrianus for his part approving of this rigour’. His abstinence 
remained all but complete throughout his life. When he 
deviated from it, it was only to avoid the appearance of sin- 
gularity2. By his twenty-eighth year he had written his 

commentary on the Zimaeus, in addition to many other 

treatises. According to Marinus, he exercised influence on 

public affairs; but he was once obliged to leave Athens for a 
year. The school secretly adhered to the ancient religion, the 

practice of which was of course now illegal. His year's exile 
Proclus spent in acquiring a more exact knowledge of the ancient 
religious rites of Lycia*, Marinus describes him as an illus- 

tration of the happiness of the sage in the type of perfection 
conceived of by Aristotle—for he enjoyed external good fortune 
and lived to the full period of human life—and as a model of 
the ascetic virtues’ in the ideal form set forth by Plotinus. He 
was of a temper at once hasty and placable; and examples are 
given of his practical sympathy with his friends‘. Besides his 
originality and critical spirit in philosophy, his proficiency in 

theurgy is celebrated’, and various marvels are related of him. 

He died at Athens in 485°. 
The saying of Proclus has often been quoted from his 

1 Marinus, Vita Procli, ¢. 12. 

2 Ibid., 19: ef dé more Kaupos Tus loxupbrepos éml Thy TovTwy (sc. THY Eupixwr) 

xXphow éxdde, udvov dmeyetero, kal TovTo dcias xapw. 

3 Thid., 15. 

4 Tbid., 17. 5 Thid., 28. 

6 The dates of his birth and death are fixed by the statement of Marinus 

(c. 36) that he died, at the age of 75, ‘‘in the 124th year from the reign of 

Julian.” This, as Zeller shows (iii. 2, p. 776, n. 1), must be referred to the 

beginning and not to the end of Julian’s reign. 
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biography, that the philosopher ought not to observe the 
religious customs of one city or country only, but to be the 

common hierophant of the whole world. The closeness, however, 

with which he anticipated in idea Comte’s Religion of Humanity, 

does not seem to have been noticed. First, we are told that he 

practised the ceremonial abstinences prescribed for the sacred 
days of all religions, adding certain special days fixed by the 
appearance of the moon’. In a later chapter, Marinus tells us 
about his cult of the dead. Every year, on certain days, he 
visited the tombs of the Attic heroes, then of the philosophers, 
then of his friends and connexions generally. After performing 

the customary rites, he went away to the Academy; where he 
poured libations first to the souls of his kindred and race, then 

to those of all philosophers, finally to those of all men. The 
last observance corresponds precisely to the Positivist “ Day of 
All the Dead,” and indeed is described by Marinus almost in 

the identical words’. 
A saying quoted with not less frequency than that referred 

to above, is the declaration of Proclus that if it were in his 

power he would withdraw from the knowledge of men for the 

present all ancient books except the 7vmaeus and the Sacred 
Oracles*. The reason he gave was that persons coming to them 

without preparation are injured; but the manner in which the 

aspiration was soon to be fulfilled in the Western world‘ suggests 

that the philosopher had a deeper reason. May he not have 

1 Marinus, 19: kai iducwrepov 5é Twas éevjorevoey Hueépas €& emipavelas. The 

note in Cousin’s edition (Procli Opera Inedita, Paris, 1864) seems to give the 

right interpretation: ‘‘’E& émiavelas, ex apparentia, scilicet lwnae, ut monet 

Fabricius et indicant quae sequuntur.” Zeller (iii. 2, p. 784, n. 5) refers the 

observance to special revelations from the gods to Proclus himself. 

2 Thid., 36: Kat éml maou rovros 6 evayéoraros Tpitov d\dov meprypdwas TOTor, 

mdoas €v avT@ Tats THv aToltxouévwy avOpwruv Wuxats apworodTo. 

3 Ibid., 38: eiber 6€ modddKis Kal TodTO Néyew, dru ‘ Kvpros ef Hv, mova av TOY 

dpxaiwy amdvrwv BiBNiwv érolow PéperOar Ta Adyia Kai Tov Tiwaov, Ta 5é GAda 

jpavifov éx Tav viv avOpwrav.’ 

+ Corresponding to the Oracles, which Proclus would have kept still current, 

were of course in the West the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures and the 

Fathers. Of these he was not thinking; but, curiously, along with the few 

compendia of logic and ‘the liberal arts” which furnished almost the sole 

elements of European culture for centuries, there was preserved a fragment of 

the Timaeus in Latin translation. 
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seen the necessity of a break in culture if a new line of intel- 
lectual development was ever to be struck out? He and his 
school, indeed, devoted themselves to the task, not of effacing 

accumulated knowledge for a time, but of storing it up. Still, 
in the latter part of the period, they must have been consciously 
preserving it for a dimly foreseen future rather than for the next 

age. Whatever may have been the intention of the utterance, 
it did as a matter of fact prefigure the conditions under which 
a new culture was to be evolved in the West. 

That the Neo-Platonists had in some respects more of 
Hellenic moderation than Plato has been indicated already; and 
this may be noted especially in the case of Proclus, who on 

occasion protests against what is overstrained in the Platonic 

ethics. His biographer takes care to show that he possessed 
and exercised the political as a basis for the “cathartic” virtues}, 
And while ascetic and contemplative virtue, in his view as in 
that of all the school, is higher than practical virtue, its 

conditions, he points out, are not to be imposed on the active 
life. Thus he is able to defend Homer’s manner of describing 

his heroes. The soul of Achilles in Hades is rightly represented 
as still desiring association with the body, because that is the 
condition for the display of practical virtue. Men living the 

practical life could not live it strenuously if they were not 
intensely moved by feelings that have reference to particular 
persons and things. The heroic character, therefore, while it is 

apt for great deeds, is also subject to grief. Plato himself would 
have to be expelled from his own ideal State for the variety of 
his dramatic imitations. Only in societies falling short of that 
severe simplicity could lifelike representations of buffoons and 
men of inferior moral type, such as we meet with in Plato, be 
allowed. Besides, he varies from one dialogue to another, in 

the opinions he seems to be conveying, and so himself departs 
from his ideal. Where Plato then is admitted, there is no 

reason why Homer too should not be admitted*® 

1 Marinus, 14—17. 

2 The defence of Homer is to be found in the Commentary on the Republic, 

which is of special interest for the Neo-Platonic theory of mythology. Cf. 

Zeller, iii. 2, p. 818, n. 4, for references to the portion of it cited. 

W. 1a 
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A large part of the activity of Proclus was given to 
commenting directly on Plato; but he also wrote mathematical 
works!, philosophical expositions of a more independent kind, 
and Hymns to the Gods?, in which the mythological personages 
are invoked as representatives of the powers by which the 

contemplative devotee rises from the realm of birth and change 
to that of immutable being. Of the philosophical works that 
do not take the form of commentaries on particular treatises, 
we possess an extensive one entitled Platonic Theology; three 
shorter ones on Providence, Fate, and Evils, preserved only im a 
Latin translation made in the thirteenth century by William of 

Morbeka, Archbishop of Corinth; and the Theological Elements 

XToryelwors Oeoroyrxy). All these have been published’. 
Of the last, an attempt will be made to set forth the substance. 

In its groundwork, it is an extremely condensed exposition of 

the Plotinian doctrine; but it also contains the most important 

modifications made in Neo-Platonism by Proclus himself. The 
whole is in the form of dialectical demonstration, and may 

perhaps best be compared, as regards method, with Spinoza’s 
expositions of Cartesianism. An abstract of so condensed a 
treatise cannot of course do justice to its argumentative force, 
since much must necessarily be omitted that belongs to the 

logical development; but some idea may be given of the genuine 
individual power of Proclus as a thinker. A “scholastic” turn 
of expression, remarked on by the historians, will easily be 

observed; but Proclus is not a Scholastic in the sense that 

he in principle takes any doctrine whatever simply as given 
from without. 

As a commentator, no doubt his aim is to explain Plato; 

and here the critics cannot fairly complain when he says that 
his object is only to set forth what the master taught. Indeed 

1 See Appendix ITI. 

2 Seven of these have been preserved. See the end of Cousin’s collection. 

Like Porphyry’s De Antro Nympharum, they have a charm of their own for those 

who are, in Aristotle’s phrase, @iAduv8or. 

®’ The Platonic Theology does not seem to have been reprinted since 1618, 

when it appeared along with a Latin translation by Aemilius Portus. The next 

three works are placed at the beginning of Cousin’s collection. The Zroyxelwors 

is printed after the Sententiae of Porphyry in the Didot edition of Plotinus, 
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the complaint that he is a “scholastic” in this sense is neu- 

tralised by the opposite objection that his Platonic Theology 
contains more of Neo-Platonism than of Plato. And one 

point of his teaching—not comprised in the treatise now to 
be expounded—seems to have been generally misunderstood. 
In more than one place! he describes belief (7torus) as higher 

than knowledge (yvdéaus), because only by belief is that Good 

to be reached which is the supreme end of aspiration. This 

has been supposed to be part of a falling away from pure 
philosophy, though Zeller allows that, after all, the ultimate 

aim of Proclus “goes as much beyond positive religion as 

beyond methodical knowing®.” And in fact the notion of 

“belief,” as Proclus formulates it, instead of being a resigna- 

tion of the aims of earlier philosophy, seems rather to be a 
rendering into more precise subjective terms of Plato’s meaning 
in the passage of the Republic where Socrates gives up the 
attempt at an adequate account of the Idea of the Good’. 

As Plotinus had adopted for the highest point of his onto- 
logical system the Platonic position that the Good is beyond 

even Being‘, so Proclus formulated a definite principle of 

cognition agreeing with what Plato indicates as the attitude 
of the mind when it at last descries the object of its search. 

At the extreme of pure intellect—at the point, as we might 
say, which terminates the highest segment of the line re- 
presenting the kinds of cognition with their objects—is a 
mode of apprehension which is not even “ dialectical,” because 
it is at the very origin of dialectic. And to call this “belief” 
is to prepare a return from the mysticism of Plotinus—which 
Proclus, however, does not give up—to the conception of a 

mental state which, while not strictly cognitive, is a common 

instead of a peculiar experience. The contradiction between 

this view and that which makes belief as “opinion” lower 

than knowledge is only apparent’. A view of the kind has 

1 Of. R. P. 543; Zeller, iii. 2, p. 820. 
2 iii. 2, p. 823. 3 Rep. vi. 506. 

4 Rep. vi. 509. 
5 Pico della Mirandola seized the general thought of Proclus on this point, 

and applied it specially to philosophical theology. See the ‘‘ Fifty-five Con- 

clusions according to Proclus”’ appended to the edition of the Platonic Theology 

11—2 
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become more familiar since. Put in the most general terms 

it is this: that while belief in its sense of opinion is below 
scientific knowledge, belief as the apprehension of metaphysical 
principles is above it; because scientific knowledge, if not at- 
tached to some metaphysical principle, vanishes under analysis 

into mere relations of illusory appearances. 
The method of discriminating subordinate triads within 

each successive stage of emanation, which is regarded as 

characteristic of Proclus, had been more and more elaborated 

during the whole interval from Plotinus. The increasing use of 

it by Porphyry, by Iamblichus, and by their disciple Theodore 
of Asine, is noted by the historians. Suggestions of the later 
developments are to be met with in Plotinus himself, who, for 
example, treats being, though in its essence identical with intel- 

lect, as prior if distinguished from it, and goes on further to 
distinguish life, as a third component of primal Being, from 
being in the special sense and from intellect’. This is not indeed 
the order assigned to the same components by Proclus, who 
puts life, instead of intellect, im the second place; but the 

germ of the division is there. A doctrine in which he seems 
to have been quite original is that of the “divine henads?,” 

to which we shall come in expounding the Llements. For 
the rest, the originality of many things in the treatise, as well 
as its general agreement with Plotinus, will become evident 

as we proceed. 
Every multitude, the treatise begins, participates in a 

manner in the One. For if in a multitude there were no 
unity, it would consist either of parts which are nothings, or 
of parts which are themselves multitudes to infinity. From 
this starting-point we are led to the position that every multi- 
tude, being at the same time one and not one, derives its real 

existence from the One in itself (70 avroév). 

already referred to. The words of Pico’s forty-fourth proposition are these: 

“ Sicut fides, quae est credulitas, est infra intellectum; ita fides, quae est 

vere fides, est supersubstantialiter supra scientiam et intellectum, nos Deo 

immediate conjungens.” 
1 Enn. vr. 6, 8: 76 dv rpwrov det AaBeiv mpwrovr dy, elra vodv, elra TO S@ov. 

2 Cf. Zeller, iii. 2, p. 793, 
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The producing (70 wapayov), or that which is productive 
of another (to tapaxtixoy adXov), is better than the nature 
of that which is produced (xpetrtov tis tod mapayopuévou 
pvcews). 

The first Good is that after which all beings strive, and is 

therefore before all beings. To add to it anything else is to 
lessen it by the addition, making it some particular good 
instead of the Good simply. 

If there is to be knowledge, there must be an order of 
causation, and there must be a first in this order. Causes 

cannot go in a circle: if they did, the same things would be 

prior and posterior, better and worse. Nor can they go in an 
infinite series: to refer back one cause to another without a 
final term would make knowledge impossible’. 

Principle and primal cause of all being is the Good. For all 
things aspire to it; but if there were anything before it in the 
order of causes, that and not the Good would be the end of their 

aspiration. The One simply, and the Good simply, are the 

same. To be made one is to be preserved in being—which is a 

good to particular things; and to cease to be one is to be 
deprived of being. 

In order that the derivation of motion may not go on in 
a circle or to infinity, there must be an unmoved, which is 

the first mover; and a self-moved, which is the first moved ; as 

well as that which is moved by another. The self-moved is the 
mean which joins the extremes’. 

Whatever can turn back upon itself, the whole to the whole, 
is incorporeal. For this turning back is impossible for body, 

because of the division of its parts, which lie outside one 

another in space*. That which can thus turn back upon itself, 

1 Drox. Oeo\. 11. The order meant here is of course logical, not chrono- 

logical. All existing things depend on an actual first cause of their being. 

éorw airla mparn Tov dvTwr, ad’ 7s olov éx pins mpbeow Exacra, Ta ev eyyds dvTa 

éxelyns, Ta 5€ oppwrepov. 

2 Zrovx. Oeo\X. 14. Here again the order is purely logical. There is no 

notion of a first impulse given to a world that has a chronological beginning, 

3 Drovx. Oeor. 15: obdév dpa gHua mpds éavTd wépuxev emiarpépew, ws bdov 

émeatpapiat mpos OdXov. el TL apa mpos éauTd émioTpemTikdy eT, dowmardy éore 

Kal apepés. 
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has an essence separable from all body. For if it is inseparable 
in essence, it must still more be inseparable in act; were it 

separable only in act, its act would go beyond its essence. That 
is, it would do what, by definition, is not in its power to 

do. But body does not actually turn back upon itself. 
Whatever does thus turn back is therefore separable in essence 

as in act. 
“Beyond all bodies is the essence of soul, and beyond all 

souls the intellectual nature, and beyond all intellectual exist- 

ences the One”. Intellect is unmoved and the giver of motion, 

soul self-moving, body moved by another. If the living body 
moves itself, it is by participation in soul. Similarly, the soul 
through intellect participates in perpetual thought (werexer Tod 
del voeiv). For if in soul there were perpetual thinking 
primarily, this would be inherent in all souls, like self-motion. 

Since not all souls, as such, have this power, there must be 

before soul the primarily intelligent (to mpa@tws vontiKor). 
Again, before intellect there must be the One. For intellect, 

though unmoved, is not one without duality, since it thinks 

itself; and all things whatsoever participate in the One, but 

not all things in intellect. 
To every particular causal chain (cecpa kai Takis), there is 

a unity (wovds) which is the cause of all that is ordered under 

it. Thus after the primal One there are henads (évaédes); and 

after the first intellect, minds (voes); and after the first soul, 

souls; and after the whole of nature, natures. 

First in order is always that which cannot be participated 

in (76 duéOextov),—the “one before all” as distinguished from 

the one in all. This generates the things that are participated 
in. Inferior to these again are the things that participate, as 

those that are participated in are inferior to the first. 
The perfect in its kind (ré rédevov), since in so far as it is 

perfect it imitates the cause of all, proceeds to the production 
of as many things as it can; as the Good causes the existence of 
everything. The more or the less perfect anything is, of the 
more or the fewer things is it the cause, as being nearer to or 

1 Srovx. Oeor. 20: mdvtwy cwudrwv éméxewd eoTw 7 Puxis ovoia, Kal TATWY 

Puxav éréxewa 7) voepa plots, kal ragwv Tav voepuy bToTTAcEWw ETEKELVA TO &y. 
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more remote from the cause of all. That which is furthest from 

the principle is unproductive and the cause of nothing. 
The productive cause of other things remains in itself while 

producing’. That which produces is productive of the things 
that are second to it, by the perfection and superabundance of 
its power. For if it gave being to other things through defect 
and weakness, they would receive their existence through its 
alteration ; but it remains as it is’. 

Every productive cause brings into existence things like 
itself before things unlike. Equals it cannot produce, since it 
is necessarily better than its effects. The progression from the 
cause to its effects is accomplished by resemblance of the things 

that are second in order to those that are first. Being similar 

to that which produces it, the immediate product is in a manner 
at once the same with and other than its cause It remains 
therefore and goes forth at the same time, and neither element 
of the process is apart from the other. Every product turns 

back and tries to reach its cause ; for everything strives after 
the Good, which is the source of its being; and the mode of 

attaining the Good for each thing is through its own proximate 
cause. The return is accomplished by the resemblance the 
things that return bear to that which they return to‘; for the 
aim of the return is union, and it is always resemblance that 
unites. The progression and the return form a circular activity. 

There are lesser and greater circles according as the return is to 
things immediately above or to those that are higher. In the 
great circle to and from the principle of all, all things are 
involved®, 

1 rox. Oeor. 26: ef yap pimetrac 7d ev, éxetvo bé axwytrws vplorynoe TA meT’ 

avré, kal wav 76 Twapdyov woatTws exer THv TOU wapdyew airiay. 

2 Sroy. Oeor. 27: od yap dmomepicuds EoTt TOU wapdyovTos TO mapaydmevor * 

ovde yap yevéoe TOUTO mpoahKev, ovdEe Tols yevynTiKots airiots* ovdE meTaBacts* ov 

yap thy ylverat Tov mpotdyros* wéver yap, olov éort. Kal Td Tapayduevoy ado Tap’ 

auré éoTw. 

3 rox. Geodr. 29: maca mpdodos 5.’ duowsTnTOos daoreNcirat Tw devTépwy mpds Ta 

mpwra, 
4 Sroix. Oeor. 32: waca éemiatpopyy Sv’ dmordrnros dmoreNeirar TwY émioTpepo- 

bévew, mpos 5 émirrpépera. 

> Droix. Oeod. 33: wav 7d mpotdv amd Tivos Kai émcorpépov, kuxNuxnv exer Thy 

évépyeiav....uelfous d€ KUKNoe Kal éEXdTToUs Tov wey ErtaTpopay mpds Ta UrepKelueva 
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Accordingly, everything that is caused remains in its own 
cause, and goes forth from it, and returns to it. The remaining 

(orn) signifies its community with its cause; the going forth, 
its distinction from it (ama ydp dvaxpices mpoodos) ; the return, 

its innate endeavour after its own good, from which its particular 
being is. Of the things multipled in progressive production, 
the first are more perfect than the second, these than the next, 

and so forth; for the “progressions” from cause to effect are 
remissions of being (wdécecs) of the second as compared with 
the first. In the order of return, on the contrary, the things 

that are most imperfect come first, the most perfect last. Every 
process of return to a remoter cause is through the same inter- 
mediate stages as the corresponding causal progression. First 
in the order of return are the things that have received from 
their cause only being (70 eivav) ; next, those that have received 
life with being ; last, those that have received also the power of 
cognition. The endeavour (épeés) of the first to return is a 

mere fitness for participation in causes’; the endeavour of the 
second is “ vital,’ and is a motion to the better; that of the 

third is identical with conscious knowledge of the goodness of 
their causes (kata T))v yv@ow, cuvaicPnows otaa THS TOV 

aitiwy ayaborntos). 
Between the One without duality, and things that proceed 

from causes other than themselves, is the self-subsistent (70 

avOurootaror), or that which is the cause of itself. That which 

is in itself, not as in place, but as the effect in the cause, is self- 

subsistent. he self-subsistent has the power of turning back 

upon itself*. If it did not thus return, it would not strive after 
nor attain its own good, and so would not be self-sufficing and 

perfect ; but this belongs to the self-subsistent if to anything. 

gUvEXaS ywWouevav, Tw dé Tpds TA dvwrépw, Kai méXpL TGV TdvTwY apxs. do yap 

exelyns TavTa, Kal mpos exelyny. 

1 Drovx. Oeor. 85: may 76 airiarov Kal péver ev TH avTod airia, Kal mpdecow am’ 

avThs, Kal émiotpéper mpos adrjy. 

2 Drax. Oeor. 39: ovowdn movetrar tiv emiotpopyv. That is to say, they 

tend to be embodied in some definite form, which is their “ essence.” 

3 Drax. Oeod. 42: ef yap ad’ EavTod mpdeor, kal Thy EmioTpophy moinoerar mpos 

éauTd. ap’ ov yap 7 mpdodos éxdaros, els ToUTo Kal 7) TH Mpoddw GUaToLxos 

ériaT pop. 
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Conversely, that which has the power of turning back upon 

itself is self-subsistent. For thus to return, and to attain the 

end, is to find the source of its perfection, and therefore of its 
being, within itself. The self-subsistent is ungenerated. For 
generation is the way from imperfection to the opposite perfec- 
tion’; but that which produces itself is ever perfect, and needs 

not completion from another, like things that have birth. The 
self-subsistent 1s incorruptible, for it never departs from the 
cause of its preservation, which is itself. It is indivisible and 
simple. For if divisible, it cannot turn back, the whole to the 
whole; and if composite, it must be in need of its own elements, 

of which it consists, and hence not self-sufficing. 

After some propositions on the everlasting or imperishable 
(aidvov) and the eternal (ai#viov), and on eternity and time, 

not specially distinctive of his system, Proclus goes on to a 
characteristic doctrine of his own, according to which the 

higher cause—which is also the more general—continues its 
activity beyond that of the causes that follow it. Thus the 

causal efficacy of the One extends as far as to Matter, in the 

production of which the intermediate causes, from intelligible 
being downwards, have no share. 

That which is produced by the things second in order, the 
series of propositions begins?, is produced in a higher degree by 
the things that are first im order and of more causal efficacy ; 

for the things that are second in order are themselves produced 

by the first, and derive their whole essence and causal efticacy 

from them. ‘Thus intellect is the cause of all that soul is the 

cause of; and, where soul has ceased to energise, the intellect 

that produces it still continues its causal activity. For the 
inanimate, in so far as it participates in form, has part in 
intellect and the creative action of intellect*, Further, the 

Good is the cause of all that intellect is the cause of; but not 

conversely. For privations of form are from the Good, since all 

1 Drox. Oeor. 45: kal yap 7 yéveois Odds éEaTrw Ex TOU dreAods els 7d évavyTiov 

TENELOV. 

2 rox. Oeor. 56. 

3 Drovx. Deo. 57: Kal yap rd apuxov, Kabdcov eldous wereoxe, vod perexer Kal 

THS TOU vou TOLATEWSs. 
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is thence, but intellect, being form, is not the ground of 

privation!, 
The product of more causes is more composite (cvvPeTwTepov) 

than the product of fewer. For if every cause gives something 

to that which proceeds from it, more causes must confer more 
elements and fewer fewer. Now where there are more elements 
of the composition, the resultant is said to be more composite ; 
where there are fewer, less. Hence the simple in essence is 

either superior to things composite or inferior. For if the 
extremes of being are produced by fewer concurrent causes and 
the means by more, the means must be composite while the 
extremes on both sides are simpler. But that the extremes are 

produced by fewer causes is evident, smce the superior causes 

both begin to act before the inferior, and in their activity 

stretch out beyond the point where the activity of the latter 

ceases through remission of power (8: ideow duvapews). 

Therefore the last of things, like the first, is most simple, 

because it proceeds only from the first; but, of these two 

simplicities, one is above all composition, the other below it. 

Of things that have plurality, that which is nearer the One 

is less in quantity than the more distant, greater in potency’. 

Consequently there are more corporeal natures than souls, more 

of these than of minds, more minds than divine henads. 

The more universal (oA\vK@Tepov) precedes in its causal 

action the more particular (wepuxwtepov) and continues after 

it. Thus “being” comes before “living being” (for), and 
“living being” before “man,” in the causal order as in the 

order of generality. Again, at a point below the agency of the 

rational power, where there is no longer “man,” there is still 

a breathing and sentient living being; and where there is no 

longer life there is still being. That which comes from the 

more universal causes is the bearer of that which is communi- 

cated in the remitting stages of the progression. Matter, 

which is at the extreme bound, has its subsistence only from 

the most universal cause, namely, the One. Being the subject 

1 Srovy. Ocodr. 57: voos dé orephoews Urocrdrns ovk éaTiv, eldos OV. 

2 Srovx. Oeod. 62: Guorov yap Tw evi wGdov TO eyyUTepov’ 7d GE Ev TavTwy HV 

bmooratikoy amAnOUVT WS. 
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of all things, it proceeded from the cause of all’. Body in 

itself, while it is below participation in soul, participates in a 
manner in being. As the subject of animation (v7oxeiuevor 
THs Wuyecews), it has its subsistence from that which is more 
universal than soul. 

Omitting some auxiliary propositions, we may go on to the 

doctrine of infinity as formulated by Proclus. In passing, it 
may be noted that he explicitly demonstrates the proposition 
that that which can know itself has the power of turning back 
upon itself. The reason assigned is that in the act of self- 

knowledge that which knows and that which is known are one. 
And what is true of the act is true also of the essence. That 
only the incorporeal has the power of thus turning back upon 
itself was proved at an earlier stage. 

Infinity in the sense in which it really exists, with Proclus 
as with Plotinus, means infinite power or potency. That 
which ever is, is infinite in potency; for if its power of being 

() Kata TO eivac Svvauts) were finite, its being would some 

time fail*, That which ever becomes, has an infinite power of 
becoming. For if the power is finite, it must cease in infinite 
time; and, the power ceasing, the process must cease. The 

real infinity of that which truly is, is neither of multitude nor 
of magnitude, but of potency alone’. For self-subsistent being 
(70 av@urroctatas Gv) is indivisible and simple, and is in potency 
infinite as having most the form of unity (évoesdéorarov) ; since 
the greatest causal power belongs to that which is nearest the 
One. The infinite in magnitude or multitude, on the other 

hand, is at once most divided and weakest. Indivisible power 

is infinite and undivided in the same relation (cata tavrov); 
the divided powers are in a manner finite (werepacpévas 

mas) by reason of their division. From this sense of the 

1 Yrowy. Oeor. 72: 7 wev yap UAH, UroKeluevov olca mavTwy, Ex TOO TavTWY 

airlouv mpo7ndGe. 

2 Troy. Geor. 83: wav yap TO 7p evepyeiv mpos éauTd émtotpemTixdv Kal ovciav 

éxet mpds éavriy cuvvedovoar, kal év éauT7y ovcav. 

3 Drox. Geor. 84. 

4 Srovx. Oeor. 86: wav 7d dvTws ov TH byTL ameipdy éoTL, oOUTE KaTa TO TADS, 

ore kara 70 wéyeOos, d\AG KaTa THY Sivauw udyny. 
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finite, as limited power, is to be distinguished its sense as 

determinate number, by which it comes nearest to indivisible 

unity. 
That which is infinite, is infinite neither to the things above 

it nor to itself, but to the things that are inferior. To these, 

there is that in it which can by no means be grasped; it has 

what exceeds all the unfolding of its powers: but by itself, and 
still more by the things above it, it is held and defined as a 

whole. 
We have already met with the position that in a complete 

causal series the first term is “imparticipable” (apé@extor). 
This means that in no way do the things it produces share it 
among them. The cause, thus imparticipable or transcendent, 
remains by itself in detachment from every succeeding stage. 
In drawing out the consequences of this position, Proclus 
introduces those intermediate terms which are held to be 

characteristic of his system. Within the Being or Intellect of 

the Plotinian Trinity, he constitutes the subordinate triad of 

being, life and mind. To these discriminated stages he applies 
his theory that causes descend in efficacy as they descend in 
generality. The series of things im which mind is immanent 
is preceded by imparticipable mind; similarly life and being 

precede the things that participate in them; but of these 
being is before life, life before mind? In the order of 

dependence, the cause of more things precedes the cause of 
fewer. Now all things have being that have life, and all 

things have life that have mind, but not conversely. Hence in 

the causal order being must come first, then life, then mind. 

All are in all; but in each each is present in the manner 

appropriate to the subsistence of that in which it inheres®. 
1 Srovy. Oeor. 93: éavrd dé cuvexov Kai dplfov ov« av éavT@ dmepov Urdpxot, 

ovd€ TOANG MGAAov Tots UmEepKEuevors, Motpay EXov THs Ev Exelvo.s ameiplas* ame.po- 

Tepat yap al Tay dhikwrépww Suvdpers, OKWTEpaL ovTAL Kal éyyuTépw TeTaymevar THS 

tpwtlaTns areplas. 
2 Srovx. Ocor. 101: mdvtwy Trav vod merexdvTwy TyetTat o apébexTos vos, Kal 

Tov Ths Cwis h fw, kai T&v TOO dvros 7d dv" adTay dé TOUTWY TO eV ov mpd TAS Swis, 

t O€ fwH mpd Tov vou. 

3 Srox. Geo. 103: mavra ev wacw oixelws 5¢ ev ExdoTy. As for example, év 

TH fon Kara pébeew pev 7d elvat, Kar’ airlay dé TO voeiy* GAG (WTLKWs EKATEpO * 

Kata TovTo yap H Umapits. 
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All that is immortal is imperishable, but not all that is 

imperishable is immortal. For that which ever participates 
in life participates also in being, but not conversely. As 
being is to life, so is the imperishable, or that which cannot 

cease to be, to the immortal, or that which cannot cease to 

live’. Since that which is altogether in time is in every 

respect unlike that which is altogether eternal, there must 

be something between them; for the causal progression is 
always through similars» This mean must be eternal in 

essence, temporal in act. Generation, which has its essence 

in time, is attached causally to that which on one side shares 

in being and on the other in birth, participating at once in 
eternity and in time; this, to that which is altogether eternal ; 

and that which is altogether eternal to being before eternity 
(els TO Ov, TO Tpoatwrior)®. 

The highest terms of each causal chain (cepa), and only 
those, are connected with the unitary principle of the chain 
next above. Thus only the highest minds are directly attached 
to a divine unity; only the most intellectual souls participate 
in mind; and only the most perfect corporeal natures have a 
soul present to them’. Above all divine unities is the One, 
which is God; as it must be, since it is the Good; for that 

beyond which there is nothing, and after which all things strive, 

is God*, But that there must also be many divine unities is 
evident, since every cause which is a principle takes the lead in 
a series of multiplied existences descending from itself by degrees 
of likeness. The self-complete unities (avtoteXels évades) or 

‘divine henads,” are “the gods,” and every god is above being 
and life and mind®. In all there is participation, except in 
the One’. 

1 rox. Oeod. 105. 

2 roy. Oeor. 106: ai mpbodor waca bid Tov duolwv. 3 Troy. Oeod. 107. 

4 Zrovy. GeoX. 111. Cf. 112: mdons rdtews ra mpdricta pmoppiy exer TOY po 

aura. 

5 Drox. Oeor. 113: ov yap unidy éorw éwéxewa, kal ov mavra éplera, Beds 

TOUTO. 

6 Drovx. Oeor. 115: was Oeds brepovards éore Kal brépfwos Kal brépvovs. 

7 Drovx. Oeod, 116: was Oeds wedexTbs éort, mAHY Tod évds....el yap eorw GAA 

pera TO Wp@rov auébexros Evds, Ti dtoicer Tov Evds ; 
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Much has been written upon the question, what the henads 
of Proclus really mean. Usually the doctrine is treated as an 
attempt to find a more definite place for polytheism than was 
marked out in the system of Plotinus. This explanation, 
however, is obviously inadequate, and there have not been 
wanting attempts to find in it a more philosophical meaning. 

Now so far as the origin of the doctrine is concerned, it seems 

to be a perfectly consequent development from Plotinus. 
Proclus seeks the cause of plurality in things at a higher 
stage than the intelligible world, in which Plotinus had been 

content to find its beginning. Before being and mind are 
produced, the One acts as it were through many points of 
origin; from each of these start many minds; each of which 
again is the principle of further differences. As the primal 
unity is called Oeds, the derivative unities are in correspondence 
called @eot. Thus the doctrine is pure deductive metaphysics. 

There is hardly any indication that in thinking it out Proclus 
had in view special laws of nature or groups of natural facts}. 

Though not otherwise closely resembling Spinoza’s doctrine of 
the “infinite attributes,’ 1t resembles it in this, that it is a 

metaphysical deduction intended to give logical completeness, 

where intuitive completeness becomes impossible, to a system 
of pure conceptual truth. 

From the divine henads, according to Proclus, the provi- 

dential order of the world directly descends. This position he 
supports by a fanciful etymology’, but deduces essentially from 
the priority of goodness as characterising the divinity®. After 
goodness come power and knowledge. The divine knowledge is 

above intellect; and the providential government of the world 
is not by a reasoning process (ov kata Noyionov). By nothing 

that comes after it can the divinity in itself either be expressed 

1 A slight development on this line is to be met with in §§ 151—8, but not 

such as to affect the general aspect of the doctrine. 

2 Troy. Oeodr. 120: ev Oeots ) mpdvoca mpwrws’...7 5€ mpbvora (ws Tovvoua 

éupatver) evépyed €or mpd vod. Tw elvar dpa Deol Kal Tua dyabdryres elvat mdvTwY 

Mpovoovol, TavTa THS wpd vov mAnpovyTes ayabdrnrTos. 

3 Drox. Oeor. 121: wav 7d Oetoy trapéw wev exer thy ayabdryra, Sivauw dé 

évialay Kal yv@ow Kptquov, ddnwrov macw omod Tots Sevrépos....d\N’ 4 Urapiis TH 

aploTw Xapaktnplferat, kal  bwrdcTacts Kata TO apiaTov* TovTO bé H ayabdrns. 
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or known. Since, however, it is knowable as henads from the 

things that participate in them, only the primal One is entirely 
unknowable, as not being participated in’. The divinity knows 
indivisibly the things that are divided, and without time the 

things that are in time, and the things that are not necessary 
with necessity, and the things that are mutable immutably ; 
and, in sum, all things better than according to their own 

order. Its knowledge of the multiple and of things subject to 
passion is unitary and without passivity. On the other hand, 
that which is below has to receive the impassible with passive 
affection, and the timeless under the form of time’. 

The order of the divine henads is graduated ; some being 

more universal, some more particular. The causal efficacy of 

the former is greater; of the latter, less. The more particular 

divine henads are generated from the more universal, neither 
by division of these nor by alteration, nor yet by manifold 

relationships, but by the production of secondary progressions 
through superabundance of power*. The divine henad first 
communicates its power to mind; through mind, it is present 
to soul; and through soul it gives a resonance of its own 
peculiar nature even to body. Thus body becomes not only 
animate and intelligential, but also divine, receiving life and 

motion from soul, indissoluble permanence from mind, divine 

union from the henad participated in‘. Not all the other 

henads together are equal to the primal One®. There are as 
many kinds of beings that participate in the divine henads 
as there are henads participated in. The more universal henads 

are participated in by the more universal kinds of beings; the 
more particular by the more particular. Thus the order of 
beings is in precise accordance with the order of the henads. 
Each being has for its cause not only the henad in which it 
participates, but, along with that, the primal One®. 

1 Srovy. Oeod. 123: udvov 7d mpGrov wavTedOs dyvworov, are aueBexrov ov. 

2 Drovy. Oeod. 124. 3 Yrovx. Oeod. 126. 

4 Drocxy. Oeod. 129. 

5 Srovy. Oeor. 133: ob yap al raca Trav Bedv Urdpiers mapicodyra Tw évl* 

rocatTny éxeivo mpds TO TARVs TGV OeGy EXaxev UrepBodip. 

6 Srox. Oeod. 137: aca évas cwuplornor 7G évi 70 peréxov abrijs ov. 
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All the powers of the divinity penetrate even to the terres- 

trial regions, being excluded by no limits of space from presence 
to all that is ready for participation’. Beside that providence 
of the gods which is outside and above the order over which it 

is exercised, there is another, imitating it within the order and 

exercised over the things that are at a lower stage of remission 

by those that are higher in the causal series*. The gods are 

present in the same manner to all things, but not all things 

are present in the same manner to the gods. It is unfitness 

of the things participating that causes obscuration of the 

divine presence. Total deprivation of it would mean their 

complete disappearance into not-being. At each stage of 

remission, the divinity is present, not only in the manner 

peculiar to each causal order, but in the manner appropriate 

to the particular stage. The progressions have the form of a 

circle; the end being made like the beginning through the 

return of all things within the order to its principle’. 

The whole multitude of the divine henads is finite in 

number. It is indeed more definitely limited than any other 

multitude, as being nearest to the One. Infinite multitude, on 

the other hand, is most remote from the One*, There is at the 

same time, as has been shown, a sense in which all divine things 

are infinite. That is to say, they are infinite in potency, and 

unbounded in relation to what is below them’. 

The henads participated in by being which is prior to 

intellect are intelligible (vonta); those that are participated 

in by intellect itself are intelligential (voepat), as producing 

intelligence®; those that are participated in by soul are supra- 

mundane (t7epxocpuor). As soul is attached to intellect, and 

1 Drovx. Geor. 140. 2 Troy. Geor. 141. 

3 Drovx. Oeod. 146. Cf. 148: waca ela rages EauTy TUVHYwWTAL TPLX@s* amd TE 

Tis axpoTyTos THS EavTAs Kal amo THS pecorntos, Kal amd Tod Tédous....Kal otrws O 

cimmas Sudkocmos els é€oTe Oia THS EvoToLod THY TpwTwy Suvdmews, dia THS ev TH 

pecérnTe ovvoxs, dua THs Tov Tédous els THY apxiV Tay Tpoddwy émioTpopijs. 

4 Drovx. Oeor. 149. 

5 Drovy. Oeodr. 150: 7 dé dmeipla kard Thy divapw éxelvos* TO O€ are.pov 

amept\nmrov, ols éoTw ameLpor. 

6 Srorx. Ocod. 163: odx ow voepal, ws ev v@ WpEeoTHKviaL, GAN’ ws Kat’ aitlav 

Tov vou mpoimdpxovea, Kal dmoyevyjcacae Tov voor. 
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intellect turns back upon intelligible being; so the supramun- 

dane gods depend on the intelligential, as those again on the 
intelligible gods". Something also of visible bodies being from 

the gods, there are also “mundane henads” (éy«oopuoe évades). 

These are mediated by mind and soul; which, according as 
they are more separable from the world and its divided 
contents, have more resemblance to the imparticipable’. 

Having dealt so far with the ontology of intellect, Proclus 

goes on to formulate the characters of intellectual knowledge. 
Intellect has itself for the object of its thought*, Mind in act 

knows that it thinks; and it does not belong to one mind to 
think an object and to another to think the thought of the 
object*. The thought, the knowledge of the thought, and the 
cognisance of itself as thinking, are simultaneous activities of 

one subject. It is the character of mind to think all things 

together. Imparticipable mind thinks all of them together 
simply; each mind that follows thinks them all still together, 

but under the form of the singular’. That mind is incorporeal 
is shown by its turning back upon itself*. In accordance with 

its being, it contains all things intellectually, both those before 

it and those after it; the former by participation, the latter by 

containing their causes intellectually’. 
Mind constitutes what is after it by thinking; and its 

creation is in thinking, and its thought in creating’. It is 
first participated in by the things which, although their thought 
is according to the temporal and not according to the eternal 

1 Srovy. Geod. 164: ws ofy Yuxh waca eis voiv dvnprnrat, Kal vous els TO vonTov 

éréstpamrat, ottw Si Kal oi brepkdcpuor Oeol Trav voepav éféxovTat, Kabdmep dn Kal 

ovToL TaV vonTuY. 

2 Drax. Oeor. 166. 3 Srovy. Oeod. 167. 

4 Drovy. Oeor. 168: mwas voids Kar’ évépyevay oldev, dre voet, Kal OK adou pev 

Udcov Ti voetv, adNov bé Td voEty, OTL voer. 

5 Srovx. Oeod. 170: was vods wdvra dpa voet* add’ 6 pev duéeKros dros TavTa, 

tov bé per’ exetvov éxactos Ka’ év Gravra. Cf. 180. 

6 Srovy. Oeod. 171: Bri pev obv dowparos 6 voids, ) mpos EavTdv EmiaTpopi Snot * 

Tov yap cwpdrwv obdev mpds EauTd EmioTpépeTat. 

7 roy. Oeor. 173: 7d Se elvar abrod voepdy, kal Ta alria Apa voepas Exer TOY 

mwdvTwv* wore WavTa voepas exe Was vois, Kal Ta mpd avTov, Kal Ta mer’ abrév" ws 

obv Ta vonTa voepas exer Tas voids, otTw Kal TA alcOnTa voEpas. 

8 Drox. Geor. 174: was voids 7H voeiv bplarnar Ta per’ a’rdv, Kal } moinots év 

T@ voeiv, Kal 7) vonows Ev TY ToLEiv. 

Ww. yy ~ 
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order, which is timeless, yet have the power of thinking and 
actually think during the whole of time. That such existences 
should be interposed before particular souls, is required by the 
graduated mediation characteristic of every casual progression’. 

Soul that is sometimes thinking and sometimes not, cannot 

participate without mediation in eternal mind. 
The intellectual forms in mind are both in one another and 

each for itself without either spatial interval or confusion. 
This Proclus demonstrates from the nature of indivisible 
essence. If any one needs an analogy as well as a demon- 

stration, then, he says, there is the case of the various theorems 

existing in one soul. The soul draws forth the propositions 
that constitute its knowledge, not by pulling them apart from 
one another, but by making separately clear to itself implicit 
distinctions that already exist®. The minds that contain more 
universal forms are superior in causal efficacy to those that 
contain more particular forms. The first by forms that are 
quantitatively less produce more effects ; the second fewer by 
forms that are quantitatively more. From the second proceed 

the finer differences of kinds*. The products of intellectual 
forms are imperishable. Kinds that are only for a time do not 

subsist from a formal or ideal cause of their own; nor have 

perishable things, as such, a pre-existent intellectual form‘. 
The number of minds is finite*. Every mind is a whole; and 
each is at once united with other minds and discriminated from 
them. Imparticipable mind is a whole simply, since it has in 
itself all the parts under the form of the whole ; of the partial 
minds each contains the whole as in a part®. 

1 Srox. Oeor. 175: ovdamod yap ai mpdodo yiwovrar améows, adda bid TOY 

ouyyerav Kal duolwy, KaTd Te Tas UTooTdgeEs Kal Tas TOV Evepyerwv TehELOTYTAS. 

2 Drovxy. Oeor. 176: mavra yap eidixpivas  PuxH mpodyer, kal xwpis Exagror, 

penbev éepéAXxovoa ard Tev NovTay, a (el un SteKéxpiTo del Kata THY Ek) oVd? dy 7 

évépyera Ouexpwe THs Wux7s. 

3 Dro. Oeo\. 177: Ger oi devrepa vdes Tats THY EidOy meptKwTépats OiaKpioeow 

érd.apOpovot mws Kal NerrToupyovc Tas TOY Tpwrwy eidorrotias. 

4 roxy. Oeor. 178: wav voepdy eidos aidiwy éorly brooratikdy....oUTE apa TH 

yen Ta KaTd Tia xpdvov am’ airlas UWpéorynker eldntikhs, oUre Ta POapra, 7 POaprda, 

eldos Exel voepoyv mpoimapxov. 

5 Dro. Oeor. 179. 

6 rox. Oeod. 180: adr’ 6 pev audOextos vods ams Sos, ws TA wépn TavTa 

Odikas éxwv év EavT@, Tav Se wepucdv ExacTos ws év pwéper TO Sov éxer. Cf. 170. 
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The mean between divine imparticipable mind and mind 

participated in and intelligential but not divine, is divine 

mind participated in. In this participate divine souls. Of 

souls there are three kinds: first, those that are divine; 

second, those that are not divine but that always participate in 
intelligible mind; third, those that change between mind and 

deprivation of it. Every soul is an incorporeal essence and 

separable from the body’. For since it knows that which is 
above it, namely, mind and intellectual things in their purity, 

much more is it the nature of the soul to know itself. Now 

that which knows itself turns back upon itself. And _ that 
which turns back upon itself is neither body nor inseparable 
from body; for the mere turning back upon itself, of which 

body is incapable, necessitates separability. Every soul is 
indestructible and incorruptible. For everything that can in 
any way be dissolved and destroyed is either corporeal and 
composite or has its existence in a subject. That which is 
dissolved undergoes corruption as consisting of a multitude 
of divisible parts; that of which it is the nature to exist in 

another, being separated from its subject vanishes into not- 
being. But the soul comes under neither of these determina- 

tions; existent as it is in the act of turning back upon itself. 
Hence it is indestructible and incorruptible. 

Proclus now goes on to define more exactly the characters of 

the soul in relation to things prior and posterior to it. It is self- 
subsistent and is the principle of life to itself and to all that 
participates in it. As it is a mean between things primarily 
indivisible and those that have the divisibility belonging to body, 
so also it is a mean between things wholly eternal and those 
that are wholly temporal. Eternal in essence and temporal 
in act, it is the first of things that have part in the world of 
generation. In the logical order of causes, it comes next after 
mind, and contains all the intellectual forms that mind possesses 
primarily. These it has by participation, and as products of © 
the things before it. Things perceptible it anticipates in their 
pre-formed models (apadevypatixds). Thus it holds the 

reasons of things material immaterially, and of corporeal 

1 rox. Oeor. 186. 
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things incorporeally, and of things apart in space without 

spatially separating them. Things intelligible, on the other 

hand, it receives in their expression by images (e/kovixas) 5 
divisibly the forms of those that are undivided, by multipli- 

cation the forms of those that are unitary, by self-motion the 

forms of those that are unmoved’. 

Every soul participated in has for its first organ an imperish- 

able body, ungenerated and incorruptible. For if every soul 

is imperishable in essence and primarily animates something 

corporeal, then, since its being is immutable, it animates it always. 

If that which has soul has it always, it also participates ever 

in the life of soul? But that which is ever living ever is, that 

is to say, is imperishable’. 
All that participates in time yet is perpetually moved, is 

measured by circuits. For since things are determinate both in 

multitude and in magnitude, transition cannot go on through 

different collocations to infinity. On the other hand, the 

transitions of that which is ever moved can have no term. 

They must therefore go from the same to the same; the time 

of the circuit furnishing the measure of the motion. Every 

mundane soul, since it passes without limit through transitions 

of which time is the measure, has circuits of its proper life, and 

restitutions to its former position’, While other souls have 

some particular time for the measure of their circuit, the circuit 
of the first soul measured by time coincides with the whole of 

time’. 
With greater distance of souls from the One there goes, 

according to the general principle already set forth, increase of 

1 Yrocy. Geo. 195. Cf. Arist. De An. iii, 8, 431 b 21: 7 puxn ra OVTa ws ETTL 

TAVTQ. 

2 Srovy. Ocod. 196: ef 5€ Todro 7d Wuxovpevoy del puxodrar, Kal del METEXEL 

(wns. 

3 The chief propositions on the imperishable vehicle of the soul are to be 

found near the end of the treatise (207—10), The substance of them is that, in 

the descent and reascent of the particular soul, extraneous material clothings 

are in turn put upon the vehicle and stripped off from it; the vehicle itself 

remaining impassible. 

4 Sroy. Ocor. 199: waca Wuxi) eyKbomios Tepiddos xpHTar Tijs oikelas Swis Kal 

dmoxaracrdcesw....7aoa yap Teplodos Tw aidiwv droKaTAaGTATLKy ETL. 

5 Protx. Geod. 200. 
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number and diminution of casual efficacy’. Every particular 

soul may descend to birth infinite times and reascend from 
birth to being. For it now follows after the divine and now 

falls away; and such alternation must evidently be recurrent. 
The soul cannot be an infinite time among the gods, and then 

the whole succeeding time among bodies; for that which has 
no temporal beginning can never have an end, and that which 

has no end necessarily has no beginning”. 
Every particular soul, descending to birth, descends as a 

whole. It does not partly remain above and partly descend. 
For if part of the soul remains in the intelligible world, it must 
either think ever without transition, or by a transitive process. 
But if without transition, then it thinks as pure intellect, and 

not as a part of the soul; and so must be the soul immediately 
participating in mind, that is, the general soul. If it thinks by 
a transitive process, then, out of that which always thinks and 

that which sometimes thinks one essence is composed. But 

this also is impossible. Besides, it is absurd that the highest 
part of the soul, being, as it is if it does not descend, ever perfect, 
should not rule the other powers and make them also perfect. 

Every particular soul therefore descends as a whole’. 

3. The End of the Platonic Succession. 

Of the successors to Plato’s chair after Proclus, the most 

noteworthy was Damascius, the last of all. A native of 
Damascus, he had studied at Alexandria and at Athens. 

Among his teachers was Marinus, the immediate successor 

and the biographer of Proclus. The skill in dialectic for 
which he was celebrated, he himself attributed to the imstruc- 

tions of Isidore, his predecessor in the chair, whose biography 

he wrote‘. In an extensive work on First Principles (Azropiac 

~ Srox. Beor. 203. 

2 Srovx. Oeod. 206: Nelwerar apa mepiddous Exdornv moetoOar dvddwy Te ex Tijs 

yevécews kal Tov els yéveow kabddwv, kal ToOTo dmavoror eivat dua Tov aretpov xXpébvor. 

éxdorn dpa Puxh mepixh) kariévar Te ém’ drepov Sivara Kal dviévat. Kal ToUTO ov ui 

mavcerat rept amdoas TO TdOnua yevdmevov. 

3 Droux. Oeor. 211. 
4 The fragments of this, preserved by Photius, are printed in the appendix to 

the Didot edition of Diogenes Laertius. 
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Kal AUoELS TEPL TOV TPwT@Y apyov)', he maintained with the 

utmost elaboration that the principle of things is unknowable. 
This we have met with as a general position in Proclus?; and 
it is already laid down distinctly by Plotinus, who says for 
example that we can learn by intellect that the One is, but not 

what it is. Even to call it the One is rather to deny of it 
plurality than to assert any truth regarding it that can be 
grasped by the intelligence*. Still, with Plotinus and Proclus, 
this is more a recognition of the inadequacy of all forms of 

thought to convey true knowledge of the principle which is the 
source of thought, than a doctrine standing out by itself as the 

last word of their philosophy. Damascius on the other hand 
seems to exhaust human language in the effort to make plain 
how absolutely unknowable the principle is‘. Thus his doctrine 
has the effect of a new departure, and presents itself as the 
most definitely agnostic phase of ancient metaphysics. Zeller 
treats this renunciation of all knowledge of the principle as a 

symptom of the exhaustion of Greek philosophy; a view which 
perhaps, at certain points of time, would not have allowed us 
to hope much more from modern philosophy. The ancient 
schools, however, did not die till a final blow was struck at 

them on behalf of the spiritual authority that now ruled the 

world. 
It may be read in Gibbon how the Emperor Justinian 

(527—565), while he directed the codification of the Roman 

law, succeeded in effacing in considerable measure the record 
of stages of jurisprudence less conformable to the later imperial 
absolutism. To make that absolutism unbroken even in name, 

he afterwards suppressed the Roman Consulship, which had 

1 About half of this work was edited by Kopp in 1826; the whole by Ruelle 

in 1889. In 1898 was published a complete French translation by M. Chaignet 

in three volumes. 

2 rox. Oeor. 123. 

3 Enn. v. 5, 6: 70 6€ ofov onuatvor dv TO odx oiov' od yap eve ovdE TO oiov, drw 

unde TO Th....Tdxya 6€ Kal 7d & dbvoua Todro dpow exer mpds Ta Todd, OOev Kai 

"Améd\Xwva of IvOayopixol cumBodcxws mpds addjovs eonuawov amopdce Tw 

To\wv. 

4 Cf. R.P. 545: Kat ri répas tora Tod Adyou mA cryjs aunxavov Kal ouororylas 

TOU mNdev ywaoKew wy unde Oéus, ddvvdTwY OvTwY els yywow ENOeELY 5 
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gone on till his time. before the completion of his Code—the 
great positive achievement to which he owes his fame—he had 
already promulgated a decree for securing uniformity in the 
spiritual sphere. So far, in spite of the formal prohibition of 
the ancient religion, the philosophers at Athens had retained 
some freedom to oppose Christian positions on speculative 
questions. This seems clear from the fact that Proclus had 

been able to issue a tractate in which he set forth the arguments 
for the perpetuity of the world against the Christian doctrine of 
creation’. Justinian, who was desirous of a reputation for 

strictness of orthodoxy, resolved that even this freedom should 
cease; and in 529 he enacted that henceforth no one should 

teach the ancient philosophy. In the previous year, when 
there was a “great persecution of the Greeks” (that is, of all 
who showed attachment to the ancient religion), it had been 

made a law that those who “ Hellenised” should be incapable 
of holding offices. Suppression of the philosophical lectures 
was accompanied by confiscation of the endowments of the 
school. And these were private endowments; the public 

payments to the occupants of the chairs having long ceased’. 
The liberty of philosophisng was now everywhere brought 
within the limits prescribed by the Christian Church. Not 
till the dawn of modern Europe was a larger freedom to be 

reassumed; and not even then without peril. 

The narrative of the historian Agathias (fl. 570) is well 

known, how Damascius, Simplicius, Eulalius, Priscianus, Her- 

mias, Diogenes and Isidorus departed from Athens for Persia, 

having been invited by King Chosroes (Khosru Nushirvan), 
and hoping to find in the East an ideal kingdom and a 
philosophic king*. Though Chosroes himself was not without 

a real interest in philosophy, as he showed by the translations 
he caused to be made of Platonic and Aristotelian writings, 
their expectations were thoroughly disappointed. They found 

1 A reply to the "Emcyepjuata xara Xpioriavey of Proclus was written by 

Joannes Philoponus, in the form of a lengthy work (now included in the Teubner 

Series) bearing the title De Aeternitate Mundi. 

2 See, for the evidence as to the exact circumstances of the suppression, 

Zeller, iii. 2, pp. 849—50, with notes. Cf. R.P. 547 ¢. 

3 R.P. 547. 
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that the genuine unmodified East was worse than the Roman 

Empire in its decline. At length they entreated to return to 
their own country under any conditions; and Chosroes, though 

pressing them to stay, not only allowed them to go, but in a 
special clause of a treaty of peace with Justinian, stipulated 
that they should not be constrained to forsake their own 

opinions, but should retain their freedom while they lived. 
This was in 533. The date of their voluntary exile was 
probably 532. 

After their return, as has been already indicated, the 

philosophers devoted themselves to the writing of learned 
commentaries. The most illustrious of the commentators was 
Simplicius, whose works on Aristotle’s Categories, Physics, De 

Caelo and De Anima, and on the Encheiridion of Epictetus, 

are extant. Even this last period was not marked by complete 
inability to enter on a new path. What the speculative 
exhaustion animadverted on by Zeller really led to was a return 
to the most positive kind of knowledge that then seemed attain- 
able. Aristotle now came to be studied with renewed zeal ; 

and it was in fact by a tradition from the very close of antiquity 
that he afterwards acquired his predominant authority, first 
among the Arabians and then among the schoolmen of the 
West'. The last Neo-Platonists thus had the merit of compre- 
hending his unapproached greatness as the master in antiquity 
of all human and natural knowledge. If to some extent they 
were wrong in trying to prove his thoroughgoing agreement 
with Plato, their view was at any rate nearer the mark than 

that which makes the two philosophers types of opposition. 
The most recent students of Plato would perfectly agree with 

one at least of the distinctions by which Simplicius reconciles 

apparently conflicting positions. When Plato, he says, describes 
the world as having come to be, he means that it proceeds from 
a higher cause; when Aristotle describes it as not having 
become, he means that it has no beginning in time? Apart 
from learned research, subtleties may still be found in the 
commentators that had never before been expressed with such 

' Cf. Renan, Averroés et l Averroisme, pp. 92—3. 

2 Zeller, iii. 2, p. 846. Cf. Archer-Hind, The Timaeus of Plato. 
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precision. For the rest, they are themselves as conscious of 
the decline as their modern critics. What they actually did 
was in truth all that was possible, and the very thing that was 

needed, in their own age. 

To the latest period, as was said at the beginning of the 
chapter, belong the names of several Alexandrian teachers. 

Among these are Hermias, the pupil of Syrianus ; Ammonius, 
the son of Hermias and the pupil of Proclus!; Asclepiodotus, 
a physician, who, according to Damascius, surpassed all his 
contemporaries in knowledge of mathematics and natural 
science ; and Olympiodorus, a pupil of Ammonius and the last 
teacher of the Platonic philosophy whose name has been 
preserved. Commentaries by Hermias and Ammonius, as well 

as by Olympiodorus, are still extant. 
An exhaustive history of Neo-Platonism would find in the 

writings of the Athenian school materials especially abundant. 

Much has been printed, though many works still remain un- 
published. In the present chapter, only a very general account 
is attempted. The object, here as elsewhere, has been to bring 
out the essential originality of the Neo-Platonic movement ; 

not to trace minutely the various currents that contributed to 
its formation and those into which it afterwards diverged as it 

passed into later systems of culture. To follow, “ per incertam 
lunam sub luce maligna,” the exact ways by which it modified 
the culture of medizval Europe, would be a work of research 

for a separate volume. The general direction, however, and its 

principal stages, are sufficiently clear; and some attempt will 

be made in the next chapter to trace first the continued 
influence of Neo-Platonism in the Middle Ages, and then its 
renewed influence at the Renaissance and in modern times. 

For the earliest period—for the unmistakably “dark ages” of 
the West—the transmission was in great part through Christian 
writers, who, living at the close of the ancient world, had 

received instruction as pupils in the still surviving philosophic 

schools. 

1 Joannes Philoponus (fl. 530), the Christian commentator on Aristotle, had 

Ammouius for his teacher, and quotes him as ‘‘the philosopher.” See Zeller, 

iii. 2, p. 829, n. 4. 



CHAPTER X. 

THE INFLUENCE OF NEO-PLATONISM. 

THE influence of Neo-Platonism on the official Christian 

philosophy of the succeeding period was mainly in the de- 

partment of psychology. Biblical psychology by itself did 
not of course fix any determinate scientific view. Its literal 
interpretation might seem, if anything, favourable to a kind 

of materialism combined with supernaturalism, like that of 

Tertullian. Even the Pauline conception of “spirit,” regarded 
at once as an infusion of Deity and as the highest part of the 

human soul, lent itself quite easily to a doctrine like that of 
the Stoics, which identified the divine principle in the world 
with the corporeal element most remote by its lightness and 
mobility from gross matter. For a system, however, that was 
to claim on behalf of its supernatural dogmas a certain justi- 

fication by human reason as a preliminary condition to their 
full reception by faith, the idea of purely immaterial soul and 

mind was evidently better adapted. This conception, taken 

over for the practical purposes of the Church in the scientific 
form given to it by the Neo-Platonists, has accordingly main-. 
tained its ground ever since. The occasional attempts in 
modern times by sincerely orthodox Christians to fall back 
upon an exclusive belief in the resurrection of the body, 
interpreted in a materialistic sense, as against the heathen 

doctrine of the natural immortality of the soul, have never 

gained any appreciable following. At the end of the ancient 
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world Platonic idealism, so far as it was compatible with the 

dualism necessitated by certain portions of the dogmatic 
system, was decisively adopted. In the East, Greek ecclesias- 
tical writers such as Nemesius (fl. 450), who had derived 

their culture from Neo-Platonism, transmitted its refutations 

of materialism to the next age. In the West, St Augustine, 

who, as is known, was profoundly influenced by Platonism, and 
who had read Plotinus in a Latin translation, performed the 

same philosophical service. The great positive result was to 
familiarise the European mind with the elements of certain 
metaphysical conceptions elaborated by the latest school of 
independent philosophy. When the time came for renewed 
independence, long practice with abstractions had made it 
easier than it had ever hitherto been—difficult as it still 

was—to set out in the pursuit of philosophic truth from a 

primarily subjective point of view. 
It was long, however, before Western Europe could even 

begin to fashion for itself new instruments by provisionally 
working within the prescribed circle of revealed dogma and 
subordinated philosophy. The very beginning of Scholasticism 
is divided by a gulf of more than three centuries from the end 
of Neo-Platonism; and not for about two centuries more did 

this lead to any continuous intellectual movement. In the 
meantime, the elements of culture that remained had been 

transmitted by Neo-Platonists or writers influenced by them. 
An especially important position in this respect is held by 
Boethius, who was born at Rome about 480, was Consul in 510, 

and was executed by order of Theodoric in 524. In philosophy 
Boethius represents an eclectic Neo-Platonism turned to ethical 
account. His translation of Porphyry’s logical work has already 

been mentioned. He also devoted works of his own to the 
exposition of Aristotle’s logic. It was when he had fallen into 
disgrace with Theodoric that he wrote the De Consolatione 
Philosophiae; and the remarkable fact has often been noticed 
that, although certainly a nominal Christian, he turned in 
adversity wholly to heathen philosophy, not making the 
slightest allusion anywhere to the Christian revelation. The 
vogue of the De Consolatione in the Middle Ages is equally 
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noteworthy. Rulers like Alfred, eagerly desirous of spreading 
all the light that was accessible, seem to have been drawn 

by a secret instinct to the work of a man of kindred race, who, 
though at the extreme bound, had still been in living contact 
with the indigenous culture of the old European world. Another 

work much read in the same period was the commentary of 

Macrobius (fl. 400) on the Somnium Scipionis extracted from 

Cicero’s De Republica. Macrobius seems not to have been 

even a nominal Christian. He quotes Neo-Platonist writers, and, 

by the impress he has received from their type of thinking, 

furnishes evidence of the knowledge there was of them in 

the West. 
In the East some influence on theological metaphysics was 

exercised by Synesius, the friend of Hypatia. Having become 

a Christian, Synesius unwillingly allowed himself to be made 

Bishop of Ptolemais (about 410); seeking to reserve the 

philosophical liberty to treat portions of popular Christiamity 

as mythical, but not quite convinced that this was compatible 

with the episcopal office. A deeper influence of the same kind, 

extending to the West, came from the works of the writer 

known under the name of that “Dionysius the Areopagite”’ 

who is mentioned among the converts of St Paul at Athens 

(Acts xvii. 84). As no incontestable reference to those works 

is found till the sixth century, and as they are characterised by 

ideas distinctive of the school of Proclus, it is now held that 

they proceeded from some Christian Platonist trained in the 

Athenian school. It is possible indeed that the real Dionysius 

had been a hearer of Proclus himself. We learn from Marinus? 

that not all who attended his lectures were his philosophical 

disciples. The influence of the series of works, in so far as 
they were accepted officially, was to fix the “angelology” of 

the Church in a learned form. They also gave a powerful 

impulse to Christian mysticism, and, through Scotus Erigena, 

set going the pantheistic speculations which, as soon as thought 

once more awoke, began to trouble the faith. 

When, about the middle of the ninth century, there emerges 

1 Vita Procli, 38. 
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the isolated figure of John Scotus Erigena, we may say, far as 
we still are from anything that can be called sunrise, that 

“now at last the sacred influence 

Of light appears, and from the walls of Heaven 

Shoots far into the bosom of dim Night 

A glimmering dawn.” 

He has been regarded both as a belated Neo-Platonist and as 
the first of the Scholastics. In reality he cannot be classed as 

a Neo-Platonist, for his whole effort was directed towards 

rationalising that system of dogmatic belief which the Neo- 
Platonists had opposed from the profoundest intellectual and 

ethical antipathy. On the other hand, he was deeply influenced 
by the forms of Neo-Platonic thought transmitted through 
Dionysius, whose works he translated into Latin; and his own 

speculations soon excited the suspicion of ecclesiastical authority. 
His greatest work, the De Divisione Naturae, was in 1225 con- 

demned by Pope Honorius III. to be burned. Scotus had, 
however, begun the characteristic movement of Christian 

Scholasticism. And Dionysius, who could not well be anathe- 

matised consistently with the accredited view about the 
authorship of his writings—who indeed was canonised, and 
came to be identified with St Denys of France—had been 
made current in Latin just at the moment when the knowledge 

of Greek had all but vanished from the West. 
The first period of Scholasticism presents a great gap 

between Scotus and the next considerable thinkers, who do 

not appear before the latter part of the eleventh century. 
Towards the end of the twelfth century, the second period 

begins through the influx of new Aristotelian writings and 
of the commentaries upon them by the Arabians. The Arabians 
themselves, on settling down after their conquest of Western 
Asia, had found Aristotle already translated into Syriac. Trans- 
lations were made from Syriac into Arabic. These translations 
and the Arabian commentaries on them were now translated 

into Latin, sometimes through Hebrew; the Jews being at this 

time again the great intermediaries between Asia and Europe. 

Not long after, translations were made directly from the Greek 
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texts preserved at Constantinople. Thus Western Europe 
acquired the complete body of Aristotle’s logical writings, of 
which it had hitherto only possessed a part; and, for the first 
time since its faint re-awakening to intellectual life, it was put 
in possession of the works dealing with the content as well as 
the form of philosophy. After prohibiting more than once the 
reading of the newly recovered writings, and in particular of 
the Physics and Metaphysics, the ecclesiastical chiefs at length 
authorised them; having come to see in the theism of Aristotle, 

which they were now able to discriminate from the pantheism of 
pseudo-Aristotelian writings, a preparation for the faith. It is 
from this period that the predominating scientific authority of 
Aristotle in the Christian schools must be dated. Taken over 
as a tradition from the Arabians, it had been by them received 

from the latest commentators of the Athenian school of Neo- 

Platonism. 
The Arabian philosophy, highly interesting in itself, is still 

more interesting to us for its effect on the intellectual life of 
Europe. Aristotelian in basis, it was Neo-Platonic in super- 
structure. Its distinctive doctrine of an impersonal immortality 
of the general human intellect is, however, as contrasted both 

with Aristotelianism and with Neo-Platonism, essentially original. 

This originality it does not owe to Mohammedanism. Its affinity 
is rather with Persian and Indian mysticism. Not that 
Mohammedanism wanted a speculative life of its own; but that 
which is known to history as “ Arabian philosophy” did not 
belong to that life. The proper intellectual life of Islam was 
in “theology.” From the sharp antagonism which sprang up 

between the Arabian philosophers and “theologians” seems to 
date the antithesis which became current especially in the 
Europe of the Renaissance. For the Greek philosophers, 
“theology” had meant first a poetic exposition of myths, but 
with the implication that they contained, either directly or when 

allegorised, some theory of the origin of things. Sometimes— 
as occasionally in Aristotle and oftener in the Neo-Platonists— 
it meant the highest, or metaphysical, part of philosophy. It 

1 See Renan, Averroes et l’ Averroisme, ch. ii. 
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was the doctrine of God as first principle of things, and was 
accordingly the expression of pure speculative reason. With 
Islam, as with Christianity, it might mean this; but it meant 

also a traditional creed imposed by the authority of Church and 
State. The creed contained many articles which philosophy 

might or might not arrive at by the free exercise of reason. 
To the Mohammedan “theologian,” however, these were not 

points which it was permissible to question, except hypotheti- 
cally, but principles to argue from. Hence the “philosophers,” 
having made acquaintance with the intellectual liberty of Greece, 
which they were seeking to naturalise in Arabian science, were 

led to adopt the custom of describing distinctively as a “theo- 
logian” one who speculated under external authority and with 
a practical purpose. Of course the philosophers claimed to 
deal equally—or, rather, at a higher level—with divine objects 

of speculation ; but, according to their own view, they were not 
bound by the definitions of the theologian. At the same time, 
they were to defer to theology in popular modes of speech, 
allowing a “theological” truth, or truth reduced to what the 

multitude could profit by, in distinction from“ philosophical” 
or pure truth. The Jews and the Christians too, they allowed, 
were in possession of theological truth; each religion being 

good and sufficient in practice for the peoples with whom it 

was traditional. The reason of this procedure—which has no 
precise analogue either in ancient or in modern times—was that 
the Arabian Hellenising movement was pantheistic, while the 
three religions known to the philosophers all held to the 

personality of God. Hence the Arabian philosophy could not, 
like later Deism, find what it regarded as philosophic truth by 

denuding all three religions of their discrepant elements. Since 

they were expressed in rigorously defined creeds. it could not 
allegorise them as the ancient philosophers had allegorised 
polytheism. Nor was the method open to it of ostensibly 
founding a new sect. The dominant religions were theocratic, 

claiming the right, which was also the duty, of persecution. 
The consequence was, formulation of the strange doctrine 
known as that of the “double truth.” 

Under the dominion of Islam, the “philosophers,” in spite of 
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their distinction between the two kinds of truth, were treated 

by the “theologians” as a hostile sect and reduced to silence. 
Their distinction, however, penetrated to Christian Europe, 

where, though condemned by Church Councils, it long held its 
ground as a defence against accusations of heresy. The ortho- 
dox distinction between two spheres of truth, to be investigated 
by different methods but ultimately not in contradiction, may 
easily be put in its place. Hence a certain elusiveness which 
no doubt helped to give it vogue in a society not inwardly 
quite submissive to the authority of the Church even at the 
time when the theocracy had apparently crushed all secular 
and intellectual opposition. The profundity of the revolt is 
evident alike in the philosophical and in the religious move- 
ments that marked the close of the twelfth and the opening 

of the thirteenth century. The ideas that animated both 
movements were of singular audacity. In philosophy, the 
intellectual abstractions of Neo-Platonism, and in particular 

the abstraction of “matter,” were made the ground for a 

revived naturalistic pantheism. Ideas of “absorption,” or im- 
personal immortality, genuinely Eastern in spirit, may have 
appealed as speculations to the contemplative ascetics of 
Orientalised Europe. These were not the only ideas that 
came to the surface. In common with its dogmas, the Catholic 

hierarchy was threatened; and, to suppress the uprising, the 

City of Dis on earth was completed by the Dominican 
Inquisition. Yet philosophy, so far as it could be made sub- 
servient to orthodoxy, was to be a most important element in 
the training of the Dominicans themselves. From their Order 
proceeded Thomas Aquinas, the most systematic thinker of 
the Middle Ages, at whose hands scholastic Aristotelianism 
received its consummate perfection. Against older heresies, 
against “Averroism,” against the pantheism of heterodox 
schoolmen, the Angelic Doctor furnished arguments acceptable 

to orthodoxy, marshalled in syllogistic array. For a short 
time, his system could intellectually satisfy minds of the 
highest power, skilled in all the learning of their age, if only 

they were in feeling at one with the dominant faith. 

Over and above its indirect influence through the psy- 
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chology of the Fathers, Neo-Platonic thought found direct 
admission into the orthodox no less than into the heterodox 
speculation of the Scholastic period. Aquinas quotes largely 
from Dionysius; and Dante was, as is well known, a student 

both of Aquinas and of Dionysius himself, whose classification 
of the “ Heavenly Hierarchy ” he regarded as a direct revelation 
communicated by St Paul to his Athenian proselyte. Thus, if 
we find Neo-Platonic ideas in Dante, there is no difficulty about 

their source. The line of derivation goes straight back to the 
teaching of Proclus. We are not reduced to the supposition 
of an indirect influence from Plotinus through St Augustine. 
Incidental Neo-Platonic expressions in Dante have not escaped 

notice. More interesting, however, than any detailed coinci- 

dence is the fundamental identity of the poet’s conception of 
the beatific vision with the vision of the intelligible world as 
figured by Plotinus. Almost equally prominent is the use he 
makes of the speculative conception of emanation. That the 
higher cause remains in itself while producing that which is 

next to it in order of being, is affirmed by Dante in terms that 

might have come directly from Plotinus or Proclus*, And it 

is essentially by the idea of emanation that he explains and 
justifies the varying degrees of perfection in created things. 

The Neo-Platonism of the Divina Commedia, as might be 

expected, is found almost exclusively in the Paradiso; though 
one well-known passage in the Purgatorio, describing the mode 
in which the disembodied soul shapes for itself a new material 

envelope, bears obvious marks of the same influence. Here, 
however, there is an important difference. Dante renders 

1 Some of them are referred to by Bouillet in the notes to his French 

translation of the Enneads (1857—61). 
Here, for want of a more appropriate place, it may be mentioned that there 

is no complete translation of the Enneads into English. The marvellous 

industry of Thomas Taylor, ‘‘the Platonist,” in translating Neo-Platonic 

writings, did not carry him through the whole of Plotinus. The portions 

translated by him have been reprinted for the Theosophical Society in Bohn’s 

Series. 
2 The general thought finds expression at the end of Par. xxix. 

“P eterno Valor... 

Uno manendo in sé come davanti.” 
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everything in terms of extension, and never, like the Neo- 
Platonists, arrives at the direct assertion, without symbol, of 

pure immaterialism. This may be seen in the passage just 
referred to, as compared with a passage from Porphyry’s 
exposition of Plotinus closely resembling it in thought. While 

Dante represents the soul as having an actual path from one 

point of space to another, Porphyry distinctly says that the 
soul’s essence has no locality, but only takes upon itself 
relations depending on conformity between its dispositions and 
those of a particular body; the body, whether of grosser or of 
finer matter, undergoing local movement in accordance with its 
own nature and not with the nature of soul’, Again, the point 
of exact coincidence between Dante and Plotinus in what they 
say of the communications between souls that are in the world 
of being, is that, for both alike, every soul “there” knows the 

thought of every other without need of speech. Plotinus, 
however, says explicitly that the imdividualised intelligences 

within universal mind are together yet discriminated without 
any reference to space. What Dante says is that while the 

souls are not really in the planetary spheres, but only appear 
in them momentarily, they are really above in the empyrean. 
Even in his representation of the Deity, the Christian poet still 

retains his spatial symbolism. God is seen as the minutest and 
intensest point of light, round which the angels—who are the 
movers of the spheres—revolve in their ninefold order. At the 
same time, the divine mind is said to be the place of the 
primum mobile, thus enclosing the whole universe. Viewed in 
relation to the universe as distinguished from its cause, the 

angelic movers are in inverted order, the outermost and not the 

innermost being now the highest. Thus, by symbol, it is finally 

1 Cf. Purg. xxv. 85—102 and Sententiae, 32. Porphyry is explaining the 

way in which the soul may be said to descend to Hades, ézrel dé Sinker 7d Bapvd 

mvetua Kal évuypov dxpt Tov Uroyelwy TOTwY, oUTW Kal arn AéyeTat Xwpely Ud yHv* 

ox 6Te n adTH ovola weraBalver Tomous, Kal Ev Tools yiveTat’ GAN OTe TOY TEPuKSTwY 

owudTwy Tomous meTaBaivery, kal eiAnxévar TOmous, oxéoels avadéxeTat, Jexouevwy 

avTiy KaT& Tas éemiTndedryTas THY ToLOVTwWY TwWUdTwWY EK THS KaT a’rHy Trods 

duadécews. 
9 
2 ‘Ti questo cielo non ha altro dove 

Che la mente divina.’’ 
Par. xxvii. 109—110. 
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- suggested that immaterial essence is beyond the distinction of 

the great and the small in magnitude; but even at the end the 

symbolism has not disappeared. 
Like the completed theocratic organisation of society, the 

Scholastic system which furnished its intellectual justification 
was hardly finished before it began to break up from within. 
St Thomas Aquinas was followed by John Duns Scotus, who, 
while equally orthodox in belief, limited more the demonstrative 
power of reason in relation to ecclesiastical dogma. Soon after 
came William of Ockham, whose orthodoxy is to some extent 

ambiguous. The criticisms of the Subtle and of the Invincible 
Doctor had for their effect to show the illusoriness of the syste- 
matic harmony which their great predecessor seemed to have 

given once for all to the structure composed of dominant 
Catholic theology and subordinated Aristotelian philosophy. 
Duns Scotus was indirectly influenced by Neo-Platonism, which 
came to him from the Jewish thinker Ibn Gebirol, known to 

the schoolmen as Avicebron. This was the source of his theory 

of a “first matter” which is an element in the composition of 

intellectual as of corporeal substances. His view that the 

“principle of individuation” is not matter but form, coincides 

with that of Plotinus. Ockham was a thinker of a different 

cast, representing, as against the Platonic Realism of Duns 

Scotus, the most developed form of mediaeval Nominalism. In 

their different ways, both developments contributed to upset 

the balance of the Scholastic eirenicon between science and faith. 

The rapidity with which the decomposition was now going on 

may be judged from the fact that Ockham died about 1549, 

that is, before the end of the half-century which had seen the 

composition of the Divina Commedia. 

The end of Scholasticism as a system appealing to the living 

world is usually placed about the middle of the fifteenth century. 

From that time, it became first an obstruction in the way of 

newer thought, and then a sectarian survival. The six centuries 

of its effective life are those during which Greek thought was 

wholly unknown in its sources to the West. John Scotus 

Erigena was one of the very last who had some knowledge of 

Greek before the study of it revived in the Italy of Petrarch 

13—2 
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and Boccaccio. For the new positive beginning of European 
culture, the classical revival, together with the impulse towards 

physical research,—represented among the schoolmen by Roger 
Bacon,—was the essential thing. 

In the familiar story of the rise of Humanism, the point 
that interests us here is that the first ancient system to be 
appropriated in its content, and not simply studied as a branch 

of erudition, was Platonism. And it was with the eyes of the 

Neo-Platonists that the Florentine Academy read Plato himself. 
Marsilio Ficino, having translated Plato, turned next to Plotinus. 

His Latin translation of the Enneads appeared in 1492’. 
Platonism was now set by its new adherents against Aristo- 
telianism, whether in the Scholastic form or as restored by 
some who had begun to study it with the aid of the Greek 
instead of the Arabian commentaries. The name of Aristotle 
became for a time to nearly all the innovators the synonym of 
intellectual oppression, 

The Platonists of the early Renaissance were sincere 
Christians in their own manner. This was not the manner 
of the Middle Age. The definitely articulated system of 

ecclesiastical dogma had no real part in their intellectual life. 
They were Christians in a general way; in the details of their 

thinking they were Neo-Platonists. In relation to astrology 
and magic, indeed, they were Neo-Platonists of a less critical 
type than the ancient chiefs of the school. Belief in both 
magic and astrology, it is hardly necessary to say, had run down 
through the whole course of the intervening centuries ; so that 
there was little as yet in the atmosphere of the modern time 
that could lead to a renewal of the sceptical and critical sifting 

begun by thinkers like Plotinus and Porphyry. The influence 
of Christianity shows itself in the special stress laid on the 
religious aspect of Neo-Platonism. An example of this is to 
be met with at the end of Marsilio Ficino’s translation of 
Plotinus. In the arguments prefixed to the closing chapters, 
Ficino tries to make Plotinus say definitely that the union of 
the soul with God, once attained, is perpetual. He has himself 

1 The Greek was printed for the first time in 1580, when it appeared along 

with the translation. 
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a feeling that the attempt is not quite successful; and he rather 
contends that Plotinus was logically bound to make the aftfir- 
mation than that it is there in his very words. Asa matter of 
fact, Plotinus has nowhere definitely made it; and it seems 

inconsistent alike with his own position that differences of 
individuality proceed with necessity from eternal distinctions 
in the divine intellect, and with his hypothetical use of the 

Stoic doctrine that events recur in exactly repeated cycles. 
When he says that in the intelligible world, though not in 
earthly life, the vision is continuous, this does not by itself 

mean that the soul, when it has ascended, remains above 

without recurrent descents. It is true, nevertheless, that 

Plotinus and Porphyry did not so explicitly as their successors 
affirm that all particular souls are subject to perpetual vicissi- 

tude’. 
This point is of special interest because Ficino’s interpre- 

tation may have helped to mislead Bruno, who, in a passage 
in the dedication of his Hrowc: Furort to Sir Philip Sidney, 
classes Plotinus, so far as this doctrine is concerned, with the 

“theologians.” All the great philosophers except Plotinus, he 
says, have taught that the mutations in the destiny of souls are 
without term. On the other hand, all the great theologians 
except Origen have taught that the soul either attains final 
rest or is finally excluded from beatitude. The latter doctrine 
has a practical reference, and may be impressed on the many 

lest they should take things too lightly. The former is the 

expression of pure truth, and is to be taught to those who are 
capable of ruling themselves. Great as is for Plotinus the 
importance of the religious redemption to which his philosophy 
leads, the theoretic aspect of his system is here misapprehended. 
Nothing, however, could bring out more clearly than this 
pointed contrast, Bruno’s own view. Coming near the end of 
Renaissance Platonism, as Ficino comes near its beginning, 

1 Thus St Augustine could commend Porphyry for what he took to be the 

assertion that the soul, having once wholly ascended to the realm of being, can 

never redescend to birth. That any soul can remain perpetually lapsed is 

unquestionably contrary to the opinion both of Plotinus and of Porphyry. One 

of Porphyry’s objections to Christianity was that it taught that doctrine. 
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he marks the declared break with tradition and the effort 

after a completely independent philosophy. 

Other elements as well as Neo-Platonism contributed to 
Bruno’s doctrine; yet he too proceeds in his metaphysics from 
the Neo-Platonic school. In expression, he always falls back 
upon its terms. The system, indeed, undergoes profound 
modifications. Matter and Form, Nature and God, become 

antithetic names of a single reality, rather than extreme 
terms in a causal series descending from the highest to the 
lowest’. Side by side with the identity, however, the difference 
is retained, in order to express the “circle” in phenomenal 
things. In Bruno’s cosmological view, modifications were of 

course introduced by his acceptance and extension of the 
Copernican astronomy. Yet he seeks to deduce this also 

from propositions of the Neo-Platonic metaphysics. The 

Neo-Platonists held, as he did, that the Cause is infinite in 

potency, and necessarily produces all that it can produce. 
The reason why they did not infer that the extended uni- 
verse is quantitatively infinite was that, like some moderns, 

they thought actual quantitative infinity an impossible con- 

ception. 

One of Bruno’s most interesting points of contact with 
Plotinus is in his theory of the beautiful. For this he may 
have got the hint from the difference that had struck Plotinus 

between the emotion that accompanies pursuit of knowledge 
and beauty on the one hand, and mystical unification with the 

good on the other. By this unification, however, Plotinus does 

not mean moral virtue; so that when Bruno contrasts intellectual 

aspiration with a kind of stoical indifference to fortune, and 
treats it as a “defect” in comparison, because there is in the 

constantly baffled pursuit of absolute truth or beauty an 
element of pain, he is not closely following Plotinus. Yet in 
their account of the aspiration itself, the two thinkers agree. 
The fluctuation and pain in the aesthetic or intellectual life are 
insisted on by both. In Bruno indeed the thought is immensely 

1 Identification of all in the unity of Substance is regarded by Vacherot as 

characterising Bruno’s thought, in contrast with the Neo-Platonic ‘‘ emanation.” 

See Histoire Critique de VEcole d@’Alexandrie, t. iii. p. 196. 
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expanded from the hint of Pletinus; the Hroici Furort being 

a whole series of imaginative symbols interpreted as expressive 
of the same ardour towards “the unknown God of unachieved 
desire.” There is here manifest a difference of temperament. 
Bruno had more of the restlessness which Plotinus finds in the 

soul of the artist and the theorist. Plotinus, along with his 

philosophical enthusiasm, had more of the detachment and 
repose of the religious mystic. 

The most striking difference between the Platonism of the 
Neo-Platonists and that of the Renaissance, is the stronger 

accentuation by the latter of naturalistic pantheism. This, 
though not absent in Neo-Platonism itself, is subordinate. 

Plotinus, as we saw, regards the heavenly bodies as divine, 

and can on occasion speak like Bruno of the earth as one of 

the stars. This side of his doctrine, however, is less prominent 
than his conception of intellectual and superessential divinity. 
With Bruno the reverse is the case. And Campanella too seizes 
on the naturalistic side of the doctrine to confound the despisers 
of the visible world. Among his philosophical poems there is 
one in particular which conveys precisely the feeling of the book 
of Plotinus against the Gnostics. 

*Deem you that only you have thought and sense, 

While heaven and all its wonders, sun and earth, 

Scorned in your dullness, lack intelligence ? 

Fool! what produced you? These things gave you birth: 

So have they mind and Godt.” 

This tone of feeling, characteristic of the Renaissance, passed 

away during the prevalence of the new “mechanical philosophy,” 
to reappear later when the biological sciences were making 
towards theories of vital evolution. It is thus no accident 

that it should then have been rendered by Goethe, who 
combined with his poetic genius original insight in biology. 

' Sonnet x1x. in Symonds’s translation. The original of the passage may be 

given for comparison. 

“ Pensiti aver tu solo provvidenza, 

E ’1 ciel la terra e I’ altre cose belle, 

Le quali sprezzi tu, starsene senza? 

Sciocco, d’ onde se’ nato tu? da quelle, 
‘ Dungue ci é senno e Dio.” 
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While the Platonising movement was going on, other 

ancient doctrines had been independently revived. For the 

growth of the physical sciences, now cultivated afresh after long 

neglect, the revival of Atomism was especially important. The 

one scientific doctrine of antiquity which Neo-Platonism had 
been unable to turn to account was seen by modern physicists 

to be exactly that of which they were in need. Thus whether, 
like Descartes and Hobbes, they held that the universe is a 
plenum, or, with Democritus himself, affirmed the real existence 

of vacuum, all the physical thinkers of the seventeenth century 

thought of body, for the purposes of science, as corpuscular. 

Corpuscular physics was the common foundation of the 
“mechanical philosophy.” Now it is worthy of note that the 

first distinctively Platonic revival, beyond the period we call 

the Renaissance, decisively adopted the corpuscular physics as 

not incompatible with “the true intellectual system of the 
universe.” The Cambridge Platonists, as represented especially 

by Cudworth, did not, in their opposition to the naturalism of 

Hobbes, show any reactionary spirit in pure science; but were 

so much awake to the growing ideas of the time that, even 

before the great impression made by Newton’s work, they were 

able to remedy for themselves the omission that had limited 

the scientific resources of their ancient predecessors. And 

More, in appending his philosophical poem on The Infinity of 

Worlds to that on The Immortality of the Soul, does not shrink 

from appealing to the authority of Democritus, Epicurus and 
Lucretius in favour of those infinite worlds in space which the 

Neo-Platonists had rejected. Neither on this question nor on 
the kindred one as to the manifestation of Deity in a pheno- 
menal universe without past or future limit in time, does he 
commit himself to a final conclusion; but evidently, after at 
first rejecting both infinities as involving impossibilities of 
conception, he inclined to the affirmation of both. 

The new metaphysical position that philosophy had in the 
meantime gained, was the subjective point of view fixed by 
Descartes as the principle of his “method for conducting the 
reason and seeking truth in the sciences.” This, as has been 

indicated, was remotely Neo-Platonic in origin; for the Neo- 
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Platonists had been the first to formulate accurately those 
conceptions of immaterial substance and of introspective con- 
sciousness which had acquired currency for the later world 
through the abstract language of the schools. Thus Descartes, 
with Scholasticism and Humanism behind him, could go in a 

summary way through the whole process, without immersing 
himself in one or the other as a form of erudition; and could 

then start, so far as the problem of knowledge is concerned, 
where the ancients had left off. Knowledge of that which is 
within, they had found, is in the end the most certain. The 

originality of Descartes consisted in taking it as the most 
certain in the beginning. Having fixed the point of view, he 
could then proceed, from a few simple positions ostensibly put 
forward without appeal to authority, to construct a new frame- 

work for the sciences of the inner and of the outer world. 
Here was the beginning of idealism in its modern form. 

The other great innovation of the modern world in general 
principle, was the notion that there is a mode of systematically 
appealing to experience as the test of scientific truth; that 

rational deduction, such as was still the main thing for 

Descartes, must be supplemented by, if not ultimately sub- 
ordinated to, the test of inductive verification. This, though 

not exclusively an English idea, has been mainly promoted by 
English thinkers, in its application first to the physical, and 

then, still more specially, to the mental sciences. In antiquity, 
experience had indeed been recognised as the beginning of 
knowledge in the genetic order. Its priority in this sense could 
be allowed by a’school as rationalist as Neo-Platonism. It had 

not, however, even by the experiential schools, been rigorously 

defined as a test applicable to all true science. On this side 
Bacon and Locke, as on the other side Descartes, were the 

great philosophical initiators of the new time. 

The essential innovations of modern thought, as we see, 
were innovations in method. They did not of themselves 
suggest any new answer to questions about ultimate reality or 
the destiny of the universe. It is not that such answers have 
been lacking; but they have always remained, in one way or 
another, new formulations of old ones. The hope cherished by 
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Bacon and Descartes that the moderns might at length cut 
themselves loose from the past and, by an infallible method, 

discover all attainable truth, has long been seen to be vain. 
Not only individual genius, but historical study of past ideas 
and systems, have become of more and not of less importance. 
The most original and typical ontologies of modern times are 
those of Spinoza and Leibniz; and, much as they owe to the 
newer developments of science and theory of knowledge, both 
are expressed by means of metaphysical conceptions that 
had taken shape during the last period of ancient thought. 
Pantheism and Monadism are not merely implicit in the Neo- 
Platonic doctrine; they receive clear formulation as different 

aspects of it. If, as some modern critics think, the two 

conceptions are not ultimately irreconcilable, the best hints 

for a solution may probably still be found in Plotinus. No 
one has ever been more conscious than he of the difficulty 
presented by the problem of comprehending as portions of one 
philosophical truth the reality of universal and that of in- 

dividual intellect. 
Perhaps the strongest testimony to the intrinsic value of 

the later Greek thought is Berkeley’s Siris. For if that thought 
had really become obsolete, Berkeley was in every way pre- 

pared to perceive it. He had pushed the Cartesian reform as 
far as it would go, by reducing what Descartes still thought of 
as real extended substance to a system of phenomena for 

consciousness. He had at the same time all the English 

regard for the test of experience, fortified by knowledge of 

what had been done in his own age in investigating nature. 

Thus, he had taken most decisively the two steps by which 
modern philosophy has made a definite advance. Besides, as a 

theologian, he might easily have assumed that anything there 
was of value in the work of thinkers who, living long after 

the opening of the Christian era, had been the most uncom- 
promising antagonists of the Christian Church, must have been 
long superseded. His own early Nominalism, which, as may 
be seen in Siris itself, he had never abandoned, might also have 
been expected to prejudice him against Platonic Realism. Yet 
it is precisely in the Neo-Platonists that Berkeley, near the 
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end of his philosophical career, found hints towards a tentative 
solution of ontological questions which he had at first thought 

to settle once for all by a resolutely logical carrying out of the 
principles of Descartes and Locke. It is true that in actual 
result Sizis makes no advance on the original Neo-Platonic 
speculations, which are not really fused with Berkeley's own 

early doctrine, but are at most kept clear of contradiction with 
it. For all that, Siris furnishes the most decisive evidence of 

enduring vitality in a school of thought which, to Berkeley’s 

age if to any since the classical revival, must have seemed 
entirely of the past. 

Berkeley’s work here seems in a manner comparable with 
that of the Platonising English poets from Spenser to Shelley. 
The influence of Platonism on literature is, however, too wide a 

subject to be treated episodically. The one remark may be 
made, that not till modern times did it really begin to influence 

poetic art. In antiquity it had its theories of art,—varying 
greatly, as we have seen, from Plato to Plotinus,—but artistic 

production was never inspired by it. If poetic thought, as 
some think, is an anticipation of the future, this influence on 

poetry may be taken as further evidence that the ideas of the 
philosophy itself are still unexhausted. 

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the great 
controversies of metaphysics did not centre im Platonism. 

There is truth in the view that would make this first period 
of distinctively modern philosophy a kind of continuation of 
later Scholasticism, more than of the Renaissance which im- 

mediately preceded it. Its ostensible questions were about 
method. The usual division of its schools or phases by 

historians is into “Dogmatism” (by which is meant the 
rationalistic theory of certitude) and its opposite “ Empiricism,” 

followed by “Scepticism” and then by “Criticism.” As these 

names show, it is concerned less with inquiry into the nature of 
reality than with the question how reality is to be known, or 

whether indeed knowledge of it is possible. And, with all its 

differences, the modern “ Enlightenment” has this resemblance 
to Scholasticism, that a particular system of doctrine is always 
in the background, to which the controversy is tacitly referred. 
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This system is in effect the special type of theism which the 
more rationalistic schoolmen undertook to prove as a preliminary 
to faith in the Catholic creed. Even in its non-Christian form, 

as with the “Deists,” it is still of the Judaeo-Christian tradition. 

The assumption about the relation of God to the world is that 
the world was created by an act of will. Ordinary Rationalism 
is “dogmatic” by its assertion that “natural religion” of this 
type can be demonstrated. “Empiricism” usually holds that 
the same general positions can be established sufficiently on at 

least “ probable” grounds. The Scepticism of Hume proceeds 
to show the failure of Empiricism—with which he sides philo- 
sophically as against Rationalism—to establish anything of the 
kind. Hume’s philosophical questioning, while this was the 
practical reference which aroused so much feeling in his own 
age, had of course a wider reach. Yet when Kant, stirred 

by the impulse received from Hume, took up again from a 
“Critical” point of view the whole problem as to the possibility 
of knowledge, he too thought with a reference to the same 
practical centre of the controversy. Having destroyed the 
Wolftian “Dogmatism,” he still aimed at reconstructing from 

its theoretical ruin a generalised theology of essentially the 
same type. For Kant, as for the line of thinkers closed by 

him, there was only one ontology seriously in question; and 

that was Christian theism, with or without the Christian 

revelation. 
The German movement at the opening of the nineteenth 

century, if it did nothing else, considerably changed this aspect 
of things. In its aims, whatever may now be thought of its 
results, it was a return to ontology without presuppositions. 

The limited dogmatic system which was the centre of interest 
for the preceding period has for speculation passed out of sight. 
Spinoza perhaps on the positive side exercises a predominant 

influence; but there are returns also to the thinkers of the 

Renaissance, to Neo-Platonism, and to the ancient systems of 
the East, now beginning to be known in Europe from trans- 
lations of their actual documents. A kind of Neo-Christianity 
too appears, which again treats Christian dogma in the spirit of 
the Guostics or of Scotus Erigena. And all this is complicated 
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by the necessity imposed on every thinker of taking up a 
definite attitude to the Kantian criticism of knowledge. Among 
the systems of the time, that of Hegel in particular has fre- 
quently been compared to Neo-Platonism; but here the 
resemblance is by no means close. The character of Hegel’s 

system seems to have been determined mainly by its relation 
to preceding German philosophy and to Spinoza. Both on 
Spinoza himself and on Leibniz, the influence of Neo-Platonism, 

direct or indirect, was much more definite, and points of 
comparison might be sought with more profit. In Hegel, as 
in the other philosophers of the period, the resemblance is 
partly of a quite general kind. They are again ontologists, 
interested in more possibilities than in the assertion or denial 
of the rudiments of a single creed. But, knowing the historical 

position of the Neo-Platonists, they find in them many thoughts 
that agree with their personal tendencies. 

Up to this point the outline given of the course of later 
philosophy may, it seems to me, on the whole be regarded as 
abbreviated history. The next stage may perhaps be summed 
up as another return from ontology to questions about the 
possibility of knowledge, and to logical and methodological 
inquiries. To pursue further the attempt to characterise the 

successive stages of European thought would be to enter the 
region where no brief summary can fairly pretend to be a 
deposit of ascertained results. The best plan, from the point 
now reached, will be to try to state the law of philosophic 

development which the history of Neo-Platonism suggests; and 
then to make some attempt to learn what positive value the 
doctrine may still have for the modern world. This will be the 
subject of the concluding chapter. 



CHAPTER XI. 

CONCLUSION. 

OncE the Neo-Platonie period, instead of being left im 
shadow, is brought into clear historical light, the development 
of Greek philosophy from Thales to Proclus is seen to consist 
of two alternations from naturalism to idealism. The “physical” 

thinkers are followed by Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. Then, 

by a similar antithesis, the more developed naturalism of the 

Stoics and Epicureans is followed by the more developed 

idealism of the Neo-Platonists. The psychology of the Greeks 
has been brought by Prof. Siebeck under the order assigned by 

this law. Mr Benn has suggested the law as that of Greek 
philosophy in general, but without carrying it through in its 
application to the details. When to the empirical formula the 
test of psychological deduction is applied, this seems to show 
that it must have a more general character—that it must be a 

law, not only of Greek thought, but of the thought of mankind. 
For evidently, as the objective and subjective points of view 

become distinguished, the mind must tend to view things first 
objectively, and then afterwards to make a reflective return 
on its own processes in knowing. Thus we ought to find 

universally that a phase of speculative naturalism—the ex- 
pression of the objective poimt of view—is followed, when 

! Both historians call the later phase Spiritualism, but on etymological 

grounds Idealism is the preferable term. ‘ Spirit” (avedua), as Prof. Siebeck 

has shown in his detailed history, was not used by the Greek philosophers 

themselves as the name of an immaterial principle. 
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reflection begins to analyse things into appearances for mind, 
by a phase of idealism. Unfortunately, no exact verification of 

so extended a deduction can be made out. All that can be said 

is that the facts do not contradict it. 
The law, in the most general terms, may be stated thus: 

Whenever there is a spontaneous development of philosophic 
thought beyond the stage of dependence on tradition, a natural- 
istic phase comes first and an idealistic phase second. In no 

intrinsic development, whether of individuals or of peoples, is 
there a reversal of the order. One or other of the phases, 
however, may be practically suppressed. An individual mind, 

or the mind of a people, may stop at naturalism, or after the 

most evanescent phase of it may go straight on to pure idealism. 
Where both phases definitely appear, as in the case of Greece, 
we must expect returns of the first, making a repeated rhythm. 
Further, we must take account of foreign influences, which may 

modify the intrinsic development. Also, when both stages have 
been passed through, and are represented by their own teachers, 
revivals of either may appear at any moment. Thus in modern 

Europe we can hardly expect to trace through the whole deve- 
lopment any law whatever. When thinkers began to break 
through the new tradition which had substituted itself for 

ancient mythology and philosophy alike, and had ruled through 
the Middle Ages, there was from the first a possibility, according 

to the temper of the individual mind, of reviving any phase of 
doctrine, naturalistic or idealistic, without respect to its order 
in the past. We may occasionally get a typical case of the law, 
as in the idealistic reaction of the Cambridge Platonists on the 
naturalism of Hobbes; but we cannot expect anything like this 

uniformly. 
Two great national anomalies are the precisely opposite 

cases of India (that is, of the Hindus) and of China. Nowhere 

in Asia of course has there been that self-conscious break with 

traditional authority which we find in ancient Greece and in 
modern Europe; in both of which cases, however, it must be 

remembered that the authoritative tradition has never ceased 
to exist, but has continued always, even in the most sceptical 

or rational periods, to possess more of direct popular power than 
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philosophy. The philosophies of India and of China are not 
formally distinct from their religions, and have not found it 

necessary to repudiate any religious belief simply as such. 
Still, each has a very distinct character of its own. The official 

philosophy of China is as purely naturalistic as that of India is 
idealistic. And in both cases the learned doctrine succeeds in 

giving a general direction to the mind of the people without 
appealing to force. With the Hindus, naturalism seems to have 

been an almost entirely suppressed phase of development. The 
traces of it found in some of the philosophic systems may be 
remains of an abortive attempt at a naturalistic view of things 

in India itself, or may be the result of a foreign influence such 
as that of Greek Atomism. On the other hand, the Taoism 

and the Buddhism of China are admittedly much reduced from 

the elevation they had at first, and have become new elements 
in popular superstition instead of idealistic philosophies, Bud- 
dhism of course is Indian; and Taoism, in its original form 

perhaps the sole attempt at metaphysics by a native Chinese 

teacher, seems to have been an indeterminate pantheism, not 

strictly to be classed either as naturalistic or as idealistic. Both 
are officially in the shade as compared with Confucianism ; 
and this, while agnostic with regard to metaphysics, is as 

a philosophy fundamentally naturalistic; adding to ancestral 
traditions about right conduct simply a very general idea of 
cosmic order as the theoretic basis for its ethical code. 

India and China being thus taken to represent one-sided 

evolutions of the human mind, we shall see in ancient Greece 

the normal sequence under a comparatively simplified form, In 
modern Europe we shall see a complex balance of the two 
tendencies. Turning from the question of historical law to 
that of philosophical truth, we may conjecture that the reflective 
process must somehow mark an advance in insight; but that, if 

nothing is to be lost, it ought to resume in itself what has gone 
before. And, as a matter of fact, European idealists, both 

ancient and modern, have not been content unless they could 

incorporate objective science with their metaphysics. 
Thus we arrive at a kind of “law of three states ”—tradition 

or mythology, naturalism, idealism. In its last two terms, this 
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law seems to be an inversion of the sequence Comte sought to 

establish from the “metaphysical” to the “positive” stage ; 

naturalism being the philosophy underlying “ positivism,” while 

idealism is another name for “metaphysics.” How then are we 

to explain Comte’s own mental development? For he undoubt- 

edly held that he himself had passed from tradition through 

“metaphysics ” to “positivity.” Haceptio probat regulam: “the 
exception tests the rule’” In the first place, what Comte 

regarded as his own metaphysical stage was not metaphysics 

at all, but a very early mode of political thought in which he 

accepted from eighteenth century teachers their doctrine of 

abstract “natural rights.” In the second place, his mental 

history really had a kind of metaphysical phase ; but this came 

after his strictly “positive” or naturalistic period. His later 

philosophy became subjective on two sides. Having at first 

regarded mathematics as the sufficient formal basis of all the 

sciences, he arrived later at the view that at the head of the 

philosophy of mathematics there ought to be set out a more 

general statement of principles. That is to say, his intention 

was to fill up the place that belongs properly to logic, which in 

its formal division is subjective. Again, in his later scheme, after 

the highest of the sciences, which he called “morality ”—meaning 

really a psychology of the individual, placed after and not before 

sociology—there came his “subjective synthesis.” This was an 

adumbration of metaphysics in the true sense of the term; so 

that his circle of the sciences, beginning with formal principles 

of reasoning, would have completed itself by running into 

subjectivity at the other extreme. The apparently exceptional 

case of Comte therefore turns out to be a real confirmation of 

the law. 

However it may be with this proposed law of three states, 

there can be no doubt that a very highly developed form of 

idealism is represented by the Neo-Platonists. How does this 

stand in relation to modern thought? An obvious position to 

take up would be to allow the merit of Plotinus and his suc- 

1 See Mr Carveth Read’s Logic, p. 214. 

w. 14 
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cessors in scientifically elaborating the highest metaphysical 
conceptions, but to dismiss all their detailed ontology as of 
merely historic interest. Thus we should fall back upon a 
position suggested by Plato in the Philebus; namely, that 
though there may be very little “dialectical,” or, as we should 

now say, metaphysical knowledge, that little may be “pure?.” 
This, however, is too easy a way. The Neo-Platonic thought 1s 

metaphysically, the maturest thought that the European world 
has seen. Our science, indeed, is more developed ; and so also, 

with regard to some special problems, is our theory of know- 
ledge. On the other hand, the modern time has nothing to 
show comparable to a continuous quest of truth about reality 

during a period of intellectual liberty that lasted for a thousand 
years. What it has to show, during a much shorter period of 
freedom, consists of isolated efforts, bounded by the national 
limitations of its philosophical schools. The essential ideas, 

therefore, of the ontology of Plotinus and Proclus may still be 
worth examining in no merely antiquarian spirit. 

A method of examination that suggests itself is to try 
whether, after all, something of the nature of verification may 

not be possible in metaphysics. The great defect of idealistic 
philosophy has been that so little can be deduced from it. The 
facts of nature do not, indeed, contradict it, but they seem to 

offer no retrospective confirmation of it. Now this, to judge 
from the analogy of science, may be owing to the extreme 

generality with which modern idealism is accustomed to state 
its positions. It is as if in physics we were reduced to an 
affirmation of the permanence of “matter” defined in Aristo- 

telian terminology. Let us try what can be made of an 

idealistic system that undertakes to tell us more than that 
reality is in some way to be expressed in terms of mind. 
Plotinus and Proclus, from their theory of being, make deduc- 
tions that concern the order of phenomena. Since their time, 

great discoveries have been made in phenomenal science. Do 
these tend to confirm or to contradict the deductions made from 
their metaphysical principles by the ancient thinkers ? 

1 Phileb. 58. 
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We must allow, of course, for the defective science of 

antiquity. The Neo-Platonists cannot be expected to hold 
any other than the Ptolemaic astronomy. They do not, 
however, profess to deduce the details of astronomy from 
their metaphysics. Just as with the moderns, much in the 
way of detail is regarded as given only by experience. That 
the universe has this precise constitution—if it has it—is known 

only as an empirical fact, not as a deduction from the nature of 
its cause. What the Neo-Platonists deduce metaphysically is 
not the geocentric system, but the stability of that system— 
or of any other—if it exists. Thus they do not agree with the 
Stoics; who, though taking the same view about the present 
constitution of the universe, held that the system of earth 
with surrounding planetary and stellar spheres is periodically 

resolved into the primeval fire and again reconstituted, the 

resolution being accompanied by an enormous expansion of 
bulk. All such ideas of an immense total change from a 

given state of things to its opposite, Plotinus and his successors 
reject. Any cycle that they can allow involves only changes of 
distribution in a universe ordered always after the same general 
fashion. They carry this even into their interpretation of early 
thinkers like Empedocles. According to Simplicius, the periods 
of concentration and diffusion which alternate in his cosmogony 
were by Empedocles himself only assumed hypothetically, and 
to facilitate scientific analysis and synthesis’. For universal 
intellect, as all the Neo-Platonists say, is ever-existent and 

produces the cosmic order necessarily; hence it does not 

sometimes act and sometimes remain inactive. Undeviating 

necessity, in its visible manifestation as in reality, belongs to 

the divinity above man as to the unconscious nature below him. 

Change of manifestation depending on apparently arbitrary 
choice between opposites belongs to man from his intermediate 
position. To attribute this to the divinity is mythological. 
There must therefore always be an ordered universe in which 

every form and grade of being is represented. The phenomenal 
world, flowing from intellectual being by a process that is 

1 De Caelo (R. P. 1331.*), 

14—2 
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necessary and as it were natural, is without temporal begin- 
ning or end. These propositions we are already familiar with ; 
and these are the essence of the deduction. Thus if the 
universe—whatever its detailed constitution may be—does not 
always as a whole manifest a rational order, the metaphysical 
principle is fundamentally wrong. To prove scientifically that 
the world points to an absolute temporal beginning, or that it is 
running down to an absolute temporal end, or even that it is 
as a whole alternately a chaos and a cosmos, would be a refu- 

tation of the form of idealism held by Plotinus. How then 
does modern science stand with regard to this position ? 

It may seem at first sight to contradict it. For does not 
the theory of cosmic evolution suppose just such immense 

periodic changes as were conceived by Empedocles, according 
to the most obvious interpretation of his words? So far as the 
solar system is concerned, no doubt it does; but the solar 
system is only a part of the universe. And there seems to be 
no scientific evidence for the theory that the universe as a 
whole has periods of evolution and dissolution. Indeed, the 
evidence points rather against this view. Astronomical ob- 
servers find existent worlds in all stages. This suggests that, 
to an observer on any planet, the stellar universe would always 

present the same general aspect, though never absolute identity 
of detail as compared with its aspect at any other point of time. 
For every formed system that undergoes dissolution, some other 
is evolved from the nebulae which we call relatively “primordial.” 
Thus the total phenomenal manifestation of being remains always 
the same. If this view should gain strength with longer observa- 

tion, then science may return in the end to the Neo-Platonic 

cosmology on an enlarged scale, and again conceive of the 
whole as one stable order, subject to growth and decay only in 
its parts. At no time, as the metaphysician will say, is the 
mind of the universe wholly latent. There is no priority of 
sense to intellect in the whole. The apparent priority of 

matter, or of the sentiency of which matter is the phenomenon, 
is simply an imaginative representation of the evolutionary 

process in a single system, regarded in isolation from the 
universe of which it forms part. 
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That this view is demonstrated by science cannot of course 
be said. The evidence, however, is quite consistent with it, 

and seems to point to this rather than to any other of the 
possible views. The question being not yet scientifically 
settled, the idealism of Plotinus still offers itself, by the 

cosmology in which it issues, for verification or disproof. And 
empirical confirmation, if this were forthcoming, would be 

quite real as far as it goes, precisely because the metaphysical 
doctrine is not so very general as to be consistent with all 
possible facts. A scientific proof that the universe is running 

down to a state of unalterable fixation would refute it. 
To the speculative doctrine of Plotinus no very great 

addition, as we have seen, was made before Proclus. The 

additions Proclus was able to make have by historians as a rule 
been treated as useless complications,—multiplications of entities 

without necessity. Yet the power of Proclus as a thinker is 
not denied even by those who find little to admire in its 
results ; and it had undergone assiduous training. He may be 
said to have known in detail the whole history of ancient 
thought, scientific as well as philosophical, at a time when it 
could still be known without any great recourse to fragments 
and conjecture. And he came at the end of a perfectly con- 
tinuous movement. It is therefore of special interest to see 
how the metaphysical developments he arrived at appear in 
the light of discoveries made since the European community 
returned again to the systematic pursuit of knowledge. ; 

What is noteworthy first of all is the way in which, 

following Aristotle, he has incorporated with the idea of the 

one stable universe that of an upward movement in the 
processes that belong to the realm of birth. As we have seen, 
he distinctly says that in the order of genesis the imperfect 
comes before the perfect. And this is not meant simply in 
reference to the individual organism, where it is merely a genera- 
lised statement of obvious facts, but is applied on occasion to 
the history of science. Now the technical terms by which he 
expresses the philosophical idea of emanation admit of trans- 

ference to an evolutionary process in time through which its 

components may be supposed to become explicit. The mpoodos 
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and the éwvctpody, or the going forth from the metaphysical 

principle and the return to it, are not of course themselves 
processes of the universe in time. Yet there is no reason why 
they should not have respectively their temporal manifestations 
in its parts, so long as neither type of manifestation is supposed 
to be chronologically prior or posterior in relation to the whole. 
When the terms are thus applied, they find accurate expression 
in the idea of an evolution, and not of a lapse manifested 

chronologically—with which “emanation” is sometimes con- 
founded. Primarily, it is the émotpody, rather than the 
mpoooos, that becomes manifest as the upward movement. 
Indeed the term corresponds pretty closely to “involution,” 
which, as Mr Spencer has said’, would more truly express the 
nature of the movement than “evolution.” This process is 
seen in history when thought, by some great discovery, returns 
to its principle. The antithetic movement, which may be 
regarded as the manifestation of the wpdodos, is seen when, 
for example, a great discovery is carried, as time goes on, into 
more and more minute details, or is gradually turned to 
practical applications. Thus it corresponds to most of what 
in modern times is called “ progress.” A corollary drawn by 
Proclus from his system, it may be noted, also suggests itself 
from the point of view of modern evolution. The highest and 
the lowest things, Proclus concludes, are simple ; “composition,” 
or complexity, belongs to intermediate natures. 

An even more remarkable point of contact between the 

metaphysics of Proclus and later science is that which presents 
itself when we bring together his doctrine of the “divine 

henads” and the larger conceptions of modern astronomy. 
This doctrine, as we saw, is with Proclus abstract metaphysics. 
The One, he reasons, must be mediated to the remoter things 

by many unities, to each of which its own causal “chain” is 

attached. Elaborate as the theory is, it had, when put forth, 

hardly any concrete application. If, however, we liberate the 

metaphysics from the merely empirical part of the cosmology, 
a large and important application becomes clear. The primal 
One, as we know, is by Neo-Platonism identified with the 

1 First Principles, 6th ed., p. 261. 
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Platonic Idea of the Good. Now this, with Plato, corresponds 
in the intelligible world to the sun in the visible world, and is 

its cause. But if, as Proclus concluded, the One must be 

mediated to particular beings by many divine unities, what 
constitution should we naturally suppose the visible universe 

to have? Evidently, to each “henad” would correspond a 

single world which is one of many, each with its own sun. 
Thus the metaphysical conception of Proclus exactly prefigures 
the post-Copernican astronomy, for which each of the fixed 
stars is the centre of a planetary “chain,” and the source of 
life to the living beings that appear there in the order of birth. 

From the infinite potency of the primal Cause, Bruno drew 
the inference that the universe must consist of actually in- 

numerable worlds. If we take the Neo-Platonic doctrine, not 

in its most generalised form—in which, as soon as we go 
beyond a single world, it might seem to issue naturally in an 

assertion of the quantitative infinite—but with the additions 

made to it by Proclus, the plurality of worlds certainly becomes 
more scientifically thinkable. For the “ henads”—composing, 
as Proclus says, the plurality nearest to absolute unity—are 
finite in number. Quantitative infinity he in common with all 
the school rejects. A kind of infinity of space as a subjective 
form would have presented no difficulty. Indeed both the 
geometrical and the arithmetical infinite were allowed by 
Plotinus in something very like this sense. The difficulty was 

in the supposition that there are actually existent things in 
space which are infinite in number. The problem, of course, 

still remains as one of metaphysical inference. For there can 
be no astronomical proof either that the whole is finite or that 
it is infinite. An infinite real ethereal space, with a finite 

universe of gravitating matter—which seems to be the tacit 

supposition of those who argue from the fact of radiant heat 
that the sum of worlds is running down to an end—Bruno and 

his Neo-Platonic predecessors would alike have rejected. 
The Neo-Platonic idealism, it ought now to be evident, was 

far removed from the reproach of peculiar inability .to bring 
itself into relation with the things of time and space. If both 
finally baflle the attempt at complete mental comprehension, 
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this, the philosophers would have said, is because they are 

forms of becoming, and hence remain mixed with illusory 
imagination. Contrasted with the eternity of intellect, that 

which appears under those forms is in a sense unreal. The 
whole philosophy of “genesis,” however largely conceived, be- 
comes again what it was for Parmenides, to whom the 

explanations of physics, though having truth as a coherent 

order in the world of appearance, where 

Tav TEOV EoTly opmod pdeos Kal vuKTOS adpayTou, 
ic@v aupotépwv’, 

are yet false as compared with the unmixed truth of being. 
In whatever sense Parmenides conceived of being, the Neo- 

Platonists, as we know, conceived of it in the manner of 

idealism. Their idealistic ontology, not deprived of all its 
detail but merely of its local and temporal features, would, if 

accepted, clear up more things than the most ambitious of 
modern systems. That it does not in the end profess to make 

all things clear, should not be to a modern mind a reason for 

contemning it, but should rather tell in its favour. 

1 Parmenides ap. Simplic. Phys. (R. P. 100). 
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I. THE COMMUNISM OF PLATO. 

Tue feature of Plato’s Republic that has drawn most general 

attention both in ancient and in modern times is its communism. 

This communism, however, had no place in the doctrine of his 

philosophical successors. And his system is in one important 

point quite opposed to that which is usual in modern socialism 

with its effort after equality. Some unremembered anticipation of 

this may have been caricatured by Aristophanes in the Zcclestazusae: 

but the artifices in the comedy for maintaining strict ‘‘ democratic 

justice” are of course the very antithesis of the Platonic conception, 

the essence of which is to cultivate to the highest point, by separa- 

tion of classes and by special training, every natural difference of 

faculty. Besides, the Platonic community of goods is applied only 

to the ruling philosophic class of guardians and to the military 

class of their auxiliaries. The industrial portion of the community is 

apparently left to the system of private property and commercial 

competition—though no doubt with just so much regulation from 

the guardians as is necessary to preserve the social health and keep 

down imposthumes. Now the interesting thing is that this offers 

something far more practicable than socialism of the modern indus- 

trial type. : 

That this is so may be seen by bringing the Platonic community 

of goods into comparison with Mr Spencer's generalisations, in the 

third volume of his Principles of Sociology, on the origin of “ Pro- 

fessional Institutions.” Mr Spencer shows that professional, as 

distinguished from industrial, institutions are all differentiated from 

the priesthood, which, along with the military class, forms the 

dominant part of the earliest specialised society. Now the re- 

muneration of all professional classes is for a long time public. 
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Like Plato’s guardians, they receive support from the rest of the 

community, not so much for particular services as for constant 

readiness to perform certain kinds of service. And a sort of 

disinterested character long continues to be assumed in professional 

functions, so that the remuneration is formally a voluntary gift, 

and not the market price of the service immediately done. This 

is now looked upon as a “survival.” The normal system is thought 

to be that in which every form of social activity is thrown into the 

competition of the market-place. Perhaps Mr Spencer himself takes 

this view. If, however, we follow out the clue supplied by his 

inductions, we are led to imagine a new transformation by which 

predominant industrialism might, having done its work, be dis- 

placed by a reform in the spirit though not according to the 

letter of the Platonic communism. 

Industrial institutions, as Mr Spencer says, are for the “susten- 

tation” of life ; professional institutions are for its ‘‘ augmentation.” 

Now, where there is to be augmentation, sustentation, and the 

activities subservient to it, must not be the direct aim of everyone 

in the community. Among Mr Spencer's “ professional ” activities, 

for example, are science and philosophy. The beginnings of these, 

Aristotle had already said, appeared among the Egyptian priests 

because they had leisure to speculate. As Hobbes put it, “leisure 

is the mother of philosophy.” The same thing is recognised in 

Comte’s social reconstruction, where, though individual property 

is retained, commercial competition is allowed only in the industrial 

sphere; the class that corresponds to the higher class of Plato’s 

guardians being supported publicly on condition of renouncing all 

claim to a private income. The difference of Comte’s from Plato’s 

scheme is that it is social and not directly political. Comte assigns 

no “secular power” to his ecclesiastical or philosophical class. What 

Mr Spencer’s inductive conclusions also suggest is a social rather 

than a political transformation, but one more generalised than 

Comte’s. For the professional class, as conceived by Mr Spencer, 

includes much more than the philosophic and scientific class. It 

is far too differentiated to be restored to anything like the homo- 

geneity of an early priesthood. Hence it could not, as such, 

become a ruling class, either directly like Plato’s guardians, or 

indirectly like the Comtean hierocracy. 

The point of the reform that suggests itself is this: if the whole 

social organism is ever to be brought under an ethical ideal of the 
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performance of social duties, transcending the conception of an 

unmitigated struggle for individual profit or subsistence, the class 

to begin with is the class which, by its origin, has already something 

of the disinterested character. The liberal professions must be, as 

it were, brought back to their original principles. The natural 

method of achieving this would be an extension of the system of 

public payment as opposed to quasi-commercial competition. Com- 

petition itself cannot be dispensed with; but it would then be in 

view of selection or promotion by qualified judges, and no longer 

with a view to individual payments from members of the general 

community taken at random. Payments would be graduated but 

fixed; not left to the chances of employment in each particular 

case. In short, the method would be that of the ecclesiastical 

and military professions, and of the Civil Service, generalised ; 

though it would no doubt be necessary, as Comte admitted in 

the case of teachers, to leave just enough liberty of private practice 

to guard against the repression of originality. 

To attempt such a reform from below, as is the idea of industrial 

socialism, is evidently chimerical. Industrial institutions have their 

first origin in the necessity of subsistence, not in an overflow of 

unconstrained energy; and, so far as they are developed from 

within, they owe their development to the keenest desire for gain. 

Hence they cannot but be the last to be effectively ‘“moralised.” 

This is just as fatal to Comte’s proposal that the supreme secular 

power should be handed over to the “industrial chiefs” as it 

is to “social democracy.” A purely industrial society could 

not supply enough disinterested elements for the work of general 

regulation. The conclusion seems to be that competition with 

a view to individual profit must, as Plato and Comte equally 

recognised, be left in the industrial sphere because in that sphere 

it supplies the only natural and adequate motive of exertion ; but 

that, even there, it can only be carried on justly and humanely 

under political regulation by representatives of the whole com- 

munity. To constitute a complete political society, it is generally 

allowed that there must be diversity of interests. If we allow 

that there must also be disinterested elements, then it is evident 

that these can only be fitly developed by the reduction of material 

motives, within a certain portion of the society, to their lowest 

possible limit. The Platonic communism was the first attempt to 

solve this problem systematically instead of leaving it to accident. 
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II. THE GNOSTICS. 

THE most accurate appreciation of Gnosticism seems to me to 
be that of Lipsius in his extremely valuable article in Ersch and 

Gruber’s Encyclopidie. What Lipsius especially makes clear is 

that Gnosticism was not in its essence a mixture of Christianity 

and Hellenism, but was a development of Christianity itself, re- 

garded as a revealed religion, into a speculative philosophy. In 

its highest philosophical development, which was the system of 

Valentinus and his successors, it took over elements both from 

Greek mythology and from Platonic philosophy ; but this was an 

accretion on the Judaeo-Christian elements that formed its nucleus. 

An earlier accretion was that which it received during its first 

period, when it was springing up in Syria. During this period, 

before it reached Alexandria, it appropriated elements of Semitic 

rather than of Greek polytheism. These were in the main 

Phoenician and Syro-Chaldaic. In its allegorical procedure upon 

the documents both of Judaism and of Christianity, it was only 

carrying further a method used by Philo among Jewish thinkers, 

and by those who afterwards came to be regarded as orthodox 

among the Christians. The difference of the Gnostic “heretics” from 

thinkers who, like Clement, desired to be also obedient Catholics, was 

that the former did not accept the limits imposed by the ‘“ecclesias- 

tical tradition”; that is to say, by the average Christian consciousness 

as interpreted by systematisers whose aim was fixed upon the universal 

reception of a common doctrine. Their speculations had thus one 

of the characters of a free philosophy as distinguished from a 

philosophy working in subordination to a recognised authoritative 

standard. In the expression of their philosophy, on the other hand, 

the Gnostics could not disentangle themselves from mythological 

imagination. Though essentially philosophies, their systems never 

arrive at pure conceptual thought, but turn abstractions into 

persons, and eternal relations of reality into histories of events in 

time. The dualism and pessimism of these systems, and their 

tendency to regard all phenomena as alike illusory—so that the 

question whether any historical tradition is literally true or not 

becomes a matter of indifference—much as they may suggest a 

remoter Eastern origin, are in reality perfectly independent develop- 

ments of the Judaeo-Christian data from which all the Gnostics set 
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out. For the Gnosties themselves, these data, evaporated as they 

might be, were still the presupposition of their peculiar type of 

thought. 

The result appears to be that Gnosticism was, as Neo-Platonism 

was not, a direct outgrowth of the East. It was a serious attempt 

at the identification of Christianity as a religion with speculations 

on the origin and end of things. Now this identitication of religion 

with philosophy is a character of the typically Eastern systems of 

thought. In its manner it represents a form of speculative freedom. 

The individual Brahman, for example, is perfectly free to elaborate 

the data of tradition and of past thought in his own way’; though 

popular mythology is never definitely broken with, and the phi- 

losophy is never quite purely theoretical. It may lead far beyond 

the practical virtues, through ascetic contemplation to absolute 

indifference, but the religious purpose of attaining redemption 

from evil is always the final aim. The case of the Gnostics is 

similar. They refuse to enter into the Catholic system of authori- 

tative dogma wrought out by theological experts with a view to 

the imposition on all of a creed that keeps within the bounds set 

by the religious consciousness of the many. Philosophy is not 

with them, as with the Fathers, an instrument taken up as the 

means of giving precise intellectual form to an accredited doctrine. 

It is meant to be the speculative unfolding of the traditional 

data without regard to any organised enforcement of uniformity. 

On the other side, the Christian Gnostics have not the Greek 

conception of perfectly disinterested knowledge, which in the Neo- 

Platonists subsists along with any mystical aim they may cherish 

as a religious consummation of their philosophy. Whatever stress 

the Gnostics, by the very name they assume, may lay on know- 

ledge as opposed to mere faith, it is always knowledge with a view 

to the religious life that they mean. In the later Stoics we meet 

with a similar tendency. Here philosophy is passing by way of 

ethics into religion, as with the Gnostics religion, by the spirit of 

measureless speculation, passed into philosophy. But of Greek 

philosophy the very origin and principle of being is “unspeakable 

desire to see and know.” It began with this and to this it returned. 

The direction to practice, social or personal, is secondary. In the 

1 Sir Alfred Lyall, in ‘‘ Letters from Vamadeo Shastri” (Asiatic Studies, 

Second Series), points out the resemblance on this side between Gnosticism and 
Hinduism. 
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Gnostic cosmogonies, on the contrary, the pursuit of hidden 

knowledge is the occasion by which the soul of the whole pre- 

cipitates itself from its pre-mundane union with the highest divinity 

into a realm of ill. From the evil world of matter, religious 

enlightenment is the means of escape. Thus it is only as a 

divinely-given remedy for the suffering soul that knowledge is 

desirable. Evidently the Gnostics are here quite faithful to their 

Judaeo-Christian data. 
In their terminology they are even ultra-Christian. Their 

technical term 7Aypwpa, as the name for the highest sphere of being, 

is of Pauline origin. And nothing is more characteristic of them 

than their use of the words rvedya for the highest part of the soul, 

and mvevparixol for the enlightened. Now this is a peculiarly 

Christian usage’. In the tradition of Greek science, when a higher 

part of the soul is distinguished from the soul generally, it is called 

yous. When the necessity is supposed of placing a subtler material 

principle between gross matter and the soul, this principle is called 

xvedpa. From a strictly materialist point of view, the rvedtya might 

come to be identified with the soul; but it is never taken psycholo- 

gically in the sense of its higher part. A modern use of “spirit” in 

a meaning continuous with this, is when “animal spirits” were 

regarded as the instrument of the soul for moving the limbs. When, 

on the other hand, we speak of the “spirit” as equivalent to the 

“mind” of man, with merely a shade of difference in connotation, 

we are, etymologically, continuing the Christian usage. The claim 

that the rvevparixoé, or “spiritual men,” alone possess true knowledge 

(yvdors), in distinction from the imperfectly enlightened faith (iors) 

of the mass of believers, is thus a claim which, by its very terms, 

declares its origin as outside the Greek tradition. 

Under favourable circumstances, Gnosticism might have become 

the starting-point for a sort of Christian Brahmanism. It presents, 

however, this difference from Brahmanism, that it is the speculative 

development, not of a natural religion like that of the Vedas, but of 

a religion tracing its origin to a personal founder. Hence perhaps the 

impossibility of its ever making good its claim to be the true 

Christianity. When a religion is proclaimed to have been revealed 

under given circumstances of time and place, it cannot allow its 

historical tradition to be indefinitely vaporised without ceasing to 

1 See the discussions of the various meanings of mvedua in Siebeck’s 

Geschichte der Psychologie. 
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exist. All the religions of this type, whether aggressively intolerant 

or not, have had to bind themselves by a creed of more or less 

precision into a Church of more or less exclusiveness. The opposite 

extremes as regards rigour of ecclesiastical discipline are probably 

Roman Catholicism and Buddhism; but the bond exists in all by 

the mere fact of their origin. Even Gnosticism organised itself into 

communities which were not simply philosophic schools. It did not, 

even at its highest point, produce solitary speculations like those ot 

the Brahmans. 

Long into the Middle Ages communities animated by Gnostic 

ideas persisted, under various names, as a menace to the dominion 

of historical Christianity. At the end of his Histoire Critique du 

Gnosticisme, Matter devotes some pages to this prolongation. In 

those religious heresies of Languedoc which, at the beginning of the 

thirteenth century, were stamped out by the Albigensian Crusade 

and the Inquisition, newly centralised and systematised on the 

initiative of Dominic, the historian is able to trace Gnostic as well 

as Manichaean ideas. Now the movement of the Albigenses did 

not spring up quite spontaneously in southern France. It came 

originally from the European provinces of the Eastern Empire. 

Both there and in the Asiatic provinces, it had from time to time 

come to the surface, only to be suppressed more or less effectively by 

the Emperors at Constantinople. May it not be that some of the 

‘Russian sects which the Orthodox Church is still engaged in 

suppressing are a continuation of the same type of speculative 

religion? If so, is it not possible that it has still a future? 

Let us suppose a remarkable religious personality to arise in 

Russia, modern in relation to science and ethics, yet possessing the 

type of metaphysical imagination characteristic of the Gnostics. 

The way seeming now open for another revolution in the Judaeo- 

Christian line of development, a new religion might be proclaimed, 

accepting the results of modern science and criticism, but, by the 

aid of an imaginative ontology, still retaining at its centre the 

Eastern idea of a redeemer and revealer. It would of course be 

persecuted by Russian Orthodoxy, but this might be the beginning 

of its success. Throwing itself on Western Europe, it would meet 

with States practising toleration, and, in the Latin countries, with 

a decadent religion. In France and Italy, minds are open, and 

a desire is felt for something to take the place of the hollow 

structure which, hampering thought and life, can yet only be 
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controlled by the State and not abolished. A new enthusiasm, 

religious and not merely political, would sweep away the wreck. 

The condition, if anything can be inferred from history, would 

seem to be a renewed contact of the religious ideas of East 

and West. For this, the situation of Russia is exactly adapted. 

Without the personality, any combination of conditions, however 

favourable in itself, must of course be powerless; but, if the recurrent 

aspiration of European minds towards a “religion of the future” is 

more than a vain reminiscence, this seems the direction in which to 

look. 

Ill IAmMBLIcHUS AND ProcLus ON MATHEMATICAL SCIENCE. 

For the theory of knowledge, the views of the later Neo- 

Platonists on mathematics are still not without interest even to 

students of Kant. An outline of some of the positions taken up 

may be found in the book of Iamblichus on the Common Science 

of Mathematics’, and in the two Prologues of Proclus to his 

Commentary on the first book of Euclid’s Hlements*. Of these 
Prologues, the first coincides in subject with the treatise of 

Tamblichus ; dealing with that which is common to arithmetic and 

geometry, and prior to all special departments of mathematics. The 

second is an introduction to the general theory of geometry and to 

Euclid’s Elements in particular, and gives in its course a brief 

chronicle of the history of the science to the time of Euclid. The 

first Prologue draws from the same sources as the work of 

Iamblichus, setting forth views that had gradually taken shape in 

the schools of Plato and Aristotle. In the case of one theory at 

least in the second, Proclus seems to lay claim to originality. In 

other cases, he mentions incidentally that he is only selecting a few 

things from what earlier writers have said. Iamblichus is pro- 

fessedly expounding the ideas of the “Pythagorean philosophy.” 

The starting-point with both writers is the position of Plato at 

the end of the sixth book of the Republic. The objects of 

mathematics and the faculty of understanding (duévora) that deals 

1 Tamblichi de Communi Mathematica Scientia Liber, ed. N. Festa, 1891. 

(Teubner.) 
2 Procli Diadochi in Primum Euclidis Elementorum Librum Commentarii, ex 

rec. G. Friedlein, 1873. (Teubner.) 
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with them come between dialectic and its objects above, and sense- 

perception and its objects below. Being thus intermediate, are 

mathematical forms and the reasonings upon them derivatives of 

sense-perception, or are they generated by the soul? In the view 

most clearly brought out by Proclus, they result from the productive 

activity of the soul, but not without relation to a prior intellectual 

norm, conformity to which is the criterion of their truth. What is 

distinctive of Proclus is the endeavour to determine exactly the 

character of this mental production. Jamblichus does not so 

specially discuss this, but lays stress on the peculiar fixity of 

relations among the objects of mathematics. Mathematical objects 

are not forms that can depart from their underlying matter, nor yet 

qualities, like the heat of fire, which though actually inseparable 

can be thought of as taken away. The forms that constitute number 

and extension have a coherence which does not admit of this kind 

of disaggregation, whether real or ideal. 

According to the view made specially clear by Iamblichus, 

mathematical science does not take over its employment of division 

and definition and syllogism from dialectic. Fhe mathematical 

processes to which these terms are applied are peculiar to mathe- 

matics. From itself it discovers and perfects and elaborates them ; 

and it has tests of its own, and needs no other science towards the 

order of speculation proper to it. Its difference from dialectic is 

that it works with its own assumptions, and does not consider 

things “simply,” without assumptions. As Proclus also says, 

there is only one science without assumptions (avuroferos). No 

special science demonstrates its own principles or institutes an 

inquiry about them. Thus the investigator of nature (6 pucvoddyos) 

assumes that there is motion, and then sets out from that 

determinate principle; and so with all special inquirers and 

practitioners’. 

Both writers, while they make considerations about the practical 

utility of knowledge subordinate, yet repeatedly draw attention to 

the applications, direct and indirect, of mathematics to the arts of 

life. Proclus cites Archimedes as a conspicuous example of the 

1 De Comm. Math. Scientia, pp. 89—90: ad’ éauris otv ebpioxer re avTa Kal 

rerevot kal ekepydterar, Td Te olkeia aly KadGs olde doximdfew, Kal ob detrac daddys 

émioTiuns mpos Thy olketay Oewplayv. ob yap 7d dwhGs KaBdmep 7 SadexTiKy, GAA TA 

id’ éauriy duaywaoxet, olkelws Te abra Oewpe? KaBbaov airy Umdbkerras. 

2 Prologus 11., p. 75. 

Ww. 15 
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power conferred by science when directed to practical invention. 

And science in general, as both he and Jamblichus insist, derives its 

necessity from the mathematical principles on which it depends. 

The perception of the peculiar scientific importance of mathematics, 

grounded in the necessity of its demonstrations, they ascribe to 

Pythagoras ; who, as both declare in almost the same terms, brought 

it to the form of a liberal discipline. By this is meant that, instead 

of treating it as a collection of isolated propositions, each discovered 

for itself, Pythagoras began to impress on it the systematically 

deductive character which it assumed among the Greeks. In the 

order of genetic development, men turn to knowledge for its 

own sake when the care about necessary things has ceased to be 

pressing! 

The classification of the mathematical sciences given in the two 

treatises is the same. First in order comes the ‘common mathe- 

matical science” which sets forth the principles that form a bond of 

union between arithmetic and geometry. ‘The special branches of 

mathematics are four: namely, arithmetic, geometry, music, and 

spherics (o@aipixy). Music is a derivative of arithmetic ; containing 

the theory of complex relations of numbers as distinguished from 

the numbers themselves. Spherics is similarly related to geometry ; 

dealing with abstract motion prior to the actual motion of bodies. 

To beginners it is more difficult than astronomy, which finds aid in 

the observation of moving bodies; but as pure theory it is prior’. 

Next come the various branches of mixed mathematics, such as 

mechanics, optics, astronomy, and generally the sciences that employ 

instruments for weighing, measuring and observing. These owe 

their less degree of precision and cogency to the mixture of sense- 

perception with pure mathematical demonstration. Last in the 

1 Prologus 1., p. 29: kal yap waca } yéveots kal 7 €v avTh oTpepouevy THs Wuxis 

(wh wépuxev ad Tod areNods els TO TéENELov Xwpetv. Cf. Zrovx. Oeor. 45. 

2 With the substitution of astronomy for ‘‘spherics,” the four Pythagorean 

sciences of Iamblichus and Proclus form the ‘‘ quadrivium,” or second division 

of the ‘‘ seven liberal arts,” of mediaeval tradition. (The ‘‘ trivium,” according 

to the list usually given, comprises grammar, dialectic and rhetoric.) A more 

curious point of contact is the identity of the conception of ‘‘ spherics”—simply 

as Classification of science and apart from philosophical theory of knowledge— 

with Comte’s ‘‘ rational mechanics,” regarded by him as the branch of mathe- 

matics immediately prior to astronomy, which is the first of the physical 

sciences. 
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theoretic order come simple data of perception brought together as 

connected experience (€7retpia). 

The ground of this order is to be found in the rationalistic 

theory of knowledge common to the school. As Proclus remarks, 

the soul is not a tablet empty of words, but is ever written on and 

writing on itself—and moreover, as he adds, written on by pure 

intellect which is prior to it in the order of being. Upon such a 

basis of psychology and consequent theory of knowledge, he goes on 

to put the specific question about geometrical demonstration and the 

activity of the soul in its production. How can geometry enable us 

to rise above matter to unextended thought, when it is occupied 

with extension, which is simply the result of the inability of matter 

to receive immaterial ideas otherwise than as spread out and apart 

from one another? And how can the d.avoa, proceeding as it does 

by unextended notions, yet be the source of the spatial constructions 

of geometry? The solution is that geometrical ideas, existing un- 

extended in the d:avova, are projected upon the “matter” furnished 

by the davtacia. Hence the plurality and difference in the figures 

with which geometrical science works. The idea of the circle as 

understood (in the davoia) is one; as imagined (in the davracia) it 

is many ; and it is some particular circle as imagined that geometry 

must always use in its constructions. At the same time, it is not the 

perceived circle (the circle in the aic@yovs) that is the object of pure 

geometry. This, with its unsteadiness and inaccuracy, is the object 

only of applied geometry. The true geometrician, while necessarily 

working by the aid of imagination, strives towards the unextended 

unity of the understanding with its immaterial notions. Hence the 

disciplinary power of geometry as set forth by Plato’, According 

to this view, those are right who say that all geometrical propositions 

are in a sense theorems, since they are concerned with that which 

ever is and does not come into being; but those also are right who 

1 In his theory of “‘ geometrical matter,” Proclus remarks, he has taken the 

liberty of dissenting from Porphyry and most of the Platonic interpreters. See 

Prologus 11., pp. 56—7: rept pev ody rijs yewuerpixfs Uns rocalra éxouev Né-yew 

ovK ayvoodyTes, dca Kal 0 diddcodos Ilopdiipios év Tots cumpixtos yéypadpev Kal oi 

mretoroe Tov TNarwrixay dcardtrovrar, cunpwvdrepa dé elvac Tadra Tails yewmerpiKats 

Epddors voulfovres kal ro IAdrwre Scavonra Kadodvre ta WroKelweva TH ~yewuerpla. 

ouvdde yap ofv Taira a\djprots, dibTe THY ~yewmerpixav elddv al wev alria, Kad’ as 

kal } dtdvoa mpoBddrec Tas drodeléeis, ev avra mpoiipectixacw, alta dé Exagra Ta 

dearpovmeva Kal cwvTiOeueva cxjuara Tepl Thy pavtaclay mpoBéBAnrat. 
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say that all are in a sense problems, for, in the way of theorems too, 

nothing can be discovered without a going forth of the understanding 

to the “intelligible matter” furnished by the imagination, and this 

process resembles genetic production’. The division once made, 

however, the theoretic character is seen not only to extend to all but 

to predominate in all. 

1 Prologus 1., pp. 77—79. 
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